K-001-001
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war experiences, war
reparations, and veterans benefits are important issues but are not part
of the proposed action. Comments related to these issues were
numerous and indicate underlying social and political dissatisfaction with
a broader range of federal-territorial relations outside the scope of DoD
legal authority. The various EIS public engagement forums provided an
indirect avenue for informing local and federal policy-makers of issues
that are important to a significant segment of the community.
K-001-002
Thank you for your comment. The statement regarding Chamorro issues
compared the short-term impact of a high construction-related population
with a more stabilized long-term population increase on Guam. It
referred to the political focus on Chamorro issues rather than the longstanding cultural memory and importance that these issues hold with the
Chamorro people on Guam. The statement has been amended to clarify
these matters.
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K-001-003
Thank you for your comment. The purpose of the DEIS document and
the EIS process as a whole is to bring to public attention the various and
complex issues surrounding the military buildup on Guam and the CNMI.
The concerns listed in the DEIS regarding Chamorro culture and
concerns attempt to highlight concerns by the public within the project
context for discussion.
The DEIS identifies that there is a potential for the incoming population
to have the ability to vote and potentially compete for jobs with other
Guam residents. Given that opportunity, there is a possibility that if the
new population votes in local elections, new candidates may choose to
run for office and perhaps new voters would vote for different
leadership. On the other hand, military and their dependents may
choose not to interfere with local elections, especially given their typically
short tenure on the island. There was no attempt to state this as a
probability, but only a possiblity.
Thank you for your comment. Through the process of public involvement
that has accompanied this proposed action (see FEIS, Volumes 1 & 10),
the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and concisely their
concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including dance, language
and traditions, will be forgotten or significantly marginalized by western
culture. While population increases can highlight cultural differences,
they also present unique and new opportunities for cultural learning and
sharing. As indicated in the FEIS (Volume 2, Section 16.2.5; Volume 4,
Section 16.2.5), the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and
awareness programs which will focus on mutual respect and tolerance
and strive to educate all incoming and currently present military
personnel on the rich and varied cultural history that has created the
culture that is Guam today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military
civilian joint activities in order to foster strong and mutually beneficial
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military civilian relationships that include the sharing and understanding
of culture.
K-001-004
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war experiences, war
reparations, and veterans benefits are important issues but are not part
of the proposed action. Comments related to these issues were
numerous and indicate underlying social and political dissatisfaction with
a broader range of federal-territorial relations outside the scope of DoD
legal authority. The various EIS public engagement forums provided an
indirect avenue for informing local and federal policy-makers of issues
that are important to a significant segment of the community.
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K-002-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing the proposed military relocation to reduce adverse effects on
the people of Guam, its natural resources and infrastructure. The EIS
process identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while
minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will continue to work to ensure that
the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and that
the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to be
good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
The DoD has kept the public informed as required by NEPA, which
includes holding public scoping meetings and public hearings and
allowing the public to comment on the Draft EIS. DoD has had ongoing
discussions with Cooperating Agencies (those federal and local agencies
with special expertise or regulatory oversight) throughout the preparation
of the Draft EIS and will continue these discussions with agencies
through the completion of the Final EIS. As part of the engagement with
Cooperating Agencies, they were asked to conduct an early technical
review of the partially completed Draft EIS in late July 2009. The DoD
has also met with elected officials and community leaders.
The section in the EIS addressing the adaptive techniques you refer to
(Volume 7, Section 2.4) has been updated based on public and agency
comments on the DEIS, results of further agency coordination, and
additional information and analysis available post-DEIS. The section has
been clarified to indicate that the primary role of the mitigation measure
is to adjust construction tempo and sequencing as needed to avoid
environmental impacts, particularly impacts to infrastructure. These
adjustments would be informed by an interagency council including
GovGuam, USEPA, GEPA, GPA, and GWA. A notional scenario has
been added to the description of the mitigation measure. The notional
scenario identifies how implementation of the mitigation measure may
reduce population during construction. The section has also been
updated to identify other benefits to other resources that could result
Guam and CNMI Military Relocation DEIS/OEIS

from implementation of the mitigation measure. Additionally, as a result
of the NEPA environmental review process, a further mitigation measure
is proposed in the FEIS to reduce the force flow (pace of the arrival of
Marines and their families). This additional mitigation measure
is described in Volume 7, Section 2.3. The DoD is prepared to implement
both mitigation measures.
With respect to funding for projects to develop facilites on Guam, many
of the proposals for utility and roadway improvments in the EIS would
benefit the community of Guam. There are funding opportunities that are
outside of DoD direct control and these are not within the scope of the
EIS, for example the funding for Port Authority of Guam port
improvements. The EIS does propose that DoD assist GovGuam in
obtaining additonal funding. These mitigation measures that are outside
of DoD direct control and identified during that NEPA environmental
review process are included in the comprehensive list of mitigation
measures in Volume 7, Chapter 2.
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K-003-001
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war experiences, war
reparations, and veterans benefits are important issues but are not part
of the proposed action. Comments related to these issues were
numerous and indicate underlying social and political dissatisfaction with
a broader range of federal-territorial relations outside the scope of DoD
legal authority. The various EIS public engagement forums provided an
indirect avenue for informing local and federal policy-makers of issues
that are important to a significant segment of the community.
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K-004-001
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war experiences, war
reparations, and veterans benefits are important issues but are not part
of the proposed action. Comments related to these issues were
numerous and indicate underlying social and political dissatisfaction with
a broader range of federal-territorial relations outside the scope of DoD
legal authority. The various EIS public engagement forums provided an
indirect avenue for informing local and federal policy-makers of issues
that are important to a significant segment of the community.
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K-004-002
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made to the FEIS as
appropriate.
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K-004-003
Thank you for your comment. This possibility of new U.S. residents to
vote has been responded to above.
The population estimates in the Draft EIS were based on the maximal
scenario. The year 2014 includes the foreign worker population on
Guam as well as the military and their dependents. However, after 2017,
the population increase (from the 2010 baseline) would be approximately
33,500 (maximal scenario) primarily because the foreign worker
population would leave Guam. The EIS identifies a number of significant
impacts to Guam and its resources; this is summarized at the end of
various impact chapters in volumes 2 through 6. Impacts to the
Chamorro people are also addressed in the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) that is Appendix F, Volume 9 of the Final EIS.
Chamorros, although considered a minority population in comparison to
the U.S. as a whole, represented over 40% of Guam's population in the
2000 U.S. Census. Chamorro concerns involving political autonomy are
impacted by the potential increase in non-Chamorro populations due to
the buildup, increasing the likelihood of more non-Chamorro local
political office-holders. More non-Chamorro voters would decrease the
possibility of Chamorro political self determination. They would also
decrease the possibility of successful plebiscites to achieve greater
independence from U.S. control.
More information on this topic can be found in the Environmental Justice
and the Protection of Children chapters of the Final EIS, specifically,
Chapters 19 in Volumes 2, 3, 4, 5, and Chapter 20 in Volume 6, and
under cumulative impacts (Chapter 4) of Volume 7.
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K-005-001
Thank you for your comment. The proposed action is consistent with the
conditions of the Technical Agreement. Many of the conditions are not
applicable to the proposed transient military personnel presence on
Tinian that would participate in expeditionary training.
K-005-002
Thank you for your comment. DoD will continue to work closely with you
and other stakeholders to minimize the impacts of the proposed military
relocation program.
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K-005-003
Thank you for your comments and recommendations relating to crimes
and the disparity of the drinking age in Guam (18 years) and on the base
(21 years). As you recognize, any increase in population, such as the
one that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by
an increase in overall crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. DoD has studied these issues in a specific
appendix included in the EIS (Social Assessment Impact Study). The
increase in population during the construction phase of the build up is
recognized as a time for concern for increases in incidents of
crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group of many
military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts and
misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and women on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
Text has been added to the Final EIS to include other possible mitigation
measures such as having civilian-military security patrols in high incident
areas (e.g., bar/club areas) and establishing a dedicated phone number
to inform security personnel of an impending incident.
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K-006-001
Thank you for your comment. The USMC is concerned over the
potential of non-auditory health effects. Although there has been
considerable debate among environmental noise experts as to whether
noise exposures below the level of hearing hazard result in other lasting
health effects, the subject warrants further discussion in the EIS. The
EIS has been modified to present a more detailed description of the
studies dealing with non-hearing loss health effects. Volume 7, Chapter
3 of the FEIS is revised based on public and agency comments.
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K-007-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD and regulatory agencies are equally
concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater (particularly drinking water aquifers). The EIS describes
numerous programs and actions that will be taken to protect surface
waters and groundwater from stormwater runoff. Construction of new
facilities will use Low Impact Development (LID) principles to the extent
practical. LID is a design philosophy that seeks to reduce the impact to
the environment from new construction projects through the reduction of
impervious surfaces. LIDs principles incorporate the design of facilities
with the use of native vegetation, pervious (porous) surfaces to reduce
storm water runoff and encourage recharge of groundwater, and water
conservation. DoD is currently conducting a LID study that will identify
specific types of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the
construction of facilities associated with the buildup.DoD is also
preparing a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) and will apply
for permits that regulate stormwater discharges during construction. The
permit and plan is focused on reducing the amount of earth and soil that
is exposed to stormwater during earth-disturbing activities (such as land
clearing and grading), providing stabilization of soils during construction
through the use of ground covers, and sediment ponds and
traps/screens to reduce pollutants getting into storm runoff and from
percolating into the ground. These plans also have specific
requirements for containment of potential pollutants at construction sites
(such as storage areas for equipment fuel). Lastly, DoD is developing
a construction and demolition (C&D) waste management plan in consort
with the stormwater construction plan that calls for the use of mulch on
exposed soils, mulch that will be generated during the clearing of trees
and low growth during land clearing activities. Once construction is
complete, a SWPPP will be developed to control stormwater runoff and
infiltration from base operations. This is being done on a regional DoD
Guam-wide scale, and has the involvement of Guam EPA.
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K-007-002
Thank you for your comment. Information on this issue has been
updated in Volume 4 of the Final EIS.
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K-008-001
Thank you for your comment. The staffing requirement analysis in the
SIAS was meant to address impacts due to the proposed action, and did
not include staffing needs existing prior to the action. Changes to the
FEIS reflect the usage of the DYA facilities at Dededo, Agat, and Toto.
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K-008-002
Thank you for your comment. Your mitigation recommendations have
been taken under consideration. Due to the many mitigation measures
recommended during the Draft EIS, expanded mitigation discussion is
provided in the FEIS.
The FEIS has been updated (Volume 2) to better address impacts on
social services. As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the
existing sub-standard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and
social services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund
improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-009-001
Thank you for your comment. The U.S. immigration policy is not under
the purview of DoD and is not part of the proposed action. The changes
proposed by Guam should be taken up with the appropriate agency or
agencies.
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K-010-001
Thank you for your comment. Changes on Guam because of this
proposed action and other worldwide and local events will occur. These
changes happen in local communities whether they are islands or urban
continent settings. And most mature adults can all fondly remember
times and locations that have since changed. However, changes are not
all bad or all good. Culture is adaptable and can be maintained and
nourished through special events, groups, and activities. Each ethnic,
national, religious, work, and social group has an affinity they share or
are associated with; this instills and promotes their heritage, common
goals, and beliefs. The DoD presence in Guam is not expected to
interfere with or destroy a culture or society. It proposes to introduce a
new population to Guam's existing population that can share cultural
heritages and introduce (to each other) customs and lifestyles.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action, the many Chamorros have voiced their concern that the
traditional Chamorro culture, including dance, language and traditions,
will be forgotten. While population increases can highlight cultural
differences, they also present unique opportunities for cultural learning
and sharing. The DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and
awareness programs that will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and
strive to educate incoming and currently present military personnel on
the rich and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is
Guam today. In terms of cultural and historical sites, every effort is being
made to leave sites undisturbed. It has also been noted that DoD would
work closely with the Guam Museum to respectfully manage important
Chamorro artifacts so that the current population of Guam can learn from
them. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
Impacts to the Chamorro people are also addressed in the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) that is Appendix F,
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Volume 9 of the EIS. Chamorros, although considered a minority
population in comparison to the U.S. as a whole, represented over 40%
of Guam's population in the 2000 U.S. Census. More information on the
minority of the Chamorros is provided in the Environmental Justice and
the Protection of Children chapters of the EIS, specifically, chapters 19 in
volumes 2, 3, 4, 5, and chapter 20 in volume 6, and under cumulative
impacts (chapter 4) of Volume 7.
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K-011-001
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. Comments received from
the public allow DoD to make changes to the EIS before the document is
finalized. This information becomes part of the Final EIS and is
evaluated when DoD issues a Record of Decision at the end of the
NEPA process.
The service population data used in the DEIS was reviewed and updated
(as appropriate) in the FEIS.
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K-012-001
Thank you for your comment. It has been reviewed and appropriate
changes were made in the Final EIS.
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K-013-001
Thank you for your comment. The analysis provided in the DEIS reflects
the impact of population increase due to the proposed action itself, and
not existing requirements of the hospital. In NEPA documents, the
baseline conditions are identified. In the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) which is Appendix F in Volume 9 of the DEIS,
it is noted that the existing conditions are considered inadequate.
The FEIS has been updated (Volume 2) to better address impacts on
social services. As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the
existing sub-standard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and
social services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund
improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-014-001
Thank you for your comment. Noise levels around Andersen AFB would
be dominated by the U.S. Air Force ISR/Strike action currently planned.
The contribution of USMC activities would be minor in comparison. As a
result, the USMC is not planning soundproofing around Andersen AFB.
Soundproofing by the USMC in high noise areas is not planned at this
time because of several factors. Each individual structure has noise
reduction capabilities and the average reduction for windows closed is
about 25 dBA and 15 dBA with windows open (personal communication,
Czech 2010). The amount of reduction for a specific structure depends
upon many factors including; source and intensity of the noise, age of
the structure, quality of construction, type and quality of building
materials, topography, other structures nearby, and the proximity of trees
around the structure.
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K-015-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-016-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-017-001
Thank you for your comment. Military crimes on Okinawa are discussed
in various section of the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study (SIAS);
the SIAS is Appendix F in Volume 9 of the DEIS. The SIAS includes
subsection 4.5.1 entitled, Impact on Crime and Serious Social Disorder
that discusses the likely impacts on Guam relating to crimes.
Statistically, an increase in the number of rape incidents could result
based on the increased in population (military and workers). Impacts
identified in the SIAS state: "It appears that the military operational
component would have little impact on overall crime rates".
Population density on Guam would increase; however, for the most part,
the military personnel and their dependents would remain on base and
within the housing areas within DoD property. If crimes are committed
off-base in the U.S. (includes Guam), U.S. military personnel are subject
to civilian law enforcement. It is likely that civilian (Guam) and military
patrols (i.e., Shore Patrols) would work together to enforce laws and
lessen criminal activities.The SIAS and the DEIS are documents that
have identified the probable impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives based on the best available information. Existing data and
information was gathered and supplemented with interviews with federal
and Guam agencies. To provide the public and various governmental
agencies with an opportunity to review and comment on the
methodologies and assumptions used, the SIAS was included as
Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS. Comments provided on the DEIS
will also be included to provide the decision-makers with the public views
in support and/or opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
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K-018-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive one with both historical and
contemporary contexts. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
DoD is confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential
land acquisition. Further, any proposed major DoD land acquisition,
such as those associated with the preferred alternatives for the main
cantonment and live fire ranges, must be approved by the Congressional
defense committees.
Specific areas being considered for acquisition are identified in the Final
EIS.
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K-019-001
Thank you for your comment. This Act is described in the text and table
of Chapter 3, Volume 8.
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K-020-001
Thank you for your comment. Noise impact analyses assume the use of
multiple graders on other pieces of construction equipment. Project
sequencing works to reduce noise by limiting the number of the noisiest
equipment working at the same place at the same time. One example of
project sequencing is; if five excavators are required for a given project,
noise calculations assumed worse case by all of them working adjacent
to the noise sensitive areas at the same time. Project sequencing would
restrict the number of excavators to one or two nearest the noise
sensitive areas while the remainder can be working on the part of the
project site farthest away from the noise areas. Sound barriers are walls
that are either temporary or permanent designed to reduce noise from
one side of the wall to the other. The EIS is modified to describe these
measures more clearly. Either of these methods would reduce the
construction noise to below U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
limits.
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K-021-001
Thank you for your comment. The Navy has worked with and
coordinated meetings with the resource agencies over the last three
years discussing Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) approach and
methodologies. The Navy has invited them to perform surveys, and
attended a USFWS hosted HEA workshop in 2008 (Guam agencies
were unable to attend due to scheduling difficulties). The Navy has
addressed PDEIS comments and concerns, incorporating additional
quantitative coral and finfish studies into the DEIS in attempts to alleviate
some of these concerns.The Navy used a habitat indices in the HEA,
which was developed off of percent coral cover and rugosity (3dimensinality) as suggested by resource agencies. Per the Veiman et.al,
paper (NOAA, December, 2008) a percent coral cover metric combined
with other metrics that provide for a 3-dimensional representation of the
habitat lost could be used to determine adequate compensatory
mitigation via a HEA. The agencies may continue to disagree with
approach, but their approach tends to double count ecosystem function
loss. The “spring surveys” data that were included in the DEIS were not
intended to be an “exhaustive species list”, and as a result it is possible
that there will be rare and/or small species that will not be accounted for
by the methods used. Unless these coral (or other invertebrate) species
have been identified as a legally recognized special status species, they
are afforded no additional level of protection or consideration than other
coral (or invertebrate) species in that area. The Navy will continue to
work with the USACE and EPA/GEPA and do whatever is necessary to
satisfy the requirements of Section 10/404 and Section 401 permit
documentation.
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K-022-001
Thank you for your comment. Public Law 12-126 has been added to
Table 2.1-1.
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K-023-001
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 17, Section 17.1.2.1
Ship-Borne Hazardous Substances and Table 17.1-1 Navy Regulation
Discharge Restrictions summarize bulge water discharge requirements
that the Navy must comply with.
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K-024-001
Thank you for your comment. Additional information on DoD monitoring
of regulatory compliance has been added to Volume 8. Information
specific to Section 60410 of Ch. 60, Title 21 of the Guam Code
Annotated has been added to Table 2.1-1.
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K-025-001
Thank you for your comment. Best management practices and
mitigation measures for this topic are included in Volume 2 with
summary of all similar practices and measures contained in Volume 7.
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K-026-001
Thank you for your comment. The U.S. Navy applied tributlytin TBTbased paint to ships in the 1979-1988 time frames. The use of TBT in
the U.S. was banned in 1988. The last Navy ship to use TBT had that
coating removed in 1994. The Navy currently uses copper-based
antifouling paints and is actively exploring less toxic alternative coatings.
1. HTIS BULLETIN Vol.9 No.3, May - June 1999. Tom McCarley, HTIS
2. Global Invasive Species Programme (GISP). 2008. Marine Biofouling:
An Assessment of Risks and Management Initiative. Complied by Lynn
Jackson on behalf of the Global Invasive Species Programme and the
UNEP Regional Seas Programme. 68 pp.
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K-027-001
Thank you for your comment. Chapter 5 (Air Quality) in Volume
4, quantifies the air emissions associated with the operation and
construction activities related to the proposed action including all of the
emissions sources cited by the commenter. A detailed list of these
sources and the analysis of their emissions is included in Volume 9,
Appendix I, which is an Air Emissions Study. Methods used for
estimating and calculating emissions are EPA methodology. The FEIS
provides a more detailed explanation of this data.
Although the analysis shows that the adverse air quality impacts to be
less than significant, DoD would consider various options designed to
minimize the proposed action’s impacts, as described in Volume 7. DoD
is working with relevant stakeholders to determine an appropriate
strategy to for implementing an island wide switch to low sulfur fuel.
The waiver that is currently provided to Guam to use higher sulfur fuel
was requested by the Governor of Guam. It is within the power of
GovGuam and the legislature to petition that this waiver be lifted so that
the entire island could make the switch to cleaner fuels and improve air
quality for Guam. Other potential measures that could reduce air
emissions during construction (such as reduced idling of vehicles and
dust suppression) are outlined in the FEIS.
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K-028-001
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario.
A sediment plume is an inevitable effect of in-water construction
activities. The Navy proposes to minimize sedimentation by using best
management practices such as silt curtains and operational controls of
dredging equipment. Final mitigation measures for all dredging activities
will be determined and agreed upon during the permit phase of the
projects.
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K-029-001
Thank you for your comment. Expanded mitigation discussion is
provided in the FEIS.
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K-030-001
Thank you for your comment. Up to 22 new water supply wells are
proposed to provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These
wells would be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water
from the northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir
would not be modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from
the northern Guam lens aquifer is estimated at approximately 80 million
gallons per day. Aquifer sustainable yield is the amount of water that can
continuously be withdrawn from groundwater sources without degrading
water quality or viable production water . The estimated total average
daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per day at the
peak of construction of the proposed DoD buildup. Thus, there will be an
adequate supply of potable water. DoD and Guam Waterworks
Authority plan to jointly manage the production of water. Also DoD is an
advocate for grants and low cost loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so
they can improve their distribution system and reduce water loss due to
leaks. The Guam Water Authority (GWA) and DoD are cooperatively
working together to plan for the expected increase in population on
Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the 22 new DoD water supply wells
early, and provide this water to GWA, along with excess water from
DoD's Fena Reservoir, to meet the near-term increase in water demand
that is expected to occur off-base during the construction phase of the
buildup. During this time, GWA will make improvements to their system
to meet the long-term water needs of off-base communities. The net
positive affect of this strategy is that DOD shoulders the cost to supply
early buildup water demand, especially the demand associated with the
temporary construction workforce.
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K-031-001
Thank you for your comment. The impact to Hagatna Wastewater
Treatment Plant was analyzed and discussed in section 2.3.3.2 of the
DEIS. Section 3.1.3 discusses proposed improvements to GWA sewers
in central Guam. In 2007, the Hagatna plant was refurbished and shall
be able to receive future flows from induced population due to military
growth. In 2008, citing an overburdened wastewater system, GWA
imposed a development moratorium for areas in central Guam, and
issued a request for proposals in order to use a private partner for
upgrading the wastewater collection system in central Guam. The project
was estimated to cost from $30 million to $40 million, and construction
will start as soon as the funding is available. The project is expected to
complete in two years. It would increase the capacity of central Guam
sewer collection system and help improve treatment efficiency at the
Hagatna WWTP.
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K-032-001
Thank you for your comment. That is a very good suggestion. Actually a
similar approach is being proposed: accelerate the construction of the
additional DoD wells and provide excess water to GWA for the civilian
system. DoD, GWA, GEPA, and EPA have been working on this plan
over the last several months. This will provide time for GWA to make
system repairs and upgrades. The proposed plan is to construct these
new DoD wells in 2011.
Actually, the installation of more wells than may be needed would be
beneficial in managing the aquifer in that it provides more flexibility to
adjust where pumping occurs (which subbasin of the aquifer) and the
pumping rate per well. That is required to prevent "upconing" of the salt
water on which the lens aquifer sits.
In addition, GWA is in the second year of a three year leak detection
program. In the first year, about 4 million gallons per day of leaks were
found. Those should be repaired and the rest of the program should be
pursued energetically. GWA system suffers over 50% of unaccounted for
water (water that is pumped from the source but not accounted for in
usage meters). Some of this is due to leaks and some due to metering
issues. If the unaccounted for water percentage were reduced to a more
typical 15 to 20%, the GWA projected shortfall would disappear!
DoD remains an advocate for GWA in finding grants and low-cost loans
to facilitate these system upgrades that are needed with or without the
proposed DoD buildup.
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K-033-001
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS review provides the opportunity
for comments, issues, and opinions to be voiced. This includes those
individuals, groups, and agencies that may not have been part of the
information gathering process. Public and agencies responses are a
very important part of the NEPA EIS process. The FEIS acknowledges
this viewpoint and provides the decision makers with all opposing and
supporting positions for the proposed action.
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K-034-001
Thank you for your comment. The socioeconomic interviews were
conducted concurrently with the revisions to the alternatives;
subsequently the discussion of specific alternatives were not discussed
during the interviews. The potential impacts to the visitor industry are
discussed in the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) that
was incorporated in the DEIS as Appendix F in Volume 9 of the DEIS.
DoD acknowledges that maintaining access to important cultural and
recreational sites is important. However, restrictions to certain areas are
required to maintain public safety. Although plans concerning access to
sites potentially impacted by the proposed action have not been
developed, DoD will provide access to cultural sites (such as Marbo
Cave, Pagat, and Mt. Lamlam). DoD looks forward to working with
stakeholders in developing plans for access that balance operational
needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing public use and
enjoyment of these sites.
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K-035-001
Thank you for your comment. The assumption that the corporate tax rate
will be charged at 17% is a conservative assumption to ensure that
estimates of corporate tax revenues to the government of Guam were
not exaggerated. Had the estimate assumed the highest possible rate
(34%) then there would be a much higher probability that the estimate of
tax revenues to Guam would have been overestimated rather than with
the 17% rate that was assumed.
To estimate corporate tax revenues, the total cost of activity related to
the proposed action, for each year, was multiplied by an assumed
corporate profit margin (6% as noted in Table 4.3-26) and the profit was
multiplied by 17% which was the assumed corporate tax rate.

The EIS does not include tax collecting procedures by the government of
Guam as they are not part of the proposed action and is under the
purview of a local agency.
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K-036-001
Thank you for your comment. No, there is not an implication that there
will be no impact on hotel occupancy tax. The analysis of government
revenues in Section 4.3.3 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study is intended to be an approximate measure of revenue from certain
major sources; it is not intended to be a complete accounting of
revenues. A Fiscal Impact Assessment is currently being undertaken by
consultants to the Governor of Guam and is intended to address the tax
revenue issue more completely.

Language clarifying the intent of the revenue analysis in the DEIS was
added to the Final EIS.
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K-037-001
Thank you for your comment. Environmental impact statements identify
the probable impacts of the proposed action and its alternatives. By
identifying these impacts and along with public and agencies comments,
the decision makers are better able to assess environmental
consequences of the proposed action. The Final EIS includes
comments, responses, revisions, and views received during the DEIS
process; this provides the decision makers with a document that
represents input from scientists, the lead agency, the public, interested
groups and organizations, elected officials,and governmental agencies.
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K-038-001
Thank you for your comment. Please see the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (Appendix F of the EIS), Section 4.3.7 for information
and discussion on tourism. The analysis of the impacts on tourism
generally reflect that the impacts of the proposed action would have on
tourism would be mixed. Tourism may decline as some visitors may shy
away from Guam due to construction activities and an increased military
presence on the island but that would be made up for by increased visits
from members of the military who are tourists while their ships are
docked on Guam. The increase in military tourism is included in the
population estimate.
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K-039-001
Thank you for your comment. As described in Chapter 4 of Volume 4,
impacts to water quality in Apra Harbor from dredging would not be
permanent and would occur during the construction period. Given the
course nature of Outer Apra Harbor sediments, it is likely that the
majority of the suspended sediment would settle out rapidly, resulting in
a much shorter turbidity plume than otherwise would be the case. Best
management practices such as silt curtains and operational measures
would be used to prevent suspended sediments from exceeding Guam
Environmental Protection Agency water quality standards, and frequent
monitoring during construction to ensure the effectiveness of suspended
sediment containment would be performed. Should exceedances of
water quality standards occur, construction activities would be
suspended until the total suspended solids levels returned to acceptable
levels. The sedimentation controls would reduce impacts to aquatic
communities and water quality outside of the project area.
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K-040-001
Thank you for your comment. The the Hawaii economic model was
utilized because there is no Guam economic model. Careful and diligent
effort was undertaken to ensure that the results of the economic impact
analysis reflected the unique circumstances of the Guam economy. Also,
please note that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
(Appendix F in Volume 9 of the DEIS) produces both an unconstrained
and a constrained analysis; while both analysis were customized to
represent Guam, the constrained analysis used multipliers that were
reduced greatly from standard Hawaii multipliers and lower than any
typical modern multiplier.
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K-041-001
Thank you for your comment. Relating to cost of living and the proposed
military buildup, it is noted that the history of inflation and recession of
Guam’s economy from the 1970s to present was provided on page 3-47
of the SIAS. In subsection 4.3.1.4 (beginning page 4-10) of the SIAS,
the subject of impact on the standard of living is addressed, stating:
"Standard of living is a measure of purchasing power. If the standard of
living increases for a person it means they can purchase more goods
and services. If the standard of living declines for that person, he or she
can purchase fewer goods and services. Changes in a person’s standard
of living are determined by their income and the prices of the goods and
services they tend to purchase. A person’s standard of living will
increase if their income rises faster than the prices of goods and services
they tend to purchase. A person’s standard of living will decline if the
prices of goods and services they tend to purchase rise faster than the
person’s income. In both the construction and operational components,
the average wage of workers would increase as a function of greater
demand for labor. However, the price of goods and services purchased
by individuals would rise as well. It cannot be definitively predicted
whether wages or the price of goods and services would increase at a
faster pace. If wages earned by a particular household rise more quickly
than the price of goods and services, then the standard of living would
increase. If the price of goods and services rises more quickly than
wages, the standard of living would decrease. For households on fixed
incomes, the result would be reduced purchasing power. Those with the
ability to quickly renegotiate their wages will have a better chance at
maintaining or increasing their standard of living." On page 4-11 of the
SIAS, the discussion continues and discusses the income of military
related construction and operational jobs that will, on the average, be
higher than the present average wages on Guam. It concludes: "In
terms of cost of living, from 2000 to 2008 Guam workers have seen their
standard of living decline by 30% and there is no reason to expect the
military buildup to reverse that trend – Guam workers will likely to
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continue to see the cost of goods and services rise faster than their
incomes. While the proposed action may not represent a reversal of this
trend, it will slow the rate of decline in the standard of living that has
been prevalent since 2000."
The benefits to the military, including having access to discount
stores and to other stores and services on-base are part of DoD policy
and not part of the proposed action. Also, the Jones Act is under the
purview of DOT and not part of the proposed action.
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K-042-001
Thank you for your comment.
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K-043-001
Thank you for your comment and recommendation. Inflation was
addressed in other responses to your comments.
Changes in immigration and Homeland Security policies that are not
within the purview of DoD's actions.
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K-044-001
Thank you for your comment. As described in Chapter 2, Volume 4 of
the EIS, the Navy reviewed several alternatives for wharf location, wharf
alignment, turning basin location/radius, and channel alignment. After
careful review of the alternatives based on selection criteria including
practicability and minimizing environmental impacts to the extent
practicable, Polaris Point and the Former SRF were the only two
locations that met the selection criteria as described in Volume 4,
Section 2.3.1 of the EIS.
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K-044-002
Thank you for your comment. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act (CWA) 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the Final EIS. However, a number of mitigation
options, including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs,
are discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the
Final EIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Section 404
permitting process, additional NEPA documentation may be required to
address specific permitting requirements and implementation of required
compensatory mitigations.
K-044-003
Thank you for your comment. Delta/Echo Wharves were considered and
dismissed as potential wharf locations as described in Section 2.3.5,
Volume 4. Additional text has been added to clarify why Delta/Echo
Wharves are not feasible, including having to move utility lines
associated with the fuel piers.
Chapter 1, Volume 4 describes the reasons why Kilo Wharf is not
considered a practicable alternative. Kilo Wharf is already near capacity
without considering the aircraft carrier visits. Kilo Wharf is the only wharf
in Apra Harbor that has approval for large quantities of munitions and a
waiver is required for ships carrying ammunition to berth in Inner Apra
Harbor. The evaluation of the capacity of Kilo Wharf is based upon the
wharf's use for loading and unloading ammunition carrying ships. The
smaller load-outs of ammunition to combatant ships are already
accomplished at the berths in the inner harbor. No additional capacity
can be created at Kilo Wharf as the capacity is based upon use of Kilo
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Wharf by ships not capable of performing their mission in the inner
harbor. These waivers are not readily granted because the large
quantities of explosives berthed at a wharf that is unauthorized for large
net explosive weights would represent an increased safety risk to nearby
populations. There are also other challenges associated with an aircraft
carrier berthing at Kilo Wharf that are manageable for the short duration
port visits, but would be untenable for longer transient berthing
requirements that include logistics, maintenance, and Morale Welfare
and Recreation (MWR) support. Dependents, vendors, commercial
delivery vehicles and non-DoD personnel are prohibited from entering
the explosive safety arcs around Kilo Wharf. There is limited space for
MWR activities at Kilo Wharf. For these reasons, expanding Kilo Wharf
or moving existing munitions operations to other wharves is not practical.
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K-045-001
Thank you for your comment.
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K-046-001
Thank you for your comment. Through the process of public involvement
that has accompanied this proposed action (see Final EIS, Volumes 1 &
10), the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and concisely
their concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including dance,
language and traditions, will be forgotten or significantly marginalized by
western culture. While population increases can highlight cultural
differences, they also present unique and new opportunities for
cultural learning and sharing. As indicated in the Final EIS (Volume 2,
Section 16.2.5; Volume 4, Section 16.2.5), the DoD plans for cultural
sensitivity orientation and awareness programs which will focus on
mutual respect and tolerance and strive to educate all incoming and
currently present military personnel on the rich and varied cultural history
that has created the culture that is Guam today. Finally, the DoD plans
to increase military civilian joint activities in order to foster strong and
mutually beneficial military civilian relationships that include the sharing
and understanding of culture.
K-046-002
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive issue, particularly related to prior
acquisition of land in Guam by the federal government. Prior land
acquisition policies and procedures are not reflective of current land
acquisition laws and DoD policy.
DoD was required to determine whether military relocation requirements
could be met by excess, underutilized or otherwise available property
held by DoD on Guam. Early development plans attempted to keep all
activities on existing DoD lands. However, as discussed in the FEIS
(Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational and environmental
screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam was identified that
could support all the land use and operational requirements of the
action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
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requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
K-046-003
Thank you for your providing us with information on the parcels under
consideration and your position against the Department of Defense
(DoD) land acquisitions in Guam. DoD acknowledges that the issue of
land acquisition is a complex and sensitive one. Below, is further
information relating to land acquisition and the land acquisition process.
DoD acknowledges that the issue of land acquisition is a complex and
sensitive issue, particularly related to prior acquisition of land in Guam by
the federal government. Prior land acquisition policies and procedures
are not reflective of current land acquisition laws and DoD policy.
As you have pointed out, the transfer of land ownership (Government of
Guam to private owners) may further complicate the potential land
acquisition; however, the necessity of acquiring the land as part of the
military buildup warrants these efforts.
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K-046-004
Thank you for your comment. As stated earlier, DoD was required to
determine whether military relocation requirements could be met by
excess, underutilized or otherwise available property held by DoD on
Guam. Early development plans attempted to keep all activities on
existing DoD lands. However, as discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2,
Chapter 2), after applying operational and environmental screening
criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam was identified that could
support all the land use and operational requirements of the action. The
two firing range alternatives are the only two viable alternatives based on
criteria outlined in the FEIS.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
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K-046-005
Thank you for your comment. The design for housing is based on the
following standards. The current DoD standard for housing density is 4 to
6 dwelling units per acre. Consistent with the “live where you work”
concept, Headquarters USMC has expressed a desire to locate all
associated housing on one contiguous main base. Likewise,
Headquarters USMC has expressed a desire to ensure the housing
density for Marine Corps personnel and their families is compatible with
other service housing densities on Guam, which are approximately 4.7
Dwelling Units per acre. While following these standards, DoD has
attempted to reduce impacts to natural and cultural resources as much
as possible.
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K-046-006
Thank you for your comments and recommendations. The DEIS
describes the intensive selection process that the DoD went through to
select alternatives for the location of the firing range on Guam in Section
2.3.1 of Volume 2. Because of the size of the firing ranges and the need
to include all safety zones as part of the acquired lands, or conflicts with
existing land uses (such as housing, Won Pat International Airport), the
firing range could not be placed on DoD lands, including Tarague.
Tarague in particular could accommodate KD rifle ranges but not the
machine gun range because of the SDZ area required. Discussion on
the screening process associated with the firing ranges has been
clarified in the Final EIS.
Finally, given the training requirements and the amount of Marines that
would use the firing ranges, using the live firing ranges planned for
Tinian would not be economically viable.
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K-046-007
Thank you for your comment and concerns expressed about U.S. Air
Force (USAF) participation. The development of the data and
information supporting the draft and final Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) is crucial to the proposed action in Guam. The USAF
agreed to be a cooperating agency in the preparation of this EIS. A
cooperating agency has a unique status and responsibility under the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This is the federal law
governing the requirements for studying the environmental effects of
proposed federal actions in documents such as EISs. A cooperating
agency is to participate in the NEPA process at the earliest possible
time; participate in the scoping process; and on request of the lead
agency assume responsibility for developing information concerning
subjects which the cooperating agency has special expertise.
Accordingly, the USAF has worked with the Joint Guam Program Office
(JGPO) and its supporting EIS team to develop projects and the
information needed for the draft EIS. As an example, representatives of
the USAF have participated in reviews of the early draft EIS and
comprehensive cooperative review meetings to finalize the text for the
final draft EIS.
JGPO appreciates the concern expressed for the need to have full
support for the proposed action. JGPO and the USAF will continue to
work together to ensure the needs of all Department of Defense services
are considered and addressed. This is the best way to ensure a unified
approach in Guam.
K-046-008
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
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continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to ensure
that the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and
that the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to
be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
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K-047-001
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS includes additional
information on sediment testing including radiological testing of
sediments from Apra Harbor.
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K-048-001
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.3 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Assessment Study (Appendix F of
the EIS) for information on the economic benefits that the proposed
action would be expected to have. We note that benefits to individuals
or enterprises may not be consistent with the overall benefits the
proposed project would have to Guam (as a whole).
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K-048-002
Thank you for your comment. Water rights on Guam is a very technically
involved legal issue. The purpose of the EIS is not to try and resolve
these types of legal issues but leave them to negotiators, lawyers, and
courts. DoD does plan to offer excess water production capacity at
extraction costs, without any imputed value of the water itself. Thus DoD
would not "sell the water" but would provide water for what it cost to
extract, treat, and distribute to GWA.
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K-048-003
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The Final EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action, the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and
concisely their concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including
dance, language and traditions, will be forgotten. While population
increases can highlight cultural differences, they also present unique
opportunities for cultural learning and sharing. As noted in the Final EIS,
the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness
programs will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to
educate all incoming and currently present military personnel on the rich
and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is Guam
today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
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K-049-001
Thank you for your comment. The Draft EIS (socioeconomic chapters)
and the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS, Appendix F,
Volume 9 of the Draft EIS) examines the potential impacts to mental
health concerns as a result of implementing the proposed action. The
Navy appreciates the importance of health and mental illness issues and
will work to ensure health issues that are affected by the proposed
project are appropriately addressed during and after the Final EIS.
K-049-002
Thank you for your comment. Prior to dredging, it will be vital that the
sediment layer to be dredged is characterized in a representative
manner (i.e., not only by depth, but in terms of the types of potential
contaminants such as volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic
compounds, PAHs, metals, radionuclides, etc.). If previous sampling
and analysis of the sediments is judged not to be representative of the
potential dredging work to be done, than additional characterization work
may be required.
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K-049-003
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS has been updated to reflect
details of sediment testing including radiological testing.
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K-049-004
Thank you for your comment. It has always been the goal to maximize
the use of federally-controlled property. DoD Instruction 4165.71, Real
Property Acquisition, January 2005 requires that federal agencies
demonstrate that the land requirements cannot be met by excess, underutilized or otherwise available property held by other military
departments of federal agencies. The initial screening analysis tried to fit
the Marine Corps requirements for training (non-firing and live-fire),
family housing, main cantonment, waterfront operations and airfield
operations on existing federally-controlled land. The conclusion of the
screening was there is insufficient federally-controlled land to meet the
land use and operational requirements. The alternatives screening
analysis is provided in Volume 2, Chapter 2.
To address your specific recommendation that the Tarague range be
used instead of acquiring land, the Final EIS has more detail on the
original screening analysis to demonstrate why the Tarague range area
was not suitable. The issues included cultural and biological resource
impacts and the amount of grading required.
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K-050-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD plans to have several medical
clinics in Guam and a new replacement Naval hospital would provide
health services to the military personnel, their dependents, and military
beneficiaries. Additionally, it is anticipated H2B workers as well as onisland workers will have health plans and private clinics will provide
medical services.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-050-002
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-050-001.
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K-051-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive one with both historical and
contemporary contexts. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
DoD is confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential
land acquisition. Further, any proposed major DoD land acquisition,
such as those associated with the preferred alternatives for the main
cantonment and live fire ranges, must be approved by the Congressional
defense committees.
Specific areas being considered for acquisition are identified in the Final
EIS.
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K-051-002
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive issue, particularly related to prior
acquisition of land in Guam by the federal government. Prior land
acquisition policies and procedures are not reflective of current land
acquisition laws and DoD policy.
DoD was required to determine whether military relocation requirements
could be met by excess, underutilized or otherwise available property
held by DoD on Guam. Early development plans attempted to keep all
activities on existing DoD lands. However, as discussed in the FEIS
(Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational and environmental
screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam was identified that
could support all the land use and operational requirements of the action.
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K-052-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD carefully considered all requests
to extend the length of the comment period beyond the 45-day minimum
required by NEPA. In evaluating multiple options, DoD leadership
determined that a 90-day comment period best balanced the need for
sufficient time to review a complex document with the requirement to
reach a timely decision regarding the proposed military buildup on
Guam.
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K-052-002
Thank you for your comment. Water rights involve complex legal and
historical issues that are beyond the scope of this EIS. DoD feels the
courts will need to address water rights on Guam sooner or later whether
or not the proposed DoD buildup proceeds. All new wells proposed by
the DoD would need to be permitted by GEPA and approved by GWA.
Also DoD has been meeting and coordinating with GWA and GEPA on
almost a regular monthly basis since October 2009.
K-052-003
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands the importance of the
cultural and historic issues related with land in Guam, and in particular
those associated with the Pagat site, which is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. As stated in the DEIS in Section 12.2, no
direct disturbance to the Pagat site would occur from the construction or
operation of the proposed firing range. To mitigate the restriction in
access to Pagat, a preservation plan would be updated to protect this
resource in the future. A Memorandum of Agreement also would be
included in the Range Management Plan to allow regular access to this
area.
K-052-004
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
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access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-052-005
Thank you for your comment. The Navy collected a robust data set to
include coral distribution, benthic cover, fish biomass, and fish and
invertebrate species abundance. A standard functional assessment
technique that accurately characterized and quantifies losses and gains
of coral aquatic resource functions, would ideally be used. However,
functional assessment methodologies are an evolving science and the
adequacies of existing methodologies are heavily debated in the
scientific community. Further, the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the evolving nature of science on this issue and does not
mandate any particular assessment methodology. The Navy
assessment used a historically approved methodology followed by the
USACE and NMFS for quantifying impacts to coral reef ecosystems. For
well over 30 years coral reef ecosystem monitoring and impact
assessments have been based on percent coral cover. Due to the
complexity of this ecosystem percent coral cover has been identified as
"the best current available science" standard (or proxy) to attempt
capturing the thousands of elements that comprise a coral reef
ecosystem. In light of the continued dispute on what parameters need to
be collected to fully capture the impact to coral reefs, the Navy's
assessment is currently under review by USACE . Upon completion of
that in-depth review, if USACE feels additional information is warranted
the Navy will seek additional data and revise its analysis appropriately.
K-052-006
Thank you for your comment. Due to the complexity of the project, there
are two parts of the cumulative impact analysis: the summary of impacts
for all components of the proposed action (Volume 7 Chapter 3) and an
assessment of the additive impacts of the proposed action in
combination with other past, present and reasonably foreseeable
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projects (Volume 7, Chapter 4). A systematic methodology was applied
in both analyses. Volume 7, Chapter 3 summarizes the combined
potential impacts of the preferred alternatives for the entire proposed
action on Guam and Tinian. The impacts of Volumes 2 through 6 are
discussed by resource. At the end of Volume 7, Chapter 3.3 there is a
table summarizing the combined impacts of all components of the
preferred alternatives. Significant impacts are identified. Trends in the
resource health due to anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic factors
that impact resource health on Guam and Tinian since World War II are
described. This section includes limited quantitative data for proposed
action impacts. For example, special-status species habitat loss due to
the proposed action and current amount of habitat available island wide
is presented in Volume 7, Section 3.3. There is no quantitative islandwide data readily available for most of the resource areas assessed and
the impact analysis is often qualitative. Volume 7, Chapter
4, Cumulative Impacts, assesses the potential additive impact of the
EIS proposed actions when compared to potential impacts of past,
present and reasonably foreseeable projects. The period of
consideration for the cumulative impact analysis is 2004 to 2019. The
project list is based on best available information from DoD and the
Guam Land Use Commission database. There is no National
Environmental Policy Act (or similar) document disclosing project
impacts for most of the cumulative projects listed; therefore, there is
insufficient data on most cumulative projects listed to conduct a
quantitative impact analysis. There is a table at the end of Chapter 4 that
summarizes the potential cumulative impacts. Potential significant
cumulative impacts are identified for some resources. The cumulative
impacts analysis has been expanded in the FEIS, including the addition
of climate change analysis and analysis of cumulative impacts to coral.
The ISR Strike Air Force project is included in the cumulative impact
analysis, Volume 7 Chapter 4. Air Force increases in population and
aircraft were also included in the planning and development of notional
plans for the proposed action. For example, the utilities alternatives
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development in Volume 6, included the planned Air Force population
increases in the baseline demand for utilities. The proposed
action demand for utilities was added to the planned Air Force demand
and other existing population demands. The noise analysis was additive
because the airfield baseline included the projected increase of Air Force
aircraft in the baseline.
K-052-007
Thank you for your comment. Although the Integrated Natural Resources
Management Plan (INRMP) is an important management tool for the
military, the specific requirements for those plans are not an
integral component of this EIS. DoD has worked and will continue to
work with the Government of Guam on management of biological
resources on Guam.
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K-052-008
Thank you for your comment.
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K-052-009
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
K-052-010
Thank you for your comment. A percentage increase of invasive species
cannot be predicted with any accuracy and the species that may become
problematic are difficult to determine. The Micronesia Biosecurity Plan
(MBP) that is being developed in conjunction with the proposed action
will provide an analysis. The MBP will also provide inspection
recommendations for cargo entering and leaving Guam and will
recommend steps to prevent spread of invasive species. The MBP will
address all aspects of the potential for the transport of brown treesnake
and all potential non-native invaseive species to other Pacific Islands
and to Guam due to military activities originating on Guam. The Navy is
in ongoing discussions with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding
specific procedures and requirements for inspections of cargo and these
will be incorporated into the EIS. Information pertaining to the MBP and
general biosecurity issues are discussed in Volume 2, Chapter 10,
Section 10.2.2.6 for terrestrial species, and in Volume 2, Chapter 11,
Section 11.2.2.6 for marine species. Volume 2, Chapter 14 (marine
transportation) has been updated to include estimated increases of
cargo traffic associated with both organic growth and the military buildup.
K-052-011
Thank you for your comment. It is the intent of DoD to maintain public
access to the cultural and historic sites at Pagat and Marbo consistent
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with safety and operational requirements. Restricting access to certain
DoD areas at certain times is required to maintain public safety. Final
plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the proposed
action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to working with
stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and access that
balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing
public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-052-012
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
K-052-013
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-052-012.
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K-052-014
Thank you for your comment. None of the proposed actions on
Andersen AFB would impact access to coastal private lands or the U.S.
Wildlife facility. There will be unrestricted access along Route 3a and
existing access restrictions to the private coastal lands north of Andersen
AFB will remain. This EIS does not address future access restrictions
that may be required to meet new security requirements or changes in
the military mission.
K-052-015
Thank you for your comment. The EIS has been revised to clarify that
recreational resources originating from Apra Harbor Naval Reservation
and Glass Breakwater will continue to provide access to military
personnel, their dependents, and guests only. The Apra Harbor will
continue to be open to the general public and visitors to the Island as
appropriate. Please note that some recreational resources at Apra
Harbor will be off-limits to all persons during construction activities.
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K-052-016
Thank you for your comments.
Regaring Volume 2, Chapter 3; the DoD cannot assume responsibility for
mitigation measures already being enacted on Guam and can only
provide data on existing soil conditions, then analyze the likely impacts
of the proposed action. Wildfire is discussed in the geology and soils
section of this DEIS. See the fire subheading in the affected environment
of Volume 2. Wildfire is further discussed in each impact section as
relevant, for example, under Alternative 1, Section 3.2.2.1 operations.
The Guam INMRP is referenced for the Guam EIS and is available from
the Navy. It is not included in the EIS.
Design of facilities at Apra Harbor is intended to minimize the hazard
risks associated with liquefaction from underlying fill, as stated in the
EIS. Dredging impacts to coral reefs are found in Chapter 11 marine
biological resources.
Regarding page 3-54; long-term climate change is not expected to
impact geological resources. Storms are considered when analyzing
erosion and later, in the water resources chapter, when analyzing water
quality.
The definition of significance of impacts to geological and soil resources
was determined by a team of environmental specialists and scientists.
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K-052-017
Thank you for your comment. Conservation measures have been
clarified and expanded in the FEIS and include improvement of habitat
areas that will help recovery of special-status species. The Navy intends
to allow Guam agencies access to its lands to conduct monitoring and
research provided that these activities do not impair the military mission.
K-052-018
Thank you for your comment. A percentage increase of invasive species
cannot be predicted with any accuracy and the species that may become
problematic are difficult to determine. The Micronesia Biosecurity Plan
(MBP) that is being developed in conjunction with the proposed action
will provide an analysis. The MBP will also provide inspection
recommendations for cargo entering and leaving Guam and will
recommend steps to prevent spread of invasive species. The MBP will
address all aspects of the potential for the transport of brown treesnake
and all potential non-native invaseive species to other Pacific Islands
and to Guam due to military activities originating on Guam. The Navy is
in ongoing discussions with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding
specific procedures and requirements for inspections of cargo and these
will be incorporated into the EIS. Information pertaining to the MBP and
general biosecurity issues are discussed in Volume 2, Chapter 10,
Section 10.2.2.6 for terrestrial species, and in Volume 2, Chapter 11,
Section 11.2.2.6 for marine species. Volume 2, Chapter 14 (marine
transportation) has been updated to include estimated increases of
cargo traffic associated with both organic growth and the military buildup.
K-052-019
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
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the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario.
A sediment plume is an inevitable effect of in-water construction
activities. The Navy proposes to minimize sedimentation by using best
management practices such as silt curtains and operational controls of
dredging equipment. Final mitigation measures for all dredging activities
will be determined and agreed upon during the permit phase of the
projects.
K-052-020
Thank you for your comment. The Navy, in accordance with all
appropriate regulatory guidance, will implement appropriate Best
Management Practices (BMPs) and actions to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate to reduce impacts of the proposed action. More detailed
identification of potential mitigation would be done during the US Army
Corps of Engineers permit process.
K-052-021
Thank you for your comment. Port Authority of Guam
improvements represent one potential for reuse of Navy dredged
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material. Port Authority of Guam has not provided specific reuse
projects for consideration that would occur during the proposed Navy
dredging. There are other reuse options described in Volume 4 that are
being considered by the Navy and the proposed action is not dependent
on Port Authority of Guam reuse. No funding for dredged material testing
for Port Authority of Guam reuse of Navy dredged material is
proposed.
K-052-022
Thank you for your comment. The commenter needs to remember that
Apra Harbor is a working commercial harbor, along with the Navy and
US Coast Guard. The proposed dredged channel alternative carried
forward in the EIS is the least favorable for navigation, but is the least
environmentally damaging because it minimizes direct impact to existing
high quality coral shoals and requires less dredging than the other
channel options considered.
Habitat assessment methodologies which evaluate the function of
affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef ecosystems, are an
evolving science and the adequacies of existing and new methodologies
are heavily debated in the scientific community. Ideally, a standard
assessment technique that accurately characterizes and quantifies
losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would be used.
However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule recognizes
the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United States and
the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem restoration
make the establishment of standard assessment methodologies
impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an historically
approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented by other
methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef ecosystems
impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and associated
dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
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methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
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K-052-023
Thank you for your comment. The EIS evaluates impacts to all listed
threatened and endangered species as well as other wildlife. For wildlife,
impacts to common species are noted but not evaluated in detail. For
wildlife, emphasis is placed on uncommon or rare species or those
species specifically protected by law such as migratory birds. The
numbers of individuals that might be impacted are typically not
determined because animals move and populations fluctuate through
time. Where listed or rare species are present in a project area, a
description of the population, as currently understood, and and
evaluation of impacts to that species has been provided. In some cases
additional surveys of the area or relocation plans have been noted as
required prior to implementation of any of the projects. Impacts from
habitat fragmentation have been considered and have been minimized in
the planning process. The military is working with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service to further identify ways to reduce fragmentation and
other impacts and to provide mitigation for all impacts. The result of this
process will be incorporated into the Biological Opinion that is being
developed by the Service.
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K-052-024
Thank you for your comment. The Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
Assessment has been revised as mitigation measures are not factored
into this assessment. Additionally, clarification of impact analysis has
been added to the Final EIS.
The Navy, in accordance with all appropriate regulatory guidance, will
implement appropriate BMPs and actions to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate to reduce impacts. The final conceptual determination of
required BMPs and mitigation would not be made until the Record of
Decision on this EIS. As identified in the 10 April 2008 Federal Register,
40 CFR Part 230, the final US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
compensatory mitigation rule, permit applicants are required to mitigate
to no net loss of ecological services and function. Ultimately, the
compensatory mitigation is subject to approval by the USACE under the
CWA through the Section 404/10 permit requirements.
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K-052-025
Thank you for your comment. Information on the location of the proposed
ocean dredged material disposal site, alternative upland disposal
sites, and the characteristics of the proposed dredged material is
contained in the draft environmental impact statement "Proposed Site
Designation of an Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site Offshore of
Guam" issued August 7, 2009. This document is available at
http://www.epa.gov/region9.
K-052-026
Thank you for your comment. If it is determined that the dredged material
would be disposed at the ocean disposal site, there would be about 150
trips by a tug and scow to transport the dredged material (see Volume 4,
Chapter 14).
K-052-027
Thank you for your comment. Chapter 14, Volume 4 notes that dredging
could be conducted by hydraulic or mechanical dredge. The choice of
dredging equipment and any restrictions on use would be determined
during the permit phase of the proposed project.
K-052-028
Thank you for your comment. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act (CWA) 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the Final EIS. However, a number of mitigation
options, including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs,
are discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the
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Final EIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Section 404
permitting process, additional NEPA documentation may be required to
address specific permitting requirements and implementation of required
compensatory mitigations.
K-052-029
Thank you for your comment. Text has been changed to reflect (and to
be consistent) with the proposed Restricted Area for the firing range (Vol
2 Chapter 7 (7.2.2.2) at will require the FAA to re-design the approaches
into W. P. Won Pat IAP RW 06 and RW 24. The slight modification to
the flight track will have no significant impacts to current airspace
management or safety.
K-052-030
Thank you for your comment. There are no plans by the USMC to use
the IAP as part of this proposed action. Interfacility flightpaths between
Andersen AFB, Andersen South, NMS, and Orote Field would be over
water. The noise levels for the flightpath between Andersen AFB and
Northwest Field is included on Figure 6.2-1.
K-052-031
Thank you for your comment. Under this document, the proposed action
for the move of Marines to the Island of Guam does not require changes
to the existing Warning Areas. This document does not address the
Warning Areas since they are not part of the proposed action.
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K-052-032
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands that the MIRC program
and the proposed military relocation are closely associated. The MIRC
program has been considered in the cumulative impacts discussion
included in Volume 7 of this Final EIS.
K-052-033
Thank you for your comment. On Guam there are currently only 1 or 2
male Mariana crows and territories of these birds are not present in
proposed project areas. Prior to any construction a survey would be
completed in the area and if any crows were present construction would
be limited. No other rare birds are known to be present in the proposed
project areas. Numerous biological conservation measures are
discussed in the EIS to protect and enhance existing habitat for plants
and animals. Discussions are ongoing with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS). Details of these measures will be in the FWS Biological
Opinion.
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K-052-034
Thank you for your comment. Noise associated with Andersen AFB is
described in Volume 2, Section 6.2 and referred to as Airfield Operations
and includes both the USMC Guam Relocation and the ISR/Strike
operations. Impacts to biological resources including the Mariana Fruit
Bat are provided in Volume 2, Chapter 10. Please refer to that section of
the EIS for more details about noise impacts to biological receptors.
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K-052-035
Thank you for your comment. Under any alternative, mitigation measures
would be implemented to maintain the existing appearance of the heavily
vegetated area of the Route 15 lands and their vicinity. While the
mitigation measures are the same, they apply to specific areas that each
alternative action would affect.
K-052-036
Thank you for your comment. DoD and regulatory agencies are equally
concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater (particularly drinking water aquifers). The EIS describes
numerous programs and actions that will be taken to protect surface
waters and groundwater from stormwater runoff. Construction of new
facilities will use Low Impact Development (LID) principles to the extent
practical. LID is a design philosophy that seeks to reduce the impact to
the environment from new construction projects through the reduction of
impervious surfaces. LIDs principles incorporate the design of facilities
with the use of native vegetation, pervious (porous) surfaces to reduce
storm water runoff and encourage recharge of groundwater, and water
conservation. DoD is currently conducting a LID study that will identify
specific types of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the
construction of facilities associated with the buildup.DoD is also
preparing a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) and will apply
for permits that regulate stormwater discharges during construction. The
permit and plan is focused on reducing the amount of earth and soil that
is exposed to stormwater during earth-disturbing activities (such as land
clearing and grading), providing stabilization of soils during construction
through the use of ground covers, and sediment ponds and
traps/screens to reduce pollutants getting into storm runoff and from
percolating into the ground. These plans also have specific
requirements for containment of potential pollutants at construction sites
(such as storage areas for equipment fuel). Lastly, DoD is developing a
recycling plan in consort with the stormwater construction plan that calls
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for the use of mulch on exposed soils, mulch that will be generated
during the clearing of trees and low growth during land clearing
activities.Once construction is complete, a SWPPP will be developed to
control stormwater runoff and infiltration from base operations. This is
being done on a regional DoD Guam-wide scale, and has the
involvement of Guam EPA.

K-052-037
Thank you for your comments. Upgrades to the current primary
treatment plant would occur within the 2012-13 timeframe, which would
reduce the effluent levels to levels less than the No Action Alternative.
Volume 7 text has been revised. The cumulative impacts analysis has
been expanded in the FEIS (Volume 7, Chapter 4), including the addition
of climate change analysis and analysis of cumulative impacts to coral.
K-052-038
Thank you for your comment. However, there must be some confusing
language in the DEIS or a misunderstanding. Under the preferred power
short-term alternative #1, none of the existing generating facilities owned
by GPA would operate above their current permitted time or emission
levels. This would be true for some of the non-preferred alternatives and
suspect that is where the misunderstanding occurred. We will examine
the wording in the appropriate areas of the document and clarify the
language as necessary. In addition, some revised approaches to power
demand would result in very low usage of the peaking generators and
this will be reflected in the final EIS. Also Volume 6 Chapter 7 does
examine the pollution levels at key intersections.
K-052-039
Thank you for your comment. Up to 22 new water supply wells are
proposed to provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These
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wells would be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water
from the northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir
would not be modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from
the northern Guam lens aquifer is estimated at approximately 80 million
gallons per day. Aquifer sustainable yield is the amount of water that can
continuously be withdrawn from groundwater sources without degrading
water quality or viable production water . The estimated total average
daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per day at the
peak of construction of the proposed DoD buildup. Thus, there will be an
adequate supply of potable water. DoD and Guam Waterworks
Authority plan to jointly manage the production of water. Also DoD is an
advocate for grants and low cost loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so
they can improve their distribution system and reduce water loss due to
leaks. The Guam Water Authority (GWA) and DoD are cooperatively
working together to plan for the expected increase in population on
Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the 22 new DoD water supply wells
early, and provide this water to GWA, along with excess water from
DoD's Fena Reservoir, to meet the near-term increase in water demand
that is expected to occur off-base during the construction phase of the
buildup. During this time, GWA will make improvements to their system
to meet the long-term water needs of off-base communities. The net
positive affect of this strategy is that DOD shoulders the cost to supply
early buildup water demand, especially the demand associated with the
temporary construction workforce.
Combining and integrating both the DoD and GWA water systems would
be a major undertaking that is beyond the scope of the EIS. Also, it
would cause DoD to lose control of their water systems to GWA, whose
performance to date has not been exactly exemplary as they are under a
stipulated order from EPA. At this point in time, DoD certainly plans on
cooperating with GWA and assisting them to the full legal extent of their
capability, but would not concur to combine the two water systems.
Interconnects would be planned to permit water sharing back and forth
as agreed upon.
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K-052-040
Thank you for your comment. The Navy acknowledges there is potential
for marine resources and aquifers to be affected by sea level rise,
inundations from more extreme storm events and other consequences of
climate change. The impacts may be both adverse and beneficial. The
current level of scientific knowledge can predict trends in sea level rise
based on historic data but there are no established methods for
assessing and quantifying potential impacts on marine resources or
aquifers.
The University of Guam provides analysis of the aquifer responses to
sea level change and recharge in a November 2007 study. Climate
change may impact the success of production wells in the future (e.g.,
the placement of the well screen may not be optimal if the sea level rises
or falls). Given the uncertainty of climate models including lack of
information that is directly applicable to northern Guam and lack of
specificity regarding the time and degree of impacts to conditions that
could impact the aquifer, the DoD wells would be installed based on
current conditions and regulatory requirements. Monitoring would be
conducted during well operation. If production or water quality declines
over time, DoD would take actions to mitigate the impacted wells.
K-052-041
Thank you for your comments. More detailed impact analysis is
presented in Volumes 2 through 6. Potentially significant impacts to
wastewater (including reefs) were identified under the marine resources
section in each volume. For the Marine Corps relocation, the impact
analysis is presented in Volume 2, Chapter 11. The impact analysis was
based on best available information provided through review of written
plans, and interviews with commercial recreation business managers
and the Fisherman's CO-OP. The type of information collected was
largely qualitative; therefore, the impact analysis was also qualitative.
Mitigation for reef impacts Guam-wide proposed included preparation
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and implementation of a Recreational Carrying Capacity Management
Plan that addresses recreational user use, demand, preference,
conflicts, and conditions. Other mitigation includes education of workers,
and military personnel and their dependents on natural
resources. Ultimately, it will be the GovGuam’s responsibility to manage
the off-base coastal resources. The federal government would work with
GovGuam to obtain grants to assist in this responsibility.
In Volume 7 of the Draft EIS, there was an error in the summary of
impacts. The Final EIS is corrected to identify a significant and mitigable
impact to marine resources, including reefs, during construction and
operation of the proposed action. This includes mitigations related to
stormwater runoff and infiltration during construction and operation of the
base, measures related to upgrades to the Northern District Wastewater
Treatment Plant, and mitigations related to dredging of the aircraft carrier
turning basin. All of these mitigations in consort will work towards
protecting marine resources, including coral reefs. These are further
discussed in unison in Volume 7 of the FEIS.
DoD acknowledges there is potential for marine resources and aquifers
to be affected by sea level rise, inundations from more extreme storm
events and other consequences of climate change. The impacts may be
both adverse and beneficial. The current level of scientific knowledge
can predict trends in sea level rise based on historic data but there are
no established methods for assessing and quantifying potential impacts
on marine resources. A quantitative assessment of the additive or
cumulative impact of climate change on or from the proposed action and
natural resource, including reefs is not practical.
Subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD and Guam Waterworks Authority
(GWA) reached agreement in principle to establish a special private
entity (SPE). This SPE would obtain a loan arranged by DoD to upgrade
the primary treatment system at the North District Wastewater Treatment
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Plant (NDWWTP). The SPE would also operate the plant and pay back
the loan with user fees. The DoD would pay user fees established by a
customer service agreement with GWA that would enable the SPE to
repay 100% of the loan with the fees collected from DoD, so 100% of the
primary upgrades to the plant would be paid for by DoD. This is
explained in the final EIS.
GWA disagrees with EPA that secondary upgrades are needed at the
NDWWTP, so the decision to upgrade the plant is pending. In the
event that future upgrades to add secondary treatment are required by
EPA, then DoD will pay its fair share of these upgrades based on the
percentage of flow that it contributes to the plant, which is currently
estimated at 33%. This action alone will assist GWA in meeting its
coastal water quality standards, providing benefit to the sea life and
people of Guam. This is explained in the FEIS.
K-052-042
Thank you for your comment. DoD has prepared the Guam Solid Waste
Utility Study that looks at the existing and projected solid
waste volumes generated from the future Marine Corp buildup.
Estimates for this Utility Study were developed using Marine Corps Base
(MCB) Hawaii, Kaneohe Bay (KB) solid waste characterization analysis.
Solid waste generation activities for military installation on Guam and
MCB Hawaii-KB are similar. Both military installations have similar
facilities including maintenance shops, administrative officers,
commissary and exchange facilities, fast-food establishments, club
operations, family housing and unaccompanied personnel housing. The
results of the solid waste characterization study will be incorporated into
the FEIS.
The Navy is preparing a Recycling and Solid Waste Diversion Study for
DoD Bases, Guam that has established a diversion goal of 50 percent,
not including construction and demolition debris. The Study is
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considering the following alternatives: 1) DoD would construct two refuse
transfer facilities, one in northern Guam and one in Southern Guam; 2)
DoD would implement a source separation recycling program at all
facilities; 3) DoD would construct recycling center(s); and 4) DoD would
construct a materials resource recovery facility.
The DoD has also prepared a Construction and Demolition (C&D) Debris
Reuse and Diversion Study which addresses the anticipated waste
streams during the demolition of old buildings and construction of new
facilities identified in the EIS. The study also addresses green waste that
will be generated from clearing many acres of vegetation. The goal of
the study is to divert 50% of the C&D debris by the end of fiscal year
2015.
The non-DoD project solid waste volumes will be handled in accordance
with the existing Guam Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan
(ISWMP). GBB is expediting the closure of Ordot and the opening of
Layon in the most expeditious manner possible.
DoD is in the process of updating the military Integrated Solid Waste
Management Plan (ISWMP) to reflect how waste will be managed now
and in the future. The updated DoD ISWMP will include any new
information from studies and reports that have been conducted as part of
the NEPA process.
K-052-043
Thank you for your comment. The estimate of 50% hazardous waste
disposal rate of Marine activity potentially transferring to Guam is based
upon actual disposal data obtained from the Okinawa DRMO database
(summarized in Volume 2, chapter 17, Table 17.2-2). However, since
the Okinawa DRMO database does not track the disposal volumes of
each Marine unit separately (i.e., those specific units that could
potentially be transferred to Guam), but rather as a whole, it was
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apparent that only a fraction of the total Okinawa DRMO database
volume would appropriate to use as a potential impact for this EIS
Report.
The fraction used (i.e., 50%) was derived following consultation with the
Okinawa DRMO to estimate the fraction of the total waste volume that
would be attributable to the potential transferring Marine units. The 50%
number was used since it is believed to represent a conservatively high
or worst case for waste volume that could potentially impact Guam via
the specific Okinawa Marine unit transfers. Table 17.2-2 summarizes
this Okinawa DRMO waste volume data and the quantities in Table 17.22 were assumed to approximate the proportional amounts that could
potentially impact Guam, once the potential transfer occurred.
Regarding the various waste codes used to estimate the potential
impacts to Guam, since the transferring Marine units are from Okinawa,
it was logical to use the Okinawa DRMO waste codes and volumes to
approximate their potential usage rates if transferred to Guam. The
waste Tables in Volume 2, chapter 17 provide as much specific
information regarding the various wastes types (e.g., paint, batteries,
ammunition, solvents, etc.) as was discernable within the DRMO data
bases.
Regarding whether there are enough resources on Guam to handle
significant increase in the disposal of hazardous substances, there is a
parallel ongoing Master Plan Document that provides specific details
several new facilities (e.g., operations and maintenance facilities, bilge
and oily wastewater pump station, fuel storage areas, POL storage
areas, warehousing facilities, munitions magazine storage facilities,
hazardous waste storage facilities, waste storage facilities, etc.). These
new facilities will be required to store, handle, and dispose of the
estimated increases in hazardous substances that would occur from the
potential DoD units transfer to Guam.
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K-052-044
Thank you for your comment. Your comments did not detail the "many
inconsistencies and omissions" of the SIAS so we are not able to
address these issues. The SIAS does cover impacts to Guam based on
the existing available information that was gathered, as well as
interviews conducted with local agencies, business organizations, and
individuals with specific expertise in economic activities. The summary
of the interviews are provided in the SIAS. Section 4.3.3 of the
SIAS provides information and discussion on the projected impacts the
proposed action would have on government of Guam revenues. This
section does not provide a complete accounting of all revenues sources;
the section focuses on three major revenue sources: gross receipts tax
(GRT), corporate income tax and personal income taxes. It is anticipated
that more detailed information on tax revenues may be found in, the
currently underway, Fiscal Impact Assessment (FIA); the FIA is funded
by DoD’s Office of Economic Adjustment through the office of the
Governor.
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K-052-045
Thank you for your comment. There are many reasons why the Marines
(about half) are being moved from Okinawa. This discussion is provided
in section 3.5.2 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
that is Appendix F, Volume 9 of the EIS. Serious crimes by military
personnel in Okinawa are committed at lower rate than the overall
civilian population in Okinawa, despite reports to the contrary. Many
serious crimes are based on singular incidents that are reported multiple
times so that it appears to be multiple incidents.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the Final
EIS. As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime
impacts is between the total numbers of crimes (“volume of crime”) and
the actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population
increases always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but
the crime rate would increase only if new populations are
disproportionately likely to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by an
increase in overall crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
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As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-052-046
Thank you for your comment. The number of flight hours for aircraft
accompanying the military personnel relocating to Guam from Okinawa
was considered during the analysis of potential health and safety
impacts form aviation operations. A total of 25 aircraft (four CH-35;
twelve MV-22; six AH-1; and three UH-1) and 50 aircrews would be
assigned to Guam from Okinawa. The number of annual training sorties
for the aircraft is presented in Vol. 2, Tables 2.3-4 and 2.3-5. Based on
the estimated annual training operations presented in Table 2.3-5, the
annual hours of operations for the aircraft are approximately 224 hrs for
CH-53; 216 hrs for MV-22; 108 hrs for AH-1, and 36 hrs for UH-1. The
primary aircraft currently and planned to be operating from Andersen
AFB include bomber, tanker, fighter, and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
aircraft. The Class A annual average mishap rate for Navy and Marine
Corps aviation operations between 2002 and 2008 discussed in Vol. 2,
Section 18 was 1.54 based on 7,122,489 total flying hours.
K-052-047
Thank you for your comment. The SIAS provides discussion on the
police services needed using the existing baseline conditions/ratios.
Table 4.4-55 of the SIAS shows the expected increase in GPD service
population as a result of the proposed action. GPD's service population
is estimated to include 100% of additional population related to the
proposed action (which is equal to the combined total impact data you
provide in your comment). Combining the two lines in your table sums
the total, projected, population of Guam which would include non-project
related population that is not included in estimates of impacts. DoD
recognizes that the proposed military buildup would generate revenue to
the government of Guam. The increase in population during the
construction and operational periods will occur.
In the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), found in
Appendix F of Volume 9 in the DEIS, the number of off-island H2B visa
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foreign laborers was estimated. Two scenarios were reviewed: the
maximal number (unconstrained) and a constrained scenario. In Section
4.4 of the SIAS, there is detailed discussion and analysis of impacts to
public services; some of the public services would be impacted by
temporary workers and some would not. The Navy would require
contractors who work on DoD projects to provide healthcare for their
employees, including off-island/H2B workers. A small percentage may
seek health and/or social services provided by Guam. However, workers
would also contribute to the Government of Guam revenues in form of
personal income and gross receipts taxes; corporations would pay
corporate income taxes (See section 4.3.3, page 4-24 of the SIAS). The
additional money would flow into Guam's revenues and, depending on
executive and legislative branches decisions, could be used to provide
for additional public health and social services.
Relating to the population figure of about 80,000 people; it should be
noted the figure represents a maximal figure when most of the
construction workers are still on Guam and the military populations arrive
(2014); once construction is completed, the operational population would
be about 33,400 (2016) (see the SIAS, Table ES-1, on page iii).
Mitigation measures (as appropriate) to address the significant impacts
will be discussed in the Final EIS.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-052-048
Thank you for your comments.
Relating to bird strikes; the increase in aircraft operations is not
anticipated to significantly increase the flight mishap rate and AICUZ (Air
Installation Compatible Use Zone) land use restrictions would remain in
place to limit public exposure to aircraft mishaps. Aircrews operating on
Guam would be required to follow applicable procedures outlined in the
BASH (Bird Airstrike Hazard) plan. When risk increases, limits would be
placed on low altitude flight and some types of training. Based on the
current 8-year average of three bird aircraft strikes per year on Guam,
the increase in aircraft operations is estimated to result in one additional
incident for a total of four annual bird aircraft strikes. Relating to
explosive arcs; facility planning for ammunition storage and establishing
ESQD (Explosive Safety Quantity-Distance) arcs would occur to ensure
the safety of the public. The ESQD arcs restrict the construction of
inhabited buildings and other non-munitions related activities near
munitions storage areas.
Regarding the electromagnetic emissions; radiofrequency energy (RFE)
emission sources are evaluated to determine relevant primary exposure
limits to protect health and safety. Two types of exposure limits are
considered: 1) occupational/controlled exposure limits in which persons
are exposed as a consequence of their employment and are aware of
the possible exposure, and 2) general population/uncontrolled exposures
in which the general public may be exposed and are not aware of their
potential exposure. Specific populations are not surveyed for RFE
hazards.
Regarding explosive safety; live-fire weapons ranges are proposed for
the eastern shore of Guam. An indoor firing range is proposed within the
Main Cantonment on the northern portion of Guam. Most live-fire training
exercises would occur during daylight hours. To ensure the safety of the
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public during small arms and hand grenade training, criteria from Marine
Corps Order 3570.1B would define the Safety Distance Zones (SDZs) for
the ranges based on the weapon and munitions characteristics to be
used on the ranges. The range designs and associated SDZs would be
certified in accordance with Marine Corps Order 3550.9, Marine Corps
Ground Range Certification and Recertification Program.
On your comments on the potential increase in traffic accidents; as
discussed in Volume 2, Section 18.2.2.7, there would potentially be more
vehicles on the roadways resulting in more potential for accidents as a
result of the increase in military personnel and their dependents. The
DoD uses focus group sessions with personnel to strategize potential
measures to reduce the number of liberty incidents, including traffic
incidents. Several common factors contribute to liberty incidents
including; young personnel, late night, impaired driving, and
alcohol/drugs. Some of the measures that would be implemented to
reduce traffic incidents include awareness training regarding the
consequences of drugs and alcohol use; increase Shore Patrol activity;
and provide free shuttle bus runs to/from town. Traffic accident data for
the years 2001 through 2005 indicated that, despite the population
increase over the 5-year period, the number of traffic accidents has
decreased. In addition, the Guam Territorial Transportation Improvement
Plan contains 14 island-wide traffic hazard elimination projects that
include school zone signs, village road safety and warning signs,
seashore protection, pavement markers, anti-skid surfacing, and
guardrails.
K-052-049
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated (Volume
2) to better address impacts on social services.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
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services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-052-050
Thank you for your comment. Impacts of both the construction workers
(off-island) and the military are discussed. The Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) was performed in two parts - one that
examined the construction phase, which would involve off-island
construction workers, and another that examine the operations phase which would involve military personnel, their families, and other
populations. The SIAS is included as Appendix F of Volume 9 in the
DEIS.
DoD recognizes the importance of managing efforts in implementing the
proposed military relocation to reduce adverse effects on the people of
Guam, its natural resources and infrastructure. The EIS process
identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while minimizing
adverse impacts. DoD will continue to work with the people and
Government of Guam to ensure that the short term impacts of
construction are managed effectively and that the long term effects of the
military relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and
responsible citizens on Guam.
K-052-051
Thank you for your comment. Early identification, consultation, and
predictive modeling resulted in a significant reduction in the amount of
archaeological sites directly impacted by designing the proposed
projects away from or around areas that contained high densities of
historic properties. Thus, the vast majority of impacts to resources were
avoided. DoD will continue to work very closely with the Guam SHPO
and other interested parties to continue our efforts to avoid, minimize,
and/or mitigate adverse effects to cultural resources and to provide
information necessary to protect historically important archaeological
sites.
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K-052-052
Thank you for your comments and mitigation suggestions.
The FEIS recognizes that the utility systems on Guam are substandard.
These utility systems must be brought up to standards. To accomplish
this task, it is likely that utility rates would change to help fund needed
improvements. DoD does not set these rates. DoD would work with
GOVGUAM to assist with improving potable water, wastewater, power,
and solid waste systems with a goal of getting these systems into
compliance with current federal and Guam environmental laws and
regulations.
The FEIS anticipates that military housing will be built within the main
cantonment area. It is anticipated that the majority of Marine families
would rent units in the military housing and generally not compete with
Guam residents for available housing units. It is likely that housing
prices and rent will increase in the short term. After the construction
period, housing and rental prices could decline because the construction
labor force (not including the H2B workers who will live in dormitory type
quarters) would leave Guam.
Relating to cost of living and the proposed military buildup, it is noted
that the history of inflation and recession of Guam’s economy from the
1970s to present was provided on page 3-47 of the SIAS. In subsection
4.3.1.4 (beginning page 4-10) of the SIAS, the subject of impact on the
standard of living is addressed, stating: "Standard of living is a measure
of purchasing power. If the standard of living increases for a person it
means they can purchase more goods and services. If the standard of
living declines for that person, he or she can purchase fewer goods and
services. Changes in a person’s standard of living are determined by
their income and the prices of the goods and services they tend to
purchase. A person’s standard of living will increase if their income rises
faster than the prices of goods and services they tend to purchase. A
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person’s standard of living will decline if the prices of goods and services
they tend to purchase rise faster than the person’s income. In both the
construction and operational components, the average wage of workers
would increase as a function of greater demand for labor. However, the
price of goods and services purchased by individuals would rise as well.
It cannot be definitively predicted whether wages or the price of goods
and services would increase at a faster pace. If wages earned by a
particular household rise more quickly than the price of goods and
services, then the standard of living would increase. If the price of goods
and services rises more quickly than wages, the standard of living would
decrease. For households on fixed incomes, the result would be reduced
purchasing power. Those with the ability to quickly renegotiate their
wages will have a better chance at maintaining or increasing their
standard of living." On page 4-11 of the SIAS, the discussion continues
and discusses the income of military related construction and operational
jobs that will, on the average, be higher than the present average wages
on Guam. It concludes: "In terms of cost of living, from 2000 to 2008
Guam workers have seen their standard of living decline by 30% and
there is no reason to expect the military buildup to reverse that trend –
Guam workers will likely to continue to see the cost of goods and
services rise faster than their incomes. While the proposed action may
not represent a reversal of this trend, it will slow the rate of decline in the
standard of living that has been prevalent since 2000."
Utilities and roads are discussed in Volume 6 of the DEIS. Discussions
on the demand for utilities, improvements to the utility systems, and
other matters are ongoing and more information has been included in the
FEIS. A number of road and bridge improvement projects would be
funded by DoD.
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K-053-001
Thank you for your comment. Issues of public safety have been of
concern in many comments provided during the public comment period.
Additional information, as available, has been provided in the FEIS and
an expanded discussions on mitigation measures have been included.
K-053-002
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to ensure
that the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and
that the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to
be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
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K-053-003
Thank you for your comment.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the FEIS.
As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime impacts
is between the total numbers of crimes ("volume of crime") and the
actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population increases
always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but the crime
rate would increase only if new populations are disproportionately likely
to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by a
proportionate increase in crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal inter-
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agency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-053-004
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-053-003.

Additional mitigation measures have been added to the FEIS.
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K-053-005
Thank you for your comment. No known burial sites will be impacted by
the proposed project. Through early planning efforts, the DoD has
avoided the vast majority of historic properties.
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K-053-006
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as the political status of
Guam are important issues but are not part of the proposed action.
Comments related to these issues were numerous and indicate
underlying social and political dissatisfaction with longstanding federalterritorial status issues outside the scope of DoD legal authority. The
various EIS public engagement forums provided an indirect avenue for
informing some and reminding others in local and federal policy-making
institutions of issues that are important to a significant segment of the
Guam community.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action (see Final EIS, Volumes 1 & 10), the Chamorro people
of Guam have voiced clearly and concisely their concern that the
traditional Chamorro culture, including dance, language and traditions,
will be forgotten or significantly marginalized by western culture. While
population increases can highlight cultural differences, they also present
unique and new opportunities for cultural learning and sharing. As
indicated in the Final EIS (Volume 2, Section 16.2.5; Volume 4, Section
16.2.5), the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness
programs which will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to
educate all incoming and currently present military personnel on the rich
and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is Guam
today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
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K-053-007
Thank you for your comment. DoD has evaluated the all locations for the
placement of the required facilities, considering all requirements and
resources that could be affected. The EIS represents those
considerations. To minimize the impacts from clearing land, various
conservation measures have been included in the final EIS, many of
them developed in consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
These include establishing new ecological reserve areas that would not
be disturbed and managed and improving the quality of the habitat within
these areas and other areas with methods such as the removal of pigs
and deer that damage the habitat.
As site specific plans for construction projects are developed, to the
maximum extent practical, the DoN will minimize overall habitat loss by
incorporating language and a map into the site plans that identifies
environmentally sensitive areas. DoN will further encourage contractors
to avoid or minimize their impacts
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K-054-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD carefully considered all requests
to extend the length of the comment period beyond the 45-day minimum
required by NEPA. In evaluating multiple options, DoD leadership
determined that a 90-day comment period best balanced the need for
sufficient time to review a complex document with the requirement to
reach a timely decision regarding the proposed military buildup on
Guam.
K-054-002
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war experiences, war
reparations, and veterans benefits are important issues but are not part
of the proposed action. Comments related to these issues were
numerous and indicate underlying social and political dissatisfaction with
a broader range of federal-territorial relations outside the scope of DoD
legal authority. The various EIS public engagement forums provided an
indirect avenue for informing local and federal policy-makers of issues
that are important to a significant segment of the community.
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K-054-003
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
The Proposed Action would result in the acquisition of lands on the east
side of Guam near Route 15 and the existing Andersen Air Force Base
South property and the construction of a live fire training range complex
on the site. The lands consist of Government of Guam controlled
parcels as well as a few privately owned parcels. The Government of
Guam parcels are held by two entities, the Chamorro Land Trust and the
Ancestral Lands Commission. These entities manage certain
Government of Guam land holdings to support native Chamorro interests
and compensate land owners for lands currently controlled by the federal
government.
In the northern most parcel, under the control of the Chamorro Land
Trust, there exits the Guam International Raceway. This entity, which is
a non-profit organization, operates a raceway complex consisting of a
drag strip and various motorcycle and off-road vehicle courses pursuant
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to a 20 year license with the Chamorro Land Trust. These recreational
facilities satisfy a significant component of the public demand for racing
as well as accommodating periodic police vehicle training. The license is
set to expire in 2018. Under the terms of the license the Guam
International Raceway is able to remove aggregate mined from the site
to improve its operations, but at the option of the Chamorro Land Trust
must return the property in "pristine" condition upon the termination of
the license. The license clearly states that the Guam International
Raceway has no interest in the underlying property pursuant to its
license. Further, there is no right to renew the license.
Should DoD decide to acquire land for the Route 15 training range
complex, an offer of just compensation would be made to the owners of
the property, including the lands held by the Chamorro Land Trust. The
just compensation offer would be at the full fair market value of the
property, based upon an appraisal of the property and its highest and
best use. Since DoD would acquire the property from the fee owners,
any compensation to the operators of the Guam International Raceway
would be a matter to be determined between the current land owner, the
Chamorro Land Trust, and the tenant, the Guam International Raceway.
In the event DoD acquires the land, the Guam International Raceway
would have to decide whether to continue operation in another location.
If it chose to continue operations it may be eligible for relocation
assistance from DoD pursuant to the Uniform Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Polices Act of 1970. If eligible, DoD would provide
relocation assistance in the form of advisory services, and some specific
financial assistance related to a move, but would not be responsible for
the physical relocation of the operations of the Guam International
Raceway.
As to possible sites for the relocation of the Guam International
Raceway, such actions would be under the control of Government of
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Guam officials as they are responsible for non-federal land use decisions
on Guam. Given that a raceway complex is an industrial activity, it is
most likely that any siting of a future raceway complex will be on lands
zoned for such industrial activities and not within lands deemed recovery
habitat for ESA listed species. Should the Guam International Raceway
decide to continue operations and be eligible for relocation assistance
from DoD, DoD will work with Government of Guam land use and natural
resource officials to ensure that habitat concerns for ESA listed species
are taken into account in any relocation effort.
The Draft EIS discussed the proposed land to be acquired in various
chapters. The Final EIS has been revised to include a more detailed
discussion on land proposed for acquisition under the different action
alternatives.
K-054-004
Thank you for your comment.
Responses to Commentary:
1. The EIS acknowledges there would be impacts associated with the
proposed construction of a new deep-draft wharf in Apra Harbor to
accommodate a transient nuclear powered aircraft carrier. There are no
other harbors in Guam, aside from Apra Harbor, capable of supporting
Naval vessels for the proposed action as described in Chapter 2 of
Volume 4 of the EIS. The DoD looked at several different potential wharf
site locations, channel alignments, and turning basin options within Apra
Harbor and used selection criteria to determine potential sites that would
be both feasible and that would avoid/minimize environmental impacts to
the extent practicable. Best management practices and potential
mitigation measures have been identified (and are discussed in the EIS)
to offset potential impacts from this proposed action.
2. The Navy has considered sediment runoff and resuspension as
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potential impacts to coral reef and ecosystem. Land-based activities will
have permits requiring best management practices (BMPs) that contain
and reduce sediment and pollutant discharges into nearby waters.
Additionally, low impact development strategies will be implemented by
the Navy during construction activities. 3. Yes, significant unavoidable
impacts will be seen to coral reef, other immobile invertebrates,
and some site-attached reef fish as identified in the EIS. However, a
majority of the fish species and mobile invertebrates will vacate the
area and return when in-water construction is completed, experiencing
short-term and localized impacts. To lessen impacts, the Navy
will implement mitigation measures and BMPs during in-water activities
(dredging, wharf construction) that include Army Corps permits requiring
silt curtains, biological monitors, halting of dredging activities during
potential coral spawning months. Additionally, as part of the military
"build-up" of Guam, theDoD will be participating in the upgrade of
Guam's Northern District Waste Water Treatment Plant from primary to
secondary treatment. This action alone will assistthe GWA in meeting its
coastal water quality standards for the benefit of sea life and people of
Guam.
Even after efforts by DoD to minimize and avoid the impacts of the
aircraft carrier project, there still remain unavoidable adverse impacts
associated with dredging coral reef ecosystems in Outer Apra Harbor. As
identified in Volume 4, Section 11.2.2.5 - 11.2.2-7, federal law
recognizes the value of irreplaceable marine resources and requires
compensatory mitigation. Compensatory mitigation is defined as the
restoration, establishment, enhancement, and/or preservation of aquatic
resources to offset unavoidable impacts to waters of the U.S. (including
special aquatic sites, such as coral reefs). The compensatory mitigation
is subject to approval by USACE, under the CWA, through the Section
404/10 permit requirements. As identified in the 10 April 2008 Federal
Register, 40 CFR Part 230, the final USACE compensatory mitigation
rule, permit applicants are required to mitigate to no net loss of
ecological services and function.
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Responses to the Summary of Public Concerns:
1. As identified in the EIS, the proposed dredged area within the
commercial harbor was previously dredge over 60-years ago. Significant
impacts will be seen to coral reef, other immobile invertebrates,
and some site-attached reef fish. A majority of the species will vacate the
area and return when in-water construction is completed.
2. Although the appropriate science for measurement of the value of
coral reef ecosystems is still debated at the academic level, the Navy
used standard methodology and procedures to assess impacts to coral
reef ecosystems. The Navy has coordinated with EPA, USFWS, NMFS,
and USACE since scoping in 2007 in attempt to resolve the scientific
debate, but no resolution has been obtained and the debate continues at
the academic level. The Navy is currently pursuing third-party mediation
with resource agencies to resolve the differences in opinion on the
impact assessment data requirements. A compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the permit application for construction
affecting the navigable waters of the United States of America, but one is
not yet available for incorporation into the Guam and CNMI Military
Relocation EIS. The Navy will conduct an additional environmental
analysis to inform the decision maker in a supplemental or tiered NEPA
document following the Guam and CNMI Military Relocation EIS.
3. In-water construction activites may have short-term and localized
impacts on diving tours.
4. As identified in the EIS, the proposed dredged area within the active
commercial harbor was previously dredged over 60-years ago and
maintenance dredging continues within Inner Apra Harbor. Most of the
area to be dredged has less than 30% coral coverage (i.e. 60% rubble,
sand, and algae) and is of moderate health based on dive surveys. The
shoal areas (western shoals, middle shoals, jade shoals, big blue reef)
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will not be impacted by direct dredging activities. Based on computer
modeling, taking into account tides and currents, there are no indirect
(sedimentation) impacts anticipated to these sensitive shoal areas.
K-054-005
Thank you for your comment. Chapters 2 and 4, Volume 4 and Volume
9, Appendix D provide detail on the capacity of the upland placement
sites within DoD lands. There is sufficient capacity to contain the
dredged material on these upland sites and not interfere with potential
non-DoD upland sites that may be needed by GovGuam and the
Commercial Port for the Port’s Modernization Program.
Sediment samples within the proposed dredging areas were analyzed
according to USEPA and USACE testing criteria. As discussed in the
EIS (Chapters 2 and 4 of Volumes 2 and 4), preliminary sampling results
indicate that all contaminant parameters that were tested with the
exception of nickel were below the Effects Range Low (ER-L) level.
Nickel is a substance that is naturally occurring in the environment. The
study results suggest that the materials to be dredged would not require
special handling and would be suitable for upland placement for
beneficial reuse or ocean disposal (although the ocean disposal
permitting process would require separate analysis and toxicity testing).
Additional testing will occur during the permitting process and a dredged
material management plan will be developed.
A separate EIS was prepared for designation of the ODMDS. Chapters 4
and 11, Volume 4 provide extensive details and analysis of the potential
impacts to water resources and the marine environment from the two
proposed alternatives. Additional text has been added to Chapter 2 of
Volume 4 noting the inclusion of the sediment characterization study that
was cited in the DEIS but was not included as part of the technical
appendix in Volume 9, Appendix K previously. This study has now been
included in Volume 9, Appendix K.
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Regarding the concern about radioactive sediments, radioactivity
associated with U.S. Navy nuclear-powered ships and the environmental
monitoring program for such radioactivity were discussed in the Draft EIS
in Volume 4, sections 18.1.1.1 and 18.2.2.6. These sections discuss the
long history of safe operations and lack of adverse environmental
impact. U.S. nuclear powered warships have safely operated for more
than 50 years without any release of radioactivity that affected human
health or had an adverse effect on the environment or marine life. The
Navy’s annual report covering environmental monitoring at locations
throughout the U.S. was discussed, including the fact that radioactivity
associated with nuclear-powered ships, chiefly cobalt-60, is not
detectable in the environment in most harbors. The latest issue of this
annual report is Report NTâ€‘09-1 dated March 2009.
1. No cobalt-60 was detected in Apra Harbor, Guam in the samples
documented in this report, which covers calendar year 2008. In addition
to this summary report for all U.S. harbors, the Navy issues a detailed
report for Apra Harbor each year
2. The latest report includes the results for each individual water,
sediment, and marine life sample taken in Apra Harbor during 2008. No
cobaltâ€‘60 was detected in any of these samples. The Navy has been
conducting radiological environmental monitoring in Apra Harbor since
the early 1960s, when nuclear-powered ship operations in Guam
started. A complete history of all of this environmental monitoring data is
provided in Volume I of the Historical Radiological Assessment for Apra
Harbor
3. This report documents that only trace amounts of cobalt-60, far below
any level of health or environmental significance, have ever been
detected in Apra Harbor.
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The response to Senator Cruz's comments (K-007-002 and K-047-001)
includes a detailed discussion on the nearly 50 year history of
environmental monitoring for radioactivity by the U.S. Navy. No
radioactivity associated with nuclear-powered ships (cobalt-60) has been
detected in Apra Harbor since 1990. Core samples taken in the inner
harbor in 2004 and in 2009 in areas of the outer harbor considered for
dredging have not had detectable cobalt-60 at any depth. Trace
concentrations of radionuclides associated with fallout from past nuclear
weapons testing (cesium-137, americium-241, and plutonium 239/240)
have been detected. These fallout nuclides are detectable worldwide.
This trace amount of radioactivity in the sediment is far below the
concentration established by the International Atomic Energy Agency for
determining whether dredged sediments can be regarded as nonradioactive or de minimis under the Convention on Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London Convention,
1972).
4. Since there is no indication of elevated radioactivity in Apra Harbor
sediments, dredged sediment from Apra Harbor may be disposed of
without any need for special considerations regarding radioactivity.
The Final EIS has been revised in several sections to include the
information discussed in the response to the comments from Senator
Cruz and EPA. Revised sections include Volume 4, sections 2.3.5.1,
4.2.2.2, and 18.2.2.6, and Volume 2, section 4.1.4.1.
References:
1. U.S. Navy Report NT-09-1, “Environmental Monitoring and Disposal
of Radioactive Wastes from U.S. Naval Nuclear-Powered Ships and
Their Support Facilities”, March 2009
2. U.S. Navy Report, “Radiological Environmental Monitoring Report,
Calendar year 2008, Apra Harbor, Guam”
3. U.S. Navy Report, “Historical Radiological Assessment, Apra Harbor
Naval Complex Territory of Guam, Volume I, Naval Nuclear Propulsion
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Program, 1961-2004”, February 2006
4. IAEA-TECDOC-1375, “Determining the Suitability of Materials for
Disposal at Sea under the London Convention 1972: A Radiological
Assessment Procedure,” IAEA, October 2003
K-054-006
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-054-007
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war experiences, war
reparations, and veterans benefits are important issues but are not part
of the proposed action. Comments related to these issues were
numerous and indicate underlying social and political dissatisfaction with
a broader range of federal-territorial relations outside the scope of DoD
legal authority. The various EIS public engagement forums provided an
indirect avenue for informing local and federal policy-makers of issues
that are important to a significant segment of the community.
K-054-008
Thank you for your comment. Please see the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (Appendix F of the EIS) for economic impacts that
would be associated with the proposed action. Separate initiatives
undertaken to improve Guam's economy may be beneficial, but, those
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initiatives are not part of the proposed action and are not discussed in
the EIS.
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K-055-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
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K-055-002
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS describes the intensive selection
process that the DoD went through to select alternatives for the location
of the firing range on Guam in Section 2.3.1.
K-055-003
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive issue, particularly related to prior
acquisition of land in Guam by the federal government. Prior land
acquisition policies and procedures are not reflective of current land
acquisition laws and DoD policy.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
K-055-004
Thank you for your comment. The EIS acknowledges there would be
impacts associated with the proposed construction of a new deep-draft
wharf in Apra Harbor to accommodate a transient nuclear powered
aircraft carrier. Dredging is required to provide the minimum depth
requirements to safely navigate the aircraft carrier. The DoD undertook
several measures to avoid environmental impacts, including choosing a
channel alignment that avoided dredging of coral shoals, reducing the
aircraft carrier turning basin radius, and choosing a parallel to shore
wharf alignment with a reduced clearance for the aircraft carrier.
A detailed compensatory mitigation plan would be submitted as part of
the Clean Water Act 404 permit application for construction affecting the
navigable waters of the United States (including the CVN transient
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wharf). Due to the ongoing review of DoD's habitat assessment
methodology for coral reef ecosystems and associated uncertainties
regarding the scope of mitigation required, a detailed mitigation plan has
not been developed nor will one be available for incorporation into the
FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options, including watershed
restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are discussed in programmatic
nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as
part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting process, additional NEPA
documentation may be required to address specific permitting
requirements and implementation of required compensatory mitigations.
Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2, Volume 4 provides a range of reasonable
alternatives that were considered and dismissed from further analysis as
well as the reasons why they were dismissed. After careful consideration
of the alternatives based on the identified selection criteria, Polaris Point
and the Former SRF were the only two wharf locations that met all of the
selection criteria and are considered viable options for berthing the
aircraft carrier. The suggested location - the fuel pier - located in the
Delta/Echo Wharf vicinity, was considered and dismissed as described in
Section 2.3.1. Because of the required security/force protection barriers
around an aircraft carrier, Delta/Echo Wharves were dismissed because
the required buffer zones around the carrier would obstruct harbor
traffic. Additional text has been added to the FEIS to clarify these
reasons.
K-055-005
Thank you for your comment. DoD continues to work closely with the
Government of Guam on these important funding issues.
K-055-006
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
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proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to ensure
that the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and
that the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to
be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
K-055-007
Thank you for your comment. Our data has been checked per your
comments and the appropriate edits made in the FEIS.
It is also noted that the EIS process provides information on
environmental impacts (this includes the human environment); however,
there is a limit to the specific details of the impacts because the
information used is based on the continuation of existing trends and
behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS process along with
the comments received provide information to the decision makers on
the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is also noted that the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an
unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained scenario. The two
scenarios represent a range of impacts that could occur should the
proposed project be implemented under the current schedule. The SIAS
is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
K-055-008
Thank you for your comment. DoD has had ongoing discussions with
Cooperating Agencies (those federal and local agencies with special
expertise or regulatory oversight) throughout the preparation of the Draft
EIS and has continued these discussions with agencies through the
completion of the Final EIS. The DoD has also met with elected officials
and community leaders.
DoN policy is to avoid impacts when possible and reduce impacts when
avoidance is not possible. Mitigation measures proposed in this FEIS to
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avoid or reduce impacts are updated based on public and agency
comments. A comprehensive list of mitigation measures developed
during the NEPA environmental review process is included in Volume 7,
Chapter 2. Measures committed to by DoD would be identified in the
Record of Decision (ROD) for the proposed action. Additionally,
measures would continue to be updated and adopted in line with further
agency consultation, permitting processes, and policy developments.
K-055-009
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS includes additional
discussion on adaptive management. Please see this updated
discussion in Volume 7.
K-055-010
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS describes the intensive selection
process that the DoD went through to select alternatives for the location
of the firing range on Guam in Section 2.3.1. Specific reasons why the
firing range could not be located on the west coast at Finegayan include
the following. There was concern that the amount and location of
submerged land that would be encumbered by the SDZs generated by
the ranges on the west coast would be an unacceptable impact on
recreational activities and traditional fishing areas, which are prevalent
on the west coast. Secondly, higher density civilian development in
vicinity of ranges increases risk of encroachment. Discussion on the
screening process associated with the firing ranges has been clarified in
the FEIS.
K-055-011
Thank you for your comment. The diagrams on pages 2-46 and 2-47
depict training facilities that would be located on the Andersen South Site
and correspond to the live fire range alternatives shown on page 2-63.
The Preferred Alternative A requires a rerouting of the existing Route 15
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roadway to provide sufficient space to allow for live fire range
construction, with the largest requirement being 1000M for the MultiPurpose Machine Gun Range. Alternative B keeps Route 15 in its
existing location but requires additional land for the location of the
1000M Multi-Purpose Machine Gun Range. The Multi-Purpose Machine
Gun Range has the largest Surface Danger Zone Requirement. The
Surface Danger Zone provides a buffer area to ensure public safety. In
Alternative A, the other live fire ranges can overlap their Surface Danger
Zones with the Machine Gun Range and therefore less total area is
required under this option. In Option B, the Machine Gun Range is sited
to the south of the other ranges and therefore there is much less overlap
of Surface Danger Zones and therefore a larger total
space requirement. All land encompassed by the ranges and their
associated surface danger zones will be acquired through negotiated
purchase or lease by the Department of Defense.
K-055-012
Thank you for your comment. Requests for GIS information should be
made to:
Vanessa E. Pepi
Supervisory Fish and Wildlife Biologist
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Pacific
EV2 Environmental Planning
258 Makalapa Drive, Suite 100
Pearl Harbor, HI 96860-3134
Tel: (808) 472-1406
E-mail: vanessa.pepi@navy.mil
K-055-013
Thank you for your comment. The figure uses the latest NOAA
bathymetric data; however, the figure is under review and has been
revised as appropriate for the FEIS.
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K-055-014
Thank you for your comment. Present and retired military personnel,
their dependents, and guests would be permitted to access installation
resources.
K-055-015
Thank you for your comment. One of the mitigation measures proposed
is for a recreational resource carrying capacity study and resource
management plan to be conducted. Data gathered for the carrying
capacity study would be used to form a baseline (i.e., capacity for a
recreational resource) and appropriate mitigation measures would be
determined in the resource management plan.
K-055-016
Thank you for your comment. The EIS has been revised.
K-055-017
Thank you for your comment. An increased permanent population near
the golf course (sole recreational resource at Navy Barrigada) may bring
more users (i.e., walk-ons) as the result of the proposed action.
Reduced availability of tee time, by retired and current military personnel
would likely result. To alleviate this impact, a wide range of recreational
alternatives on Main Cantonment would be available. The EIS has been
revised.
K-055-018
Thank you for your comment. In compliance with the National Historic
Preservation Act, DoD is consulting with the public and interested parties
such as the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Guam State
Historic Preservation Officer, CNMI Historic Preservation Officer, the
National Park Service, Guam Preservation Trust, National Trust for
Historic Preservation, Guam Museum, Department of Chamorro Affairs,
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individuals and other organizations. Ten public meetings on three
islands were held to engage the citizens of Guam and CNMI on historic
preservation issues. The results of these meetings were solidified in
the PA.
K-055-019
Thank you for your comment. Forest plantings and additional ecological
reserves to better manage remaining forests on Guam have been added
as mitigation measures.
K-055-020
Thank you for your comment. Volume 5, Chapter 18 discusses the
potential public health and safety impacts of as a result of population
growth associated with the Army AMDTF. Based on the small buildup
associated with the Army AMDTF, less than significant impacts are
anticipated to police services. Potential cumulative effects of the Army
AMDTF action with other build up actions is addressed in Volume
7. Volume 2, Section 16 discusses possible measures that the DoD
could take to support increased staffing of required positions. The EIS
does not identify specific funding sources.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-021
Thank you for your comment. Volume 5, Chapter 18 discusses the
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potential public health and safety impacts of as a result of population
growth associated with the Army AMDTF. Based on the small buildup
associated with the Army AMDTF, less than significant impacts are
anticipated to public health and safety. Volume 5, Chapter 16 discusses
the potential impact of an increased patient to health care provider ratio
as a result of population growth associated with the Army AMDTF.
Incoming populations (such as the induced population [potentially the
FAS population] during the operational period) would likely have
dependents that would attend the Guam public school system and seek
out Guam social and medical services. The benefits to the community
that the base is located within, consists primarily of money that the new
population provides to the local government from taxes, licenses, and
fees. This money would go to the government's revenues. The
executive and legislative branches of the government can then fund
social, cultural, health, and other programs they feel are needed to
benefit Guam.
K-055-022
Thank you for your comment. Due to the complexity of the project, there
are two parts of the cumulative impact analysis: the summary of impacts
for all components of the proposed action (Volume 7 Chapter 3) and an
assessment of the additive impacts of the proposed action in
combination with other past, present and reasonably foreseeable
projects (Volume 7, Chapter 4). A systematic methodology was applied
in both analyses.
Volume 7, Chapter 3 summarizes the combined potential impacts of all
of the preferred alternatives on Guam and Tinian. The impacts of
Volumes 2 through 6 are discussed by resource. At the end of Volume
7, Chapter 3.3 there is a table summarizing the combined impacts of all
long-term (operational) components of the preferred
alternatives. Significant impacts are identified. Trends in the resource
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health on Guam and Tinian since World War II are described. This
section includes limited quantitative data for proposed action impacts.
For example, special-status species habitat loss due to the proposed
action and current amount of habitat available island wide is presented in
Volume 7, Section 3.3. There is no quantitative island-wide data readily
available for most of the resource areas assessed and the impact
analysis is often qualitative.
Volume 7, Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts, assesses the potential
additive impact of the EIS proposed actions when combined with
potential impacts of other past, present and reasonably foreseeable
future actions. The period of consideration for the cumulative impact
analysis is 2004 to 2019. The project list is based on best available
information from DoD and the Guam Land Use Commission database.
There is no National Environmental Policy Act (or similar) document
disclosing project impacts for most of the cumulative projects listed;
therefore, there is insufficient data on most cumulative projects listed to
conduct a quantitative impact analysis. In Chapter 4 a table summarizes
the potential cumulative impacts on Guam and another table
summarizes the potential cumulative impacts on Tinian. Potential
additive cumulative impacts are identified for a number of resources.
Mitigation measures are proposed earlier in the EIS. The cumulative
impacts analysis has been expanded in the FEIS, including the addition
of climate change analysis and analysis of cumulative impacts to coral.
K-055-023
Thank you for your comment. As indicated in Volume 6, Chapter 8, for
the north region, the impacted noise-sensitive receptors are shown in
Appendix G-2. Appendix G-2 was inadvertently excluded from the DEIS
and will be included in the FEIS.
K-055-024
Thank you for your comment. Soundwalls are designed not to infringe
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on roadway intersections which are the locations where people typically
cross streets. Also, soundwalls are designed not to block driveways with
direct access to the road. Most of the soundwalls would be located at
areas between the road and residential backyards. Most of these
backyards have property fences and ditches that would prevent
pedestrian road crossings even if the soundwalls were not built.
Furthermore, during design phase, other factors such as views of
impacted residence or recreational areas would be taken into
consideration in determining the most appropriate noise abatement
measures.
K-055-025
Thank you for your comment. There are two alternatives for wastewater
that require new sewer lines: Alternative 1a and Alternative 1b.
Alternative 1a sewer line alignment is within federally-controlled land or
follows an existing GWA sewer alignment (Volume 6, Figure 2.3-2).
Alternative 1b sewer line would be aligned along Route 16 within the
existing GWA right-of-way (Volume 6, Figure 2.3-3). No new easements
are required for either alternative. The Final EIS land use section
is updated with this information.
K-055-026
Thank you for your comment. The Department of Defense (DoD) and
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) acknowledges that the
issue of land acquisition is a complex and sensitive one. Negotiations
with landowners have not yet begun because a final decision on whether
or not land will need to be acquired will not be made until the Record of
Decision and until funding has been identified to improve the off-base
roads.
Should the Department of Defense (DOD) or the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) determine that additional land is necessary to
improve off-base roads to meet its requirements, the FHWA policy
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requires compliance with 42 United States Code Chapter 61 - Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies for Federal
and Federally Assisted Programs. This regulation establishes a uniform
policy for the fair and equitable treatment of persons displaced as a
direct result of projects undertaken by a Federal agency or with Federal
financial assistance.
This policy requires that the FHWA make every reasonable effort to
acquire expeditiously real property by negotiation. The amount offered
by the FHWA will be no less than the FHWA approved appraisal of the
fair market value of such property. Where circumstances exist that
require resolution of issues such as ownership or value, procedures exist
under eminent domain authority to resolve those questions.
K-055-027
Thank you for your comment. As mentioned in your comment, jogging or
running on former FAA parcel and Andersen South would no longer be
allowed as the result of the proposed action. Mitigation measures to
decrease the magnitude of the impacts, in this case, the loss of
jogging/running use on these properties, is not offered in the EIS
because it is believed that equivalent uses can be found on adjacent
properties.
K-055-028
Thank you for your comment. As part of LID and SWPPP planning,
proven methods for reducing potential impacts from stormwater were
considered and would be implemented as appropriate.
K-055-029
Thank you for comment. Incorporation of LID principles has become a
DoD policy requirement.
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K-055-030
Thank you for your comment. DoD concurs and would ensure water
conservation education is provided to all DoD personnel.
K-055-031
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about protecting the public from munitions and
explosives of concern (MEC) which include unexploded ordnance
(UXO). Refer to Volume 9, Appendix D, Project Description Technical
Appendix, Munitions, for a discussion of the MEC associated with the
proposed ranges (mostly small arms).
The proposed ranges will be designed and maintained in accordance
with all applicable federal and Government of Guam regulations.
Specifically, Military Handbook 1027/3B contains procedures for
reducing potential impacts from ranges through the implementation of
best management practices (BMPs) described in Volume 7. Key BMPs
as they relate to UXO include controlling access to the firing ranges,
public education initiatives, and routine clean-up of UXO on the firing
ranges.
K-055-032
Thank you for your comment. The best management practices (BMPs)
Table 2.1-1 in Volume 7 lists Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) and the Navy's goal of LEED silver certification. Other
BMPs listed include Low Impact Development and a Water Conservation
Plan. These BMPs incorporate green infrastructure into the design.
K-055-033
Thank you for your comment. Two types of berms are proposed in the
FEIS. Noise control berms at or adjacent to the firing line, and collection
berms behind targets to contain the projectiles.
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K-055-034
Thank you for your comment. DoD concurs and would ensure that water
conservation education is provided to all its personnel.
K-055-035
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-036
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS was updated to include airspace
mitigation for the establishment of the proposed SUA for training.
K-055-037
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-032.
K-055-038
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-039
Thank you for your comment. Potential impacts, including mitigation
measures, caused by the proposed carrier visits are discussed in
Volume 4, Section 9.2.2.2 and 9.2.3.2.
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K-055-040
Thank you for your comment. Proposed changes to access would be
addressed through the Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan
and be consistent with the installation access requirements.
K-055-041
Thank you for your comment. Local input will be obtained for the fire
managment plan update.
K-055-042
Thank you for your comment. The DoN will work with local resource
agencies on the establishment or expansion of ERA's through the
Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan.
K-055-043
Thank you for your comment. To respond efficiently to your comment we
would need more specific information as to what you would like to see
included.
K-055-044
Thank you for your comment. Site names will be added to the site
numbers where available.
K-055-045
Thank you for your comment. During the DEIS comment period many
recommendations for mitigation measures were received; subsequently,
an expanded mitigation discussion is provided in the FEIS.
K-055-046
Thank you for your comment. Expanded mitigation discussions have
been included in the FEIS.
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K-055-047
Thank you for your comment. The impacts on the Guam public school
system are discussed in subsection 4.4.2, page 4-42 of the SIAS. Table
4.4-4 in the SIAS provides the potential increase (maximal) of student
population in the Guam Public School System from 2010 to
2020. Providing a brief summary, at the peak population year (2014), a
total of 7,937 students could attend the public school system; by
2017, when the operational (long-term) conditions occur, the students
generated could be 909. This is based on the direct and indirect
(induced) populations resulting from the military relocation which include
the dependents of off-island workers.
K-055-048
Thank you for your comment. The discussion of adaptive
program management and its use during the proposed military relocation
program has been revised in the FEIS (Volume 7, Chapter 2), including
further identification of the resource areas that would benefit from
implementation of the measure.
K-055-049
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-050
Thank you for your comment. Mitigation measures that are part of the
Record of Decision of the EIS for the proposed military relocation
program would be implemented as part of the proposed actions. The
intent of the adopted mitigation measures would be to reduce adverse
impacts associated with the proposed military relocation program.
K-055-051
Thank you for your comment. The two plants in reference are Hagatna
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WWTP and Apra Harbor WWTP. The capacity of Hagatna is 12 mgd and
Apra Harbor is 4.3 mgd.
K-055-052
Thank you for your comment. The mitigation of using a ship as a hotel
has been deleted from the final EIS.
K-055-053
Thank you for your comment. Consideration for variations in weather
were included in the analysis of impacts to geological and soil
resources. A reduction in erosion directly caused by construction activity
during times of greater rainfall would likely balance out increased erosion
directly caused by the increased rainfall. BMPs (Best Management
Practices) will be implemented to prevent erosion from construction
activity in all types of weather, and are designed to protect natural
resources through both the wet and dry seasons.
K-055-054
Thank you for your comment. Paragraph 1 was indeed inconsistent with
the determination that the change in topography at Finegayan, while
adverse, is a less than significant impact. It has been corrected in the
FEIS. Impacts to groundwater and nearshore water are discussed in
Volume 2, Chapter 4, water resources.
K-055-055
Thank you for your comment. These noted inconsistencies have been
reconciled in the Final EIS. As noted in the Draft EIS, a groundwater
sustainable yield study is in-progress. Results have been incorporated
into the Final EIS where applicable and feasible.
K-055-056
Thank you for your comment. It appears the commenter is referring to
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Volume 3 based on the page numbers, not Apra Harbor Guam. Please
see Volume 4, Chapter 11 for impact analysis associated with this
proposed action. Note the EIS has been revised.
K-055-057
Thank you for your comment. See previous comment, this is Volume 3,
Tinian. The Navy referenced actual survey data for documenting the
presence of sea turtles. It has been acknowledged that hawksbill sea
turtles are found in the project area. It is likely that more reside in the
area than have actually been sighted, but unlikely that there is a
dramatically higher number than what has been documented.
K-055-058
Thank you for your comment. While this section uses an example from
Southern Guam, the No Action Alternative analysis here is referring to all
of Guam, not only Southern Guam.
K-055-059
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-060
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
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impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-061
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS contains an expanded
discussion on mitigation measures.
Incoming populations (such as the induced population during
the operational period) would likely have dependents that would attend
the Guam public school system. Based on income of military civilian
workers and the goals set for the education of their children, many will
send their children to private and/or parochial schools. The benefits to
the community that the base is in, consists primarily of money that the
new population provides to the local government from taxes, licenses,
and fees. This money would go to the government's revenues. The
executive and legislative branches of the government can then fund
social, cultural, health, and other programs they feel are needed to
benefit Guam.
If the services provided by Guam in the areas of utilities, infrastructures,
social and health care, public schools, protective services, are
inadequate (this is noted in the SIAS), the income (from the new
population) will not be able to pay for all the required needs, especially
any capital improvements. The Joint Guam Program Office (JGPO) has
been working with and will continue to work with local and federal
agencies to determine where funding can be supported. This has been
and will continue to be an ongoing process and is exacerbated by the
current worldwide economic crises. It is noted that, DoD funds are
focused on the military and defense needs of the U.S., so JGPO may
find that other funding alternatives must also be put into place to avoid
and/or minimize impacts to the government of Guam. Where possible
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and appropriate, JGPO and/or DoD will support grants, loans, and other
funds that focuses on improvements that are within the objectives of the
sponsoring federal agency.
K-055-062
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-063
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS has been corrected to reflect
the correct square footage of the Guam Memorial Hospital.
K-055-064
Thank you for your comment; the FEIS has been edited per your
comment.
K-055-065
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made as appropriate in
the FEIS.
K-055-066
Thank you for your comment. The phrase "(within DLM)" after GALC is
deleted from the Final EIS.
K-055-067
Thank you for your comment. The text appears accurate. The
subsequent sentences clarify that federal actions on federal lands shall
be carried out in a manner consistent to the territorial coastal zone.
K-055-068
Thank you for the information. The land use impact analysis does not
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include the EEZ. Volume 2, Chapter 8 text is edited in the Final EIS to
clarify that Guam jurisdiction extends beyond 3 nautical miles.
K-055-069
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS describes the submerged
lands ownership at Ritidian Point based on the Quitclaim Deed #661952
K-055-070
Thank you for your comments. There are many ongoing changes that
occurred as the EIS was being prepared and processed. These
changes are recognized and where available and appropriate included in
the FEIS.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
K-055-071
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS does not state that access to
non-DoD lands through Route 3A is under an agreement between the
landowners and the Air Force. The stated agreement is between the Air
Force and property owners at Jinapsan Beach to access their properties
through Andersen AFB, and not through Route 3A.
K-055-072
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands the importance of the
cultural and historic issues related with land in Guam, and in particular
those associated with the Pagat and Marbo areas. DoD acknowledges
that maintaining access to these sites is important. In the PA, we have
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included a stipulation that would develop a process so that educational
trips to Pagat would be available. This process also applies to cultural
and recreational access to the site. DoD looks forward to working with
stakeholders in developing plans for access that balance operational
needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing public use and
enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-073
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-074
Thank you for your comment. Please see the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) which is Appendix F in Volume 9 of the EIS,
Section 4.3.7 for information on Tourism. The analysis of the impacts on
tourism generally reflect that the impacts of the proposed action would
have on tourism would be mixed. Tourism may decline as some visitors
may shy away from Guam due to construction activities and an
increased military presence on the island but that would be made up for
by increased visits from members of the military who are tourists while
their ships are docked on Guam.
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K-055-075
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-076
Thank you for your comment. Volume 4, Chapter 16 of the Final EIS
acknowledges that there could be impacts to ocean based tourism within
Apra Harbor including diving. However, economic impacts to tourism
would be somewhat offset by increased tourism from military personnel.
K-055-077
Thank you for your comment. DoD would work closely with Government
of Guam agencies and local stakeholders to minimize impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program.
K-055-078
Thank you for your comments and mitigation suggestion. Because of the
numerous mitigation measures received during the DEIS comment
period the FEIS has been revised to include an expanded discussion on
mitigation measures.
K-055-079
Thank you for your comment. Because of the numerous suggestions for
mitigation measures were received during the DEIS comment period, the
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FEIS has been revised to include expanded discussions on mitigation
measures.
K-055-080
Thank you for your comments. The information provided has been
revised in the FEIS.
K-055-081
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The Final EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action, the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and
concisely their concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including
dance, language and traditions, will be forgotten. While population
increases can highlight cultural differences, they also present unique
opportunities for cultural learning and sharing. As noted in the Final EIS,
the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness
programs will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to
educate all incoming and currently present military personnel on the rich
and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is Guam
today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
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K-055-082
Thank you for your comment. Full details of construction emissions are
provided in Volume 2-6 with further details provided in Volume 9,
Appendix I and combined emissions provided in Volume 7 for the
Preferred Alternatives. These volumes contain information on the
number and type of sources, total emissions in tons per year for criteria
pollutants, and other information.
However, HAP emissions associated with construction activities are not
quantified because 1) the emission factors are not available in the EPA
NONROAD model used for the emissions analysis and 2) no HAP
emissions de minimis levels have been established by regulatory
agencies as compared to criteria pollutants.
K-055-083
Thank you for your comment. Radioactivity associated with U.S. Navy
nuclear-powered ships and the environmental monitoring program for
such radioactivity were discussed in the Draft EIS in Volume 4, sections
18.1.1.1 and 18.2.2.6. These sections discuss the long history of safe
operations and lack of adverse environmental impact. U.S. nuclear
powered warships have safely operated for more than 50 years without
any release of radioactivity that affected human health or had an adverse
effect on the environment or marine life. The Navy’s annual report
covering environmental monitoring at locations throughout the U.S. was
discussed, including the fact that radioactivity associated with nuclearpowered ships, chiefly cobalt-60, is not detectable in the environment in
most harbors. The latest issue of this annual report is Report NTâ€‘09-1
dated March 20091. No cobalt-60 was detected in Apra Harbor, Guam
in the samples documented in this report, which covers calendar year
2008. In addition to this summary report for all U.S. harbors, the Navy
issues a detailed report for Apra Harbor each year2. The latest report
includes the results for each individual water, sediment, and marine life
sample taken in Apra Harbor during 2008. No cobaltâ€‘60 was detected
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in any of these samples. The Navy has been conducting radiological
environmental monitoring in Apra Harbor since the early 1960s, when
nuclear-powered ship operations in Guam started. A complete history of
all of this environmental monitoring data is provided in Volume I of the
Historical Radiological Assessment for Apra Harbor3. This report
documents that only trace amounts of cobalt-60, far below any level of
health or environmental significance, have ever been detected in Apra
Harbor.
The response to Senator Cruz's comments (K-007-002 and K-047-001)
includes a detailed discussion on the nearly 50 year history of
environmental monitoring for radioactivity by the U.S. Navy. No
radioactivity associated with nuclear-powered ships (cobalt-60) has been
detected in Apra Harbor since 1990. Core samples taken in the inner
harbor in 2004 and in 2009 in areas of the outer harbor considered for
dredging have not had detectable cobalt-60 at any depth. Trace
concentrations of radionuclides associated with fallout from past nuclear
weapons testing (cesium-137, americium-241, and plutonium 239/240)
have been detected. These fallout nuclides are detectable worldwide.
This trace amount of radioactivity in the sediment is far below the
concentration established by the International Atomic Energy Agency for
determining whether dredged sediments can be regarded as nonradioactive or de minimis under the Convention on Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London Convention,
1972)4.
Since there is no indication of elevated radioactivity in Apra Harbor
sediments, dredged sediment from Apra Harbor may be disposed of
without any need for special considerations regarding radioactivity.
The Final EIS has been revised in several sections to include the
information discussed in the response to the comments from Senator
Cruz and EPA. Revised sections include Volume 4, sections 2.3.5.1,
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4.2.2.2, and 18.2.2.6, and Volume 2, section 4.1.4.1.
References:
1. U.S. Navy Report NT-09-1, “Environmental Monitoring and Disposal
of Radioactive Wastes from U.S. Naval Nuclear-Powered Ships and
Their Support Facilities”, March 2009
2. U.S. Navy Report, “Radiological Environmental Monitoring Report,
Calendar year 2008, Apra Harbor, Guam”
3. U.S. Navy Report, “Historical Radiological Assessment, Apra Harbor
Naval Complex Territory of Guam, Volume I, Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program, 1961-2004”, February 2006
4. IAEA-TECDOC-1375, “Determining the Suitability of Materials for
Disposal at Sea under the London Convention 1972: A Radiological
Assessment Procedure,” IAEA, October 2003
K-055-084
Thank you for your comments. The unique impacts of military vehicles
have been accounted for in the design of training sites and roadways
build up on Guam and Tinian. These are periodically maintained and
inspected. Maintenance and inspections are expected to provide the
environmental restorations needed to maintain the existing
environmental conditions. For more information on how the military will
address erosion and assess impacts, please see Volume 7.
K-055-085
Thank you for your comment. Noise abatement mitigation measures are
proposed in the FEIS to reduce noise levels at sensitive areas.
K-055-086
Thank you for your comment. Volume 4, Section 18 indicates that all
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Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program (NNPP) activities have plans in place
that define responses to a wide range of emergency situations. These
plans are regularly exercised to ensure that proficiency is maintained.
These exercises consistently demonstrate that Navy personnel are well
prepared to respond to emergencies regardless of the location. Actions
are taken to continually evaluate and improve emergency preparedness.
If a radiological emergency occurs, civil authorities would be promptly
notified and kept fully informed of the situation. Local civil authorities
would determine appropriate public actions, if any, and communicate this
information via their normal emergency communication methods. The
DEIS does not identify specific funding sources for training, and
equipping public emergency responders.
K-055-087
Thank you for your comment. The Navy understands the importance of
emergency response planning and will work with the government of
Guam to ensure DoDs participation during the planning and
implementation of emergency preparedness on Guam.
K-055-088
Thank you for your comment. These agencies were not covered under
social services since they are not typically deemed social services.
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-055-089
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-090
Thank you for your comment. DoD has been a longstanding member of
the community. The Navy, Air Force, and Army forces on Guam are
committed to protect the territory of Guam, its citizens, and U.S. forces
on Guam from the threat of harm from terrorist attacks from other
countries and enemies of the U.S. In the event of a terrorist attack, U.S.
forces on Guam would work with the various Guam agencies to support
the civilian population. The intent of the proposed Army Air and Missile
Defense Task Force component of the proposed action is to protect the
territory of Guam, its citizens, and U.S. forces on Guam from the threat
of harm from ballistic missile attacks from other countries and enemies of
the U.S. defense of Guam will continue to be a focus of the DoD. The
Navy understands the importance of emergency response planning and
will work with the government of Guam to ensure DoDs participation
during the planning and implementation of emergency preparedness on
Guam.
K-055-091
Thank you for your comment. The paragraph your comment refers to
contains data points and explanations which lead to the conclusion you
mention.
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It is also noted that the EIS process provides information on
environmental impacts (this includes the human environment); however,
there is a limit to the specific details of the impacts because the
information used is based on the continuation of existing trends and
behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS process along with
the comments received provide information to the decision makers on
the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is also noted that the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an
unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained scenario. The two
scenarios represent a range of impacts that could occur should the
proposed project be implemented under the current schedule.
K-055-092
Thank you for your comment. The jobs that would be created by the
proposed action would be a possible source of jobs for new high school
graduates.
K-055-093
Thank you for your comment. The source of Figure 2.1-1 is Public Use
Microdata Sample (PUMS) data, for Guam, from the U.S. Census. A
reference has been added, below the figure, to the FEIS. The highlighted
area of the figure represents a period of time when there was a high
level of construction activity on Guam. The data is presented asgathered.
K-055-094
Thank you for your comment. The information provided in the DEIS and
the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) are estimates of
the potential impacts based on the information and
assumptions provided in the SIAS (Appendix F in Volume 9 of the
DEIS). The assumptions include using published information as well as
interviews with local agencies, organizations and business and
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individuals who have various economic or social expertise.
It is also noted that the EIS process provides information on
environmental impacts (this includes the human environment); however,
there is a limit to the specific details of the impacts because the
information used is based on the continuation of existing trends and
behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS process along with
the comments received provide information to the decision makers on
the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is also noted that the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an
unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained scenario. The two
scenarios represent a range of impacts that could occur should the
proposed project be implemented under the current schedule.
K-055-095
Thank you for your comment. Economic Impact Analysis presented in
the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS)
provides two scenarios that create a range of impacts. The
unconstrained scenario represents the higher bound of the range where
indirect benefits are not affected by any damage done during the
financial crisis.
K-055-096
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-097
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the Final EIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the
Final EIS and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
The section to which you refer has been updated for the Final EIS.
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K-055-098
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of Economic Adjustment is
underway, this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment that identifies the needs
of the government of Guam and where the money to fund the needs
could come from.
K-055-099
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as war reparations are
important issues but are not part of the proposed action. Comments
related to these issues were numerous and indicate underlying social
and political dissatisfaction with a broader range of federal-territorial
relations outside the scope of DoD legal authority. The various EIS
public engagement forums provided an indirect avenue for informing
local and federal policy-makers of issues that are important to a
significant segment of the community.
K-055-100
Thank you for your comment. The Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS) and the Draft EIS are documents that have identified the
probable impacts of the proposed action and alternatives based on the
best available information. Existing data and information was gathered
and supplemented with interviews with federal and Guam agencies. To
provide the public and various governmental agencies with an
opportunity to review and comment on the methodologies and
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assumptions used, the SIAS was included as Appendix F, Volume 9 of
the Draft EIS. Comments provided on the Draft EIS will also be included
to provide the decision-makers with the public views in support and/or
opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
K-055-101
Thank you for your comment. The Hawaii economic model was utilized
because there is no Guam economic model. Careful and diligent effort
was undertaken to ensure that the results of the economic impact
analysis reflected the unique circumstances of the Guam economy. Also,
please note that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
(Appendix F in Volume 9 of the DEIS) produces both an unconstrained
and a constrained analysis; while both analysis were customized to
represent Guam, the constrained analysis used multipliers that were
reduced greatly from standard Hawaii multipliers and lower than any
typical modern multiplier.
K-055-102
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.4.1 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F,
Volume 9 of the DEIS for information on the expected impacts the
proposed action would have on the government of Guam’s (agencies)
staffing requirements. The analysis in the SIAS includes both direct and
indirect impacts including those who move to Guam for work related to
the proposed action. Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of
Economic Adjustment is underway, this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment
that identifies the needs of the government of Guam and where the
money to fund the needs could come from.
K-055-103
Thank you for your comment. The intent of the economic impact analysis
in the DEIS is to project the expected benefits, to the Guam economy,
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that are associated with proposed action. Projected economic benefits to
the Guam economy are presented in the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS which is Appendix F of the EIS). The expected
magnitude of economic benefit, in dollar terms, is best represented
through the GIP measure which is provided for each action individually
and for all actions combined (the combined measure can be found in the
SIAS). Analysis of GIP assumes (based on contractor interviews) that
about 17% of construction dollars will be spent in the guam economy.
K-055-104
Thank you for your comments. Our data will be checked per your
comments and the appropriate edits made in the FEIS. It is also noted
that the EIS process provides information on environmental impacts (this
includes the human environment); however, there is a limit to the specific
details of the impacts because the information used is based on the
continuation of existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact
science, the EIS process along with the comments received provide
information to the decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the
proposed action. It is also noted that the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an unconstrained (maximal)
scenario and a constrained scenario. The two scenarios represent a
range of impacts that could occur should the proposed project be
implemented under the current schedule. The SIAS is provided as
Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
Relating to cost of living and the proposed military buildup, it is noted
that the history of inflation and recession of Guam’s economy from the
1970s to present was provided on page 3-47 of the Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Study (SIAS). In subsection 4.3.1.4 (beginning page
4-10) of the SIAS, the subject of impact on the standard of living is
addressed, stating: "Standard of living is a measure of purchasing
power. If the standard of living increases for a person it means they can
purchase more goods and services. If the standard of living declines for
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that person, he or she can purchase fewer goods and services. Changes
in a person’s standard of living are determined by their income and the
prices of the goods and services they tend to purchase. A person’s
standard of living will increase if their income rises faster than the prices
of goods and services they tend to purchase. A person’s standard of
living will decline if the prices of goods and services they tend to
purchase rise faster than the person’s income. In both the construction
and operational components, the average wage of workers would
increase as a function of greater demand for labor. However, the price of
goods and services purchased by individuals would rise as well. It
cannot be definitively predicted whether wages or the price of goods and
services would increase at a faster pace. If wages earned by a particular
household rise more quickly than the price of goods and services, then
the standard of living would increase. If the price of goods and services
rises more quickly than wages, the standard of living would decrease.
For households on fixed incomes, the result would be reduced
purchasing power. Those with the ability to quickly renegotiate their
wages will have a better chance at maintaining or increasing their
standard of living." On page 4-11 of the SIAS, the discussion continues
and discusses the income of military related construction and operational
jobs that will, on the average, be higher than the present average wages
on Guam. It concludes: "In terms of cost of living, from 2000 to 2008
Guam workers have seen their standard of living decline by 30% and
there is no reason to expect the military buildup to reverse that trend –
Guam workers will likely to continue to see the cost of goods and
services rise faster than their incomes. While the proposed action may
not represent a reversal of this trend, it will slow the rate of decline in the
standard of living that has been prevalent since 2000."
K-055-105
Thank you for your comment. Since the publication of the Draft EIS, the
DoD has considered examples of force flow reductions. These
examples of force flow reductions are included in Volume 1 and Volume
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7 of the Final EIS and illustrate the reduction of population (flattening of
the curve) during the peak construction period for the proposed military
relocation program.
K-055-106
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has included expanded
mitigation discussions.
K-055-107
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS includes a discussion of
examples of force flow reduction that would flatten out the peak of
construction activities with commersurate reduction in impacts during the
construction phase of the proposed military relocation program.
K-055-108
Thank you for your comment. The CSS was described on page 3-77: A
Compatibility Sustainability Study (CSS) is being prepared as a joint
effort between GovGuam and the military. The program is managed by
the Office of the Governor and funded through a grant provided by DoD
and Office of Economic Adjustment. The CSS would likely address many
of the secondary impacts anticipated under the preferred alternatives.
The primary goal of the CSS is to reduce potential conflicts that could
occur between military installations and the Guam community while
sustaining economic vitality, accommodating a targeted job
development, protecting public health and safety and maintaining the
military mission. The CSS will examine existing land use, growth trends,
and development potential. Recommendations and strategies will be
developed to promote compatible land use planning. A series of
community meeting will be held to collect public input into the process.
More information is available online at the following address:
http://www.one.guam.gov/.The CSS study will not completed until the
end of 2010 and will not be available for inclusion in the FEIS.
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K-055-109
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam. DoD commitment to mitigation measures would be indicated in
the Record of Decision (ROD).
K-055-110
Thank you for your comment. Projected costs included in Table 4.3-37
are projected based on the data source you mention. The data are
adjusted downward to represent spending within the Guam
economy (imports are excluded), to avoid overstatement of beneficial
economic impacts.
K-055-111
Thank you for your comments. Appropriate changes have been made to
the FEIS.
K-055-112
Thank you for your comment. It is not expected that by 2019 base
operational expenditures will cease; rather they would cease to increase.
As there would be no increases in expenditures associated with the
proposed action, there would be no additional population associated to
the proposed action. The FEIS has been revised.
K-055-113
Thank you for your comment.
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K-055-114
Thank you for your comment. None of the proposed actions on
Andersen AFB would impact access to coastal private lands or the U.S.
Wildlife facility. There will be unrestricted access along Route 3a.
The proposed actions at northwest field (NWF) include Marine Corps
actions as well as Army actions. The Army enclosures and buildings will
change the open space landscape along Route 3a under Alternatives 1
and 2, but would not impact the private coastal lands. No missiles would
be launched during training. The noise generated would be minor and
associated with vehicular traffic and intermittent use of an emergency
generator. The Army proposed actions would be compatible with the
proposed hotel/resort zoning designation of the coastal private lands.
No mitigation or compensation is warranted.The Marine Corps proposed
actions include aviation training NWF and demolition training as listed in
Table 2.3-1 of the Draft EIS. The demolition training would occur at the
existing demolition range. No other live-fire training ranges are proposed
at NWF. The improved airfield training would occur at the existing NWF
airfield where training already occurs. Maneuver training is not proposed
for NWF. The Marine Corps demolition training would occur 2 days
per year with three detonations per day. These activities are so
infrequent that their impact is considered less than significant and no
mitigation is proposed. The noise contour for the Marine Corps aviation
training at NWF and the operations at the main airfield of Andersen
AFB is shown on Figure 6.2-1 of the Draft EIS. The 60 decibel level
contour extends slightly off base into the private coastal land, however
60 dB is relatively low and all land uses are compatible with this noise
level.No impacts to development rights of Tract 34000 are anticipated.
K-055-115
Thank you for your comment. A zoning map is being developed by
GovGuam agencies, but is not updated with every zone change and was
not available for inclusion in the EIS. The North and Central Land Use
Plan is not adopted by legislature and this is acknowledged in the EIS
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Volume 2, Section 8.1.1.2. It was an important resource when assessing
the land use impacts because 1) there was an extensive public
involvement component that captured the community land use planning
objectives, 2) it was current, and 3) it represented best available
information. Volume 2, Chapter 8 describes the planned land
uses presented in the North and Central Land Use
Plan and assesses whether the proposed action is consistent or
compatible with the Plan.
K-055-116
Thank you for your comment. Long term traffic impacts along Polaris
Point Road are expected to be minimal and busiest only occasionally
when aircraft carriers are visiting Guam. The FEIS evaluated the traffic
impacts that would be expected on an everyday basis, Polaris Point
Road and it's intersection with Route 1 currently operate a levels much
below capacity and no traffic impacts are expected.
K-055-117
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-118
Thank you for your comment. The discussion of adaptive
program management has been revised in the FEIS based on public and
agency comments (Volume 7, Chapter 2). Although the measure would
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primarily address infrastructure issues, benefits to additional resources
are identified.
K-055-119
Thank you for your comment. The flow chart is notional and focuses on
the general steps in the process. It is not intended to identify roles and
responsibilities. The GovGuam agencies would have a role in the plan.
K-055-120
Thank you for your comment. The discussion of adaptive
program management has been revised in the FEIS (Volume 7, Chapter
2).
K-055-121
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the Final EIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the
Final EIS and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
The change you suggest has been made in the Final EIS.
K-055-122
Thank you for your comment. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-123
Thank you for your comment. DoD commitment to mitigation
measures would be identified in the ROD. DoD is unable to commit to
mitigation measures that are not under DoD control. Anti-terrorism/force
protection buffers are required at military installations.
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K-055-124
Thank you for your comment. Expanded discussion of mitigation is in the
FEIS.
K-055-125
Thank you for your comment. Analysis in the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) did assume GovGuam
would collect all taxes it would be owed. Your recommended mitigation
measure have been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation
discussion is available in the Final EIS.
K-055-126
Thank you for your comment. Each of these items are addressed in
Volume 7, Chapter 3 and in applicable resource chapters in earlier
volumes of the EIS.
K-055-127
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken into consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS. A comprehensive list of mitigation measures
proposed in the FEIS is presented in Volume 7, Chapter 2.
K-055-128
Thank you for your comment. The Marine Relocation is discussed in
Volume 2 and the Aircraft Carrier Berthing is discussed in Volume 4. At
this time, specific contract information is unknown. The Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) provides information
on expected construction expenditures in the Guam economy.
K-055-129
Thank you for your comment. Please see the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS), Section 4.3.7 for
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information on Tourism. The analysis of the impacts on tourism generally
reflect that the impacts of the proposed action would have on tourism
would be mixed. Tourism may decline as some visitors may shy away
from Guam due to construction activities and an increased military
presence on the island but that would be made up for by increased visits
from members of the military who are tourists while their ships are
docked on Guam.
K-055-130
Thank you for your comment. Interviews with participants in Guam's
tourism industry are presented in Appendix D of the Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Study (SIAS, which is Appendix F of the DEIS).
K-055-131
Thank you for your comment. Please see Appendix D of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (which is Appendix F of the
DEIS) for interviews with Guam hoteliers. The information provided in
these interviews suggests that Guam hotels do not run at 100%
occupancy and that diplacement of other guests is generally and unlikely
scenario.
K-055-132
Thank you for your comment. The Socioeconomic Sections of the DEIS
attempt to quantify the economic impacts that the proposed action would
have on Guam. Directly stating gross contract value would be misleading
to that effect as not all of the contract value is spent within the Guam
economy (and thus does not have an impact).
K-055-133
Thank you for your comment.
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K-055-134
Thank you for your comment. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-135
Thank you for your comments. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is
also noted that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
discussed an unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained
scenario. The two scenarios represent a range of impacts that could
occur should the proposed project be implemented under the current
schedule. The SIAS is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
K-055-136
Thank you for your comment. While not all jobs and all contracts will go
to Guam people and contractors, economic analysis shows that the
proposed action will benefit the overall prosperity of Guam. Many of the
beneficial impacts attributable to the proposed action are based on jobs
and money (from construction and operational expenditure) that will flow
into the economy. Guam residents are expected to capture
approximately 2,566 jobs and off-island workers would take 15,157 jobs.
By 2020, the number of these jobs filled by Guam residents would
decrease to 2,211 jobs, and off-island worker jobs would decrease to
3,935 jobs. It should be noted that the jobs that Guam residents would
fill are based on the available supply of qualified workers. That is, it is
anticipated that the new jobs would capture the amount of qualified
workers on Guam for those positions. Economic benefits would also
occur through the circulation of construction and operational dollars
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spent on Guam and the multiplier affect (recirculation of money) in the
Guam economy.
K-055-137
Thank you for your comment. With regard to the projected economic
downturn, your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
K-055-138
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measures
have been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-139
Thank you for your comment. Relating to cost of living and the proposed
military buildup, it is noted that the history of inflation and recession of
Guam’s economy from the 1970s to present was provided on page 3-47
of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS). In subsection
4.3.1.4 (beginning page 4-10) of the SIAS, the subject of impact on the
standard of living is addressed, stating: "Standard of living is a measure
of purchasing power. If the standard of living increases for a person it
means they can purchase more goods and services. If the standard of
living declines for that person, he or she can purchase fewer goods and
services. Changes in a person’s standard of living are determined by
their income and the prices of the goods and services they tend to
purchase. A person’s standard of living will increase if their income rises
faster than the prices of goods and services they tend to purchase. A
person’s standard of living will decline if the prices of goods and services
they tend to purchase rise faster than the person’s income. In both the
construction and operational components, the average wage of workers
would increase as a function of greater demand for labor. However, the
price of goods and services purchased by individuals would rise as well.
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It cannot be definitively predicted whether wages or the price of goods
and services would increase at a faster pace. If wages earned by a
particular household rise more quickly than the price of goods and
services, then the standard of living would increase. If the price of goods
and services rises more quickly than wages, the standard of living would
decrease. For households on fixed incomes, the result would be reduced
purchasing power. Those with the ability to quickly renegotiate their
wages will have a better chance at maintaining or increasing their
standard of living." On page 4-11 of the SIAS, the discussion continues
and discusses the income of military related construction and operational
jobs that will, on the average, be higher than the present average wages
on Guam. It concludes: "In terms of cost of living, from 2000 to 2008
Guam workers have seen their standard of living decline by 30% and
there is no reason to expect the military buildup to reverse that trend –
Guam workers will likely to continue to see the cost of goods and
services rise faster than their incomes. While the proposed action may
not represent a reversal of this trend, it will slow the rate of decline in the
standard of living that has been prevalent since 2000."
K-055-140
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 2.2.3.2 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study for information on Operational
Phase capture rates. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the
FEIS.
K-055-141
Thank you for your comments. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-142
Thank you for your comment. During the DEIS comment period, a
number of mitigation measures were submitted; the FEIS has been
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revised to include expanded discussion on mitigation measures.
The increase in population during the construction and operational
periods will occur. The maximal estimate of population at the peak year
(2014) is about 80,000. However, after the construction period, the
operational period would result in about 33,000 (maximal estimate).
Some of these people will require public services and facilities. (The
military and their dependents would not be dependent on public services
because the DoD will provide many these services within DoD property.)
Public services and assistance required from Guam would primarily
apply to the military civilian workers and their dependents and the
induced population. These additional services, facilities, licenses, and
schools, would be supported by the additional money collected by Guam
from the new population. This money would come from taxes, licenses,
permits, user fees, and other local fees that would go to the general
revenue.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-143
Thank you for your comment. Because a number of mitigation measures
were identified during the DEIS review period, the Final EIS includes
expanded mitigation discussions.
K-055-144
Thank you for you comment. Force protection is a generic term used to
describe, as inferred, to methods and actions to protect U.S. forces.
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"Force protection" changes depending both upon the threats and the
resource being protected.
Generally, force protection operations increase physical security of
military personnel to reduce their vulnerability to attacks. In combat
environments, force protection includes offensive and defensive
measures such as moving forces and building barriers, detection and
assessment of threats, delay or denial of access of the adversary to their
target, appropriate response threats and attack, and mitigation of effects
of an attack.
The section cited is in the Executive Summary where space and details
are limited. Volume 1, Section 1.4.3. and Volume 4, Section 1.1.3.3.
discuss force protection considerations with regard to the aircraft carrier.
K-055-145
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-146
Thank you for your comment. It is understood that the future ODMDS
site for clean dredged sediment is open for use by all users including the
Port.
K-055-147
Thank you for your comment. It is recognized and documented in the
EIS that the use of project dredged material by the Port would be
dependent on the timing of the need for it as construction fill.
K-055-148
Thank you for your comment. GPA should be providing their facilities
with the appropriate security measures. For critical functions, DoD would
have standby generators to ensure emergency operations.
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K-055-149
Thank you for your comment. DoD and FHWA have worked closely in
developing the load rating requirements for military vehicles. The
proposed roadway strengthening and bridge projects would be designed
to meet the requirements of the military vehicles.
K-055-150
Thank you for your comment. The material and equipment required from
off-island for the improvement of roads would be transported through the
Port of Guam.
K-055-151
Thank you for your comment. The colors are apparent on the electronic
file. No SDZs are shown in this figure. Figures of Tinian range
alternatives with SDZs can be found in Volume 3.
K-055-152
Thank you for your comment. Guam EPA and other agencies would be
in an oversight role only. The Port Authority could use the additional
income generated by the increased shipping if additional personnel
and/or areas are needed for the storage of hazardous waste.
The DoD is committed to the protection and responsible stewardship of
the environment. In addition, the DoD is committed to the safe handling
and use of all hazardous substances, including fuels, lubricants,
solvents, munitions and explosives of concern (MEC), nuclear materials,
pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, and other hazardous substances. In fact,
when feasible, the DoD attempts to reduce or eliminate the use of
various hazardous substances to the greatest extent possible and
substituting them for less toxic substances. When using hazardous
substances, environmental laws and regulations (e.g., Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act or RCRA) must be followed by DoD that
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are designed to be protective of human health, welfare, and the
environment. To implement these laws and regulations, DoD has
developed various procedures, protocol, and directives designed to
proactively eliminate or minimize the inadvertent leakage, spill or release
of pollutants to the environment. These actions involve comprehensive
administrative, engineering, and operations mandates, best
management practices (BMPs), standard operating procedures (SOPs),
and controls in place to prevent or minimize the inadvertent leakage,
spill, or release of hazardous/toxic substances. These BMPs, SOPs, and
other controls are fully described in the EIS document (Volume 7). (Note
that BMPs and SOPs are not considered “mitigation measures” because
these actions are being done as part of existing laws and regulations and
not as part of new “mitigation.”) However, if a leak, release, or spill is
suspected or confirmed, aggressive mitigation measures are used to first
clean up the leak, spill, or release as quickly as possible, followed by an
assessment of risks to the public and/or the environment and a plan to
remediate these risk concerns to within regulatory acceptable levels.
These actions generally include environmental media (e.g., groundwater,
surface water, soil, air, and/or biota) sampling and monitoring to ensure
that and hazards are mitigated quickly and effectively. In many cases,
part of remediation plan includes the requirement to perform regularly
scheduled long-term sampling and monitoring of environmental media to
ensure that remedial actions have been effective. If long-term
monitoring indicates that risks to human health or the environment are
still unacceptable, more aggressive remediation approaches are
considered. In fact, many such clean-up efforts are underway. As part of
the clean-up process, the DoD provides various opportunities for the
general public, stakeholders, and other interested parties to get involved
in the process. One such opportunity is Restoration Advisory Boards
(RABs) where interested party questions and concerns may be
communicated. These comprehensive actions (e.g., BMPs, SOPs, etc.)
will protect public health, welfare, and the environment from adverse
impacts associated with the use of hazardous substances.
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K-055-153
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-154
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-155
Thank you for your comment. The feature you describe is presented in
the Figure for locational reference purposes only.
K-055-156
Thank you for your comments. These and other considerations are
evaluated and assessed as part of the site characterization and as
appropriate remediation decisionmaking process.
K-055-157
Thank you for your comment. Controlling public access to training areas
would aid in preventing potential harm to the public from exposure to
UXO.
K-055-158
Thank you for your comment. Sufficient level of detail regarding security
issues as they relate to the alternatives considered and carried forward
has been provided. These security issues and design criteria include
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both landside and waterside security, including fencing and barriers and
include the source for the criteria UFC 4-025-01 (Waterfront Security
Design). The level of security analysis has been consistent across the
document.
K-055-159
Thank you for your comment. Your comment appears to be a note only
and no response was necessary.
K-055-160
Thank you for your comment. The presence of spinner dolphins in Apra
Harbor has been recognized, on only on rare occasions in Apra Harbor.
BMPs will be utilized to avoid interaction with this species. If a spinner
dolphin is sighted during project activities, all activities will cease until the
animal voluntarily leaves the area.
K-055-161
Thank you for your comments. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors some future conditions are unknown. The
EIS process along with the comments received provide information to
the decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-162
Thank you for your comment. Tables 18.2-1 and 18.2-2 will be corrected
to be less than significant impact from unexploded ordnance (UXO)
during onshore construction activities.
K-055-163
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Thank you for your comment. Physical measurements of the structures
are listed in Table 2.3-3.
K-055-164
Thank you for your comment. This figure has been revised.
K-055-165
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has a vigorous program of
managing and protecting archaeological resources on its lands on
Guam. Properties managed by the Joint Region Marianas, which
includes Navy and Air Force managed lands, complies with all federal
laws relating to cultural resources. Each installation has an Integrated
Cultural Resources Management Plan that stipulates the standard
operating procedures for evaluating resources according to National
Register of Historic Places criteria and long term management of these
resources. Because these resources fall under federal jurisdiction and
access to many of these areas is limited, they are, in general, protected
from vandalism, collecting, or other forms of disturbance that could occur
when areas are completely open to the public. If historic properties would
be affected by future projects, all installations would comply with the
National Historic Preservation Act and go through the Section 106
process to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects to these
resources.
K-055-166
Thank you for your comment. No as-built information is available for
these structures and it is assumed that this culvert was constructed to
the AASHTO design loads applicable at the time of design. The
AASHTO live load design will accommodate the Guam legal loads. If a
special vehicle is required to cross the culvert, a permit would be
required and the loads would be analyzed.
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An inspection of the culvert in early 2010 indicated the structure to be in
good condition. The depth of the earth fill on top of the culvert will
distribute the vehicle loads. An inspection and weigh station will be
constructed at the port to monitor the weight of the vehicles to ensure the
loads are within Guam's legal loads and design loads.
K-055-167
Thank you for your comment. During the design of the project, a
maintenance of traffic plan will be included to minimize disruptions to
traffic.
K-055-168
Thank you for your comment. The Route 11 and Route 1/Route 11
intersection projects are being coordinated with the Port Authority of
Guam.
K-055-169
Thank you for your comment. Comment noted.
K-055-170
Thank you for your comment. High congestion levels are expected on
Route 1 through Tamuning. An alternate truck route on the east side of
the airport using Routes 8 and 16 was proposed to provide an alternative
route to Route 1.
The tables and figures do show increased traffic and congestion on
routes leading to/from the port during peak hours. Traffic congestion will
not be as bad during non-peak times and truck activity should be
encouraged during these off-peak times. The EIS includes an
intersection improvement project at Route 1/11 that will add an additional
eastbound left-turn lane to improve operations at this intersection.
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K-055-171
Thank you for your comment. The proposed port improvements were
addressed in the cumulative impact analysis of Volume 7, Chapter 4.
Table 4.3-1 of the Draft EIS lists the port improvements as project AH9. The title of this project has been revised to "Port reconfiguration,
maintenance, and repair" to be consistent with the standard project title.
K-055-172
Thank you for your comment. Modernization of the Port, as detailed in
the Guam Port Authority's Port Improvement Project, should increase the
efficiency of the Port operations and reduce traffic queuing from the
increase in number of marine vessels. However, the potential impact of
the proposed project on Port operations was evaluated in the FEIS
without incorporating the port improvement project. The results of the
Port analysis, based upon the historical number of ships the Port
handled, was determined to be less than significant. In addition, the
commercial port transporting service air emissions do not meet the
indirect emissions criteria required for inclusion in the general conformity
analysis. Port air emissions are not under the control of DoD, therefore,
were not calculated in the air quality sections. The FEIS added an
explanation indicating why commercial port transporting service air
emissions were excluded.
K-055-173
Thank you for your comment. Noise impacts are expressed as noise
levels at the nearest sensitive receptor. For each project analyzed in this
EIS located near the port, the nearest sensitive receptors were
residences or schools located closer to the project than the nearest
beach. In areas where there are high noise levels, such as dredging and
pile driving, workers including port 24-hour security would be required to
wear hearing protection in accordance with Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) regulations.
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K-055-174
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about protecting the public from munitions and
explosives of concern (MEC) which include unexploded ordnance
(UXO). Refer to Volume 9, Appendix D, Project Description Technical
Appendix, Munitions, for a discussion of the MEC associated with the
proposed ranges (mostly small arms).
The proposed ranges will be designed and maintained in accordance
with all applicable federal and Government of Guam regulations.
Specifically, Military Handbook 1027/3B contains procedures for
reducing potential impacts from ranges through the implementation of
best management practices (BMPs) described in Volume 7. Key BMPs
as they relate to UXO include controlling access to the firing ranges,
public education initiatives, and routine clean-up of UXO on the firing
ranges.
K-055-175
Thank you for your comment. BMPs for air quality are existing
requirements and are therefore are not included in the list of proposed
mitigation measures presented in Volume 7, Chapter 2.
K-055-176
Thank you for your comment. The movement of the aircraft carrier to the
wharf would require up to four assist tugboats to maneuver the ship that
would provide its own forward propulsion. While the aircraft carrier is
transiting through Outer Apra Harbor, other vessels would be prohibited
from using the navigation channel in the harbor for security and safety
reasons. Depending upon the weather and other conditions, it is
expected that the restriction on the use of the navigation channel would
last about 1 hour.
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K-055-177
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-178
Thank you for your comment. The proposed port improvements are
addressed in the cumulative impact analysis of Volume 7, Chapter 4.
Table 4.3-1 of the Draft EIS lists the port improvements as project AH-9.
The name of the project is renamed in the Final EIS table as "Port
reconfiguration, maintenance, and repair" to be more easily recognized.
K-055-179
Thank you for your comment. Projects beyond 2019 are not within the
time period established for the cumulative impacts analysis. Based on
new information from Port Authority of Guam, the AH-19 project is
removed from the cumulative project list of the Final EIS, because it is no
longer considered reasonably foreseeable.
K-055-180
Thank you for your comment. The Executive Summary was written to
only provide a very brief overview of the proposed actions and
environmental impacts. Details, such as those suggested, are available
in the air quality sections of Volumes 2 through 6. Volume 7 contains
a list of the mitigation measures proposed in the EIS.
K-055-181
Thank you for your comment. Subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD has
reevaluated the estimated required power and the current demand on
the island-wide power system (IWPS). The forecast demand increase
and current demand have both declined. DoD has been discussing the
projected power scenario with GPA. GPA has stated that the baseload
power demand that will be needed by DoD can be met with current
power facilities (plants), so there is no need for a new power plant. What
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is needed is refurbishment of peaking power facilities (Combustion
Turbines) that are used intermittently and to ensure reliable,
uninterrupted power service. Therefore, DoD only proposes to refurbish
these peaking power facilities under the FEIS, and no longer proposes
other power options in the FEIS.
K-055-182
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-183
Thank you for your comment. TOCs have been added to the
appendices.
K-055-184
Thank you for your comment. Construction would not commence before
issuance of the Record of Decision. The EIS addresses the proposed
military relocation program that would begin in 2010 as referenced in
your comment.
K-055-185
Thank you for your comment. Section 1.2.1, Volume 6 notes that with the
increased demand associated with the military erlocation on Guam there
would be an increase in construction supplies and equipment to meet
that demand. This would apply to dredging equipment as one of those
types of construction equipment.
Cumulative effects of the proposed action and mitigation to offset those
effects have been presented in Volume 7.
With regard to impacts to navigation and dredging, the areas to be
dredged occur south of the main access channel to the Commercial Port.
Increased barge traffic would occur during the dredging construction
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phase but this barge activity would not constrain normal vessel
movement into the industrial Port.
K-055-186
Thank you for your comment. You are correct that detailed impacts have
not been assessed for long-term atlernatives. The potential long-term
alternatives are only presented at the "programmatic" level. Future
additional NEPA review at the project specific level would be required to
pursue any of the long-term alternatives. During that effort it would be
expected to conduct siting studies, more detailed atlernatives
analysis, property ownership determination, and project specific impacts
for all of the other resource areas, including air emission analysis.
K-055-187
Thank you for your comment. Additional information on the Commercial
Port has been added to Volume 6 of the Final EIS.
K-055-188
Thank you for your comment. As described in Chapter 2, Volume 4, the
DoD is considering several options for dredged material management,
one of which is potential beneficial reuse projects including for the PAG.
The Navy has a memorandum of agreement with PAG to provide fill from
proposed dredging projects should the material be deemed suitable and
the timing and logistics of both projects work out. The Navy would work
cooperatively with the PAG should these projects be feasible. As noted
in the Chapter, other potential reuse projects have also been identified.
The Navy may use a combination of beneficial reuse, upland placement,
and ocean disposal, which would be determined during the permitting
phase of the project.
K-055-189
Thank you for your comment. Volume 6, Section 18.2 addresses
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potential POL (petroleum, oil and lubricants) releases and cleanup
requirements associated with fuel for power plant operations.
K-055-190
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-191
Thank you for your comments. Volume 6, Chapter 2, Section 2.5.1.8
provides a construction schedule for the GRN projects. GRN project #4
consists of pavement strengthening of Route 11 from the Port to the
intersection with Route 11 and is scheduled for completion in 2012.
GRN project #5 consists of intersection improvements at Route 11/Route
1 intersection and is also scheduled for completion in 2012.
K-055-192
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-193
Thank you for your comment. The Jose D. Leon Guerrero Commercial
Port (also known as the Port of Guam [Port]) is administered by the Port
Authority. The Port Authority is part of GovGuam and operates as a
public corporation and autonomous instrumentality. Since its
construction in 1969, the Port has remained largely unchanged. With
many areas near capacity or unusable, expansion of the Port’s facilities
and equipment upgrades would create operational efficiencies and
maximize Port capacity. Prior to the announcement of the proposed
military relocation, Port improvements and expansion were under
consideration; however, the military relocation created an additional
impetus to implement planning studies and improvements to service the
anticipated construction work and additional population.
In August 2007, work began to update the Port’s master plan. The
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recommendations and updates address future expansion and
development based on typical commercial growth, as well as the
impending military relocation. A final draft Port master plan was
completed in April 2008 which updated the existing master plan and set
the road map for upgrading the facilities. The Port master plan was
approved by the Guam Legislature in December 2009. The master plan
calls for nearly $200 million in capital improvement upgrades to the Port
facilities. The modernization program would address both Guam’s
expected growth without the proposed action and the anticipated
increase in cargo volume resulting from the proposed action.
The initial upgrades to the Port, which would largely deal with demolition
of older facilities, reconfiguration of laydown areas, and traffic/security
improvements to increase cargo flow, were scheduled to start in the near
term. However, the recent denial of grant funding from the U.S.
Department of Transportation is forcing the Port to reevaluate its planned
modernization. Longer term improvements, including pier refurbishment,
construction of new deep draft piers, and dredging to support such
construction, have yet to be programmed. Any planned improvements
would be required to comply with both Guam and federal environmental
protection laws, including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act
(ESA), Clean Water Act (CWA), and the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) to the extent applicable. The modernization plan would
increase demand capacity to ensure that Guam’s only commercial port is
developed and managed to adequately accommodate and capitalize on
the expansion (including the military relocation) expected to occur over
the next few decades.
Funding for the Port’s improvements (modernization) and expansion is
anticipated to come from various federal agencies, GovGuam, and
private sources. The funds for capital improvements would likely be
repaid through user fees that would then be passed on to consumers,
businesses, and other entities (i.e., DoD).
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The master plan calls for development of new facilities to handle
increased customs and agriculture inspection requirements. It is
anticipated that increased customs and agricultural inspection
requirements will be coordinated through both Guam and relevant
federal officials, including the U.S. Department of Agriculture. DoD will
work with the Port and relevant Guam and federal inspection authorities
to address required inspection of military cargoes that pass through the
Port. Relative to shipment of materials through the Port to support the
military realignment, DoD would also work with the same entities to
develop plans to ensure that required inspections are conducted prior to
release of materials to DoD construction sites. The increased inspection
needs associated with civilian population growth will be a function of Port
planning, implementation, and coordination with relevant Guam and
federal customs and inspection authorities. In any instance, it is not
anticipated that DoD would conduct the required inspections. As noted
above, funding for Port improvements, including increased customs and
agricultural inspection requirements, would be funded from federal
agencies, GovGuam, and private sources. DoD would work with the
Port to identify possible increased sources of federal funds. Relative to
shipment of DoD cargoes, DoD anticipates reaching agreements with the
Port and relevant Guam and federal officials to handle the costs of
customs and agricultural inspections.
The construction schedule of the Port improvements is unknown. Port
improvements are included in Volume 7, Chapter 4. Without the
construction schedule, potential conflicts are not addressed.
K-055-194
Thank you for your comment. Roadway construction projects are not
expected to have an appreciable affect on traffic flow in/out of the port.
Traffic management plans are anticipated during road construction
projects with the goal of minimizing the affects of road construction
on the traveling public. Ultimately, road construction projects at the port
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(Route 11 strengthening and Route 1/11 intersection) will improve traffic
flow to/from the port for all users.
K-055-195
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-193.
K-055-196
Thank you for your comment. DoD has prepared the Guam Solid Waste
Utility Study that looks at the existing and projected solid
waste volumes generated from the future Marine Corp buildup.
Estimates for this Utility Study were developed using Marine Corps Base
(MCB) Hawaii, Kaneohe Bay (KB) solid waste characterization analysis.
Solid waste generation activities for military installation on Guam and
MCB Hawaii-KB are similar. Both military installations have similar
facilities including maintenance shops, administrative officers,
commissary and exchange facilities, fast-food establishments, club
operations, family housing and unaccompanied personnel housing. The
results of the solid waste characterization study will be incorporated into
the FEIS.
The Navy is preparing a Recycling and Solid Waste Diversion Study for
DoD Bases, Guam that has established a diversion goal of 50 percent,
not including construction and demolition debris. The Study is
considering the following alternatives: 1) DoD would construct two refuse
transfer facilities, one in northern Guam and one in Southern Guam; 2)
DoD would implement a source separation recycling program at all
facilities; 3) DoD would construct recycling center(s); and 4) DoD would
construct a materials resource recovery facility.
The DoD has also prepared a Construction and Demolition (C&D) Debris
Reuse and Diversion Study which addresses the anticipated waste
streams during the demolition of old buildings and construction of new
facilities identified in the EIS. The study also addresses green waste that
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will be generated from clearing many acres of vegetation. The goal of
the study is to divert 50% of the C&D debris by the end of fiscal year
2015.
The non-DoD project solid waste volumes will be handled in accordance
with the existing Guam Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan
(ISWMP). GBB is expediting the closure of Ordot and the opening of
Layon in the most expeditious manner possible.
DoD is in the process of updating the military Integrated Solid Waste
Management Plan (ISWMP) to reflect how waste will be managed now
and in the future. The updated DoD ISWMP will include any new
information from studies and reports that have been conducted as part of
the NEPA process.
K-055-197
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 17 discusses how
hazardous wastes would be transported, stored, handled, used, and
disposed. This Chapter also discussed the requirement for DoD to
comply with the Guam Hazardous Waste Management Regulations.
Volume 2, Chapter 17 discusses the circumstances when munitions and
explosives of concern (MEC) would considered RCRA waste and when
MEC may be considered hazardous waste. In addition, Volume 7
discusses best management practices (BMPs) and standard operating
procedures (SOPs) that would be implemented to protect human health
and the environment from hazardous wastes and MEC.
K-055-198
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-196.
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K-055-199
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 17 provides information
regarding how hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and toxic
substances will be transported, stored, handled, used, and disposed.
This would include medical and dental wastes, dredged materials, and
other wastes such as waterfront wastes. In addition, Volume 7 presents
best management practices (BMPs) and standard operating procedures
(SOPs) to be implemented that are designed to be protective of human
health and the environment.
K-055-200
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-196.
K-055-201
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-202
Thank you for your comment. DoD is restricted on its budget
expenditures for their personnel and facilities. DoD would be a customer
of the new landfill and would pay tipping fees. Guam needs to arrange
the tipping fees such that they will sustain the landfill for all aspects,
including operations, maintenance, closure, financing for future
expansion or replacement, etc. The EIS contains an estimate of the
volume of waste expected from DoD. Knowing the tipping fee, the landfill
operator should be able to estimate the amount of revenue they would
receive.
K-055-203
Thank you for your comment. The proposed actions are complex, interrelated, multi-service proposals and are not discrete individual actions of
the different military services. The National Environmental Policy Act
specifically prohibits segmentation of a large proposal into smaller
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actions for environmental analysis. As this EIS shows, the proposed and
related actions are having effects on the same resource areas and must
be considered together to determine the full potential for environmental
effects. Further, a comprehensive analysis helps define the best
mitigation and management practices to lessen adverse effects.
K-055-204
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-205
Thank you for your comment. Refer to Volume 6, Chapter 8 for a
discussion of mitigation measures for noise impacts from roadway
operations. Although many receptors within the North and Central
Regions are expected to experience future traffic noise impacts, the
locations where these impacts would occur would require abatement
measures that would not be feasible. Specifically, the land adjacent to
Routes 1, 3, and 9 in the North Region and the land adjacent to Routes
1, 8, 10, 16, and 27 in the Central Region consist of several residential
areas where many residences have driveways that provide direct access
to the routes, thereby resulting in issues of sound wall discontinuity. For
a sound wall to provide sufficient noise reduction, it must be high enough
and long enough to shield the receptor from the road. Access openings
in the noise barrier for streets, driveways and maintenance severely
reduce the effectiveness of the noise barrier to the point that it would not
be feasible to construct a barrier. Furthermore, for most of the locations,
there are not enough residences per area to allow a noise barrier to be
reasonable due to the cost per benefited receptor. Sound walls must
meet both the feasible and reasonable requirements under Guam’s
Traffic Noise Abatement Policy (TNAP) to be considered for
construction. Sound walls have been identified in areas of the North and
Central Regions that meet the feasible and reasonable criteria of TNAP.
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K-055-206
Thank you for your comment. Noise associated with airlift, airdrop, and
landing zone operations are described in Volume 2, Section 6.2 and
referred to as Aviation training. Flight paths from Andersen AFB to NWF
are included in the noise contours shown on Figure 6.2-1. All other flight
paths from Andersen AFB to the other training areas would occur over
water. Aviation noise as a result of the USMC Relocation to Guam are
such that mitigation is not required. Please refer to Volume 7, Chapter 4
for more details about the cumulative impact analysis.
K-055-207
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario.
A sediment plume is an inevitable effect of in-water construction
activities. The Navy proposes to minimize sedimentation by using best
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management practices such as silt curtains and operational controls of
dredging equipment. Final mitigation measures for all dredging activities
will be determined and agreed upon during the permit phase of the
projects.
K-055-208
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 2.1.5.2 of the Draft EIS
describes beneficial reuse as the preferred dredged
material management option over upland placement and ocean
disposal. The Navy continues to develop a list of potential reuse options
that include projects related to the proposed action and other
projects. Reuse opportunities and the volumes of material required are
identified in the EIS. The physical properties of the dredged material
needs to meet the specific reuse project engineering requirements. For
example, silty fine dredged material would not be suitable as aggregate
for roadways. The dredged material management plan would describe
reuse projects for the proposed actions, but is not available for inclusion
in the Final EIS. The plan would be included in the Army Corps of
Engineers permit application.
K-055-209
Thank you for your comment. The existing dredged material is eligible
for consideration for reuse and would have to meet chemical and
physical requirements of the intended reuse. The material did not
require special handling and met the regulatory requirements for unlined
upland placement sites.
K-055-210
Thank you for your comment. Please refer to Volume 3 and Volume 9,
Appendix D for a discussion of the munitions and explosives of concern
(MEC) associated with the proposed DoD action. All MEC is required to
be transported, handled, stored, and used in accordance with all
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applicable federal and government of Guam regulations. Specifically,
Military Handbook 1027/3B contains procedures for reducing potential
MEC impacts through the implementation of best management practices
(BMPs).
Certainly an important operational component of MEC storage is the
associated explosive safety hazard arc, called the Explosive Safety
Quantity Distance (ESQD) arc. These are planning areas that surround
explosive hazard sites and define the minimum permissible distance
between the hazard of the explosive and any inhabited building, public
assembly area, and/or the boundary of DoD lands.
K-055-211
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario.
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A sediment plume is an inevitable effect of in-water construction
activities. The Navy proposes to minimize sedimentation by using best
management practices such as silt curtains and operational controls of
dredging equipment. Final mitigation measures for all dredging activities
will be determined and agreed upon during the permit phase of the
projects.
K-055-212
Thank you for your comment. The table which you are referring to does
not imply that 30,000 construction workers will be from Guam. Please
see Table 4.3-9 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
(Appendix F of the DEIS) for information on the Estimated origin of
Workers Constructing Military Facilities.
K-055-213
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. The EIS process along with the
comments received provide information to the decision makers on the
anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is also noted that the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an
unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained scenario. The two
scenarios represent a range of impacts that could occur should the
proposed project be implemented under the current schedule. The SIAS
is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
K-055-214
Thank you for your comment. The acreage of SDZ over submerged
lands for Training Range Complex Alternative A is approximately 4,439
acres and for Alternative B, approximately 6,003 acres. These values
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are in the Draft EIS Volume 2, Section 2.3. The greatest distance from
coastline to outer edge of the SDZ for Alternative A is approximately 3.3
miles, and for Alternative B, approximately 3.2 miles. This information is
added to the Final EIS in the same section as the SDZ acreage.
K-055-215
Thank you for your comment. This option was evaluated in the Draft
Utility Report (Nov. 07). As described in the report, there is not
sufficiently available yield in the Yigo sub-basin to support bringing this
well on line. The estimate of available yield for the sub-basin is based
on the 1992 sustainable yield estimates. DoD continues and will continue
to to evaluate water supply options.
K-055-216
Thank you for your comment. Volume 1, Chapter 4 is the references
section; no part of Volume 1 provides details on BMPs. This comment is
either improperly referencing the section the commenter is hoping to
refer to, or is from a previous version of the EIS.
K-055-217
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS includes consideration of
many potential mitigation measures, including bubble curtains and
alternative dredging techniques.
K-055-218
Thank you for your comment. Volume 1, Chapter 4 is the references
section; no part of Volume 1 provides details on BMPs. This comment is
either improperly referencing the section the commenter is hoping to
refer to, or is from a previous version of the EIS.
K-055-219
Thank you for your comment. DoD and regulatory agencies are equally
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concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater (particularly drinking water aquifers). The EIS describes
numerous programs and actions that will be taken to protect surface
waters and groundwater from stormwater runoff. Construction of new
facilities will use Low Impact Development (LID) principles to the extent
practical. LID is a design philosophy that seeks to reduce the impact to
the environment from new construction projects through the reduction of
impervious surfaces. LIDs principles incorporate the design of facilities
with the use of native vegetation, pervious (porous) surfaces to reduce
storm water runoff and encourage recharge of groundwater, and water
conservation. DoD is currently conducting a LID study that will identify
specific types of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the
construction of facilities associated with the buildup.DoD is also
preparing a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) and will apply
for permits that regulate stormwater discharges during construction. The
permit and plan is focused on reducing the amount of earth and soil that
is exposed to stormwater during earth-disturbing activities (such as land
clearing and grading), providing stabilization of soils during construction
through the use of ground covers, and sediment ponds and
traps/screens to reduce pollutants getting into storm runoff and from
percolating into the ground. These plans also have specific
requirements for containment of potential pollutants at construction sites
(such as storage areas for equipment fuel). Lastly, DoD is developing
a construction and demolition (C&D) waste management plan in consort
with the stormwater construction plan that calls for the use of mulch on
exposed soils, mulch that will be generated during the clearing of trees
and low growth during land clearing activities.Once construction is
complete, a SWPPP will be developed to control stormwater runoff and
infiltration from base operations. This is being done on a regional DoD
Guam-wide scale, and has the involvement of Guam EPA.
K-055-220
Thank you for your comment. Refer to Volume 6, Chapter 8 for a
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discussion of mitigation measures for noise impacts from roadway
operations. Although many receptors within the North and Central
Regions are expected to experience future traffic noise impacts, the
locations where these impacts would occur would require abatement
measures that would not be feasible. Specifically, the land adjacent to
Routes 1, 3, and 9 in the North Region and the land adjacent to Routes
1, 8, 10, 16, and 27 in the Central Region consist of several residential
areas where many residences have driveways that provide direct access
to the routes, thereby resulting in issues of sound wall discontinuity. For
a sound wall to provide sufficient noise reduction, it must be high enough
and long enough to shield the receptor from the road. Access openings
in the noise barrier for streets, driveways and maintenance severely
reduce the effectiveness of the noise barrier to the point that it would not
be feasible to construct a barrier. Furthermore, for most of the locations,
there are not enough residences per area to allow a noise barrier to be
reasonable due to the cost per benefited receptor. Sound walls must
meet both the feasible and reasonable requirements under Guam’s
Traffic Noise Abatement Policy (TNAP) to be considered for
construction. Sound walls have been identified in areas of the North and
Central Regions that meet the feasible and reasonable criteria of TNAP.
K-055-221
Thank you for your comment. Noise associated with airlift, airdrop, and
landing zone operations are described in Volume 2, Section 6.2 and
referred to as Aviation training. Flight paths from Andersen AFB to NWF
are included in the noise contours shown on Figure 6.2-1. All other flight
paths from Andersen AFB to the other training areas would occur over
water. Aviation noise as a result of the USMC Relocation to Guam are
such that mitigation is not required. Please refer to Volume 7, Chapter 4
for more details about the cumulative impact analysis.
K-055-222
Thank you for your comment. The SIAS was completed in final draft just
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prior to the completion of the DEIS. It was included in the DEIS
as Appendix F in Volume 9. The final SIAS was also appended to the
FEIS.
K-055-223
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has identified several potential
beneficial reuse projects, including using the dredged material for berms
for firing ranges. This description is included in Volume 4, Section 2.3.5.
K-055-224
Thank you for your comment. The Navy will practice avoidance
measures, which include precautions for avoiding harm to marine life
while performing shore landings. Volume 7 of the FEIS includes detailed
information on BMPs and specific measures to avoid special-status
species.
K-055-225
Thank you for your comment. Descriptions of potential beneficial reuse
projects, including using dredged material for firing range berms, is
already included in the EIS in Section 2.5.1.2. The description also
includes an estimated quantity. While preliminary sediment testing has
been conducted, additional testing will be conducted and the quality of
the material determined during the final design and permitting phase.
K-055-226
Thank you for your comment. As described in the EIS, the 100-year
storm event will be used as the basis for design.
K-055-227
Thank you for your comment. Your reference is to upland placement
sites for dredged material from the proposed projects. There are existing
placement sites with dredged material from past projects. It is probable
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that some of this past dredged material, now dry, would be suitable for
use in creating berms for future placement locations.
K-055-228
Thank you for your comment. Wastewater from South Finegayan will be
conveyed to NDWWTP via an independent relief sewer. The relief sewer
connects to NDWWTP ' directly so there will be no impact to existing
GWA sewer or pump station(s). There is no agreement between DoD
and GWA for operating and maintaing NDWWTP or GWA's collection
system. It is GWA's responsibility. However, DoD has committed to
arrange 3rd party funding via a special private entity to fund the
necessary upgrades to the primary treatment capabilities at NDWWTP.
K-055-229
Thank you for your comment. De-salination is presented as one potential
long-term alternative if one is required. Long-term utility alternatives are
presented only at a programmatic level, not at the project specific level.
Long-term utility alternatives will not be covered by the record of decision
to this EIS, but be subject to future NEPA review and approval. At that
time, details such as point of discharge of waste brine produced from the
reverse osmosis process would be proposed.
K-055-230
Thank you for your comment. The stand alone new DoD secondary
treatment plant and outfall is only a potential long-term alternative and
presented only at a programmatic level, not a project specific level. This
alternative would not be part of the record of decision of this EIS. Future
NEPA review and approval would be required should this alternative be
pursued. At that time, project specific details would be examined and
reviewed.
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K-055-231
Thank you for your comment. This information has been added to Table
2.1-1. Furthermore, as described in the EIS, the project would also
incorporate published guidance documents including but not limited to
the Clean Water Action Plan, Protection and Restoring Guam’s Waters,
and the Northern Watershed Restoration Strategy.
K-055-232
Thank you for the comment. As described in the EIS, the project design
would avoid impacting wetlands. Proposed project actions would include
design elements and BMPs to mimic existing hydrology and avoid
impacting wetlands and/or mangrove areas.
K-055-233
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS includes an updated
analysis and description of potential impacts. In addition, the Final EIS
includes a description of the potential type, use, and effectiveness of
site- and activity-specific BMPs and LID measures that would reduce the
potential for impacts to water resources.
K-055-234
Thank you for your comment. Section 4.1.1.4 of Volume 2 contains a
revised definition for nearshore waters.
K-055-235
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS reflects this comment.
K-055-236
Thank you for your comment.
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K-055-237
Thank you for your comment. Figure 4.1.5 depicts the NGLA subbasin
locations.
K-055-238
Thank you for your comments. Information reflecting these comments is
in Section 4.1.4.1, Nearshore Waters.
K-055-239
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated to clarify
the ODMDS language.
K-055-240
Thank you for your comment. Information has been added to Section
4.1.4.1 and Figure 4.1-27 of the EIS to reflect this comment.
K-055-241
Thank you for your comment. The EIS reflects the correct unit
conversions (7,050 acre feet/8,696,000 cubic meters).
K-055-242
Thank you for your comment. The EIS reflects an analysis of the
potential for direct and indirect impacts to occur during construction and
operations.
K-055-243
Thank you for your comment. The EIS analysis has been updated to
reflect this comment.
K-055-244
Thank you for your comment. The EIS includes a discussion on
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potential beneficial reuse options, as does Volume 9, Appendix D. The
discussion addresses the priority to utilize dredged material (DM) for
beneficial purpose including such uses as landfill cover, road base,
backfill, beach re-nourishment if suitable, etc. Beneficial reuse is
preferred and would be examined on a case-by-case basis. Receiver of
DM would need to be responsible for disposal or reuse of DM. The
upland placement study examined several opportunities for beneficial
reuse of DM to include use of DM as landfill cover and to support Port
Authority of Guam projects. The cumulative impacts analysis (Volume 7,
Chapter 4) has been expanded to address climate change adaptations.
K-055-245
Thank you for your comment. The DoD shares your concern for the
northern Guam lens aquifer and intends to carefully access these
groundwater supplies. Up to 22 new water supply wells are proposed to
provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These wells would
be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water from the
northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir would not be
modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from the northern
Guam lens aquifer is approximately 80 million gallons per day.
Sustainable yield means the amount of potable water that can
continuously be withdrawn from the aquifer without degrading water
quality or the production of the extraction wells. The estimated total
average daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per
day at the peak of construction of the proposed DoD buildup, including
civilian demand. Thus there should be an adequate supply of potable
water. DoD and Guam Waterworks Authority plan to jointly manage the
extraction of water. Also, DoD is an advocate for grants and low cost
loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so they can improve their
distribution system and reduce water loss due to leaks. Monitoring
would be conducted during well operation. If production or water quality
declines over time, DoD would take appropriate response actions.
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K-055-246
Thank you for your comment. To control the size of the document, if
impact analysis is similar to previous analysis, the reader is referred to
the more involved section for a detailed discussion of impacts. Volume 1
and Volume 2 identify specific BMPs, applicable regulations, and how
the actions would be carried out in accordance with them. Site- and
action-specific BMPs would be applied at each site, as applicable, from
the list of available BMPs as identified in Volume 1 and listed in Volume
7, Chapter 2.
K-055-247
Thank you for your comment. Coral impact methodology and impacts
are discussed in detail in Chapter 11, Marine Biological Resources.
K-055-248
Thank you for your comment. The cumulative impact analysis in Volume
7, Chapter 4 has been expanded in response to public and agency
comments, including the addition of climate change and
adaptation analysis.
K-055-249
Thank you for your comment. The DoD shares your concern for the
northern Guam lens aquifer and intends to carefully access these
groundwater supplies. Up to 22 new water supply wells are proposed to
provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These wells would
be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water from the
northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir would not be
modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from the northern
Guam lens aquifer is estimated at approximately 80 million gallons per
day. Sustainable yield means the amount of potable water that can
continuously be withdrawn from the aquifer without degrading water
quality or the production of the extraction wells. The estimated total
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average daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per
day at the peak of construction of the proposed DoD relocation, including
civilian demand. Thus there should be an adequate supply of potable
water. DoD and Guam Waterworks Authority plan to jointly manage the
extraction of water. Also DoD is an advocate for grants and low cost
loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so they can improve their
distribution system and reduce water loss due to leaks. Monitoring would
be conducted during well operation. If production or water quality
declines over time, DoD would take appropriate response actions.
K-055-250
Thank you for your comment. As described in the EIS, there is a very
low probability that an expended projectile would fall outside of the range
footprint, within the SDZ. There would be an even lower probability for
an expended projectile to fall within the nearshore water portion of the
SDZ. Due to the small number of potential projectiles that could fall into
the nearshore SDZ and the relatively small size of the projectile, the
potential impacts to nearshore water quality from these projectiles would
be negligible.
K-055-251
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made to the FEIS.
K-055-252
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
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Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-253
Thank you for your comment. Regarding whether there are enough
resources on Guam to handle significant increase in the disposal of
hazardous substances, a parallel Draft Joint Military Master Plan
Document dated 28 January 2010 provides specific details several new
facilities (e.g., operations and maintenance facilities, bilge and oily
wastewater pump station, fuel storage areas, POL storage areas,
warehousing facilities, munitions magazine storage facilities, hazardous
waste storage facilities, waste storage facilities, Hazmat storage, etc.).
These new facilities will be required to store, handle, and dispose of the
estimated increases in hazardous substances that would occur from the
potential DoD unit transfers to Guam. This Master Plan is currently not
available for public distribution, but rather is currently for “official use
only”. However, at a later point in time, this Master Plan will be released
for review and specific information regarding new facilities for the
handling of hazardous substances will be available.
K-055-254
Thank you for your comment. The referenced locations have been
labeled.
K-055-255
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS describes the intensive
selection process that the DoD went through to select alternatives for the
location of the firing range on Guam in Section 2.3.2.5. There would be
a significant amount of excavation required to create the range
topographic profile and to re-construct the steep access road to the
range on Anderson AFB. In addition to the potential erosion control
issues associated with the extensive grading, cultural and natural
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resource sites would be impacted. None of the existing ranges could
accommodate the size of the ranges and associated SDZs.
K-055-256
Thank you for your comment. The U.S. affiliated Pacific islands/island
groups include: Hawaii, Guam, Northern Marianas, Yap, Palau, Chuuk,
Pohnpei, Marshall, Kosrae, and American Samoa.
K-055-257
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.3.1.4 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment study (Appendix F of the DEIS) for
information on expected impacts on standard of living. The data in this
section were derived in the economic modeling process for this EIS.
K-055-258
Thank you for your comment. Text has been added to address the
requirements of Public Law 29-26.
K-055-259
Thank you for your comment. There are many reasons why the Marines
(about half) are being moved from Okinawa. This discussion is provided
in section 3.5.2 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
that is in Appendix F, Volume 9 of the Draft EIS. Serious crimes by
military personnel in Okinawa are committed at a lower rate than the
overall civilian population in Okinawa, despite reports to the contrary.
Many serious crimes are based on singular incidents that are reported
multiple times so that it appears to be multiple incidents.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the FEIS.
As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime impacts
is between the total numbers of crimes ("volume of crime") and the
actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population increases
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always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but the crime
rate would increase only if new populations are disproportionately likely
to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by a
proportionate increase in crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
K-055-260
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. The EIS process along with the comments
received provide information to the decision makers on the anticipated
impacts of the proposed action. It is also noted that the Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an unconstrained (maximal)
scenario and a constrained scenario. The two scenarios represent a
range of impacts that could occur should the proposed project be
implemented under the current schedule. The SIAS is provided as
Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
Public comments on the Draft EIS are an important part of the decisionGuam and CNMI Military Relocation DEIS/OEIS

making process. This information becomes part of the Final EIS and is
evaluated when DoD prepares the Final EIS and issues a Record of
Decision at the end of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
process.
K-055-261
Thank you for your comment. Additional language to address pesticide
issues related to pre and post construction, etc. has been added to the
document.
K-055-262
Thank you for your comment. The Navy is developing a Micronesia
Biosecurity Plan (MBP) to address potential invasive species impacts
associated with this EIS as well as to provide a plan for a comprehensive
regional approach. The MBP will include risk assessments for invasive
species throughout Micronesia and procedures to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate these risks. The MBP will include recommendations for
decreasing or eliminating agricultural pests in potential introduction
pathways. The MBP is being developed in conjunction with experts
within other Federal agencies including the National Invasive Species
Council (NISC), U.S. Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (USDA-APHIS), the US. Geological Survey (USGS),
and the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC). For
additional information on the MBP and existing and interim measures for
invasive species control, please refer to Volume 2, Chapter 10, Section
10.2.2.6 for terrestrial species and Volume 2, Chapter 11, Section
11.2.2.6 for marine species. Volume 2 Chapter 14 has been updated to
include information on projected increased marine traffic associated with
both organic growth and increases due to the military buildup.
K-055-263
Thank you for your comment. The final EIS has been revised to state
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that sewage from the Vehicle Inspection Facility would gravity flow
through a sewer to the Pass & ID Office area. A grinder pump pump
station would be installed at the Pass & ID Office area and convey via
sewer the combined flow to a sewer manhole at the Entry Control
Facility. The ECF sewer manhole would use a gravity flow sewer
connecting to the GOVGUAM gravity sewer manhole within Route 9 for
conveyance to the NDWWTP. A septic tank/leach field system would not
be used.
K-055-264
Thank you for your comment. Yes, this is the standard indicated in the
comment. Language has been clarified in the FEIS.
K-055-265
Thank you for your comment. Bilge oil wastewater would be pretreated
then discharged into the WWTP. The biggest additional bilge oil
wastewater flow would come from CVN, and this flow has been
considered with the capacity of the WWTP. An oil water separator is
used for pre-treatment. The flow would be 0.1 MGD. The WWTP has
enough capacity to accommodate the additional flows.
K-055-266
Thank you for your comment. The design for the washrack would be
closed loop, which means there would be no discharge to the
environment and no discharge point. The water would be pretreated
prior to recycling. Periodically, waste would be collected from the
system and it would be discharged into the sanitary sewer.
As mentioned in Volume 2, Section 10.2.2.3 the LCAC/AAV project area
is 12 acres, all of which are located within the overlay refuge.
Apra Harbor WWTP is addressed in Volume 6, Chapters 2 and 3 and
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takes into account all future wastewater flows into the system due to the
proposed waterfront projects, including the USCG facilities. The
wastewater flow coming from the aircraft carrier would have a maximum
flow of 82,000 gallons per day, that far exceeds the 20 person per day
USCG administrative personnel contribution to the system. The aircraft
carrier is a visiting ship and there would be considerable excess capacity
at the wastewater treatment plant most of the year. Based on the
analysis, the wastewater treatment plant has enough capacity to
accommodate the additional flows from all proposed projects. The
BOWTS is a pretreatment system and would be sized to meet the
anticipated volume.
K-055-267
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS describes numerous actions that
would be taken to protect surface waters from storm water runoff.
Construction of new facilities would use LID principles to the extent
practical. Site-specific BMPs would be identified and implemented to
reduce potential impacts to water resources (See Volume 7, Chapter 2).
Construction in potentially contaminated areas would require site-specific
health and safety plans, the use of administrative and engineering
controls, and other BMPs to ensure that contaminants are not spread
and to protect human health and the environment.
K-055-268
Thank you for your comment. Noise associated with airlift, airdrop, and
landing zone operations are described in Volume 2, Section 6.2 and
referred to as Aviation training. Flight paths from Andersen AFB to NWF
are included in the noise contours shown on Figure 6.2-1. All other flight
paths from Andersen AFB to the other training areas would occur over
water. Aviation noise as a result of the USMC Relocation to Guam are
such that mitigation is not required. Please refer to Volume 7, Chapter 4
for more details about the cumulative impact analysis.
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K-055-269
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 7.0 defines airspace
and potential impacts as a result of military operations on Guam. Airways
are established routes used by military aircraft, commercial aircraft, and
general aviation aircraft. They are the flight paths on which aircraft travel
through airspace similar to land highways. Air traffic refers to movements
of aircraft through airspace. Safety and security factors dictate that use
of airspace and control of air traffic be closely regulated. Accordingly,
regulations applicable to all aircraft are promulgated by the FAA to define
permissible uses of designated airspace. The FAA also controls the use
of airspace. These regulations are intended to accommodate the various
categories of aviation, whether military, commercial, or private aviation
enthusiasts. The regulatory context for airspace and air traffic varies
from highly controlled to uncontrolled within Guam and the CMNI. Less
controlled situations include flights under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) or
flights outside of U.S. controlled airspace. Examples of highly controlled
air traffic situations are flights in the vicinity of airports where aircraft are
in critical phases of flight (either take-off or landing) and flights under
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), particularly flights on high or low altitude
airways. Special Use Airspace (SUA) is specially designated airspace
that is used for a specific purpose and is controlled by the military unit or
other organization whose activity established the requirement for the
SUA. SUA in and surrounding Guam includes Restricted Areas (RAs)
and Warning Areas (WAs). Under the proposed action, existing air traffic
control procedures would continue. Some flight activities would be
accomplished under VFR conditions and along random routes that would
not impact commercial or general aviation flying. Military pilots avoid
flying over populated areas as much as possible for safety purposes and
in order to minimize overflight complaints.
K-055-270
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
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discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario.
A sediment plume is an effect of in-water construction activities. The
Navy proposes to minimize sedimentation by using best management
practices such as silt curtains and operational controls of
dredging equipment. Final mitigation measures for all dredging activities
will be determined and agreed upon during the permit phase of the
projects.
The Kilo Wharf project and this proposed action occur in very different
areas of Apra Harbor. The setting of Kilo Wharf is much more exposed
to wind and wave action. The proposed action area is anticipated to be
less challenging with regard to our ability to minimize environmental
impacts. Chapter 11 of Volume 4 contains a detailed analysis of the
anticipated impacts and proposed mitigation for coral resources.
Once a final alternative is selected as part of the NEPA process, a sitespecific sediment placement and monitoring plan as part of the
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advanced engineering for the proposed dredging would be developed.
This plan would be submitted to Guam EPA and USACE as part of the
permit application process. The potential upland disposal sites as
discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, Volume 4 and Volume 9, Appendix
D would be available for inspection and verification. As noted in these
chapters and Volume 9, it is anticipated that mechanical dredging would
be the likely method of dredging in which case no dewatering of the
dredged material would be necessary. If it is determined that hydraulic
dredging would be used for dredging, then a dewatering plan for the
upland site(s) would be developed and submitted to the appropriate
regulatory agencies along with other required information for the permit
review phase of the project. The monitoring of such dewatering, if it were
to occur, would be part of the specific permit conditions.
K-055-271
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS, Chapter 4, Water
Resources, indicates that the potential upland disposal sites would be
located over aquifers. However, these aquifers are not used for
supplying drinking water; thus, any effluent that might percolate into the
aquifer would not affect regional groundwater drinking quality or
quantities.
K-055-272
Thank you for your comment. The species of concernlisting by NMFS is
a formal designation that includes species that NMFS has some
concerns regarding status and threats, but for which insufficient
information is available to indicate a need to list the species under the
ESA. Guam-listed species include "local" species which have been
identified by the legislative authority in the Territory of Guam as special
status, even though they are not listed under the ESA.
Volume 9, Marine Species Profiles, does include the marine species
identified by GDAWR as Species of Greatest Conservation Need.
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K-055-273
Thank you for your comment. The reference to “minimal contamination”
on page 23, Chapter 2, Volume 4 is in regards to test results associated
with Alpha/Bravo wharf construction and maintenance dredging and not
a specific “recent dredging” event. The results of sediment chemistry
and physical testing provided in this chapter and in Chapter 4, Volume 4
indicate that the materials to be dredged can be removed while meeting
Guam water quality standards and not require special handling or
treatment prior to disposal, whether upland or ocean disposal. The Navy
is awaiting final approval from EPA in regards to the ODMDS (ocean
disposal site) option. During the formal permit application process,
additional testing, if necessary, will be specified during that phase of
review and approval as appropriate.
K-055-274
Thank you for your comment. The Navy has recently completed a
preliminary report, Construction and Demolition Debris Reuse and
Diversion Study for DOD Bases, Guam, dated 20 January, 2010 that
addresses waste characterization, processing and disposal of
construction debris. This report will be presented to GEPA and
GovGuam in the near future for review and approval. Information from
this report was used to update the FEIS. The report recommends that
DoD establish a central processing facility that will be used to recover
and reuse concrete (without lead-based paint), asphalt concrete, soil,
scrap metal, and green waste which will result in the Navy being able to
achieve a construction and demolition debris waste diversion goal of
greater than 50% by the end of fiscal year 2015. A site for the central
processing facility is currently being evaluated but will most likely be
located in northern Guam. Disposal of construction and demolition debris
that is not divertable or able to be recycled will be disposed at the Navy
Sanitary Landfill at Apra Harbor, or an existing private landfill in northern
Guam.
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All dredged material would be tested for appropriate beneficial use prior
to final disposal.
Operational plans for the use of barges as noted in the comment would
be submitted as part of the permit application process.
K-055-275
Thank you for your comment. Detailed surveys of the reef system
potentially impacted by the proposed action have been performed and
these survey results are presented in Chapter 11, Volume 4. Once an
alternative is selected, the engineering design phase would be
advanced to identify the specific areas that would require chiseling, if
any. These areas would be charted in plans and permit application
submittals as part of the regulatory permit review process. Appropriate
mitigation for the selected alternative impacts would be required after
evidence that additional avoidance and minimization are not possible.
K-055-276
Thank you for your comment. Aggregate materials will be imported only
for use on roadways. It is estimated that about 141,543 tons of
aggregate will be imported from Japan. Regulatory standards regarding
the import of these materials will be complied with.
Fill for projects will be generated on-site, whenever possible, or will come
from cut soil at near-by projects. Likewise, cut soil will be re-used at the
same site or at near-by projects.
K-055-277
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
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discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
Where circumstances exist that require resolution of issues such as
ownership or value, procedures exist under eminent domain authority to
resolve those questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair
market value.

K-055-278
Thank you for your comment. As stated in the FEIS, the no-action
alternative would not meet the purpose for and need of the proposed
action. It would not support the QDR goal of an increased aircraft carrier
presence in the Western Pacific. The goal of the Navy is to proceed with
the proposed action alternative, while continuing to work with the USACE
and do whatever is necessary to satisfy the requirements of Section
10/404 permit documentation. The Navy, in accordance with all
appropriate regulatory guidance, will implement appropriate BMPs and
actions to avoid, minimize, and mitigate to reduce impacts.
K-055-279
Thank you for your comment. The upland disposal sites will be re-used
for future projects, thus no closure plan is developed in the EIS.
K-055-280
Thank you for your comment. As described in the EIS, the dredge
effluent would be dewatered over a local, non-potable groundwater
aquifer. As part of the EA prepared for Alpha and Bravo Wharves, a
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leachate pathway analysis was conducted for dredged material
placement at the Field 5 upland placement site. No contaminants of
concern were discovered in the leachate that would exceed the GEPA
Water Quality Standards for groundwater, and no engineering controls at
the upland placement site were required. Because the dredged material
under this Proposed Action would be similar to that evaluated for the
Alpha and Bravo Wharf EA, the impacts to groundwater are expected to
be similar. In addition, all material would be tested for the presence of
contaminants as well as the potential for toxicity and bioaccumulation
prior to dredging and the Navy would submit a dredge dewatering plan to
the GEPA prior to the placement of dredge spoils.
K-055-281
Thank you for your comment. Please see the response to K-055-226.
K-055-282
Thank you for your comments. The Final EIS has been updated to
reflect turbidity as the water quality indicator. The Navy would prepare
and submit a sampling and analysis plan prior to disposal. Table 4.2-2
has been updated to include TBT.
K-055-283
Thank you for your comment. All material would be tested for the
presence of contaminants (including copper) as well as the potential for
toxicity and bioaccumulation prior to dredging. The Navy would submit a
dredge dewatering plan to the GEPA prior to the placement of dredge
spoils.
K-055-284
Thank you for your comment. This is Volume 4, Chapter 4, Water
Resources, please refer to Volume 4, Chapter 11 in this volume for more
details.
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The areas are presented as 3-d and 2-d purposely to provide realistic
views of the areas to be removed by dredging. Corals, which include
branching structures and rugosity, are 3-d, but the measured
surfaces where corals live are 2-d. Therefore, measurements of 3-d are
larger because they include the height of corals. Both are included
because they are relevant; the differences between the 3-d and 2d areas are of interest. No text changed.
K-055-285
Thank you for your comment. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options,
including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are
discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the
FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting
process, additional NEPA documentation may be required to address
specific permitting requirements and implementation of required
compensatory mitigations.
K-055-286
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
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recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-287
Thank you for your comment.
The EIS acknowledges that dredging would result in short-term, localized
impacts to water quality as discussed in Section 4.2.2.2, Volume 4. As
noted in this Section, there would be short-term increases in turbidity,
short-term decreases in dissolved oxygen, and resuspension of
sediments possibly containing metals. Wharf construction and dredging
activities in Apra Harbor have shown that there has only been short term,
localized impacts to water quality with the use of BMPs. There have
been no violations of water quality standards reported. It is anticipated
that construction and dredging activities associated with the proposed
transient CVN wharf would be consistent with previous actions regarding
impacts to water quality.
As part of the CWA Section 404 permitting process, the DoD would
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conduct appropriate modeling prior to obtaining a CWA Section 401
Water Quality Certificate for in-water construction.
Request for inclusion of measurements of turbidity noted. Turbidity and
TSS measurements are thought to measure the same water quality
property.
K-055-288
Thank you for your comment. Impact analysis was conducted for direct
and indirect effects associated with increased in-water traffic, including
propeller wash. See Section 11.2.2.2, pp. 11-67, 11-69, 11-96, and
Table 11.2-13, pp. 102-103. Although vessel traffic will be increasing
with the proposed action, considering the depth of the channel will be
increased, it is anticipated that less resuspension of materials will be
seen from “prop wash” in the long-term.
K-055-289
Thank you for your comment. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options,
including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are
discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the
FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting
process, additional NEPA documentation may be required to address
specific permitting requirements and implementation of required
compensatory mitigations.
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K-055-290
Thank you for your comment. Resource areas impacted by utilities are
discussed in later chapters in Volume 6. For instance, the impact on
the marine biology resource is covered in Volume 6 Chapter 13. Please
refer to these subsequent chapters for impacts to the various resource
areas from the utility alternatives.
K-055-291
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is considering several options for
disposal of dredged material, including upland placement, ocean
disposal, and beneficial uses such as shoreline stabilization, fill for
berms, and fill for the Port Authority of Guam, as discussed in the EIS
(Chapter 2, Volume 4). Using dredged material for beneficial reuse
projects would depend upon the suitability of the material for these
projects as well as whether the proposed action timeline coincides with
the need for material for a reuse project. Detailed analysis cannot be
done at this time because specific projects have not yet been identified
with certainty. While beneficial reuse is a priority for the DoD, the final
decision on dredged material management will be made during the final
design and permitting process. Detailed analysis of the potential impacts
from using dredged material for reuse projects will be conducted during
the permitting phase.
The Navy acknowledges there is potential for their existing and future
coastal facilities to be adversely affected by sea level rise, inundations
from more extreme storm events and other consequences of climate
change. However, predictive models on future sea level rise are subject
to variability, due in part to unknown future greenhouse gas emissions.
The variability increases with the period of time being assessed. Risk
assessment methodologies and technologies are being developed to
predict the potential impacts of climate change on existing Navy coastal
facilities. As new design criteria relevant to climate change are adopted
by the Navy, they will be incorporated into project design.
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K-055-292
Thank you for your comment. Access would be available within the
normal context of vehicular roadways.
K-055-293
Thank you for your comment. The Navy acknowledges there is potential
for their existing and future stormwater management and coastal
facilities to be adversely affected by sea level rise, inundations from
more extreme storm events and other consequences of climate change.
However, predictive models on future sea level rise are subject to
variability, due in part to unknown future greenhouse gas emissions. The
variability increases with the period of time being assessed. Risk
assessment methodologies and technologies are being developed to
predict the potential impacts of climate change on existing Navy coastal
facilities. As new design criteria relevant to climate change are adopted
by the Navy, they will be incorporated into project design.
K-055-294
Thank you for your comment. Potable water from shore is needed for
consumption, laundries, food prepreation, showers, and some other
shipboard activities such as cooling water for some systems. Sea water
is used for toilet flushing, deck washing and many industrial activities.
Therefore, potable water versus wastewater demand on a ship is not
equal. Additionally, estimates for water and wastewater demand,
whether from a ship or ashore, use different factors as assumptions for
water use per person versus wastewater generation per person.
K-055-295
Thank you for your comment. The CVN has backup for pumping
wastewater. The characteristics of the wastewater from CVN ship
is similar to domestic sewage from the Navy base, but since sea water is
used for toilet flushing and some industrial systems aboard ship, the
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wastewater is more saline than typical domestic wastewater.
Additionally, because ships use piping made of high percentages of
copper and nickel because it is more resistant to corossion from sea
water than iron and other piping materials used for domestic sewage,
there are higher concentrations of copper and nickel in ship sewage.
Additionally, ships use brass fittings and pumps, and also
use sacrificial zinc anodes in wastewater tanks due to the corrossitivity of
salt water, resulting in copper, nickel and zinc in higher concentrations in
ship wastewater than typically found in domestic sewage. Bilge water
generated by ships is also comprised of salt water and contains oils,
which would be pretreated prior to discharge into Navy sewer system for
further treatment at the Navy base wastewater treatment plant.
Although salt water and metals are expected in shipboard wastewater,
the flows and concentrations are not expected to impact the treatment
capabilities at the Navy plant.
K-055-296
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS includes additional
discussion of stormwater management and low impact development.
DoD would adhere to all water quality requirements, including
stormwater management, and would undertake required upgrades
needed as a consequence of the proposed military relocation program.
K-055-297
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 17 presents the
estimated volumes and types of hazardous waste anticipated by activity
(e.g., transportation, operations, training, etc.).
K-055-298
Thank you for your comment. The Navy acknowledges there is potential
for their existing and future coastal facilities to be adversely affected by
sea level rise, inundations from more extreme storm events and other
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consequences of climate change. However, predictive models on future
sea level rise are subject to variability, due in part to unknown future
greenhouse gas emissions. The variability increases with the period of
time being assessed. Risk assessment methodologies and technologies
are being developed to predict the potential impacts of climate change
on existing Navy coastal facilities. As new design criteria relevant to
climate change are adopted by the Navy, they will be incorporated into
project design.
K-055-299
Thank you for your comment.
Aggregate materials will be imported only for use on roadways. 141,543
tons of aggregate will be imported from Japan. The EIS has been
updated to reflect this information.
All other fill/aggregate required can and will be locally produced from
Guam's quarries.
K-055-300
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters.
The EIS describes numerous programs and actions that would be taken
to protect surface waters from stormwater runoff. Construction of new
facilities would use Low Impact Development (LID) principles to the
extent practical. DoD has conducted a LID study that identifying specific
types of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the
construction of facilities associated with the buildup to minimize potential
water resources impacts. The EIS contains an assessment of potential
impact to corals and marine fauna in the Marine Biological Resources
section (Volume 4, Chapter 11).
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K-055-301
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 17 discusses the kinds
and amounts of hazardous waste that are estimated to be generated by
activity (e.g., transportation, operations, training, etc.) if the proposed
DoD action takes place.
K-055-302
Thank you for your comment.
The referenced correction was not found. There is no page 83 of Volume
4, Chapter 3, and a search of the document did not turn up any use of
"Public Utilities Agency" in this Chapter.
K-055-303
Thank you for your comment. The make up/characteristics of the
dredged material is such that it will not fuse into concrete-like rock when
rained on.
K-055-304
Thank you for your comment. In the FEIS, Volume 2, Chapter 3, Section
3.2.2.3 was edited to include the beneficial impact of the re-use of
dredged material.
K-055-305
Thank you for your comment. Section 4.1.1.4 of Volume 4 contains a
revised definition for nearshore waters.
K-055-306
Thank you for your comment. The EIS reflects analysis of the potential
for direct and indirect impacts to occur during construction and
operations.
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K-055-307
Thank you for your comment. The design for the off-base road projects
are at the conceptual level. As the project moves forward, the final
details regarding storm water runoff would be developed. Design criteria
regarding storm water runoff are being coordinated between Guam DPW
and Guam EPA. All projects would adhere to local design criteria and
laws.
K-055-308
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS contains this information.
K-055-309
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters.
The EIS describes numerous programs and actions that would be taken
to protect surface waters from stormwater runoff. Construction of new
facilities would use Low Impact Development (LID) principles to the
extent practical. DoD has conducted a LID study identifying specific
types of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the
construction of facilities associated with the buildup to minimize potential
water resources impacts. Once construction is complete, a SWPPP
would be developed to control stormwater runoff and infiltration from
base operations. This is being done on a regional DoD Guam-wide
scale, and has the involvement of Guam EPA.
K-055-310
Thank you for your comment. There are no known Mariana common
moorhen habitat areas and no mangroves or wetlands located near the
proposed project areas. There would be no impacts to these resources.
K-055-311
Thank you for your comment. The EIS includes a discussion on
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potential beneficial reuse options, as does Volume 9, Appendix D. The
discussion addresses the priority to utilize dredged material (DM) for
beneficial purpose including such uses as landfill cover, road base,
backfill, beach re-nourishment if suitable, etc. Beneficial reuse is
preferred and would be examined on a case-by-case basis. The
receiver of DM would be responsible for disposal or reuse of DM. The
upland placement study examined several opportunities for beneficial
reuse of DM to include use of DM as landfill cover and to support Port
Authority of Guam projects.
K-055-312
Thank you for your comment. Sampling data indicate that the majority of
the sediment (e.g., >50%) is comprised of larger grained material and,
therefore is generally referred to as being “coarse” in the EIS. Sediment
grain size data is presented as a percentage and is discussed as such in
the EIS. The EIS will be updated to include a clear presentation of
collected grain size data. The three-dimensional circulation and transport
model of the project area was developed using the Environmental Fluid
Dynamics Code (EFDC). The model included wind and tide forcing, and
fresh water inflow into the Inner Apra Harbor; the dredge plume was
simulated by loading the water column with specified quantities of
suspended sediment composed of 5 different grain sizes. The sediment
grain distribution was determined from bottom samples taken in the
project area. Specific monitoring requirements would be identified and
implemented following agency coordination and permitting. A number of
measures would be taken to minimize the distribution of the turbidity
plume that would unavoidably be generated by the proposed dredging
operations. These measures are noted in Chapters 2, 4, and 11 of
Volume 4.
K-055-313
Thank you for your comment. A number of protective measures and
BMPs would be implemented to minimize the distribution of the turbidity
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plume that would be unavoidably generated by the proposed dredging
operations. These measures and BMPs are noted in Chapters 2, 4, and
11 of Volume 4. In addition, Volume 9, Appendix D contains additional
information regarding dredging techniques and BMPs. Specific protective
measures and monitoring requirements would be identified and
implemented following agency coordination and permitting. Bubble
curtains are among the measures identified in the EIS.
K-055-314
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS contains this information.
K-055-315
Thank you for your comment. The EIS includes a discussion on
potential beneficial reuse options, as does Volume 9, Appendix D. The
discussion addresses the priority to utilize dredged material (DM) for
beneficial purpose including such uses as landfill cover, road base,
backfill, beach replenishment if suitable, etc. Beneficial reuse is preferred
and would be examined on a case-by-case basis. The mentioned
operational measures have been considered for the Final EIS.
K-055-316
Thank you for your comment. The EIS includes a discussion on
potential beneficial reuse options, as does Volume 9, Appendix D. The
discussion addresses the priority to utilize dredged material (DM) for
beneficial purpose including such uses as landfill cover, road base,
backfill, beach replenishment if suitable, etc. Beneficial reuse is preferred
and would be examined on a case-by-case basis. Receiver of DM would
need to be responsible for disposal or reuse of DM. The upland
placement study examined several opportunities for beneficial reuse of
DM to include use of DM as landfill cover and to support Port Authority of
Guam projects.
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K-055-317
Thank you for your comment. The EIS has been revised as such.
K-055-318
Thank you for your comment. Your reference to page numbers do not
correspond to the DEIS page numbers and therefore it is difficult to know
the specific language you are referring to. The proposed project would
not result in clearing or significant impacts to any mangrove areas.
K-055-319
Thank you for your comment. Discussion will be added about spills
during typhoons.
K-055-320
Thank you for your comment. As pointed out in the discussion of all
reports discussing indirect effects, it is clear that the study area is
routinely subjected to high levels of sediment stress, and hence all
inhabitants must be pre-adapted to such conditions.
Quantitative Fish survey data collected is included in the FEIS. No
identification of rare or unique species from this survey or others from
the resource agencies has been produced. The “spring surveys” data
that are included for the revised Habitat Equivalency Analysis and the
FEIS is not intended to be an “exhaustive species list”, and as a result it
is possible that there will be rare and/or small species that will not be
accounted for by the methods used. Unless these species have been
identified as a legally recognized special status species, they are
afforded no additional level of protection or consideration than other
species in that area. The Navy will continue to work with the USACE and
EPA/GEPA and do whatever is necessary to satisfy the requirements of
Section 10/404 and Section 401 permit documentation.
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K-055-321
Thank you for your comment.
1. Quantitative Fish survey data collected is included in the FEIS. Data
are from a University of Guam study which is summarized, but the report
is included in Volume 9, Appendix J of the FEIS. No identification of rare
or unique species from this survey or others from the resource agencies
has been produced. No level of detail or number of replicates in a survey
leads to an exhaustive list of species, only those encountered during the
surveys. Night time surveys, although could be marginally informative,
would likely result in discounting species that may be present, but
either avoided survey gear or simply were not sighted or captured
(depending on survey methodology).
As described in the FEIS, direct and indirect impacts to fishes are
expected from the proposed action; the majority of impacts would be
short-term, as fish are mobile and those not directly harmed would likely
relocate.
The Navy will continue to work with the USACE and EPA/GEPA and do
whatever is necessary to satisfy the requirements of Section 10/404 and
Section 401 permit documentation.
2. The EFH assessment for Alternative 1 in the FEIS includes a
description of potential short-term seasonal impacts to potentially
spawning scalloped hammerhead sharks, planktonic forms of FEP
species, and high concentrations of adult bigeye scad in Volume 2 and
4, Chapter 11.
As these species are not federally protected, they are not further
considered beyond general descriptions in the EFH assessment.
K-055-322
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
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ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-323
Thank you for your comment. Text was modified with correct spelling.
K-055-324
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-322.
K-055-325
Thank you for your comment. This comment was addressed in the
PDEIS.
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K-055-326
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-327
Thank you for your comment. Regarding whether there are enough
resources on Guam to handle significant increase in the disposal of
hazardous substances, a parallel Draft Joint Military Master Plan
Document dated 28 January 2010 provides specific details regarding
several new facilities (e.g., operations and maintenance facilities, bilge
and oily wastewater pump station, fuel storage areas, POL storage
areas, warehousing facilities, munitions magazine storage facilities,
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hazardous waste storage facilities, waste storage facilities, Hazmat
storage, etc.). These new facilities will be required to store, handle, and
dispose of the estimated increases in hazardous substances that would
occur from the potential DoD unit transfers to Guam. This Master Plan is
currently not available for public distribution, but rather is currently for
“official use only”. However, at a later point in time, this Master Plan will
be released for review and specific information regarding new facilities
for the handling of hazardous substances will be available.
K-055-328
Thank you for your comment. A traffic management plan could
include use of buses for transporting workers from workforce housing to
the development site and establishing work hours that do not coincide
with normal peak travel times. The traffic management plan elements
can be implemented by specifications in military contracts that
require workers to be housed in community work force housing, and
driven to the development sites in buses, during non-peak hours.

K-055-329
Thank you for your comment. The conceptual design of the USMC water
system addresses fire demands. Fire protection demand includes water
required for maintaining the fire protection system within the facility and
is designed based on the criteria outlined under the Military Handbook
Fire Protection for Facilities Engineering, Design, and Construction (MIL
HDBK 1008C [DoD 1994]). Requirements for fire protection water
storage are based on the assumption that there would be only one fire at
a time. The quantity of water required is equal to the product of the fire
protection water demand and the required duration, and must be
available at all times. Water supply for the domestic, industrial, and other
demands is added to these requirements to determine the total amount
of water required in the facility. The fire flow requirements under MIL
HDBK 1008C (DoD 1994) vary greatly based on hazard classification of
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the activity in the facility.
Industrial demands are included in the DoD water demand estimates.
Industrial uses include air conditioning, irrigation, swimming pools,
shops, laundries, dining, processing, flushing, boiler makeup water, and
power generation. Water for construction of the facility is included in the
off base, GWA water demands.
The per capita requirement for transients of 70 gpcd is based on the
hotel domestic water allowance from Table 2-1 UFC 3-230-03A 16
January 2004 for Water Supply (DoD 2004a). When on-base, the
transients would be housed in officers or enlisted quarters, which would
not require all of the water demands of a home (e.g., household lawn
irrigation).
Visiting ships docked at Apra Harbor which house the 7,222 transients
would be connected to the NIW water system for potable water.
Estimated potable water requirements are included in the domestic
demand based on UFC 4â€‘150-02 (DoD 2003).
K-055-330
Thank you for your comment. The off base populations are based on the
unconstrained scenario described in Appendix F of the DEIS which is a
maximum impact approach. No constraints in the Guam and CNMI
environment are considered that might lessen the indirect economic
growth potential resulting from the proposed action. The populations
used in to estimate off base water demands represent the maximum
growth that is likely to occur.
Water demand for tourists is included in the current GWA water
production value that is used as the current demand, but it is assumed
that the number of tourists does not increase over baseline levels.

K-055-331
Thank you for your comment. In Volume 6, Chapter 2 of the FEIS, DoD
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considered rehabilitation of Tumon Maui and Marbo #2 wells as an
option, but was not carried forward for additional analysis to support DoD
water needs for several reasons. Successful rehabilitation or
replacement of the inactive wells would result in approximately an
additional 4 MGd if adequate yield in the aquifers were available.
However, rehabilitation of the Airforce’s Tumon Maui and Marbo #2 wells
was eliminated because the Yigo subbasin does not have sufficient
available yield to meet both GWA and DoD needs. The DoD will
support, however, efforts to consider rehabilitating these wells to support
off base GWA water demands related to the Marine Corps relocation
depending on need, regulatory approval, and aquifer yield. Preliminary
review indicates that there is adequate available yield in the subbasins to
support some level of withdrawal that could assist GWA. Coordination
with GWA would be needed to avoid negative effects caused by over
pumping.
K-055-332
Thank you for your comment. The Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA)
and DoD are cooperatively working together to plan for the expected
increase in population on Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the 22 new
DoD water supply wells early, and provide this water to GWA, along with
excess water from DoD's Fena Reservoir and other current sources, to
meet the near-term increase in water demand that is expected to occur
off-base during the construction phase of the buildup. During this time,
GWA would begin to drill new wells of their own and make improvements
to their system to meet the long-term water needs of off-base
communities.
K-055-333
Thank you for your comment. The revised GWA water demand
estimates are based on the current water production plus an estimated
water demand for baseline growth and USMC relocation related
populations. Water demand for tourists is included in the current GWA
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water production value that is used as the current demand, but it is
assumed that the number of tourists does not increase over baseline
levels. The Final EIS GWA water supply estimates account for a 2 MGd
reduction in the production for several wells in the Agana subbasin which
have consistently elevated chloride levels.
The GWA water supply does not currently have adequate capacity to
meet off base demand resulting from the Marine Corps relocation. DoD
proposes to help mitigate the off base water shortfall by providing excess
water capacity to GWA from its existing system and from the early
installation of DoD wells. The DoD expects that GWA or the developer
requesting additional water would install the necessary piping to make
the interconnections with DoD water systems. A Memorandum of
Understanding is being developed between DoD and GWA that will
address procedures to cooperate in the overall management of the
Northern Guam Lens Aquifer, the source of water for the new DoD wells.
In addition, it is expected that a Customer Service Agreement (CSA) will
be created to address the exchange of water between NAVFAC MAR
and GWA. It is presumed that the best potential sites for future wells in
the NGLA are located beneath DoD lands and meeting future water
demands on Guam will require utilizing water resources under DoD land
for the benefit of all of Guam.

K-055-334
Thank you for your comment. These long term alternatives would not be
able to be implemented in time or with adequate impact to support the
schedule of the proposed DoD buildup. Thus they will remain long-term
alternatives. Additionally, the Northern Guam Lens Aquifer has a
sustainable yield that can support the water demands during the
construction phase of the buildup, and long-term island-wide demands.
K-055-335
Thank you for your comment. The NDWWTP was analyzed based on
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maximum flows. The demand projections are based on peak flows. The
peak flows are determined using the peaking factor discussed in GWA
Water Resources Master Plan. The peaks flow includes I/I flows. The
impact due to I&I flows should be addressed by GWA. Our
understanding is that GWA is implementing a program to reduce I&I
flows.
K-055-336
Thank you for your comment. The distinction between BMPs and
proposed mitigation measures has been clarified in the FEIS. BMPs are
existing requirements that are part of the proposed action. Mitigation
measures are additional measures proposed for implementation to avoid
or reduce impacts identified during the NEPA environmental review
process. The adaptive program management mitigation measure
proposed in the FEIS has been revised to identify how reduction in
construction tempo would benefit infrastructure and other
environmental resources (Volume 7, Chapter 2).
K-055-337
Thank you for your comment. The DoD shares your concern for the
northern Guam lens aquifer and intends to carefully access these
groundwater supplies. Up to 22 new water supply wells are proposed to
provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These wells would
be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water from the
northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir would not be
modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from the northern
Guam lens aquifer is estimated at approximately 80 million gallons per
day. Sustainable yield means the amount of potable water that can
continuously be withdrawn from the aquifer without degrading water
quality or the production of the extraction wells. The estimated total
average daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per
day at the peak of construction of the proposed DoD relocation, including
civilian demand. Thus there should be an adequate supply of potable
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water. DoD and Guam Waterworks Authority plan to jointly manage the
extraction of water. Also DoD is an advocate for grants and low cost
loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so they can improve their
distribution system and reduce water loss due to leaks. Monitoring would
be conducted during well operation. If production or water quality
declines over time, DoD would take appropriate response actions.
K-055-338
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
Land acquisition, potentially including Former FAA, is required to meet
the purpose and need of the proposed action. New access restrictions
will result from land acquisition. Release of federal lands is not
proposed. The land use on DoD property may not match GovGuam
surrounding land use, but it is generally compatible with surrounding land
uses. Additional restrictions on Outer Apra Harbor submerged lands use
were not identified, except during dredging activities there will be more
boat traffic and the aircraft carrier would be visiting more often than the
current tempo.
Volume 4, Chapter 16 of the FEIS acknowledges that there could be
impacts to ocean based tourism within Apra Harbor including diving.
However, economic impacts to tourism would be somewhat offset by
increased tourism from military personnel.
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K-055-339
Thank you for your comment. Alternative 1 is not the preferred
alternative. Other than providing access to the property, no mitigation is
proposed.
K-055-340
Thank you for your comment. The impact to the GLUP77 parcel and the
creation of a "pocket" of non-federal land is described in Volume 2,
Chapter 8 under Alternative 1 for main cantonment. Under Alternative 1
for main cantonment, access will be provided to the GLUP77 parcel.
Alternative 2 is the preferred alternative main cantonment and would not
result in pockets of non-federal land creation. No mitigation is
warranted.
K-055-341
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-342
Thank you for your comment. The Proposed Action would result in the
acquisition of lands on the east side of Guam near Route 15 and the
existing Andersen Air Force Base South property and the construction of
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a live fire training range complex on the site. The lands consist of
Government of Guam controlled parcels as well as a few privately owned
parcels. The Government of Guam parcels are held by two entities, the
Chamorro Land Trust and the Ancestral Lands Commission. These
entities manage certain Government of Guam land holdings to support
native Chamorro interests and compensate land owners for lands
currently controlled by the federal government.
In the northern most parcel, under the control of the Chamorro Land
Trust, there exits the Guam International Raceway. This entity, which is
a non-profit organization, operates a raceway complex consisting of a
drag strip and various motorcycle and off-road vehicle courses pursuant
to a 20 year license with the Chamorro Land Trust. These recreational
facilities satisfy a significant component of the public demand for racing
as well as accommodating periodic police vehicle training. The license is
set to expire in 2018. Under the terms of the license the Guam
International Raceway is able to remove aggregate mined from the site
to improve its operations, but at the option of the Chamorro Land Trust
must return the property in "pristine" condition upon the termination of
the license. The license clearly states that the Guam International
Raceway has no interest in the underlying property pursuant to its
license. Further, there is no right to renew the license.
Should DoD decide to acquire land for the Route 15 training range
complex, an offer of just compensation would be made to the owners of
the property, including the lands held by the Chamorro Land Trust. The
just compensation offer would be at the full fair market value of the
property, based upon an appraisal of the property and its highest and
best use. Since DoD would acquire the property from the fee owners,
any compensation to the operators of the Guam International Raceway
would be a matter to be determined between the current land owner, the
Chamorro Land Trust, and the tenant, the Guam International Raceway.
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In the event DoD acquires the land, the Guam International Raceway
would have to decide whether to continue operation in another location.
If it chose to continue operations it may be eligible for relocation
assistance from DoD pursuant to the Uniform Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Polices Act of 1970. If eligible, DoD would provide
relocation assistance in the form of advisory services, and some specific
financial assistance related to a move, but would not be responsible for
the physical relocation of the operations of the Guam International
Raceway.
As to possible sites for the relocation of the Guam International
Raceway, such actions would be under the control of Government of
Guam officials as they are responsible for non-federal land use decisions
on Guam. Given that a raceway complex is an industrial activity, it is
most likely that any siting of a future raceway complex will be on lands
zoned for such industrial activities and not within lands deemed recovery
habitat for ESA listed species. Should the Guam International Raceway
decide to continue operations and be eligible for relocation assistance
from DoD, DoD will work with Government of Guam land use and natural
resource officials to ensure that habitat concerns for ESA listed species
are taken into account in any relocation effort.
K-055-343
Thank you for your comment. Your concerns are assessed in the EIS as
potential impacts.
K-055-344
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
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was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
DoD recognizes the importance of managing efforts in implementing the
proposed military relocation to reduce adverse effects on the people of
Guam, its natural resources and infrastructure. The EIS process
identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while minimizing
adverse impacts. DoD will continue to work with the people and
Government of Guam to ensure that the short term impacts of
construction are managed effectively and that the long term effects of the
military relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and
responsible citizens on Guam.
K-055-345
Thank you for your comment. The EIS reflects your sentiment and
contains a determination that Alternative 1 would result in significant
impacts to recreational resources on non-DoD lands in north Guam.
K-055-346
Thank you for your comment. The comment appears to be a note about
what is stated and no response is necessary.
K-055-347
Thank you for your comments and opinions. Your recommended
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mitigation measures have been taken under consideration. Expanded
mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
K-055-348
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is considering several options for
disposal of dredged material, including upland placement, ocean
disposal, and beneficial uses such as shoreline stabilization, fill for
berms, and fill for the Port Authority of Guam, as discussed in the EIS
(Chapter 2, Volume 4). Using dredged material for beneficial reuse
projects would depend upon the suitability of the material for these
projects as well as whether the proposed action timeline coincides with
the need for material for a reuse project. Detailed analysis cannot be
done at this time because specific projects have not yet been identified
with certainty. While beneficial reuse is a priority for the DoD, the final
decision on dredged material management will be made during the final
design and permitting process. Detailed analysis of the potential impacts
from using dredged material for reuse projects will be conducted during
the permitting phase.
The Navy acknowledges there is potential for their existing and future
coastal facilities to be adversely affected by sea level rise, inundations
from more extreme storm events and other consequences of climate
change. However, predictive models on future sea level rise are subject
to variability, due in part to unknown future greenhouse gas emissions.
The variability increases with the period of time being assessed. Risk
assessment methodologies and technologies are being developed to
predict the potential impacts of climate change on existing Navy coastal
facilities. As new design criteria relevant to climate change are adopted
by the Navy, they will be incorporated into project design.
Regarding dredging methods, there are a number of trade-offs between
the use of hydraulic or mechanical dredging equipment that range from
the type of marine sediment to be excavated and the choice of upland or
ocean disposal method. In either case, the use of best management
practices including the deployment of silt curtains, would minimize
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adverse impacts from the suspended sediments caused by the dredging
action. The choice of dredging equipment and any restrictions on use
would be determined during the permit phase of the proposed project.

K-055-349
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated to reflect
this comment.
K-055-350
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater. The EIS describes numerous programs and actions that
would be taken to protect surface waters from stormwater runoff.
Construction of new facilities would use LID principles to the extent
practical. The DoD has conducted a LID study identifying specific types
of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the construction of
facilities associated with the buildup to minimize potential water
resources impacts. As described in the Final EIS, the Proposed Action
would be implemented in accordance with all federal, GovGuam, and
DoD regulations.
K-055-351
Thank you for your comment. A number of protective measures and
BMPs would be implemented to minimize the distribution of the turbidity
plume that would unavoidably be generated by the proposed dredging
operations. These measures and BMPs are noted in Chapters 2, 4, and
11 of Volume 4. In addition, Volume 9, Appendix D contains additional
information regarding dredging techniques and BMPs. Bubble curtains
are among the measures listed. Silt curtains are another example of
these types of protective measures. Standard turbidity curtains are
approximately 20-30 feet (6-9 meters) in length and have a weighted
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bottom to maintain the effectiveness of the curtain against the movement
of currents within the water body. Since the dredge equipment is not
stationary for the entire period of dredging, it is impractical to have a
stationary silt curtain extending to and being anchored to the bottom of
the harbor. The length of time the silt curtains would be in place would
be determined through agency coordination and permitting; however, in
general terms the curtains would potentially be in place during and after
dredging operations until monitoring indicates turbidity levels have
returned to pre-dredging concentrations. Specific monitoring
requirements would be identified and implemented following agency
coordination and permitting.
K-055-352
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS includes consideration for
these issues. In addition, as presented in the Final EIS, testing of
proposed dredge material would occur before the start of dredging
activities. Specific monitoring requirements would be identified and
implemented in line with agency coordination and permitting.
K-055-353
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-351.
K-055-354
Thank you for your comments. Impacts to fish, crustaceans,
mollusks, other aquatic organisms, and special marine habitats are
discussed in detail in Chapter 11, Marine Biological Resources. Impact
assessment provided in LEDPA discussion has been updated to reflect
revised analysis (in response to comments) in Chapter 11. In addition,
the Final EIS refers readers to Chapter 11 for a detailed impact analysis
discussion.
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K-055-355
Thank you for your comment. Testing results would be available prior to
the start of proposed dredging activities. The Final EIS has been revised
to clarify this.
K-055-356
Thank you for your comment. We acknowledge that one of the impacts
resulting from the proposed actions is competition for space and
availability of the recreational resource(s) at a given site, such as Apra
Harbor. One of the mitigation measures proposed in the EIS is to
conduct a carrying capacity study for the recreational resources on
Guam. Information formed from the data collected from the carrying
capacity can be use used to determine what the threshold for the
recreational resources are; subsequently, appropriate implementation
measures can be formed to manage user capacity and threshold for the
recreational resources.
K-055-357
Thank you for your comment. One of the mitigation measures proposed
is for a recreational resource carrying capacity study and resource
management plan to be conducted for the existing recreational
resources on Guam. Data gathered for the carrying capacity study
would be used to develop a baseline (i.e., carrying capacity for a
recreational resource) and appropriate mitigation measures would be
included in resource management plan to be developed.
K-055-358
Thank you for your comment. Text modified to change "northwest" to
"northeast".
K-055-359
Thank you for your comment. Text modified to change "Guam
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Department of Water Resources (GDAWR)" to "Guam Division of
Aquatic and Wildlife Resources".
K-055-360
Thank you for your comment. Quantitative Fish survey data collected is
included in the FEIS. Data is from a University of Guam study which is
summarized, but the report is included in Volume 9, Appendix J of the
FEIS. As described in the FEIS, direct and indirect impacts to fishes are
expected from the proposed action; the majority of impacts would be
short-term, as fish are mobile and those not directly harmed would likely
relocate.
A detailed compensatory mitigation plan would be submitted as part of
the Clean Water Act 404 permit application for construction affecting the
navigable waters of the United States (including the CVN transient
wharf). Due to the ongoing review of DoD's habitat assessment
methodology for coral reef ecosystems and associated uncertainties
regarding the scope of mitigation required, a detailed mitigation plan has
not been developed nor will one be available for incorporation into the
FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options, including watershed
restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are discussed in programmatic
nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as
part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting process, additional NEPA
documentation may be required to address specific permitting
requirements and implementation of required compensatory mitigations.
K-055-361
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
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be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-362
Thank you for your comment. Information on submerged resources in
Apra Harbor were based on a series of underwater surveys conducted in
Apra Harbor by the Navy, National Park Service and the Guam Historic
Preservation Office. No historic properties were identified within the
proposed project area.
K-055-363
Thank you for your comment. Stormwater management and best
management practices (BMPs) for the Guam Road Network (GRN) are
discussed in Volume 6 Section 6.2.6. A Stormwater Implementation
Plan describing detailed stormwater pollution control measures for the
GRN is provided in Volume 9 Appendix G.
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K-055-364
Thank you for your comment. The information presented in the EIS
regarding the number of vessel visits to the Port of Guam during the
period of 1995 through 2008 is based upon information provided in the
Port of Guam Master Plan Update 2007 Report (April 2008). While there
was a substantial decrease in the number of fishing vessel visits during
that period (1,575), there was also a large decrease in the number of
break-bulk cargo ships (306), and barges (152). During that period, there
was an increase in the number of container ships from 117 to 165.
As presented in Volume 2, Chapter 14 (Marine Transportation), Section
14.2, it is anticipated that in the peak year for the delivery of break-bulk
cargo (2012), there would be 420 break-bulk cargo ships. This would be
289 more break-bulk ships than visited the Port in 2008. During the peak
year for the shipment of containers to the Port of Guam (2015), there
would be 269 container ships as compared to 165 in 2008.
The need to restrict usage of the channel through Outer Apra Harbor
during the transiting of the aircraft carrier is discussed in Volume 4,
Chapter 14 (Transportation). Because the movement of the aircraft
carrier would require up to four assist tugs, the channel is restricted for
security and safety reasons.
K-055-365
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is
also noted that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
discussed an unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained
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scenario. The two scenarios represent a range of impacts that could
occur should the proposed project be implemented under the current
schedule. The SIAS is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
K-055-366
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-367
Thank you for your comment. Text has been changed as appropriate.
K-055-368
Thank you for your comment. The goal for DoD is to minimize the use of
hazardous wastes whenever possible. Therefore, the language is
correct.
K-055-369
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-366.
K-055-370
Thank you for your comment. Waste will be disposed of in accordance
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. Waste
not able to be disposed of in a local RCRA Subtitle D landfill will be
transported off-island for disposal at a permitted facility.
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K-055-371
Thank you for your comment. The historically monitored ambient air
quality program at Guam was included in the discussion of existing
monitoring data. Detailed data from this program were not included in the
DEIS, as a detailed discussion of air quality conditions 20 years ago
including location, levels collected, etc. would be of limited or no use for
describing existing ambient air quality conditions occurring now at
Guam. A comparison of predicted air quality conditions to historical
conditions would not assist in determining the incremental increases
from the proposed action.
Volumes 2 through 6 provide detailed air quality impact analyses that
include emissions quantifications and microscale dispersion modeling
analysis. The emissions forecasts were compared with de minimis levels
that are applicable for the nonattainment areas and the PSD major
source threshold that was used as measure of emissions increase
significance in attainment area. These emissions-based analyses are
based on available incremental emissions resulting from the proposed
action and do not rely on the baseline condition. The microscale impact
concentration analysis for power plant impact was based on the
historical analysis done by GPA during the source permitting
process. On-road traffic was analyzed by including all baseline traffic in
the modeling. Results of these analyses were then compared to the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
Therefore, even given the lack of monitoring data on Guam, these
analyses follow the regulatory procedures and demonstrate the
compliance with the applicable de minimis thresholds or the NAAQS and
they are considered valid.
Recognizing the lack of ambient air quality data, the FEIS proposes to
construct an ambient air monitoring station in northern Guam, and turn
this station over to GEPA to begin monitoring of this portion of Guam.
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K-055-372
Thank you for your comment. Refer to Volume 6, Chapter 8 for a
discussion of mitigation measures for noise impacts from roadway
operations. Although many receptors within the North and Central
Regions are expected to experience future traffic noise impacts, the
locations where these impacts would occur would require abatement
measures that would not be feasible. Specifically, the land adjacent to
Routes 1, 3, and 9 in the North Region and the land adjacent to Routes
1, 8, 10, 16, and 27 in the Central Region consist of several residential
areas where many residences have driveways that provide direct access
to the routes, thereby resulting in issues of sound wall discontinuity. For
a sound wall to provide sufficient noise reduction, it must be high enough
and long enough to shield the receptor from the road. Access openings
in the noise barrier for streets, driveways and maintenance severely
reduce the effectiveness of the noise barrier to the point that it would not
be feasible to construct a barrier. Furthermore, for most of the locations,
there are not enough residences per area to allow a noise barrier to be
reasonable due to the cost per benefited receptor. Sound walls must
meet both the feasible and reasonable requirements under Guam’s
Traffic Noise Abatement Policy (TNAP) to be considered for
construction. Sound walls have been identified in several areas of the
North and Central Regions that meet the feasible and reasonable criteria
of TNAP.
K-055-373
Thank you for your comment. Table ES-3 of the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (Appendix F of the EIS) provides a summary of
economic and housing impacts. The impacts are measured in number of
jobs, number of dollars or number of housing units.
K-055-374
Thank you for your comment. As noted in the SIAS, the public service
impact methodology was intended to ensure that stated impacts are just
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those due to the proposed action, not pre-existing problems or deficits,
or natural population increase. However, the existence of deficits for
individual agencies is noted where applicable, and the impact analysis
will also note the larger picture of deficits and challenges affecting
GovGuam overall.
K-055-375
Thank you for your comment. The approach to analysis for permitting
agency impacts is discussed in Section 2.2.3 of the Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS).
K-055-376
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made as appropriate in
the FEIS.
K-055-377
Thank you for your comment. Impact analysis is performed in the
Socioeconomic Resources chapters of the EIS document.
K-055-378
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-379
Thank you for your comment. The section to which you refer on low
capture rates explains that low capture rates on Guam are largely due to
a heavy reliance on imported products and that a relatively high
(compared to other regions) percentage of expenditures leaks out of the
Guam economy because very few goods are produced on Guam.
The section explains that construction expenditures may not contribute
as much to the Guam economy as similar expenditures would in another
region due the the high level of leakage.
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K-055-380
Thank you for your comment. Discussion on the significance is provided
in the Socioeconomic Resource Chapters of the EIS document.
K-055-381
Thank you for your comment. Analysis in the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study presents two alternate scenarios: the unconstrained
and the constrained scenarios. The two scenarios are considered
equally likely as is any point in between the measurements presented in
the two scenarios.
K-055-382
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
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under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-383
Thank you for your comment. The report you refer to is a final report and
will not be edited. There may be updates to the report to support the
Army Corps of Engineers permits, but they would be considered new
reports with new information. The following text includes information to
address your comment.
The Water Resources sections in Volumes 2 and 4, Chapter 4 of the
FEIS, detail the sampling efforts for sediments within the proposed
dredging area. Standard sediment collection and analysis methods were
used, and results are presented. Thus, the Navy is aware of the
sediment types that occur in the turning basin and other sampled
locations.
To lessen any potential negative impacts from sediment resuspension,
the Navy will implement mitigation measures and BMPs during in-water
activities (dredging, wharf construction) that include Army Corps
permits requiring silt curtains to catch a high percentage, although not
all, of the resuspended sediment.
The Navy will continue to work with the USACE and EPA/GEPA and do
whatever is necessary to satisfy the requirements of Section 10/404 and
Section 401 permit documentation. If additional sediment containment
measures are required, the Navy would comply.
K-055-384
Thank you for your comment. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
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associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options,
including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are
discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the
FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting
process, additional NEPA documentation may be required to address
specific permitting requirements and implementation of required
compensatory mitigations.
K-055-385
Thank you for your comment. The report you refer to is a final report and
will not be edited. There may be updates to the report to support the
Army Corps of Engineers permits, but they would be considered new
reports with new information. Please see response to K-055-382
regarding habitat assessment methodologies.
K-055-386
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-383 for
more information regarding sediment resuspension.
K-055-387
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-383.
K-055-388
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
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recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-389
Thank you for your comment. The text the commenter is referring to is
describing areas shallower than 60 feet that may be affected, but are not
covered in coral. In regards to survey depth, the Navy has already
overestimated the impacts to the dredged area in depth and laterally.
The Navy does not plan to survey deeper than 60 feet. The indirect
impacts are addressed in the EIS and HEA in detail. There is supporting
text and tables assessing indirect impacts, including Figure 11.2-3, which
depicts the estimated limits of sediment accumulation exceeding 6 mm
for the duration of the dredging project within the Aircraft Carrier Fairway
and Berthing Area.
Section F of the HEA includes 3-d measurements of predicted coral loss.
K-055-390
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-388.
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K-055-391
Thank you for your comment. On page 6 of the HEA the following
statement is made: "Study authors acknowledge uncertainties in their
analysis, and suggest a valuation range extending between 34% below
and 28% above their “core” estimate. This implies a lost reef value for
the CVN project (Polaris Point Alternative) between approximately $5.9
and $11.4 million (2009)."
The term “average” is not used in this case to provide a measure of the
quality of habitat, but is rather a mathematical average calculated from
survey data. The methods used to calculate value were used recently in
a Guam-specific study, and take into account average value based on
various factors important to residents, such as rare corals, tourism, and
others.
The report you refer to is a final report and will not be edited. There may
be updates to the report to support the Army Corps of Engineers permits,
but they would be considered new reports with new information.
K-055-392
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
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ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS will be
updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
K-055-393
Thank you for your comment. The report you refer to is a final report and
will not be edited. There may be updates to the report to support the
Army Corps of Engineers permits, but they would be considered new
reports with new information. The following text includes information to
address your comment.
A detailed compensatory mitigation plan would be submitted as part of
the Clean Water Act 404 permit application for construction affecting the
navigable waters of the United States (including the CVN transient
wharf). Due to the ongoing review of DoD's habitat assessment
methodology for coral reef ecosystems and associated uncertainties
regarding the scope of mitigation required, a detailed mitigation plan has
not been developed nor will one be available for incorporation into the
FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options, including watershed
restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are discussed in programmatic
nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as
part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting process, additional NEPA
documentation may be required to address specific permitting
requirements and implementation of required compensatory mitigations.
K-055-394
Thank you for your comment. The HEA model assumes the areas
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directly impacted by dredging are considered permanently injured, and
therefore experience a 100% loss in ecological services in perpetuity
(i.e., no recovery). Any recovery would be lost during future maintenance
dredging. Indirect impacts are expected to be temporary, and affected
areas are expected to recover to baseline condition within five years,
which the Navy believes to be a conservative assumption in light of the
expected low level of initial impact and relevant literature (e.g., Brown et
al.’s (1990) study of dredging impacts on intertidal coral reefs at Ko
Phuket, Thailand, which suggests a one to two year recovery period is
reasonable for impacts of this type). The revised HEA report and
supporting studies Section D in Volume 9 of the EIS provides a more in
depth literature review. The matter of recovery is complex. The Navy
continues to view 5 years as an overestimate of the recovery time.

K-055-395
Thank you for your comment. The report you refer to is a final report and
will not be edited. There may be updates to the report to support the
Army Corps of Engineers permits, but they would be considered new
reports with new information.
K-055-396
Thank you for your comment. The Navy coral surveys were conducted
in-situ at the sites of the proposed project area. As noted previously the
Navy has used a scientifically recognized and defensible survey
methodology. Further, the analysis was performed by recognized
experts from the University of Hawaii and the National Coral Reef
Institute.
K-055-397
Thank you for your comment. The HEA referred to (Volume 9, Appendix
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E) is a description of how mitigation could look. Through coordination
with our regulatory partners, the Navy will develop a compensatory
mitigation package that will conform to the regulatory guidance provided
by USACE.
K-055-398
Thank you for your comments. Specific members of the Army AMDTF
are not relevant to the analysis.
K-055-399
Thank you for your comment. Volume 5, Chapter 2 describes the Army
Missile Defense proposed action. No land acquisition is proposed to
support the Army proposed action.
K-055-400
Thank you for your comment. Weapons emplacement sites are
described in Sections 2.3.3.2 and 2.4.3.
K-055-401
Thank you for your comments. Environmental impacts caused by the
weapons emplacement sites are analyzed in the Classified Appendix.
The classified appendix was available for review by federal resource
agencies, including USFWS.
K-055-402
Thank you for your comment. The term contractors does not imply
temporary foreign workers. The term contractors is used to identify
individuals who would work in support of the military base. There would
be a permanent requirement to fill these jobs and so population
associated with these jobs is considered permanent.
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K-055-403
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is committed to the protection
and responsible stewardship of the environment. In addition, the DoD is
committed to the safe handling and use of all hazardous substances,
including fuels, lubricants, solvents, munitions and explosives of concern
(MEC), nuclear materials, pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, and other
hazardous substances. In fact, when feasible, the DoD attempts to
reduce or eliminate the use of various hazardous substances to the
greatest extent possible and substituting them for less toxic substances.
When using hazardous substances, environmental laws and regulations
(e.g., RCRA) must be followed by DoD that are designed to be protective
of human health, welfare, and the environment. In order to implement
these laws and regulations, DoD has developed various procedures,
protocol, and directives designed to proactively eliminate or minimize the
inadvertent leakage, spill or release of pollutants to the environment.
These actions involve comprehensive administrative, engineering, and
operations mandates, best management practices (BMPs), standard
operating procedures (SOPs), and controls in place to prevent or
minimize the inadvertent leakage, spill, or release of hazardous/toxic
substances. These BMPs, SOPs, and other controls are fully described
in the EIS document (Volume 7). Note that BMPs and SOPs are not
considered “mitigation measures” because these actions are being done
as part of existing laws and regulations and not as part of new
“mitigation”. However, if a leak, release, or spill is suspected or
confirmed, aggressive mitigation measures are used to first clean up the
leak, spill, or release as quickly as possible, followed by an assessment
of risks to the public and/or the environment and a plan to remediate
these risk concerns to within regulatory acceptable levels. These actions
generally include environmental media (e.g., groundwater, surface water,
soil, air, and/or biota) sampling and monitoring to ensure that and
hazards are mitigated quickly and effectively. In many cases, part of
remediation plan includes the requirement to perform regularly
scheduled long-term sampling and monitoring of environmental media to
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ensure that remedial actions have been effective. If long-term
monitoring indicates that risks to human health or the environment are
still unacceptable, more aggressive remediation approaches are
considered. In fact, many such clean-up efforts are underway. As part of
the clean-up process, the DoD provides various opportunities for the
general public, stakeholders, and other interested parties to get involved
in the process. One such opportunity is Restoration Advisory Boards
(RABs) where interested party questions and concerns may be
communicated. For information on the status of the cleanup efforts of
specific hazardous waste sites, the associated RAB provides a vehicle to
obtain such information and for the general public/stakeholders to voice
their concerns. These comprehensive actions (e.g., BMPs, SOPs, etc.)
will protect public health, welfare, and the environment from adverse
impacts associated with the use of hazardous substances.
K-055-404
Thank you for your comment. Class D airspace refers to the class of
airspace designated by the FAA for the level of airspace management
and control. Class D airspace is defined in detail in Volume 2, Chapter
71.1 and in Table 7.1-1, and Figure 7.1-1. Class D Airspace (Controlled).
This airspace is applied to airports with operating control towers but
where the traffic volume does not meet Class C or Class B standards.
Traffic usually lacks the heavy jet transport activity but often includes a
complex mix of general aviation, turbo prop and business jet traffic.
Radar service is often available. The above airport elevation shape is a 5
nm (9.3 km) radius surrounding an operational control tower from the
surface up to, but not including, 2,500 ft (762 m) AGL. Class D airspace
may have one or more extensions to accommodate IFR traffic. Where
radar service is available, air traffic control would provide separation
service to IFR traffic and to participating VFR traffic. All traffic must
maintain radio communication with the tower or have prior arrangements
for operating within the Class D airspace. Class D airspace is charted on
sectional charts and IFR Enroute Low Altitude Charts. Flight operations
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commonly involve Class D airspace and must be coordinated by the
control tower. There are usually a large number of civilian and military
flight training operations occurring in and around Class D airspace.
K-055-405
Thank you for your comment. A site-specific geotechnical investigation
was not undertaken for all of the areas covered in the EIS prior to
development of the EIS; however, geotechnical surveys to identify
geological features and potential constraints will be completed prior to
construction.
K-055-406
Thank you for your comment. This EIS is not written to prepare for the
worst; it is written to analyze impacts that are likely to occur. Hazards
related to sinkholes/topography are not expected. If a topographic
feature is deemed a hazard due to it's proximity to a structure, signs to
warn of that hazard will be placed at the feature.
K-055-407
Thank you for your comments. The FEIS contains updated information
reflecting the on-going investigation of potential wetland areas. The
project design will avoid wetlands to the extent practicable. Potential
impacts to terrestrial species are presented in Chapter 10, Terrestrial
Biological Resources.
K-055-408
Thank you for your comment. A discussion of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, represented in terms of carbon dioxide equivalency, and their
contribution to global warming has been added to the FEIS in Volume 7.
GHG effects are worldwide and therefore it not possible to evaluate the
impacts of the project alone on global effects. However, the carbon
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dioxide equivalency for all GHGs generated by construction and
operation of the proposed action has been included in the report.
K-055-409
Thank you for your comment. As shown in Tables 5.2-1 to 5.2-3 of
Volume 5, the predicted emissions of criteria pollutants are generally
more than two orders of magnitude (hundreds of times) below the
significance criterion 250 TPY described in the DEIS. Therefore the
statement made in the EIS is appropriate and no further analysis of
impacts is required.
K-055-410
Thank you for your comment. The sentence was removed.
K-055-411
Thank you for your comment. We have been in contact with the
Government of Guam, Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR),
regarding the topic of recreational resources, which includes, among
other things, conditions of the exsiting faciities, types of uses, and
visitors to the uses. To our knowledge, based on conversation with DPR
staff, DPR has not kept nor maintained visitor counts to the recreational
resources it administers. As such, a carrying capacity study for the
recreational resources has been proposed as a mitigation measure. The
data obtained from a study like this would facilitate development of
baseline conditions and management of resources.
K-055-412
Thank you for your comment. The proposed actions are complex and
have many components. In order to characterize the affected
environment and potential impacts, sufficient detail needed to be
included in the Draft EIS. The Draft EIS was broken down by Volumes
for each major action, and the Executive Summary provides an overview
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of the proposed actions to facilitate readability. The Draft EIS was
developed with the intent to balance readability with sufficient technical
information.
K-055-413
Thank you for your comment. The Navy agrees that the Bureau of
Statistics and Plans (BSP) is responsible for conducting local federal
consistency review in accordance with the federal Coastal Zone
Management Act. The federal consistency determination assessment
for the proposed actions on Guam was submitted to BSP and
correspondence is included as Appendix H.
K-055-414
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS has been edited to include
groundwater in the list of water sources potentially impacted by erosion
in Northern Guam. BMPs are being implemented, as described in
Volume 7.
K-055-415
Thank you for your comment.
Section 3.2, Environmental Consequences, lists the Determination of
Significance of impacts at the beginning of each chapter; please refer to
this section for further clarification on determinations.
BMPs, when properly implemented, prevent erosion. A list of BMPs and
their descriptions can be found in Volume 7.
K-055-416
Thank you for your comment. The percentage of overlay refuge is now
consistent in the FEIS.
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K-055-417
Thank you for your comment. Decontamination fluids are disposed of in
accordance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations as
described in Volume 2, Chapter 17.
K-055-418
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 6 clarifies that low-level
operations (e.g., helicopter insertions) is transient and of short duration.
Combined with the distance between operational areas and adjacent
public land use, there is no contribution to the community noise levels on
adjacent non-military land or effects to other sensitive receptors from
aircraft noise during these operations. Potential noise impacts of
hovering aircraft would have longer durations than those passing
overhead. Hovering events can last a couple of minutes where the sound
heard by a passing aircraft only lasts a few seconds. Proposed exercises
involving hovering maneuvers would be performed at established landing
zones and developed airfields where the general public is excluded;
therefore, public exposure to noise from hovering events would not
occur.
K-055-419
Thank you for your comment. Impacts from the landing zones are
evaluated in Section 10.2.
K-055-420
Thank you for your comment. The DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of access to cultural sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to some areas at certain times is required to
maintain public safety. However, it is the intent of DoD to maintain public
access to Mt. Jumullong Manglo (including the Mt. Lam Lam trail)
consistent with safety and operational requirements. Final plans
concerning access to Mt. Jumullong Manglo (as accessed by the Mt.
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Lam Lam trail) have not been developed yet, but the DoD looks forward
to working with stakeholders including groups that use the area for
traditional religious activities to develop plans for cultural stewardship
and access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and
the continuing public use and enjoyment of this site.
K-055-421
Thank you for your comment. Depending upon the level of use, erosion
of the trail could occur. This is discussed under Chapter 3, Geological
Resources.
K-055-422
Thank you for your comment. Mitigation measures are proposed in the
EIS to avoid or reduce impacts identified during the NEPA environmental
review process. Specific mitigation measures are described in the
resource chapters that follow Chapter 2. DoD commitment to
implement mitigation measures would be identified in the Record of
Decision (ROD).
K-055-423
Thank you for your comment. The EIS describes the intensive selection
process that the DoD went through to select alternatives for the location
of the firing range on Guam in Section 2.3.1. Specific reasons why the
firing range could not be located on the west coast at Finegayan include
the following. There was concern that the amount and location of
submerged land that would be encumbered by the SDZs generated by
the ranges on the west coast would be an unacceptable impact on
recreational activities and traditional fishing areas, which are prevalent
on the west coast. Secondly, higher density civilian development in
vicinity of ranges increases risk of encroachment.
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K-055-424
Thank you for your comment. This criteria used to evaluate candidate
aviation training sites refers to the need for flexibility for potential
alternative uses for the subject site.
K-055-425
Thank you for your comment. Stormwater management techniques
would be implemented as appropriate throughout the proposed DoD
actions.
K-055-426
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-427
Thank you for your comment. The federal government does not
recognize state (or territorial) designations on federal property. The
federal government does respect GovGuam's authority in the marine
preserves with respect to hunting and fishing regulations. These
regulations will be incorporated in the updated Joint Region Integrated
Natural Resource Management Plan.
K-055-428
Thank you for your comment. The existing training areas and other land
use constraints are shown in other figures in Volume 2, Chapter 8 as
follows: Andersen AFB Figure 8.1-6; NCTS Finegayan Figure 8.1-9;
Andersen South Figure 8.1-11; Barrigada Figure 8.1-12; Apra Harbor
Figure 8.1-14; and Naval Munitions Site Figure 8.1-18.
K-055-429
Thank you for your comment. The boundaries of the Marianas Trench
Monument were established by Presidential Proclamation independent
of the proposed action described in the EIS. DoD does not have
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authority over the designation and is not able to provide a substantive
response to the comment.
K-055-430
Thank you for your comment. The Dos Amantes Plan was approved by
Guam Land Use Commission and the Final EIS includes an
updated graphic of the approved plan with additional descriptive text.
K-055-431
Thank you for your comment. The sentence redundancy is eliminated in
the Final EIS.
K-055-432
Thank you for your comment. You are correct and Final EIS corrects the
agency name.
K-055-433
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 8 acknowledges that
there are agricultural activities that are not related to USDA designated
prime farmland soils. The prime farmlands soils and important farmlands
are important for the discussion of consistency with the Farmland
Protection Policy Act. The land use impact analysis on agriculture is
based largely on the North and Central Guam Land Use Plan. Even
though this plan has not been adopted by legislature, it represents the
most recent planning document that incorporates community goals and
objectives for future land use planning.
The redundant sentence is deleted in the Final EIS.

K-055-434
Thank you for your comment. The North and Central Guam Land Use
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Plan (2009) is a GovGuam document that has not been adopted by
legislature and this is acknowledged in the EIS Volume 2, Section
8.1.1.2. It was an important resource when assessing the land use
impacts because 1) there was an extensive public involvement
component that captured the community land use planning objectives, 2)
it was current, and 3) it represented best available information. It was an
important resource when assessing the land use impacts. Volume 2,
Chapter 8 describes the planned land uses presented in the North and
Central Land Use Plan and assesses whether the proposed action is
consistent or compatible with the Plan.
The USDA prime farmland soils classification is not necessarily related
to actual farming experience and has marginal value in assessing
agricultural land use compatibility; however, the classification is relevant
to the the assessment of consistency of Farmland Protection Policy Act.
The North and Central Guam Land Use Plan was deemed a more
reliable resource for the reasons described, but disclosure of
the inconsistencies in best available information is important in NEPA
documents.
K-055-435
Thank you for your comment. Edit made as suggested in the Final EIS.
K-055-436
Thank you for your comment. Off-base roadway improvements under
the proposed action are described in Volume 6. Widening of Route 4 is
not included. Transportation routes to the landfill and potential impacts
are addressed in the EIS prepared for the GovGuam landfill.
K-055-437
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Thank you for your comment. The reference to Route 18 has been
changed to Route 15 in the FEIS.
K-055-438
Thank you for your comment. The USMC is concerned over the
potential of non-auditory health effects. Although there has been
considerable debate among environmental noise experts as to whether
noise exposures below the level of hearing hazard result in other lasting
health effects, the subject warrants further discussion in the EIS. The
EIS has been modified to present a more detailed description of the
studies dealing with non-hearing loss health effects.
K-055-439
Thank you for your comment. The EIS assesses the effects to the
environment of all munitions planned for use on Guam training ranges
and training areas. There are no plans for conducting mortar or artillery
training on Guam. Training in the former Andersen South Housing area
is limited to blank and non-explosive munitions. Prior to the use of any
munitions, the current fire danger rating is assessed and appropriate
measures are taken to limit any potential fire hazards. In cases where
the fire danger rating is high, appropriate restrictions will be enforced to
limit the use of anything that may cause a fire hazard. The EIS
proposes new live-fire training within a self-contained indoor range at
Finegayan and on 5 specifically designed ranges along Route 15. The
indoor range includes a fire suppression system and the outdoor ranges
incorporate fire management criteria into their design and operation.
K-055-440
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
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discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
K-055-441
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive one with both historical and
contemporary contexts. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
DoD is confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential
land acquisition. Further, any proposed major DoD land acquisition,
such as those associated with the preferred alternatives for the main
cantonment and live fire ranges, must be approved by the Congressional
defense committees.
Specific areas being considered for acquisition are identified in the Final
EIS.
K-055-442
Thank you for your comment. Should DoD determine that additional
land is necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it
negotiate with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
Where circumstances exist that require resolution of issues such as
ownership or value, procedures exist under eminent domain authority to
resolve those questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair
market value.
K-055-443
Thank you for your comment. Special Use Airspace is required to insure
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that adequate safety measures are taken for the firing range as
described in the USMC Weapons Danger Zones for firing ranges and the
type of weapons being used for training.
K-055-444
Thank you for your comment. Live-fire weapons ranges are proposed for
the eastern shore of Guam. An indoor firing range is proposed within the
Main Cantonment on the northern portion of Guam. Most live-fire training
exercises would occur during daylight hours. Volume 2, Section 18.2
clarifies that the safety of the public as well as personnel participating in
military training events is a primary consideration for all training activities.
The fundamental guidance adhered to during training is that the range
must be able to safely contain the hazard footprints of the weapons and
equipment employed. The Range Safety Officer ensures that these
hazardous areas are clear of personnel during training activities. After a
live-fire event, the participating unit ensures that all weapons are safe
and clear of live rounds. Standard Operating Procedures require that
prior to conducting training activities, the public and non-participating
personnel would be cleared from the area so that the only public health
and safety issue would be if a training event exceeded the safety area
boundaries. Risks to public health and safety are reduced by confirming
that the training area is clear. The Navy would also notify the public of
training activities through public notices. To ensure the safety of the
public during live fire training, criteria from Marine Corps Order 3570.1B
would define the Safety Distance Zones (SDZs) for the ranges based on
the weapon and munitions characteristics to be used on the ranges. The
range designs and associated SDZs would be certified in accordance
with Marine Corps Order 3550.9, Marine Corps Ground Range
Certification and Recertification Program.
K-055-445
Thank you for your comment. DoD has complied with Federal Coastal
Consistency procedures for the proposed military relocation program.
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K-055-446
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive one with both historical and
contemporary contexts. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
DoD is confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential
land acquisition. Further, any proposed major DoD land acquisition,
such as those associated with the preferred alternatives for the main
cantonment and live fire ranges, must be approved by the Congressional
defense committees.
Specific areas being considered for acquisition are identified in the Final
EIS.
K-055-447
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been revised to reflect
this comment.
K-055-448
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated to reflect
this comment.
K-055-449
Thank you for your comment. The military secures its bases and
property primarily to protect its facilities, personnel, and other assets; this
is typical of military bases everywhere, including the U.S. mainland.
Restrictions to certain areas are required to maintain national security
and public safety. However, access to and through military property may
be allowed and in certain cases access may be allowed pursuant to
policies in place at the time.
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The military base, in itself, is a community. It includes military personnel,
housing for the military and their dependents, medical and dental
facilities, discount stores, recreational areas, and schools. These are
provided for the benefit of the military personnel and their dependents.
K-055-450
Thank you for your comment. The reference to 15 CFR 930 is included
in the Draft EIS on page 8-4. No text edits are made for the Final EIS.
K-055-451
Thank you for your comment. The region of influence for the land use
assessment extends to 3 nautical miles distance from the shore. The
EEZ is not relevant to the discussion. The 3 nautical mile limit is
commonly referred to as the limit for "state" or "territorial" waters to
distinguish it from the EEZ. This reference to Guam territorial waters (to
3 nautcial miles) is retained in the Final EIS, although Guam jurisdiction
extends into the EEZ (3 nautical miles to 200 nautical miles). The Final
EIS is edited to clarify the region of influence.

K-055-452
Thank you for your comment. No consultation with the Attorney General
is warranted on the subject of a state or territory establishing land use
constraints on federal lands or submerged lands.
K-055-453
Thank you for your comment. A zoning map is being developed by
GovGuam agencies, but is not updated with every zone change and was
not available for inclusion in the EIS. The official 1966 island zoning
map is presented in the Draft EIS and was relied upon for geographic
areas for which there was no community master plan.
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The North and Central Land Use Plan is not adopted by legislature and
this is acknowledged in the EIS Volume 2, Section 8.1.1.2. It was an
important resource when assessing the land use impacts because 1)
there was an extensive public involvement component that captured the
community land use planning objectives, 2) it was current, and 3) it
represented best available information. Volume 2, Chapter 8 describes
the planned land uses presented in the North and Central Land Use
Plan and assesses whether the proposed action is consistent or
compatible with the Plan. Even if the Plan is disapproved it represents
the best available information until another plan is approved.
K-055-454
Thank you for your comment. Land use guidelines for APZs have been
developed to restrict people-intensive uses because there is greater risk
of aircraft accidents in these areas. Accident potential on or immediately
adjacent to a runway (i.e., within the Clear Zone [CZ]) is so high that land
use restrictions prohibit reasonable economic use of land. It is DoD
policy to request Congress to authorize and appropriate funds for the
necessary real property interests in CZs to eliminate incompatible land
uses. No developments are present within the CZ at Andersen AFB. No
mitigation for existing developments within the Andersen AFB airfield
APZ is required as land use compatibility guidelines for APZs would
remain in place to limit public exposure to aircraft mishaps. The Air Force
AICUZ program was initiated in 1973 to determine aircraft accident
potential near airfields. In general, the DoD perceives its AICUZ
responsibilities as encompassing the areas of flying safety, noise
abatement, and participation in the land use planning process.
Preparation of an AICUZ Study is one phase of continuing DoD
participation in the local planning process. As the local community
updates its zoning or land use plans, the DoD provides input when
needed. Andersen AFB personnel participate in the continuing
discussion of zoning and other land use matters as they may affect, or
may be affected by the Base. Base personnel are also available to
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provide information, criteria, and guidelines to local planning bodies, civic
associations, and similar groups. The AICUZ study indicates that wellmaintained aircraft and well-trained aircrews do a great deal to assure
that aircraft accidents are avoided; however, history shows that
accidents do occur near airfields, and that it is imperative that flights be
routed over sparsely populated areas as regularly as possible to reduce
the exposure of lives and property to a potential accident.
K-055-455
Thank you for your comment. The military secures its bases and
property primarily to protect its facilities, personnel, and other assets; this
is typical of military bases everywhere, including the U.S. mainland.
Restrictions to certain areas are required to maintain national security
and public safety. However, access to and through military property may
be allowed and in certain cases access may be allowed pursuant to
policies in place at the time.
The military base, in itself, is a community. It includes military personnel,
housing for the military and their dependents, medical and dental
facilities, discount stores, recreational areas, and schools. These are
provided for the benefit of the military personnel and their dependents.
K-055-456
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
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access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-457
Thank you for your comment. The Navy acknowledges there is potential
for marine resources and aquifers to be affected by sea level rise,
inundations from more extreme storm events and other consequences of
climate change. The impacts may be both adverse and beneficial. The
current level of scientific knowledge can predict trends in sea level rise
based on historic data but there are no established methods for
assessing and quantifying potential impacts on marine resources or
aquifers.
The University of Guam provides analysis of the aquifer responses to
sea level change and recharge in a November 2007 study. Climate
change may impact the success of production wells in the future (e.g.,
the placement of the well screen may not be optimal if the sea level rises
or falls). Given the uncertainty of climate models including lack of
information that is directly applicable to northern Guam and lack of
specificity regarding the time and degree of impacts to conditions that
could impact the aquifer, the DoD wells would be installed based on
current conditions and regulatory requirements. Monitoring would be
conducted during well operation. If production or water quality declines
over time, DoD would take actions to mitigate the impacted wells.
K-055-458
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
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Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.

K-055-459
Thank you for your comment. Land use guidelines for APZs have been
developed to restrict people-intensive uses because there is greater risk
of aircraft accidents in these areas. Accident potential on or immediately
adjacent to a runway (i.e., within the Clear Zone [CZ]) is so high that land
use restrictions prohibit reasonable economic use of land. It is DoD
policy to request Congress to authorize and appropriate funds for the
necessary real property interests in CZs to eliminate incompatible land
uses. No developments are present within the CZ at Andersen AFB. No
mitigation for existing developments within the Andersen AFB airfield
APZ is required as land use compatibility guidelines for APZs would
remain in place to limit public exposure to aircraft mishaps. The Air Force
AICUZ program was initiated in 1973 to determine aircraft accident
potential near airfields. In general, the DoD perceives its AICUZ
responsibilities as encompassing the areas of flying safety, noise
abatement, and participation in the land use planning process.
Preparation of an AICUZ Study is one phase of continuing DoD
participation in the local planning process. As the local community
updates its zoning or land use plans, the DoD provides input when
needed. Andersen AFB personnel participate in the continuing
discussion of zoning and other land use matters as they may affect, or
may be affected by the Base. Base personnel are also available to
provide information, criteria, and guidelines to local planning bodies, civic
associations, and similar groups.
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K-055-460
Thank you for your comment. As discussed in Volume 2, Section
18.2.2.7, there would potentially be more vehicles on the roadways
resulting in more potential for accidents as a result of the increase in
military personnel and their dependents. The Navy uses focus group
sessions with personnel to strategize potential measures to reduce the
number of liberty incidents, including traffic incidents. Traffic accident
data for the years 2001 through 2005 indicated that, despite the
population increase over the 5-year period, the number of traffic
accidents has decreased. In addition, the Guam Territorial
Transportation Improvement Plan contains 14 island-wide traffic hazard
elimination projects that include school zone signs, village road safety
and warning signs, seashore protection, pavement markers, anti-skid
surfacing, and guardrails.
K-055-461
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-462
Thank you for your comment. The comment was addressed in the Draft
EIS.
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K-055-463
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated to reflect
this comment.
K-055-464
Thank you for your comment. The change from Plan to program was
made in the Final EIS.
K-055-465
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated to reflect
this comment.
K-055-466
Thank you for your comment. It is the intent of DoD to maintain public
access to the cultural and historic sites at Pagat and Marbo consistent
with safety and operational requirements. Restricting access to certain
DoD areas at certain times is required to maintain public safety. Final
plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the proposed
action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to working with
stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and access that
balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing
public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-467
Thank you for your comment. The items identified in this comment are
not part of the proposed action and are therefore not addressed in the
EIS.
K-055-468
Thank you for your comment. The military secures its bases and
property primarily to protect its facilities, personnel, and other assets; this
is typical of military bases everywhere, including the U.S. mainland.
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Restrictions to certain areas are required to maintain national security
and public safety. However, access to and through military property may
be allowed and in certain cases access may be allowed pursuant to
policies in place at the time.
The military base, in itself, is a community. It includes military personnel,
housing for the military and their dependents, medical and dental
facilities, discount stores, recreational areas, and schools. These are
provided for the benefit of the military personnel and their dependents.
K-055-469
Thank you for your comment. The comment appears to be a note about
what is stated and no response is necessary.
K-055-470
Thank you for your comment. The blind snake and monitor lizard are
mentioned as occurring at Andersen AFB (page 10-21 of the DEIS) and
the monitor lizard is also mentioned for several other sites. We also
documented in our project-specific field surveys the monitor lizard and
blind snake at Andersen South and the monitor lizard at NCTS
Finegayan. These findings have been added to the FEIS under the
appropriate site. The project-specific field report has also been included
in the FEIS.
K-055-471
Thank you for your comment. There are no nesting beaches along the
rugged east coast of Guam north of the proposed firing ranges based on
documentation and general observations while hiking portions of this
coast, therefore there was no need for an evaluation of potential impacts.
K-055-472
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Thank you for your comment. Mangrove crabs will be added to the
species present.
K-055-473
Thank you for your comment. The removal of primary limestone forest
(7.5 acres) is considered a significant impact under the vegetation
category. The removal of disturbed (secondary) limestone forest (78
acres) is not considered a significant impact under the vegetation
category. The specific disturbed limestone forest vegetation subtypes
mentioned include the Vitex categories and Ochrosia edge. Removal of
these subtypes of disturbed limestone forest would not be considered a
significant impact. The vegetation community description and impact has
been clarified in the FEIS.
K-055-474
Thank you for your comment. The U.S. Marine Corps currently has
stringent requirements for control of pets per a Marine Corps Order. All
dogs and cats must be implanted with a microchip and this would
prevent the animals from becoming feral by assisting in recovery of
animals and identification of owners.
K-055-475
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-476
Thank you for your comment. Management of the proposed ecological
reserves would be coordinated with Guam DAWR through the Integrated
Natural Resources Management Plan.
K-055-477
Thank you for your comment. The Navy would seek input on the sea
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turtle study from Guam DAWR through the Integrated Natural Resources
Management Plan.
K-055-478
Thank you for your comment. The comment appears to be a statement
and no response is necessary.
K-055-479
Thank you for your comment. The EIS has been reviewed and revised
accordingly based on this comment.

K-055-480
Thank you for your comment. Text modified to the following: "Sasa Bay
is also a loafing and feeding habitat for migratory shore birds and is
visited by foraging ESA listed sea turtles; green sea turtles are reported
in high concentrations in this area (NOAA 2005a; Smith 2007). Hawksbill
sea turtles were not sighted in this area during recent surveys by Smith
(2007)."
K-055-481
Thank you for your comment. As discussed in the DEIS, there are
several likely mitigation measures and BMPs that will be employed for
the proposed action. The specifics that will be implemented will be
generated in discussions with the USACE during the CWA permitting
process. Because this process has yet to occur, the Navy cannot commit
to any specific mitigation measures or BMPs or describe the
methodology in the FEIS.
This section of the FEIS has been revised due to the significant
decrease in fired ammunition per year and the even further decreased
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potential for any munition "ricochet bullet off the berm" to make it into the
marine environment due to the distance from the firing range.
K-055-482
Thank you for your comment. The Navy is considering these
recommendations. The most recent compensatory mitigation option
would be to extend ERAs over Navy submerged lands with potential for
GovGuam land-swaps to make these protected areas contiguous.
K-055-483
Thank you for your comment. Volume 4, Chapter 11 of the FEIS
includes possible mitigation measures for corals similar to those
implemented for the Kilo Wharf EIS, including the following:
1. Cessation of dredging operations during the period of peak coral
spawning (7-10 days after the full moon in July) in consultation with the
Guam Department of Water Resources (GDAWR).
2. Dredging or filling of tidal waters would not occur during hard coral
spawning periods, usually around the full moons of June, July, and
August.
3. No ships would be allowed to enter Sasa Bay at night.
These "special conditions" may be added during the USACE permitting
process to meet Section 10/404 CWA requirements.
K-055-484
Thank you for your comment. Currently most of the area proposed for
the new Marine base at Finegayan (the preferred alternative #2) is
undeveloped. Thus there are no sewer or potable water infrastructure in
place, except for a small amount to serve the current NCTMS
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installations. New sewer collection systems and water distribution
systems would be required. Please see Volume 6 Chapters 2 and 3 for a
detailed description of the utilities.
K-055-485
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-055-486
Thank you for your comment. Conducting historic property awareness
training of military personnel to promote protections of sensitive sites has
been added as a potential mitigation measure for Alternatives 2 and 8.
K-055-487
Thank you for your comment. Early identification, consultation, and
predictive modeling resulted in many fewer sites being directly impacted
by designing installations away from or around areas that contained high
densities of historic properties. Thus, the vast majority of impacts to
resources were avoided. DoD will continue to work very closely with the
Guam SHPO and other stakeholders to continue in our efforts to avoid,
minimize and/or mitigate adverse effects to cultural resources.
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K-055-488
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-489
Thank you for your comment. The vessel data used to prepare Table
14.1-1 in Volume 2, Chapter 14 came from the Port Authority of Guam
Web site. This data was presented to show the number of vessels that
visited the Port of Guam during the period of 1995 through 2008. There
was no information provided by the Port Authority of Guam concerning
whether there were any adverse impacts to marine transportation
during 1995. However, as indicated in the table, the number of vessels
that visited the Port in 1996 (2,909) is very similar to the number that
visited the Port in 1995 (2,924).
K-055-490
Thank you for your comment. In Volume 4, Chapter 14, Section 14.2.2,
the analysis provided in the EIS considered the combined impacts to
marine transportation of the aircraft carrier visits, the required dredging
for the carrier berth, and the impacts to marine transportation associated
with the relocation of the Marines. Because there has been a substantial
decrease in the number of vessels that visit the Port since 1995, the
increase in the number of vessels associated with the proposed actions
taking place at the same time would have a less than significant impact
on marine transportation.
K-055-491
Thank you for your comment. The information presented in the Summary
of Impacts section addresses the projected number of container and
break-bulk vessels required to accommodate the commercial and
military needs during the period of the relocation of the Marines.
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K-055-492
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to work to ensure that the short term impacts of construction
are managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
K-055-493
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as the voting power of local
Chamorro are important issues but are not part of the proposed action.
Comments related to these issues were numerous and indicate
underlying social and political dissatisfaction with longstanding federalterritorial status issues outside the scope of DoD legal authority. The
various EIS public engagement forums provided an indirect avenue for
informing some and reminding others in local and federal policy-making
institutions of issues that are important to a significant segment of the
Guam community.
K-055-494
Thank you for your comments. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
The table you mention provides information on the expected increase in
personal income taxes that would be collected by GovGuam; this
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represents our best estimate of Section 30 funds. H2B worker taxes are
expected to contribute to Section 30 funds.
K-055-495
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-496
Thank you for your comment. Analysis of required new public
service staff assesses what staffing needs would be if the proposed
action were to take place; the hiring and retention policies of GovGuam
are not part of the proposed action or under the control of DoD and are
thus not discussed.
K-055-497
Thank you for your comment. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in Volume 7 of the FEIS.
K-055-498
Thank you for your comment. To minimize adverse impacts associated
with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal
inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding
sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-499
Thank you for your comment. The U.S. Navy applied tributlytin TBTbased paint to ships in the 1979-1988 time frames. The use of TBT in
the U.S. was banned in 1988. The last Navy ship to use TBT had that
coating removed in 1994. The Navy currently uses copper-based
antifouling paints and is actively exploring less toxic alternative coatings.
HTIS BULLETIN Vol.9 No.3, May - June 1999.; Tom McCarley, HTIS
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Global Invasivse Species Programme (GISP). 2008. Marine Biofouling:
An Assessment of Risks and Management Initiative. Complied by Lynn
Jackson on behalf of the Global Invasive Species Programme and the
UNEP Regional Seas Programme. 68 pp.
K-055-500
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is committed to the protection
and responsible stewardship of the environment. In addition, the DoD is
committed to the safe handling and use of all hazardous substances,
including fuels, lubricants, solvents, munitions and explosives of concern
(MEC), nuclear materials, pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, and other
hazardous substances. In fact, when feasible, the DoD attempts to
reduce or eliminate the use of various hazardous substances to the
greatest extent possible and substituting them for less toxic substances.
When using hazardous substances, environmental laws and regulations
(e.g., RCRA) must be followed by DoD that are designed to be protective
of human health, welfare, and the environment. In order to implement
these laws and regulations, DoD has developed various procedures,
protocol, and directives designed to proactively eliminate or minimize the
inadvertent leakage, spill or release of pollutants to the environment.
These actions involve comprehensive administrative, engineering, and
operations mandates, best management practices (BMPs), standard
operating procedures (SOPs), and controls in place to prevent or
minimize the inadvertent leakage, spill, or release of hazardous/toxic
substances. These BMPs, SOPs, and other controls are fully described
in the EIS document (Volume 7). Note that BMPs and SOPs are not
considered “mitigation measures” because these actions are being done
as part of existing laws and regulations and not as part of new
“mitigation”. However, if a leak, release, or spill is suspected or
confirmed, aggressive mitigation measures are used to first clean up the
leak, spill, or release as quickly as possible, followed by an assessment
of risks to the public and/or the environment and a plan to remediate
these risk concerns to within regulatory acceptable levels. These actions
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generally include environmental media (e.g., groundwater, surface water,
soil, air, and/or biota) sampling and monitoring to ensure that and
hazards are mitigated quickly and effectively. In many cases, part of
remediation plan includes the requirement to perform regularly
scheduled long-term sampling and monitoring of environmental media to
ensure that remedial actions have been effective. If long-term
monitoring indicates that risks to human health or the environment are
still unacceptable, more aggressive remediation approaches are
considered. In fact, many such clean-up efforts are underway.
As part of the clean-up process, the DoD provides various opportunities
for the general public, stakeholders, and other interested parties to get
involved in the process. One such opportunity is Restoration Advisory
Boards (RABs) where interested party questions and concerns may be
communicated. For information on the status of the cleanup efforts of
specific hazardous waste sites, the associated RAB provides a vehicle to
obtain such information and for the general public/stakeholders to voice
their concerns. The RABs are the best vehicle for asking specific
questions regarding various hazardous waste sites and to obtain the
current status of ongoing or planned cleanup actions.
These comprehensive actions (e.g., BMPs, SOPs, etc.) will protect
public health, welfare, and the environment from adverse impacts
associated with the use of hazardous substances.
K-055-501
Thank you for your comment. Text has been added to explain why BMPs
and SOPs that may be implemented are not considered "mitigation
measures".
K-055-502
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, chapter 17 estimates the
quantities of hazardous waste that may be used by the proposed DoD
military expansion on Guam. In addition, with each proposed activity
(construction, operations, training, etc.) the types of hazardous
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substances anticipated for use with that activity are also discussed.
These quantities have been based upon actual quantities disposed of by
DRMO units in Guam and/or Okinawa as appropriate. The potential
impacts and mitigation measures (in this case BMPs and SOPs) that will
serve to protect human health and the environment have been
summarized in each Chapter and are also found in Volume 7.
K-055-503
Thank you for your comment. Text has been revised to clarify that
mishaps are those that result in damage of $3 million or more.
K-055-504
Thank you for your comment. The current existence of UXO at Asan/Piti
is unknown. The EIS specifies that to reduce the potential hazards
related to exposure to MEC, qualified UXO personnel would perform
surveys to identify and remove potential MEC items prior to the initiation
of ground disturbing activities. The general public would be excluded
from entering construction zones and training areas. Additional safety
precautions would include: UXO personnel supervision during earthmoving activities and providing MEC awareness training to construction
personnel involved in grading and excavations prior to and during
ground-disturbing activities. The identification and removal of MEC prior
to initiating construction activities and training construction personnel as
to the hazards associated with unexploded military munitions would
ensure that potential impacts would be minimized.
K-055-505
Thank you for your comment. Medical records are not a consideration in
military personnel career decisions unless a physical limitation arises
(e.g., pilot with burst ear drum). Military personnel are instructed to seek
medical attention once signs of a condition arise to ensure treatment is
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started as soon as possible. Military personnel should not be seeking
medical services at non-DoD clinics or hospitals.
K-055-506
Thank you for your comment. UXO professionals would consult existing
documentation that identifies the types and location of UXO to aid in
protecting the public, construction workers, military personnel, and
themselves.
K-055-507
Thank you for your comment. As you mentioned, a staggered work
schedule is one measure that can be taken to lessening traffic impacts.
DoD contracts allow for contractors to use a staggered work schedule.
Through a coordinated effort between Guam Department of Public
Works, Department of Defense and its contractors, a staggered work
schedule will be developed and implemented.
K-055-508
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
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K-055-509
Thank you for your comment. As noted in Volume 4, Chapter 2, Section
2.3.4.3, Kilo Wharf construction and its extension utilized concrete
caisson construction. The Kilo Wharf Extension EIS and Record of
Decision noted that the dredging-related plume associated with the
caisson construction under the Preferred Alternative for the Kilo Wharf
Extension could adversely impact approximately 1.7 acres (0.7 hectares)
to 14.9 acres (6.0 hectares) of benthic habitat including approximately
0.14 acres (0.06 ha) to 0.72 ac (0.29 ha) of coral reef communities over
the course of the dredging period. The spread in the modeling analysis
was dependent on the dredging rate and environmental conditions at the
time of dredging. The analysis did in fact note that adverse impacts to
corals from the caisson-designed extension of Kilo Wharf could occur.
One of the drawbacks to the caisson-based wharf structure is the
additional dredging required to establish a flat base on which the
caissons need to be set. Secondly, they have a history of poor seismic
performance so that while their use and construction may not directly
impact a wide area of corals, the potential failure during a serious
seismic event may cause them to fail and fall seaward with their repair
and reconstruction possibly impacting corals.
K-055-510
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
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sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario.
A sediment plume is an inevitable effect of in-water construction
activities. The Navy proposes to minimize sedimentation by using best
management practices such as silt curtains and operational controls of
dredging equipment. Final mitigation measures for all dredging activities
will be determined and agreed upon during the permit phase of the
projects.
K-055-511
Thank you for your comment. Sediment samples within the proposed
dredging areas were comprehensively analyzed for a wide range of
parameters according to USEPA and USACE standard testing criteria. A
total of fourteen discrete, representative sampling sites were included, as
shown in Chapter 2 of Volume 4. These locations included the proposed
turning basin in the Outer Harbor and the berthing areas of Alternative 1
and 2. As discussed in the EIS (Chapters 2 and 4 of Volumes 2 and 4),
preliminary sampling results indicate that all contaminant parameters
that were tested with the exception of nickel were below the Effects
Range Low (ER-L) level. Nickel is a substance that is naturally occurring
in the environment. The study results suggest that the materials to be
dredged would not require special handling and would be suitable for
upland placement for beneficial reuse or ocean disposal (although the
ocean disposal permitting process would require separate analysis and
toxicity testing). It should be noted that the analysis for disposal at the
ocean disposal site is especially rigorous testing beyond what is normally
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required for upland disposal. Testing of the sediments at Kilo
Wharf and any additional testing that is needed will be determined by the
regulatory agencies during the permitting process which requires a
dredged material management plan to be developed.
K-055-512
Thank you for your comment. Coral transplanting is possible; this is
considered and described in Volume 4, Chapter 11 of the FEIS.
K-055-513
Thank you for your comment. The paragraph in question has been
updated to include anti-fouling paint as an item that could affect
nearshore water quality. The Final EIS includes a discussion of potential
impacts from anti-fouling paint.
K-055-514
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-515
Thank you for your comment. Roads providing access to GIAA, Route
10A and Tiyan Parkway, were not included in the Guam Haul Road
Network therefore these roads were not included in the FEIS. There are
separate improvement projects that are being considered by the Guam
Department of Public Works that, if implemented, would address
congestion issues on these roadways.
K-055-516
Thank you for your comments. The ridership of a monorail would not be
high enough to make this a fiscally viable alternative for public
transportation.
However, the 2030 Guam Transportation Plan outlines
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recommendations for an improved mass transit system on Guam. These
recommendations included forming the Guam Mass Transit Authority
and implementing high-capacity bus service on the island. In late
2009/early 2010, the Guam Regional Transit Authority (GRTA) was
formed and will now be responsible for all public transit functions. The
GRTA approved the Guam Transit Business Plan in January 2010,
which includes purchasing new buses, constructing a bus maintenance
facility, and modifying the bus schedule.
K-055-517
Thank you for your comment. It is anticipated that increased customs
and agricultural inspections will be coordinated through both Guam and
relevant federal officials, including the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
DoD will work with the airport and relevant Guam and federal inspection
authorities to address required inspection of military cargoes that pass
through the airport. In addition to continuing to implement existing
standard operating procedures and DoD requirements covering the
inspection and transport of material and personnel from Guam to/ other
locations, the Navy is also funding and coordinating the preparation of a
Micronesian Biosecurity Plan. This plan will address all aspects of the
potential for the transport of the brown tree snake, and all potential nonnative invasive species, to other Pacific Islands and from other locations
to Guam due to both civilian and military activities originating on Guam.
Funding for airport improvements, including increased customs and
agricultural inspection requirements, will be funded from federal
agencies, GovGuam, and private sources. DoD will work with the airport
to identify possible increased sources of federal funds. It is further
anticipated that DoD will work with the airport to investigate the
development of possible user charges and fees to cover the costs of
increased customs and agricultural inspection associated with shipment
of materials for DoD military build-up construction projects and increased
civilian growth.
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The increased inspection needs associated with civilian population
growth will be a function of airport planning, implementation, and
coordination with relevant Guam and federal customs and inspection
authorities. In any instance, it is not anticipated that DoD will conduct
the required inspections.
K-055-518
Thank you for your comment. Use of GIAA for landing and training is not
proposed under this action.
K-055-519
Thank you for your comment. Additional information has been included
in the Final EIS including coordination on bio-security matters. Much of
this discussion is included in Volumes 2 and 7 of the Final EIS.
K-055-520
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of protective services
on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-521
Thank you for your comment. Military aircraft would not be using Guam
International Airport.
K-055-522
Thank you for your comment. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards
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and Guidelines were followed in the performance of all cultural resources
studies associated with the EIS. Professionals conducting the studies
met or exceeded these qualifications. Resources listed on the Guam
Register of Historic Places are discussed in Section 12.1 of the DEIS.
K-055-523
Thank you for your comment. Definitions for these terms and a
discussion of the cultural resources laws and regulations are included in
Sections 12.1.1 and 12.2.1 in the DEIS.
K-055-524
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-525
Thank you for your comment. The DoD understands the importance of
the cultural and historic issues related with land in Guam. The DoD
conducted a number of studies, including a traditional cultural property
(TCP) study on Guam and Tinian. The studies on traditional cultural
properties were conducted by individuals from the Micronesian Area
Research Center at the University of Guam. They interviewed people on
Guam who were knowledgeable about the traditional uses of plants and
animals on the island. The TCP study used information from oral
histories, archival and documentary research, archaeological
investigations, and natural resource inventories. Seventeen TCPs were
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identified that included landforms, historical sites, archaeological sites
with latte stones, and gathering places. Criteria for eligibility to the
National Register of Historic Places was applied as required in 36 CFR
800. DoD will continue to work very closely with the Guam SHPO and
other interested parties to mitigate any adverse effects to these
resources.
K-055-526
Marines stationed on Guam require annual qualification or requalification
on individual and crew –served weapons to maintain their combat
readiness. Every Marine on Guam will require this type of training. This
high volume can only be met with ranges located in close proximity to
cantonment areas.
DoD understands the importance of the cultural and historic issues
related with land in Guam, and in particular those associated with the
Pagat site. As stated in the DEIS in Section 12.2, no direct disturbance
to the Pagat site would occur from the construction or operation of the
proposed firing range. Because of a drop of 300 feet in elevation from
the plateau containing the firing range to the Pagat site on the coast,
there would not be a visual impact to the site. Noise from the firing
range would be equivalent to noise levels when the raceway is in use. It
is the intent during the final design phase to contain all rounds and
effects within the footprint of the range through the use of berms and
other media.
K-055-527
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands the importance of the
cultural and historic issues related with land in Guam. Although final
plans concerning access to Mt. Jumullong have not been developed, it is
the intent of DoD to maintain public access (including the access trail)
when not being used for military training. DoD looks forward to working
with stakeholders in developing plans for access that balance
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operational needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing public use
and enjoyment of this site. Muunt Lamlam would not be impacted by
training activities.
K-055-528
Thank you for your comment. Impacts to coastal resources from
construction workers living south of Finegayan are discussed in Volume
1, Chapter 4.
K-055-529
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-530
Thank you for your comment. The studies conducted as part of the EIS
are discussed in Section 12.1 of the DEIS. All sites determined eligible
to the National Register of Historic Places are afforded the same
consideration as sites that are listed.
K-055-531
Thank you for your comment. The APE for submerged resources in
Apra Harbor from dredging assumes that Best Management Practices
and mitigations as discussed in Chapter 4, Water Resources would be
implemented to constrain sedimentation in the area. The information on
submerged resources was based on best available information from
previous underwater surveys conducted in the area by the Navy,
National Park Service, and the Guam Historic Preservation Office.
K-055-532
Thank you for your comments. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
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existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-533
Thank you for your comment. The military secures its bases and
property primarily to protect its facilities, personnel, and other assets; this
is typical of military bases everywhere, including the U.S. mainland.
Restrictions to certain areas are required to maintain national security
and public safety. However, access to and through military property may
be allowed and in certain cases access may be allowed pursuant to
policies in place at the time.
The military base, in itself, is a community. It includes military personnel,
housing for the military and their dependents, medical and dental
facilities, discount stores, recreational areas, and schools. These are
provided for the benefit of the military personnel and their dependents.
K-055-534
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-535
Thank you for your comments. The EIS has been revised as suggested.
K-055-536
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-533.
K-055-537
Thank you for your comment. The Proposed Action would result in the
acquisition of lands on the east side of Guam near Route 15 and the
existing Andersen Air Force Base South property and the construction of
a live fire training range complex on the site. The lands consist of
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Government of Guam controlled parcels as well as a few privately owned
parcels. The Government of Guam parcels are held by two entities, the
Chamorro Land Trust and the Ancestral Lands Commission. These
entities manage certain Government of Guam land holdings to support
native Chamorro interests and compensate land owners for lands
currently controlled by the federal government.
In the northern most parcel, under the control of the Chamorro Land
Trust, there exits the Guam International Raceway. This entity, which is
a non-profit organization, operates a raceway complex consisting of a
drag strip and various motorcycle and off-road vehicle courses pursuant
to a 20 year license with the Chamorro Land Trust. These recreational
facilities satisfy a significant component of the public demand for racing
as well as accommodating periodic police vehicle training. The license is
set to expire in 2018. Under the terms of the license the Guam
International Raceway is able to remove aggregate mined from the site
to improve its operations, but at the option of the Chamorro Land Trust
must return the property in "pristine" condition upon the termination of
the license. The license clearly states that the Guam International
Raceway has no interest in the underlying property pursuant to its
license. Further, there is no right to renew the license.
Should DoD decide to acquire land for the Route 15 training range
complex, an offer of just compensation would be made to the owners of
the property, including the lands held by the Chamorro Land Trust. The
just compensation offer would be at the full fair market value of the
property, based upon an appraisal of the property and its highest and
best use. Since DoD would acquire the property from the fee owners,
any compensation to the operators of the Guam International Raceway
would be a matter to be determined between the current land owner, the
Chamorro Land Trust, and the tenant, the Guam International Raceway.
In the event DoD acquires the land, the Guam International Raceway
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would have to decide whether to continue operation in another location.
If it chose to continue operations it may be eligible for relocation
assistance from DoD pursuant to the Uniform Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Polices Act of 1970. If eligible, DoD would provide
relocation assistance in the form of advisory services, and some specific
financial assistance related to a move, but would not be responsible for
the physical relocation of the operations of the Guam International
Raceway.
As to possible sites for the relocation of the Guam International
Raceway, such actions would be under the control of Government of
Guam officials as they are responsible for non-federal land use decisions
on Guam. Given that a raceway complex is an industrial activity, it is
most likely that any siting of a future raceway complex will be on lands
zoned for such industrial activities and not within lands deemed recovery
habitat for ESA listed species. Should the Guam International Raceway
decide to continue operations and be eligible for relocation assistance
from DoD, DoD will work with Government of Guam land use and natural
resource officials to ensure that habitat concerns for ESA listed species
are taken into account in any relocation effort.
K-055-538
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-356.In
addition, it is the intent of DoD to maintain public access to DoD lands
that contain cultural sites consistent with safety and operational
requirements. Access will be granted at approved times such as when
the lands are not being used for military training. Final plans concerning
access to sites potentially impacted by the proposed action have not
been developed. DoD looks forward to working with stakeholders to
develop plans for cultural stewardship and access that balances
operational needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing public use
and enjoyment of these sites.
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K-055-539
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-540
Thank you for your comment. Please note that during dredging and
wharf construction activities, recreational resources situated near these
activities (e.g., Western Shoals), would be inaccessible for
use. Recreational resources situated away from these construction
activities may continue to be utilized by recreational users. However, the
Naval Base Guam at Apra Harbor will continue to be secured.
K-055-541
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-542
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-538.
K-055-543
Thank you for your comment. The total potential loss of park land in the
Central Region from GRN projects along Route 1 adjacent to Buffer Strip
Park, Chinese Park and Paseo de Susana would amount to
approximately 0.47 acre. To the extent possible, project design would
be adjusted to minimize loss of park land. Since the final design of these
projects has not occurred, it is possible that the acreage to be removed
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at each of these parks may be reduced. As stated in Vol 6, Chapter 11
(11.2.6), acquisition of park land would be coordinated between DPW
and Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR). Although the potential
loss of 0.47 acre of park land is not considered an adverse impact, the
project includes the following mitigation: To the extent applicable,
engineering design would take into consideration avoidance of
acquisition of public recreational facilities, such as park land.
K-055-544
Thank you for your comment. One of the mitigation measures proposed
is a recreational resource carrying capacity study and preparation of a
resource management plan. Data gathered for the carrying capacity
study would be used to form a baseline (i.e., capacity for a recreational
resource) and appropriate mitigation measures would be determined in
the resource management plan.
K-055-545
Thank you for your comment. DoD policy requires that it negotiate with
affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements
to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value. DoD is
confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential land
acquisition.
DoD understands and recognizes the significance of access to cultural
sites located on DoD property in Guam. Restricting access to certain
areas at certain times is required to maintain public safety. It is the intent
of DoD to maintain public access to Mt. Jumullong Manglo (including the
Mt. Lam Lam trail) consistent with safety and operational requirements.
Final plans concerning access to Mt. Jumullong Manglo (as accessed
by the Mt. Lam Lam trail) have not been developed, DoD looks forward
to working with stakeholders including groups that use the area for
traditional religious activities to develop plans for cultural stewardship
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and access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and
the continuing public use and enjoyment of this site.
K-055-546
Thank you for your comment. Please see Volume 6 for an in depth
discussion on utilities. The new Layon Landfill is designed to
accommodate municipal solid waste from all current and future DoD
sources as well as civilian and commercial sources. Based on
conservative waste generation rates, the new landfill will reach capacity
in approximately 33 years. The DoD will be implementing diversion and
recycling programs that will significantly reduce solid waste generation
and will help to extend the life of the landfill.
K-055-547
Thank you for your comment. Please see Volume 6 for an in depth
discussion of utilities. Included there is a map of the proposed locations
for the 22 new DoD groundwater extraction wells. GWA and GEPA both
need to approve and permit any new wells. DoD would coordinate with
them on the new wells being proposed. Should DoD have excess water
production capacity and GWA require it, DoD would consider making
that excess production capacity available to GWA.
Subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD and Guam Waterworks Authority
(GWA) reached agreement in principle to establish a private entity (PE).
This PE would obtain a loan arranged by DoD to upgrade the North
District Wastewater Treatment Plant (NDWWTP). The PE would also
operate the plant and pay back the loan with user fees. The DoD would
pay user fees established by a customer service agreement with GWA
that would enable the PE to repay the loan. Future upgrades to add
secondary treatment to the NDWWTP, if required, would be funded by
the users based on their percentage of demand. The DoD would be one
of the largest users and would bear their fair share of that upgrade. The
Final EIS has been updated with this information.
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K-055-548
Thank you for your comment. Please see Volume 6 for an in depth
discussion on utilities. The new sewer line from Barrigada to NDWWTP
is not the preferred alternative. However, if it would be pursued, the new
sewer would be along existing easements and under existing roads. This
sewer would be dedicated to DoD wastewater flows from proposed new
Marine housing in Barrigada.
K-055-549
Thank you for your comment. The Navy Sanitary Landfill and the
Andersen Airforce Base Landfill have approval from GEPA to accept
construction debris. In addition there are two GEPA permitted hardfills
located in northern Guam (Northern Hardfill and Eddie Cruz Hardfill).
The Navy has prepared a Construction and Demolition (C&D) Debris
Reuse and Diversion Study for DOD Bases, Guam that addresses waste
characterization, processing, recycling and disposal of construction
debris. Information from this study was used to update the FEIS.
The study considered the following alternatives: 1) Contractors would
continue to process all C&D debris, and DoD would construct a
composting facility to process green waste and 2) DoD would construct a
C&D debris central processing facility and a composting facility to
process green waste.
Through project specific contractual requirements, DoD contractors
would be required to process and divert 50% of C&D debris that is
generated on each project. Another alternative would be for the DoD to
construct a central processing facility that would be used to recover and
reuse or recycle scrap metal, concrete (without lead-based paint),
asphalt concrete, and untreated wood. Contractors would be required to
haul C&D to this facility. Based on the C&D debris composition assumed
in the study, the Navy will be able to achieve a C&D debris waste
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diversion goal of greater than 50% by the end of fiscal year 2015. A site
for the central processing facility is currently being evaluated but will
most likely be located in northern Guam. Disposal of C&D debris that is
not divertible or recyclable will be disposed at the Navy Hardfill at Apra
Harbor. The study also evaluated the construction of a composting
facility to handle green waste generated by land clearing activities
required for new development.
K-055-550
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-551
Thank you for your comment. Workforce housing would be provided by
the contractors as described in Volume 2, Chapter 16, “Socioeconomics
and General Services.” DoD would not provide workforce housing, but
design/construction contracts would require the contractor to
accommodate the workforce in accordance with specified health and
safety standards. Various proposals are being developed by potential
contractors in anticipation of winning a contract. The timing and location
are unknown for construction and/or renovation of housing to
accommodate the construction workforce, but it is possible that some of
the workforce housing projects would begin independently of DoD’s
Record of Decision.
There are no plans to allow contractors to locate workforce housing on
DoD-controlled land. Therefore, it is anticipated that should workforce
housing needs require the construction of new housing, such workforce
housing would be located on either private or Government of Guam
lands. In either instance Guam officials would control the underlying
land use and permit decisions associated with the siting of such
housing. DoD would work with Government of Guam land use and
natural resource officials to identify any contractor plans or efforts to
construct workforce housing and DOD shall ensure that contractors are
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informed of their responsibilities to comply with Government of Guam
land use restrictions. In particular, the Guam Land Use Commission
recently issued GLUC 2009-1 which specifically addresses the issue of
zoning for workforce housing.
K-055-552
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-553
Thank you for your comments. The primary locations for stockpiling will
be on site. When an off site location is to be used, those locations and
construction practices will be planned with considerations regarding
noise and fugitive dust.
K-055-554
Thank you for your comment. The proposed action of this EIS would not
alter the existing access to the private lands mentioned in the comment.
The issues regarding existing limitations are not included in the EIS.
DoD has no authority over U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and
access provisions they may might impose. DoD has entered into a
Section 7 consultation with USFWS and use of the overlay refuge is
being discussed. The Biological Opinion will describe the final
agreement.
K-055-555
Thank you for your comment. As stated earlier, acknowledge that one of
the impacts resulting from the proposed actions is competition for space
and availability of the recreational resource(s) at a given site. One of
the mitigation measures proposed in the EIS is to conduct a carrying
capacity study for the recreational resources on Guam. Information
formed from the data collected from the carrying capacity can be use
used to determine what the threshold for the recreational resources are;
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subsequently, appropriate implementation measures can be formed to
manage user capacity and threshold for the recreational resources.
K-055-556
Thank you for your comment. Generally, federal actions preempt local,
State, or Territorial regulation absent a clear waiver of sovereign
immunity by the United States. However, with regard to land use,
Federal laws and regulations require agencies to consider territorial
planning and to consult with territorial agencies in planning an
installation. As such, DoD will coordinate with the Guam Land Use
Commission on all potential land acquisitions (fee simple or lease).
K-055-557
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of access to cultural sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain areas at certain times is required to
maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain public access
to Mt. Jumullong Manglo (including the Mt. Lam Lam trail) consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Final plans concerning access to
Mt. Jumullong Manglo (as accessed by the Mt. Lam Lam trail) have not
been developed, DoD looks forward to working with stakeholders
including groups that use the area for traditional religious activities to
develop plans for cultural stewardship and access that balances
operational needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing public use
and enjoyment of this site.
K-055-558
Thank you for your comment. The explosives would be located at the
Naval Munitions Site in an area well away from residential development.
The Jinapsen area is near Andersen AFB.
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K-055-559
Thank you for your comment. Radiofrequency energy (RFE) emission
sources are evaluated to determine relevant primary exposure limits to
protect health and safety. Two types of exposure limits are considered:
1) occupational/controlled exposure limits in which persons are exposed
as a consequence of their employment and are aware of the possible
exposure, and 2) general population/uncontrolled exposures in which the
general public may be exposed and are not aware of their potential
exposure. Specific populations are not surveyed for RFE hazards.
K-055-560
Thank you for your comment. Please see Volume 6 for an in depth
discussion on utilities. The two locations mentioned in the comment are
for potential long-term alternatives. These long-term power alternatives
are only presented at a programmatic level. If pursued, future NEPA
review would be required at the project specific level. Additional studies
would be required prior to such NEPA review.
K-055-561
Thank you for your comment. Marine training operations would be
conducted in the range that requires enough buffer zones for safety
purposes and would not be located in the area that is adjacent to
sensitive land uses. Therefore, it is unlikely that air and noise conditions
at land uses around the training area would be impacted significantly.
K-055-562
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-563
Thank you for your comment. Proposed changes and increases in
airspace use for Guam should have no impacts to airspace management
or commercial and general aviation flights into and out of W.P. Won Pat
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IAP or Anderson AFB air traffic. There would be no changes to current
airspace management or the existing capability of air traffic control.
There should be no changes to the quality or capacity of airspace use.
K-055-564
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-565
Thank you for your comment. Plans and permits are discussed in
Volume 8 of the FEIS.
K-055-566
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-567
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-568
Thank you for your comment. Volume 4, Chapter 2 identifies the
requirements for the aircraft carrier based on the CVN Capable Berthing
Study (found in the Appendices). The text was clarified in Chapter 2 to
indicate that while the requirements for the aircraft carrier are presented
in the Chapter, the utility studies conducted for the proposed actions
accounted for the proposed demands associated with the personnel
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numbers from the CVN and associated ships that comprise a Carrier
Strike Group (CSG).
K-055-569
Thank you for your comment. Munitions storage facilities were sited in
an area of Andersen AFB compatible with this military land use.
Appropriate safety buffers are included in the proposed action.
K-055-570
Thank you for your comment. Facility planning for ammunition storage
and establishing ESQD arcs would occur to ensure the safety of the
public. The ESQD arcs restrict the construction of inhabited buildings
and other non-munitions related activities near munitions storage areas.
K-055-571
Thank you for your comment. For a detailed discussion on utilities,
please see Volume 6. Your observation is correct that DoD does not
control the utilities required to meet the indirect impacts of the proposed
buildup for increased civilian growth. DoD would coordinate with Guam
utilities as much as possible to facilitate their planning for this potential
future growth. For wastewater, subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD and
Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA) reached agreement in principle to
establish a private entity (PE). This PE would obtain a loan arranged by
DoD to upgrade the North District Wastewater Treatment Plant
(NDWWTP). The PE would also operate the plant and pay back the loan
with user fees. The DoD would pay user fees established by a customer
service agreement with GWA that would enable the PE to repay the
loan. Future upgrades to add secondary treatment to the NDWWTP, if
required, would be funded by the users based on their percentage of
demand. The DoD would be one of the highest users would bear their
fair share of that upgrade. This has been stated in the final EIS.
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K-055-572
Thank you for your comment. The comment reiterates what is in the
Draft EIS. Substantive response is not warranted.
K-055-573
Thank you for your comment. The comment appears to be a note about
what is stated and no response is necessary.
K-055-574
Thank you for your comment.
It is not clear what the commenter is requesting.
K-055-575
Thank you for your comment. Impacts to cultural resources specifically
concerns historic resources in accordance with the National Historic
Preservation Act and the Archaeological Resources Protection Act.
Impacts to Chamorro interests and modern culture are discussion under
Socioeconomic Resources.
K-055-576
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-577
Thank you for your comment. The determination of significance of
impacts can be found at the start of each chapter; in the instance of
Geological and Soil Resources, it is found in Section 3.2.1 Approach to
Analysis.
K-055-578
Thank you for your comment. All off-base roads would be owned and
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maintained by Guam Department of Public Works. Guam DPW would
be responsible for the easement the public roads are on.
The off-base roadway projects may be funded through the Defense
Access Road (DAR) Program and annual allocations through the U.S.
Department of Transportation (USDOT) Federal Highway
Administration. The Defense Access Road Program provides the means
for the Department of Defense (DoD) to pay a fair share for public
highway improvements required as a result of a sudden or unusual
defense-generated traffic impact or unique defense-related public
highway requirement.
Volume 6, Chapter 1 has been updated to include a list of potential DAR
projects. The DoD commits to seeking funding for these projects.
The Department of Defense, Guam Department of Public Works and
Federal Highway Administration are continuing to work together to
identify projects eligible for funding under the DAR program. The DoD
will lead an interagency council which includes the USDOT to seek
solutions to island-wide traffic issues.
K-055-579
Thank you for your comment. Additional information regarding land
acquisition impacts is provided in the FEIS.
K-055-580
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration and expanded mitigation discussion
is available in Volume 7 of the FEIS.
K-055-581
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
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acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-582
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated (Volume
2) to better address impacts on social services.
K-055-583
Thank you for your comment. As noted in the SIAS, the public service
impact methodology was intended to ensure that stated impacts are just
those due to the proposed action, not pre-existing problems or deficits,
or natural population increase. However, the existence of deficits for
individual agencies is noted where applicable, and the impact analysis
will also note the larger picture of deficits and challenges affecting
GovGuam overall.As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the
existing sub-standard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and
social services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund
improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-584
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated (Volume
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2) to better address impacts on social services, including the service
population of GDYA.
K-055-585
Thank you for your comment. The staffing numbers used in the analysis
were derived from surveys and interviews performed in conjunction with
the DEIS, and serve as a point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is
acknowledged that staffing levels fluctuate, and it is not possible for this
analysis to capture all these fluctuations. It is expected that the Fiscal
Impact Assessment, conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by
the Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able
to more fully capture recent public service fluctuations.

K-055-586
Thank you for your comment. As noted earlier, DoD's ability to fund
actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-587
Thank you for your comment. As noted previously, DoD acknowledges
the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems
and social services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund
improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal interagency effort to identify other federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-055-588
Thank you for your comment. Analysis has been adjusted to take into
account a service population of ages 5-21 as indicated in your comment.
K-055-589
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-590
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made to the SIAS and
FEIS as appropriate.
K-055-591
Thank you for your comment. As noted earlier, DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-592
Thank you for your comment. Changes have been made as appropriate
to the SIAS and FEIS.
K-055-593
Thank you for your comment. The staffing numbers used in the analysis
were derived from surveys and interviews performed in conjunction with
the DEIS, and serve as a point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is
acknowledged that staffing levels fluctuate, and it is not possible for this
analysis to capture all these fluctuations. It is expected that the Fiscal
Impact Assessment, conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by
the Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able
to more fully capture recent public service fluctuations.
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K-055-594
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-595
Thank you for your comment. The baseline housing stock identified
in the Guam Comprehensive Housing Study has no effect on the
housing demand impact analysis which can be found in Section 4.3.2.1
of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the
DEIS). Baseline housing stock, whether it were zero or one million units,
would not change the number of housing units expected to be in demand
as a result of the proposed action.
K-055-596
Thank you for your comment. It is expected that all military personnel
related to the proposed action, as well as their dependents, would be
housed on-base.
K-055-597
Thank you for your comment. Updated discussion of mitigations is
presented in the Final EIS.
K-055-598
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2 presents the number of housing
units related to the Marine Relocation while the Socioeconomic Impact
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Assessment Study (SIAS) includes housing units related to the Marine
Relocation as well as housing unit impacts identified in Volumes 4, 5 and
6. The SIAS number should be higher than the Volume 2 number.
K-055-599
Thank you for your comment. Under the proposed action, all military
personnel and their dependents would live on-base.
K-055-600
Thank you for your comment. Workforce housing would be provided by
the contractors as described in Volume 2, Chapter 16, “Socioeconomics
and General Services.” DoD would not provide workforce housing, but
design/construction contracts would require the contractor to
accommodate the workforce in accordance with specified health and
safety standards. Various proposals are being developed by potential
contractors in anticipation of winning a contract. The timing and location
are unknown for construction and/or renovation of housing to
accommodate the construction workforce, but it is possible that some of
the workforce housing projects would begin independently of DoD’s
Record of Decision.
There are no plans to allow contractors to locate workforce housing on
DoD-controlled land. Therefore, it is anticipated that should workforce
housing needs require the construction of new housing, such workforce
housing would be located on either private or Government of Guam
lands. In either instance Guam officials would control the underlying
land use and permit decisions associated with the siting of such
housing. DoD would work with Government of Guam land use and
natural resource officials to identify any contractor plans or efforts to
construct workforce housing and DOD shall ensure that contractors are
informed of their responsibilities to comply with Government of Guam
land use restrictions. In particular, the Guam Land Use Commission
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recently issued GLUC 2009-1 which specifically addresses the issue of
zoning for workforce housing.
K-055-601
Thank you for your comment. Adaptive management is proposed as
potential mitigation in the Final EIS that could potentially extend the
construction period. As currently envisioned (and as discussed in
Volume 7 of the Final EIS), adaptive management would entail adjusting
the construction tempo to reduce environmental impacts if it is
determined that, through monitoring, key infrastructure systems on
Guam are reaching “action” or “tipping” points. DoD would chair a multiagency council that would oversee the application of adaptive
management post-Record of Decision.
K-055-602
Thank you for your comment. As noted earlier, DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam. Your
recommended mitigation measures have been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
K-055-603
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-604
Thank you for your comments. The DoD carefully considered all
requests to extend the length of the comment period beyond the 45-day
minimum required by NEPA. In evaluating multiple options, DoD
leadership determined that a 90-day comment period best balanced the
need for sufficient time to review a complex document with the
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requirement to reach a timely decision regarding the proposed military
buildup on Guam. 2010 census data was unavailable during the
preparation of the EIS.
K-055-605
Thank you for your comment. The military buildup and equipment used
during operations is not anticipated to interrupt over-the-air broadcasts.
Limited interference may occur as a result of an aircraft flying or possibly
during communications; however, this interference would be minimal and
short term, if at all. Communications use specific frequencies that should
not interfere with over-the-air transmissions. DoD supports public
broadcasting within its limits under Federal law. Military families watching
public television are anticipated to contribute to the public broadcasting
system as they are capable.
K-055-606
Thank you for your comments. As noted previously, the EIS process
provides information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-607
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of protective services
on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
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effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-608
Thank you for your comment. Information regarding existing staffing and
facilities/equipment needs is captured in sections entitled "Existing
Staffing Deficits" and "Additional Facilities and Equipment Needs" in the
impacts section of the EIS.
K-055-609
Thank you for your comment. As noted in the SIAS, the public service
impact methodology was intended to ensure that stated impacts are just
those due to the proposed action, not pre-existing problems or deficits,
or natural population increase. However, the existence of deficits for
individual agencies is noted where applicable, and the impact analysis
will also note the larger picture of deficits and challenges affecting
GovGuam overall.
K-055-610
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of health care and
social services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund
improvements to these services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is
limited by Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, the DoD is
leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs
and funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam. The Navy
understands the importance of preventing diseases and will work with
GovGuam to ensure health issues are appropriately addressed during
and after the buildup. Volume 2, Chapter 16 discusses the impact of an
increased patient to health care provider ratio as a result of population
growth with implementation of the buildup (health care providers provide
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treatment as well as preventative care). The impact analysis in Chapter
16 identifies significant adverse impacts to public service agencies
influenced by population increases. These impacts would be mitigated
by assisting GovGuam in funding for health services personnel. Possible
measures discussed that the DoD could take to support increased
staffing of required positions include seeking federal funding for
necessary positions; increasing the number of private staffing and
service contractors currently working for service agencies; and
supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam
agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency employment.
These measures could aid in increasing the number of health care
professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific health
services or funding sources.
K-055-611
Thank you for your comment. Workforce housing would be provided by
the contractors as described in Volume 2, Chapter 16, “Socioeconomics
and General Services.” DoD would not provide workforce housing, but
design/construction contracts would require the contractor to
accommodate the workforce in accordance with specified health and
safety standards. Temporary Workforce Housing is also discussed in
Section 4.3.2.4 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
(Appendix F of the DEIS).
K-055-612
Thank you for your comment. Currently, the USMC is not proposing to
soundproof homes as a result of their action. Soundproofing by the
USMC in high noise areas is not planned at this time because of several
factors. Each individual structure has noise reduction capabilities and
the average reduction for windows closed is about 25 dBA and 15 dBA
with windows open (personal communication, Czech 2010). The amount
of reduction for a specific structure depends upon many factors
including; source and intensity of the noise, age of the structure, quality
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of construction, type and quality of building materials, topography, other
structures nearby, and the proximity of trees around the structure.
Furthermore, at this time funds for soundproofing are not allowed
because regulations prohibit using USMC project funds for
improvements to property which the Navy/USMC does not have a real
property interest.
K-055-613
Thank you for your comment. DoD plans to provide services to all
incoming military personnel, their dependents, and military beneficiaries.
K-055-614
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has no statutory authority to
construct a new public hospital for Guam. However, money from taxes,
fees, and reimbursements would support these facilities and services. It
should also be noted that in Okinawa, the Government of Japan pays
much of the cost ($2 billion per year) for the Marine base. The DoD plans
to have several medical clinics in Guam and a new replacement Naval
hospital would provide health services to the military personnel, their
dependents, and military beneficiaries.
K-055-615
Thank you for your comment. It is anticipated H2B workers as well as
on-island workers will have health plans and private clinics will provide
medical services.
K-055-616
Thank you for your comment. The impacts of crimes on Guam are
discussed in Volume 2 of the Final EIS. As noted in the SIAS: "A critical
distinction when analyzing crime impacts is between the total numbers of
crimes (“volume of crime”) and the actual crime rate (numbers divided by
population). Population increases always bring with them increases in
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the volume of crime, but the crime rate would increase only if new
populations are disproportionately likely to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by an
increase in overall crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
As noted earlier, DoD acknowledges the existing sub-standard
conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these systems
and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort
to identify other federal programs and funding sources that could benefit
the people of Guam.
K-055-617
Thank you for your comment. As described in the Final EIS, runoff from
the earth-covered magazines would be conveyed via LID infrastructure
and BMPs prior to recharging the NGLA.
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K-055-618
Thank you for your comment. The Department of Defense (DoD) and
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) acknowledges that the
issue of land acquisition is a complex and sensitive one. Land
acquisition for off-base roadway projects are discussed in Volume 6,
Chapter 10. Additional discussion on land acquisition for roadway
projects has been added to the FEIS.
Should the Department of Defense (DOD) or the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) determine that additional land is necessary to
improve off-base roads to meet its requirements, the FHWA policy
requires compliance with 42 United States Code Chapter 61 - Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies for Federal
and Federally Assisted Programs. This regulation establishes a uniform
policy for the fair and equitable treatment of persons displaced as a
direct result of projects undertaken by a Federal agency or with Federal
financial assistance.
This policy requires that the FHWA make every reasonable effort to
acquire expeditiously real property by negotiation. The amount offered
by the FHWA will be no less than the FHWA approved appraisal of the
fair market value of such property. Where circumstances exist that
require resolution of issues such as ownership or value, procedures exist
under eminent domain authority to resolve those questions.
K-055-619
Thank you for your comment. Volume 1 introduces the contents of
following volumes. The construction impacts on populations are
addressed in subsequent Volumes 2 through 6. The impacts are
described by resource in each volume. Construction-related impacts are
identified.
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K-055-620
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS analyzes a number
of subjects identifying the potential positive and negative impacts of the
proposed action. Many of the beneficial impacts attributable to the
proposed action are based on jobs and money (from construction and
operational expenditure) that will flow into the economy. That specific
information can be found in the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS) that is Appendix F of Volume 9 in the EIS as well as the
socioeconomic chapters of volumes 2 through 7. Jobs analysis was
based on the number of dollars estimated to enter the Guam economy
as a result of the proposed action. Overall, at the 2014 peak of
construction and beginning of operations, the civilian labor force demand
with the proposed action is 75% higher than it otherwise would have
been without the project. By 2020, the difference declines to 12%.
Analysis took into account historical information of people arriving on
Guam from other areas (such as the Philippines and Freely Associated
States of Micronesia) in search of jobs, to determine the number of new
jobs generated by the proposed action that would go to Guam residents.
Overall, analysis indicated that at the 2014 construction peak, Guam
residents are expected to capture approximately 2,566 jobs and offisland workers would take 15,157 jobs. By 2020, the number of these
jobs filled by Guam residents would decrease to 2,211 jobs, and offisland worker jobs would decrease to 3,935 jobs. It should be noted that
the jobs that Guam residents would fill are based on the available supply
of qualified workers. That is, it is anticipated that the new jobs would
capture the amount of qualified workers on Guam for those positions.
Economic benefits would also occur through the circulation of
construction and operational dollars spent on Guam and the multiplier
affect (recirculation of money) in the Guam economy. The economic
benefit also consists of revenue to the government of Guam in form of
taxes, user fees, and permits and approvals. Another area where benefit
is seen is that the local businesses would be able to sell their goods and
services during both the construction and operational periods. Volume 6
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of the Draft EIS describes the existing utilities and infrastructures on
Guam as well as the proposed actions that would provide the capacity
needed for the additional population. Each utility is covered and for each
one, the preferred actions (to achieve adequate capacity) are identified.
In some cases, additional capacity with better treatment (i.e.,
wastewater) is being proposed. Roadways essential for the buildup
would be improved, widened, and some bridges replaced by funds
provided under the Defense Access Road (DAR) program.
K-055-621
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive one with both historical and
contemporary contexts. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
DoD is confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential
land acquisition. Further, any proposed major DoD land acquisition,
such as those associated with the preferred alternatives for the main
cantonment and live fire ranges, must be approved by the Congressional
defense committees.
Specific areas being considered for acquisition are identified in the Final
EIS.
K-055-622
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made in the SIAS and
FEIS.
K-055-623
Thank you for your comment. Regulation of conditions for non-resident
workers is the responsibility of the Guam Department of Labor, Alien
Labor Processing and Certification Division.
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K-055-624
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is
also noted that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
discussed an unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained
scenario. The two scenarios represent a range of impacts that could
occur should the proposed project be implemented under the current
schedule. The SIAS is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS; it
provides estimated numbers of immigrant workers but not at the
occupational level of detail.
K-055-625
Thank you for your comment. Construction contractors would
be responsible for health screening of H2B workers they bring in
for project related work. The screenings occur prior to the workers arrival
on Guam.
K-055-626
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-627
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made to the SIAS and
FEIS.
K-055-628
Thank you for your comment. Significance determinations are provided
in the FEIS.
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K-055-629
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-630
Thank you for your comment. On-base spending is not assumed to have
a beneficial economic impact on the Guam economy; this spending was
completely eliminated from analysis and only the off-base spending of
military personnel was included.
K-055-631
Thank you for your comment. This information is in reference to
GDPHSS BCDC in particular, not GDPHSS in total, and was based upon
survey results received from the bureau.
K-055-632
Thank you for your comment. Information on crime impacts, as
available, is provided in the FEIS.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the FEIS.
As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime impacts
is between the total numbers of crimes (“volume of crime”) and the
actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population increases
always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but the crime
rate would increase only if new populations are disproportionately likely
to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by an
increase in overall crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
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population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
K-055-633
Thank you for your comment. Workforce housing would be provided by
the contractors as described in Volume 2, Chapter 16, “Socioeconomics
and General Services.” DoD would not provide workforce housing, but
design/construction contracts would require the contractor to
accommodate the workforce in accordance with specified health and
safety standards. Various proposals are being developed by potential
contractors in anticipation of winning a contract. The timing and location
are unknown for construction and/or renovation of housing to
accommodate the construction workforce, but it is possible that some of
the workforce housing projects would begin independently of DoD’s
Record of Decision.
There are no plans to allow contractors to locate workforce housing on
DoD-controlled land. Therefore, it is anticipated that should workforce
housing needs require the construction of new housing, such workforce
housing would be located on either private or Government of Guam
lands. In either instance Guam officials would control the underlying
land use and permit decisions associated with the siting of such
housing. DoD would work with Government of Guam land use and
natural resource officials to identify any contractor plans or efforts to
construct workforce housing and DOD shall ensure that contractors are
informed of their responsibilities to comply with Government of Guam
land use restrictions. In particular, the Guam Land Use Commission
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recently issued GLUC 2009-1 which specifically addresses the issue of
zoning for workforce housing.
K-055-634
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-635
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The Final EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
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K-055-636
Thank you for your comment. The Draft EIS anticipates that military
housing would be built within the main cantonment area. It is anticipated
that the majority of Marine families would rent units in the military
housing and generally would not compete with Guam residents for
available housing units. After the construction period, housing and rental
prices could decline because the construction labor force (not including
the H2B who will live in dormitory type quarters) would leave Guam.
Civilian military workers may vie for Guam housing; however, residential
housing needed for these long-term workers would likely be about 3,200
units (maximal) by 2020 (Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
[SIAS], Table ES-3, page v).
K-055-637
Thank you for your comment. Many of the beneficial impacts attributable
to the proposed action are based on jobs and money (from construction
and operational expenditure) that will flow into the economy. That
specific information can be found in the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) that is Appendix F of Volume 9 in the EIS as
well as the socioeconomic chapters of volumes 2 through 7.
K-055-638
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to work to ensure that the short term impacts of construction
are managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
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K-055-639
Thank you for your comment. The expected impacts the proposed action
would have on selected Guam public service agencies are presented in
Section 3.4 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix
F of the EIS).
K-055-640
Thank you for your comment. Economic analysis presented in the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) was
adjusted for Guam's capture rate; the impacts presented represent
the economic impacts to Guam.
K-055-641
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-642
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated (Volume
2) to better address impacts on social services.
K-055-643
Thank you for your comments; these have been addressed previously.
K-055-644
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-645
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
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continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to ensure
that the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and
that the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to
be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
K-055-646
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Chapter 16 discusses the
impact of an increased patient to health care provider ratio as a result of
population growth with implementation of the buildup (health care
providers provide treatment as well as preventative care). The impact
analysis in Chapter 16 identifies significant adverse impacts to public
service agencies influenced by population increases. These impacts
would be mitigated by assisting GovGuam in funding for health services
personnel. Possible measures discusses that the DoD could take to
support increased staffing of required positions include seeking federal
funding for necessary positions; increasing the number of private staffing
and service contractors currently working for service agencies; and
supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam
agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency employment.
These measures could aid in increasing the number of health care
professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific health
services or funding sources.
K-055-647
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam. The Navy understands the importance of
preventing diseases and will work with GovGuam to ensure health
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issues are appropriately addressed during and after the buildup. Volume
2, Chapter 16 discusses the impact of an increased patient to health
care provider ratio as a result of population growth with implementation
of the buildup (health care providers provide treatment as well as
preventative care). The impact analysis in Chapter 16 identifies
significant adverse impacts to public service agencies influenced by
population increases. These impacts would be mitigated by assisting
GovGuam in funding for health services personnel. Possible measures
discusses that the DoD could take to support increased staffing of
required positions include seeking federal funding for necessary
positions; increasing the number of private staffing and service
contractors currently working for service agencies; and supporting a onetime hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam agency positions, to
increase interest in GovGuam agency employment. These measures
could aid in increasing the number of health care professionals on
Guam. The EIS does not identify specific health services or funding
sources.
K-055-648
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
recognizes the importance of managing efforts in implementing the
proposed military relocation to reduce adverse effects on the people of
Guam, its natural resources and infrastructure. The EIS process
identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while minimizing
adverse impacts. DoD will continue to work with the people and
Government of Guam to ensure that the short term impacts of
construction are managed effectively and that the long term effects of the
military relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and
responsible citizens on Guam. The Navy understands the importance of
preventing diseases and will work with GovGuam to ensure health
issues are appropriately addressed during and after the buildup.
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K-055-649
Thank you for your comment. Because smallpox was wiped out many
years ago, a case of smallpox today would be the result of an intentional
act. A single confirmed case of smallpox would be considered an
emergency. Thanks to the success of vaccination, the last natural
outbreak of smallpox in the U.S. occurred in 1949. By 1972, routine
smallpox vaccinations for children in the U.S. were no longer needed. In
1980, smallpox was said to be wiped out worldwide, and no cases of
naturally occurring smallpox have happened since. Today, the smallpox
virus is kept in two approved labs in the U.S. and Russia. However,
credible concern exists that the virus was made into a weapon by some
countries and that terrorists may have obtained it. The Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) calls it a “Category A” agent. Category A agents
are believed to present the greatest potential threat for harming public
health. A Smallpox Response Plan and Guidelines document has been
developed by the CDC to provide direction to state and local health
officials for responding to a smallpox emergency. The plan identifies
many of the federal, state, and local public health activities that need to
be undertaken in a smallpox emergency. It also provides guidelines for
many of the general public health activities that would be undertaken
during a smallpox emergency. This plan also includes the creation and
use of special teams of health care and public health workers. If a
smallpox case is found, these teams will take steps immediately to
control the spread of the disease. Because small pox is believed to be
eliminated worldwide, the EIS does not address a possible outbreak of
the disease.
K-055-650
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
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military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to ensure
that the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and
that the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to
be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam. The Navy
understands the importance of preventing diseases and will work with
GovGuam to ensure health issues are appropriately addressed during
and after the buildup.
K-055-651
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-652
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 17.1.2 discusses the
laws and regulations that the Navy must abide by during operations
(e.g., use and storage of hazardous substances) to ensure public health
and the environment are protected. Hazardous substances are
controlled by laws and regulations administered by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT). USEPA regulations focus on the protection of
human health and the environment. OSHA regulations protect employee
and workplace health and safety. DOT regulations promote the safe
transportation of hazardous substances used in commerce. Additionally,
the U.S. territory of Guam oversees and administers its environmental
laws and regulations through the Guam EPA (GEPA). DoD installations
are required to comply with applicable federal, territorial (e.g., GEPA),
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and DoD laws and regulations regarding the storage, handling, and
disposal of hazardous substances. The Navy manages the storage,
handling, and disposal of hazardous materials/waste to ensure
compliance with Federal, local, and Navy hazardous materials
management regulations and instructions/directives. Appropriate
procedures have been established to identify training requirements for
personnel routinely handling hazardous materials and to ensure a safe
working environment and proper reporting/response in the event of a
release. Volume 4, Section 18 indicates that the Navy conducts
environmental monitoring in harbors frequented by its nuclear powered
ships to provide assurance that procedures used by the Navy to control
radioactivity are effective to protect the environment. Samples from the
harbor are also checked at least annually by a DOE laboratory to provide
a further check on the quality of the environmental sample analyses as a
check of Navy results. Marine monitoring consists of analyzing harbor
water, sediment, and marine life for radioactivity. This monitoring is
supplemented by shoreline surveys.
K-055-653
Thank you for your comment. To minimize adverse impacts associated
with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal
inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding
sources that could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-654
Thank you for your comment. The proposed action regarding the
amphibious vehicles is presented in Volume 2 Chapter 2. The
amphibious vehicle laydown or "parking area" project is described in
Volume 2, Section 2.5. The proposed amphibious parking area location
is designated on the eastern side of Inner Apra Harbor. Inner Apra
Harbor is a working harbor and there are no residential areas in the
vicinity. No roadway near residential areas is proposed in the area. The
location was specifically sited to be far from other operations at the
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harbor to minimize noise impacts to people working at the harbor.
Environmental impacts associated with the project are addressed in the
chapters of Volume 2 beginning with Chapter 3.
K-055-655
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-656
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS identifies approximate
numbers of civilian employees to be hired by the DoD. Specific hiring
procedures, however, are not addressed in the EIS. DoD follows
standard Federal hiring procedures to fill DoD civilian positions. Those
can be reviewed at http://www.opm.gov
K-055-657
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of protective services
on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
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K-055-658
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-659
Please see response to comment immediately above.
K-055-660
Thank you for your comment. The EIS does not identify any situation
where an off-island worker would be paid more, for the same job, than a
local Guam worker.
K-055-661
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-662
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in Volume 7 of the FEIS.
K-055-663
Thank you for your comment. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal inter-
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agency effort to identify other federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-664
Thank you for your comment. There are many reasons why the Marines
(about half) are being moved from Okinawa. This discussion is provided
in section 3.5.2 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
that is in Appendix F, Volume 9 of the Draft EIS. Serious crimes by
military personnel in Okinawa are committed at a lower rate than the
overall civilian population in Okinawa, despite reports to the contrary.
Many serious crimes are based on singular incidents that are reported
multiple times so that it appears to be multiple incidents.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the FEIS.
As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime impacts
is between the total numbers of crimes ("volume of crime") and the
actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population increases
always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but the crime
rate would increase only if new populations are disproportionately likely
to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by a
proportionate increase in crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
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and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
K-055-665
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive one with both historical and
contemporary contexts. Should DoD determine that additional land is
necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate
with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
DoD is confident that all parties can reach agreement on any potential
land acquisition. Further, any proposed major DoD land acquisition,
such as those associated with the preferred alternatives for the main
cantonment and live fire ranges, must be approved by the Congressional
defense committees.
Specific areas being considered for acquisition are identified in the Final
EIS.
K-055-666
Thank you for your comment. The estimated increase in health care
professionals specified in Section 18.2.6.5 is based on estimated natural
population increase associated with the No-Action Alternative. The
estimated numbers provided in the comment is referring to the peak
buildup construction period. Volume 2, Section 16 discusses possible
measures that the DoD could take to support increased staffing of
required positions. These measures include seeking federal funding for
necessary positions; increasing the number of private staffing and
service contractors currently working for service agencies; and
supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam
agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency employment.
These measures could aid in increasing the number of health care
professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific funding
sources. Volume 2, Section 16 also discusses additional staffing
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requirements associated with increased health care professionals (e.g.,
administrative staff). The text indicates that while the analysis provides
an outline of impacts on health professional requirements related to the
proposed action, an important caveat to the analysis is that for every
public health professional positions required, additional administrative
staff are required to support the work of that professional. The GDPHSS
Bureau of Primary Care Services (BPC), noted that for each health
professional it employs, four additional support staff such as nurse aids
and medical records clerks are required. The EIS does not estimate the
number of additional administrative staff that would be needed to support
the additional health care professionals.
K-055-667
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of health care
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal
law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam. Volume 2, Chapter 16 discusses the
impact of an increased patient to health care provider ratio as a result of
population growth with implementation of the buildup. The impact
analysis in Chapter 16 identifies significant adverse impacts to public
service agencies influenced by population increases. These impacts
would be mitigated by assisting GovGuam in funding for health services
personnel. Possible measures discusses that the DoD could take to
support increased staffing of required positions include seeking federal
funding for necessary positions; increasing the number of private staffing
and service contractors currently working for service agencies; and
supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam
agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency employment.
These measures could aid in increasing the number of health care
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professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific funding
sources.
K-055-668
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of health care
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal
law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam. Volume 2, Chapter 18 identifies less
than significant impacts to public health and safety as a result of
potential shortfalls in public health care services. Volume 2, Chapter 16
discusses the impact of an increased patient to health care provider ratio
as a result of population growth with implementation of the buildup. The
impact analysis in Chapter 16 identifies significant adverse impacts to
public service agencies influenced by population increases. These
impacts would be mitigated by assisting GovGuam in funding for health
services personnel. Possible measures discusses that the DoD could
take to support increased staffing of required positions include seeking
federal funding for necessary positions; increasing the number of private
staffing and service contractors currently working for service agencies;
and supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for
GovGuam agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency
employment. These measures could aid in increasing the number of
health care professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific
health services or funding sources.
K-055-669
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-667.
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K-055-670
Thank you for your comment. Analysis of potential increase in chronic
diseases is beyond the scope of issues analyzed in the EIS. A chronic
disease is one lasting 3 months or more, by the definition of the U.S.
National Center for Health Statistics. Four modifiable health risk
behaviors 1) lack of physical activity, 2) poor nutrition, 3) tobacco use,
and 4) excessive alcohol consumption are responsible for much of the
illness, suffering, and early death related to chronic diseases. Chronic
diseases tend to become more common with age. The leading chronic
diseases in developed countries include arthritis, cardiovascular disease
such as heart attacks and stroke, cancer such as breast or colon cancer,
diabetes, epilepsy and seizures, obesity, and oral health problems. Each
of these conditions typically plague older adults in the United States and
other developed nations.
K-055-671
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-672
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 16.2 discusses
additional staffing requirements associated with increased health care
professionals (e.g., administrative staff). The text indicates that while the
analysis provides an outline of impacts on health professional
requirements related to the proposed action, an important caveat to the
analysis is that for every public health professional position required,
additional administrative staff are required to support the work of that
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professional. The GDPHSS Bureau of Primary Care Services (BPC),
noted that for each health professional it employs, four additional support
staff such as nurse aids and medical records clerks are required. The
EIS does not estimate the number of additional administrative staff that
would be needed to support the additional health care professionals.
K-055-673
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-674
Thank you for your comment. The SIAS has been revised.
K-055-675
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-676
Thank you for your comment. The estimated increase in health care
professionals specified in Section 18.2.6.5 is based on estimated natural
population increase associated with the No-Action Alternative. GovGuam
would be responsible for addressing future staffing of health care
professional as a result of natural population increase.
K-055-677
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
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Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam. Volume 2, Chapter 16 discusses the impact
of an increased patient to health care provider ratio as a result of
population growth with implementation of the buildup. The impact
analysis in Chapter 16 identifies significant adverse impacts to public
service agencies influenced by population increases. These impacts
would be mitigated by assisting GovGuam in funding for health services
personnel. Possible measures discusses that the DoD could take to
support increased staffing of required positions include seeking federal
funding for necessary positions; increasing the number of private staffing
and service contractors currently working for service agencies; and
supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam
agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency employment.
These measures could aid in increasing the number of health care
professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific funding
sources.
K-055-678
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-679
Thank you for your comment. The estimated increase in health care
professionals specified in Section 18.2.6.5 is based on estimated natural
population increase associated with the No-Action Alternative. GovGuam
would be responsible for addressing future staffing of health care
professional as a result of natural population increase.
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K-055-680
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-677.
K-055-681
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made to the SIAS and
FEIS.
K-055-682
Thank you for your comment. Text has been added to clarify that 1 of the
4 reported cases of cholera in 2000 was contracted off-island. As
documented in this EIS, the DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of social services on Guam and the interest to have
DoD fund improvements to these services. DoD’s ability to fund these
services is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, the DoD is
leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs
and funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam. Volume 2,
Section 16 discusses possible measures that the DoD could take to
support increased staffing of required positions. These measures include
seeking federal funding for necessary positions; increasing the number
of private staffing and service contractors currently working for service
agencies; and supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for
GovGuam agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency
employment. These measures could aid in increasing the number of
health care professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific
funding sources. Volume 2, Section 16 also discusses additional staffing
requirements associated with increased health care professionals (e.g.,
administrative staff). The text indicates that while the analysis provides
an outline of impacts on health professional requirements related to the
proposed action, an important caveat to the analysis is that for every
public health professional positions required, additional administrative
staff are required to support the work of that professional. The GDPHSS
Bureau of Primary Care Services (BPC), noted that for each health
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professional it employs, four additional support staff such as nurse aids
and medical records clerks are required. The EIS does not estimate the
number of additional administrative staff that would be needed to support
the additional health care professionals.
K-055-683
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 18 indicates that with
construction activities, there is a potential for standing water and water
based vectors such as mosquitoes and related diseases. To limit the
amount of standing water at construction sites, BMPs would be
implemented such as draining or filling stagnant water pools, puddles,
and ditches; removal of containers that catch/trap water (e.g., buckets,
old tires, cans); and if necessary, apply pesticide (e.g., Bacillus
thuringensis) to help control mosquitoes. Implementing these BMPs
would reduce the opportunities for an outbreak of water-related
diseases.
K-055-684
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam. Volume 2, Section 16 discusses possible
measures that the DoD could take to support increased staffing of
required positions. These measures include seeking federal funding for
necessary positions; increasing the number of private staffing and
service contractors currently working for service agencies; and
supporting a one-time hiring bonus of 20% of base pay for GovGuam
agency positions, to increase interest in GovGuam agency employment.
These measures could aid in increasing the number of health care
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professionals on Guam. The EIS does not identify specific funding
sources.
K-055-685
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-686
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-687
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-685.
K-055-688
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-689
Thank you for your comment. The data used in the analysis were derived
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from surveys and interviews performed in conjunction with the DEIS, and
serve as a point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is acknowledged
that it is not possible for this analysis to capture all requirements of
GovGuam agencies. It is expected that the Fiscal Impact Assessment,
conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by the Department of
Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able to more fully
capture recent public service fluctuations, and provide a more detailed
indication of fiscal impacts to GovGuam agencies.As noted in the SIAS,
the public service impact methodology was intended to ensure that
stated impacts are just those due to the proposed action, not pre-existing
problems or deficits, or natural population increase. However, the
existence of deficits for individual agencies is noted where applicable,
and the impact analysis will also note the larger picture of deficits and
challenges affecting GovGuam overall.
K-055-690
Thank you for your comment. The data used in the analysis were
derived from surveys and interviews performed in conjunction with the
DEIS, and serve as a point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is
acknowledged that it is not possible for this analysis to capture all
requirements of GovGuam agencies. It is expected that the Fiscal Impact
Assessment, conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by the
Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able to
more fully capture recent public service fluctuations, and provide a more
detailed indication of fiscal impacts to GovGuam agencies.As noted in
the SIAS, the public service impact methodology was intended to ensure
that stated impacts are just those due to the proposed action, not preexisting problems or deficits, or natural population increase. However,
the existence of deficits for individual agencies is noted where
applicable, and the impact analysis will also note the larger picture of
deficits and challenges affecting GovGuam overall.
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K-055-691
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to comment directly
above.
K-055-692
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-693
Thank you for your comment. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-694
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-692.
K-055-695
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-055-696
Thank you for your comment. Analysis of Labor Force Demand (Section
4.3.1.1 of the SIAS), under both the unconstrained and constrained
scenarios, assumes that some military dependents would be employed
as civilian military workers - up to about 940 dependents working as
civilian military workers. Analysis in the constrained scenario further
estimates that other military dependents would participate in the Guam
labor market, and would compete for jobs with other Guam residents.
K-055-697
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-055-695.
K-055-698
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to comment
immediately above.
K-055-699
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made as appropriate.
K-055-700
Thank you for your comment. Department of Public Health and Social
Services rule and regulation changes are not part of the proposed action
and are not discussed in the EIS.
K-055-701
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
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Qualitative acknowledgment of the other services provided by the DEH
can be provided in the FEIS. The staffing numbers used in the analysis
were derived from surveys and interviews performed in conjunction with
the DEIS, and serve as a point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is
acknowledged that staffing levels fluctuate, and it is not possible for this
analysis to capture all these fluctuations. It is expected that the Fiscal
Impact Assessment, conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by
the Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able
to more fully capture recent public service fluctuations.
K-055-702
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, the DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of social services on
Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to these
services. DoD’s ability to fund these services is limited by Federal law.
However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed
military relocation program, the DoD is leading a federal inter-agency
effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could
benefit the people of Guam. Volume 2, Section 18 indicates that with
construction activities, there is a potential for standing water and water
based vectors such as mosquitoes and related diseases. To limit the
amount of standing water at construction sites, the following BMPs could
be implemented: draining or filling stagnant water pools, puddles, and
ditches, removal of containers that catch/trap water (e.g., buckets, old
tires, cans), and if necessary, apply pesticide (e.g., Bacillus thuringensis)
to help control mosquitoes. Implementing these BMPs would reduce the
opportunities for an outbreak of water-related diseases.
K-055-703
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 2.2.4 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) for
the approach to analysis for permitting agencies.
It is noted that the EIS process provides information on environmental
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impacts (this includes the human environment); however, there is a limit
to the specific details of the impacts because the information used is
based on the continuation of existing trends and behaviors. While it is
not an exact science, the EIS process along with the comments received
provide information to the decision makers on the anticipated impacts of
the proposed action. The data used in the analysis were derived from
surveys and interviews performed in conjunction with the DEIS, and
serve as a point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is acknowledged
that it is not possible for this analysis to capture all requirements of
GovGuam agencies. It is expected that the Fiscal Impact Assessment,
conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by the Department of
Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able to more fully
capture recent public service impacts, and provide a more detailed
indication of fiscal impacts to GovGuam agencies.

K-055-704
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-705
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS identifies approximate
numbers of civilian employees to be hired by the DoD. Specific hiring
procedures, however, are not addressed in the EIS. DoD follows
standard Federal hiring procedures to fill DoD civilian positions. Those
can be reviewed at http://www.opm.gov.
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K-055-706
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. It is acknowledged that it is not possible
for this analysis to capture all requirements of GovGuam agencies,
including impact on support staff. It is expected that the Fiscal Impact
Assessment, conducted by GovGuam consultants and funded by the
Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able to
more fully capture recent public service impacts, and provide a more
detailed indication of fiscal impacts to GovGuam agencies.
K-055-707
Thank you for your comment. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-055-708
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measures
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-709
Thank you for your comment. The expected impact on demographics is
presented in Section 4.2.2 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
study (Appendix F of the DEIS).
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Your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
K-055-710
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-711
Thank you for your comment. Through the process of public involvement
that has accompanied this proposed action, the Chamorro people have
voiced clearly and concisely their concern that the traditional Chamorro
culture, including dance, language and traditions, will be forgotten. The
DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness programs
will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to educate
all military personnel on the rich and varied cultural history that has
created the Chamorro culture today. Results of the historic studies done
on Guam will be made available to the people on the island.
K-055-712
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-713
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
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program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-055-714
Thank you for your comments.
K-055-715
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measures
have been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-716
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-717
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.4.1 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F,
Volume 9 of the DEIS for information on the expected impacts the
proposed action would have on the government of Guam’s (agencies)
staffing requirements. The analysis in the SIAS includes both direct and
indirect impacts including those who move to Guam for work related to
the proposed action. Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of
Economic Adjustment, is underway; this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment
that identifies the needs of the government of Guam and possible
sources of funding.
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Please see Section 4.3.1.2 of the SIAS for information on probable
sources of labor supply.
K-055-718
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-719
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.2.2 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) for
information on expected impacts on demographics.
Your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
K-055-720
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-721
Thank you for your comment. Please see Chapter 5 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) for
information on expected impacts on the CNMI.
K-055-722
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.4.1 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F,
Volume 9 of the DEIS for information on the expected impacts the
proposed action would have on the government of Guam’s (agencies)
staffing requirements. The analysis in the SIAS includes both direct and
indirect impacts including those who move to Guam for work related to
the proposed action. Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of
Economic Adjustment, is underway; this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment
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that identifies the needs of the government of Guam and possible
sources of funding.
Please see Section 4.3.1.2 of the SIAS for information on probable
sources of labor supply.
It is also noted that the EIS process provides information on
environmental impacts (this includes the human environment); however,
there is a limit to the specific details of the impacts because the
information used is based on the continuation of existing trends and
behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS process along with
the comments received provide information to the decision makers on
the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
K-055-723
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-724
Thank you for your comment. The text mentioned has been removed
from the SIAS.
K-055-725
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-726
Thank you for your comment. Guam Department of Labor (GDOL) was
not surveyed because the Department was not considered a provider of
social services. Information from interviews with GDOL is included in
Appendix D of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS,
which is Appendix F of the DEIS) and analysis is conducted for GDOL's
Alien Labor Processing and Certification Division in Section 4.4.6 of the
SIAS.
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K-055-727
Thank you for your comment. The Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS, which is Appendix F of the DEIS) provides baseline
information on Guam's workforce in Section 3.3.1 and shows incremental
impacts to employment and income in Section 4.3.1.
K-055-728
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-729
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-730
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-731
Thank you for your comment. It is noted that the EIS process provides
information on environmental impacts (this includes the human
environment); however, there is a limit to the specific details of the
impacts because the information used is based on the continuation of
existing trends and behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS
process along with the comments received provide information to the
decision makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is
also noted that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
discussed an unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained
scenario. The two scenarios represent a range of impacts that could
occur should the proposed project be implemented under the current
schedule. The SIAS is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
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K-055-732
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-733
Thank you for your comment. Volume 8 incorporates the agency and
permitting information related to the proposed actions.
K-055-734
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.
K-055-735
Thank you for your comment.
K-055-736
Thank you for your comment. It is the responsibility of construction
contractors to see that H2B workers leave Guam once they have
completed work.
Your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
K-055-737
Thank you for your comments. The expected number of H2B workers
related to the proposed action is presented in Table 4.3-9 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the DEIS).
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K-056-001
Thank you for your comment. Please review the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (Appendix F of the EIS) for detailed information on
estimated total population increase. Table 4.2-3 provides information for
the unconstrained scenario (high end of range) and Table 4.2-6 provides
information for the constrained scenario (low end of range).

As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-056-002
Thank you for your comments. As described in Volume 1, Section
1.4.2.5, the CNMI was also reviewed as a potential location for the
Marine Corps basing in response to comments received during public
scoping. The following considerations were taken into account during
that review. Direct access to a deep water port for Navy ships is crucial
to logistics and operational support of the Marine Corps. The relocation
would also require significant utilities infrastructure, an airfield with
aviation maintenance support facilities, and access to medical and
quality of life facilities.
Tinian possesses the most available DoD property for exclusive military
use within the CNMI. It has been used for training and construction of a
base would reduce existing training capabilities, requiring replication of
these capabilities elsewhere in the region. Tinian also only has limited
infrastructure to support basing and no deep water port. Therefore,
Tinian remained a focal point for training but was eliminated as a basing
site.
The suggestions to 1) relocate a portion of the relocating population to
Futenma; 2) reduce the overall relocating population to Guam by 50%;
and 3) extend relocation period do not meet the purpose and need of the
proposed action to meet treaty and alliance requirements. The U.S. is to
relocate the units in accordance with the existing international
negotiations and agreements with the Government of Japan.
The DoD proposes adaptive management measures, as described in
Volume 7, Chapter 2 to address your concern regarding potential
impacts to resources during a compressed construction schedule. As
contracts are awarded and construction begins, implementation of a
construction monitoring plan is proposed. The plan would outline the
monitoring methods, the tipping points for resources being monitored
and a response plan.
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K-056-003
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has kept the public informed as
required by NEPA, which includes holding public scoping meetings and
public hearings and allowing the public to comment on the DEIS. DoD
has had ongoing discussions with Cooperating Agencies (those federal
and local agencies with special expertise or regulatory oversight)
throughout the preparation of the DEIS and will continue these
discussions with agencies through the completion of the FEIS. As part of
the engagement with Cooperating Agencies, they were asked to conduct
an early technical review of the partially completed DEIS in late July
2009. The DoD has also met extensively with elected officials and other
community stakeholders on the progress of the EIS and
notional/preliminary relocation plans.
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K-057-001
Thank you for your comment. Your mitigation recommendation has been
taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available
in the FEIS.
K-057-002
Thank you for your comment. Your recommended mitigation measure
has been taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is
available in the FEIS.

K-057-003
Thank you for your comments. Impacts on crime and civilian/military
jurisdictional issues and drinking ages have been highlighted as a public
concern during the public comment period and additions to the analysis,
as possible, have been made in the FEIS.
K-057-004
Thank you for your comment. The number of Marines is based on the
particular units that are being relocated from Okinawa to Guam. Please
see Volume 1, Chapter 2 of the EIS for more information.
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K-057-005
Thank you for your comment. The EIS presents a summary of the
proposed weapons emplacement action, a figure showing general
locations, and impact analysis conclusions for each resource area. This
information was sufficient to allow the public and resource agencies to
provide informed comments on the Draft EIS. We reviewed the
classified Appendix L and verified that it must remain classified.
However, a section has been added in the Final EIS explaining why
Weapons Emplacement Alternative 4 was selected as the prefferred
alternative. Also, the full analysis was originally made available to
regulatory agency reviewers for review as part of the Draft EIS process.
Comments were received from one agency (the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service) and were incorporated into Appendix L. The classified
appendix is available to resource agency reviewers with the appropriate
security clearance.
K-057-006
Thank you for your comment. Volume 2, Section 8.1.1.2 of the Draft EIS
states that the North and Central Land Use Plan has not been adopted
by legislature but represents best available land recent use planning that
included community input. No change was made to the Final EIS.
K-057-007
Thank you for your comment. DoD understands and recognizes the
significance of cultural and recreational sites located on DoD property in
Guam. Restricting access to certain DoD areas at certain times is
required to maintain public safety. It is the intent of DoD to maintain
public access to DoD lands that contain cultural sites consistent with
safety and operational requirements. Access will be granted at approved
times such as when the lands are not being used for military training.
Final plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the
proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to
working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and
Guam and CNMI Military Relocation DEIS/OEIS

access that balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the
continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
K-057-008
Thank you for your comments. The information provided has been
checked against various references; edits as appropriate have been
made in the FEIS.
K-057-009
Thank you for your comment. Edits were made accordingly in the FEIS.
K-057-010
Thank you for your comment. Your suggested changes have been taken
under consideration and edits made as appropriate to the FEIS.
The SIAS and the DEIS are documents that have identified the probable
impacts of the proposed action and alternatives based on the best
available information. Existing data and information was gathered and
supplemented with interviews with federal and Guam agencies. To
provide the public and various governmental agencies with an
opportunity to review and comment on the methodologies and
assumptions used, the SIAS was included as Appendix F, Volume 9 of
the DEIS. Comments provided on the DEIS will also be included to
provide the decision-makers with the public views in support and/or
opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
K-057-011
Thank you for your comment. Edits have been made, as appropriate, in
the FEIS.
K-057-012
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
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important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the Final EIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the
Final EIS and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
K-057-013
Thank you for your comment. This project is not addressed in Volume 5
of the EIS as it is not related to the proposed Army AMDTF action.
Information on the high-speed vesseles project has been summarized in
Volume 7 and addressed in the cumulative impact analysis.
K-057-014
Thank you for your comment. Firing range locations were selected
based on the requirement of have sufficient size to support ranges that
meet Marine Corps and Department of the Navy design criteria and
support Marine Corps training requirements. Included in the size
requirement are associated Surface Danger Zones that are designed to
ensure public safety. Surface Danger Zones criteria is outlined in Army
Regulation 385-63 and is followed by both the Army and Marine Corps.
The preferred alternative does not directly effect any private property.
The access to private property across easements on existing Gov Guam
property will be affected and will require rerouting of the access.
K-057-015
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
reducing adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources,
and infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short-term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long-term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
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K-057-016
Thank you for your comment.
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K-057-017
Thank you for your comment. Your mitigation recommendation has been
taken under consideration. Please see Volume 7 for expanded
discussion of adaptive management within the program.
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K-058-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The Final EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action, the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and
concisely their concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including
dance, language and traditions, will be forgotten. While population
increases can highlight cultural differences, they also present unique
opportunities for cultural learning and sharing. As noted in the Final EIS,
the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness
programs will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to
educate all incoming and currently present military personnel on the rich
and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is Guam
today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
K-058-002
Thank you for your comment. The DoD carefully considered all requests
to extend the length of the comment period beyond the 45-day minimum
required by NEPA. In evaluating multiple options, DoD leadership
determined that a 90-day comment period best balanced the need for
sufficient time to review a complex document with the requirement to
reach a timely decision regarding the proposed military buildup on
Guam.
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Regarding accommodations for persons with disabilities, the public
hearings were held in facilities that are ADA compliant. Also, while the
DEIS is not available in Braille, a synopsis of the proposed action and its
impacts is available as an audio file on the project website:
www.guambuildupeis.us. One of the intents of the public hearings was to
make project information readily available to those people in the
community who were not able to access the DEIS online or in one of the
many locations on Guam where a hardcopy is available.
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K-058-003
Thank you for your comment.
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K-058-004
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
K-058-005
Thank you for your comment. Dredging in Apra Harbor is needed to
support safe accommodations for visiting Navy ships including aircraft
carriers; should the proposed military relocation program be
implemented. The EIS process has included efforts to minimize impacts
from dredging and evaluate alternatives to the proposed actions.
Mitigation and compensation have been studied and are proposed.
Details of the information are included in Volumes 2 and 4 of this EIS.
K-058-006
Thank you for your comment. Volume 1 of the FEIS has been updated
with discussion of workforce housing indirect impacts that would occur
outside DoD lands.
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K-058-007
Thank you for your comment. The items identified in this comment are
not part of the proposed action and are therefore not addressed in the
EIS.
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K-058-008
Thank you for your comments. The DoD recognizes the importance of
mitigating the effects of the proposed actions. Volume 7 discusses
mitigation strategies regarding utilities and infrastructure.
K-058-009
Thank you for your comment. DoD would continue to comply with all
Federal and applicable Guam environmental laws and regulations during
implementation of the proposed actions.
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K-058-010
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as the political status of
Guam are important issues but are not part of the proposed action.
Comments related to these issues were numerous and indicate
underlying social and political dissatisfaction with longstanding federalterritorial status issues outside the scope of DoD legal authority. The
various EIS public engagement forums provided an indirect avenue for
informing some and reminding others in local and federal policy-making
institutions of issues that are important to a significant segment of the
Guam community.
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K-058-011
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The Final EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action, the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and
concisely their concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including
dance, language and traditions, will be forgotten. While population
increases can highlight cultural differences, they also present unique
opportunities for cultural learning and sharing. As noted in the Final EIS,
the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness
programs will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to
educate all incoming and currently present military personnel on the rich
and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is Guam
today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
K-058-012
Thank you for your comment. The DoD carefully considered all requests
to extend the length of the comment period beyond the 45-day minimum
required by NEPA. In evaluating multiple options, DoD leadership
determined that, even with noted holidays, a 90-day comment period
best balanced the need for sufficient time to review a complex document
with the requirement to reach a timely decision regarding the proposed
military buildup on Guam.
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Regarding accommodations for persons with disabilities, the public
hearings were held in facilities that are ADA compliant. Also, while the
DEIS is not available in Braille, a synopsis of the proposed action and its
impacts is available as an audio file on the project website:
www.guambuildupeis.us. One of the intents of the public hearings was to
make project information readily available to those people in the
community who were not able to access the DEIS online or in one of the
many locations on Guam where a hardcopy is available.
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K-058-013
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS estimates the water demand
from both DoD and the civilian side. Please see Volume 6, chapter 2,
section 2.2.2.2. The sustainable yield studies for the northern Guam lens
aquifer indicates there would be adequate water supply from this source
for both DoD and the civilian side for the foreseeable future. The
potential of the Inarajan watershed could be a potential future water
source. DoD is legally limited in how they can spend their budget. They
cannot fund purly civilian infrastructure and can only pay for what is
required for their personnel and facilities. DoD cannot develop Inarajan
watershed for civilian growth.
K-058-014
Thank you for your comment. Subsequent to publishing the DEIS, DoD
and Guam Power Authority (GPA) have discussed two approaches to
implement the required power upgrades. One plan would establish a
private entity (PE) under contract with GPA that would obtain a DoD
arranged loan to recondition the required combustion turbines and
transmission and distribution system owned by GPA. The second plan
would have GPA utilize their own financial resources/arrangements to
make the required upgrades. In either case, the customer service
agreement between DoD and GPA would be revised to a utility service
contract and reflect fees that would pay for these improvements. These
options are discussed in the final EIS.
DoD has received concurrence from GPA that based on revised load
projections for both DoD and the civilian side, a new base load
generating facility would be required by 2017 and sized in the 60 to 80
MW range. The 270 MW cited in the GAO report does not reflect what is
known today about future power needs on Guam as a result of the
relocation. DoD and GPA are working closely together in planning for
the proposed relocation.
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K-058-015
Thank you for your comment. DoD concurs that proactively and jointly
managing the military relocation is essential to satisfy stakeholder
concerns. As stated in Volume 7 of the FEIS, DoD proposes
establishing an interagency council to oversee implementation of the
proposed action and to adjust components of the action to mitigate
impacts (if necessary).
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K-058-016
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-058-017
Thank you for your comment.
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K-058-018
Thank you for your comment. Your comments did not detail the "many
inconsistencies and omissions" of the SIAS so we are not able to
address these issues. The SIAS does cover impacts to Guam based on
the existing available information that was gathered, as well as
interviews conducted with local agencies, business organizations, and
individuals with specific expertise in economic activities. The summary
of the interviews are provided in the SIAS. Section 4.3.3 of the
SIAS provides information and discussion on the projected impacts the
proposed action would have on government of Guam revenues. This
section does not provide a complete accounting of all revenues sources;
the section focuses on three major revenue sources: gross receipts tax
(GRT), corporate income tax and personal income taxes. It is anticipated
that more detailed information on tax revenues may be found in, the
currently underway, Fiscal Impact Assessment (FIA); the FIA is funded
by DoD’s Office of Economic Adjustment through the office of the
Governor.
The SIAS presents, in table format, the primary data and assumptions
used in the the development of economic impacts (to include impacts on
GIP).
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K-058-019
Thank you for your comment. Your mitigation recommendation has been
taken under consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available
in the FEIS.
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K-058-020
Thank you for your comment. The Exclusive Economic Zone is beyond
the the geographic limits of the resource study areas. The management
of the EEZ in not included in the EIS.
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K-058-021
Thank you for your comment.
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K-058-022
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to ensure
that the short term impacts of construction are managed effectively and
that the long term effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to
be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
K-058-023
Thank you for your comment.
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K-059-001
Thank you for your comment. The off-base roadway projects may be
funded through the Defense Access Road (DAR) Program and annual
allocations through the US Department of Transportation (USDOT)
Federal Highway Administration. The Defense Access Road Program
provides the means for the Department of Defense (DoD) to pay a fair
share for public highway improvements required as a result of a sudden
or unusual defense-generated traffic impact or unique defense-related
public highway requirement.
Volume 6, Chapter 1 has been updated to include a list of potential DAR
projects. The DoD commits to seeking funding for these projects.
The DoD, Guam Department of Public Works and Federal Highway
Administration are continuing to work together to identify projects eligible
for funding under the DAR program. The DoD will lead an interagency
council which includes the USDOT to assist the Government of Guam in
seeking funds for projects that are not eligible for the DAR program.
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K-059-002
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-059-001.
K-059-003
Thank you for your comment. There is a LEDPA discussion in Volume
4, Section 4.3. Volume 7, Section 3.5 summarizes the potential Clean
Water Act actions for all alternatives.
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K-059-004
Thank you for your comment. There is a LEDPA discussion in Volume
4, Section 4.3. Volume 7, Section 3.5 summarizes the potential Clean
Water Act actions for all alternatives. Potential impacts to wetlands are
identified.
DoD recognizes that additional information to support the LEDPA
determination may be needed during the permitting phase of projects.
K-059-005
Thank you for your comment. Text within the Final EIS has been added
in Volume 1 and Volume 6 to expand the discussion of indirect and
induced impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program.
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K-059-006
Thank you for your comment. Subsequent to publishing the DEIS, DoD
and Guam Power Authority (GPA) have agreed in principle to establish a
special private entity (SPE) under contract with GPA that would obtain a
DoD arranged loan to recondition the required combustion turbines
currently owned by GPA and the transmission and distribution system.
The customer service agreement between DoD and GPA would be
revised to reflect fees that would pay for this reconditioning and allow the
SPE to repay the loans. This agreement will be discussed in the final
EIS.
K-059-007
Thank you for your comment. Up to 22 new water supply wells are
proposed to provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These
wells would be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water
from the northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir
would not be modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from
the northern Guam lens aquifer is estimated at approximately 80 million
gallons per day. Aquifer sustainable yield is the amount of water that can
continuously be withdrawn from groundwater sources without degrading
water quality or viable production water . The estimated total average
daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per day at the
peak of construction of the proposed DoD buildup. Thus, there will be an
adequate supply of potable water. DoD and Guam Waterworks
Authority plan to jointly manage the production of water. Also DoD is an
advocate for grants and low cost loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so
they can improve their distribution system and reduce water loss due to
leaks. The Guam Water Authority (GWA) and DoD are cooperatively
working together to plan for the expected increase in population on
Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the 22 new DoD water supply wells
early, and provide this water to GWA, along with excess water from
DoD's Fena Reservoir, to meet the near-term increase in water demand
that is expected to occur off-base during the construction phase of the
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buildup. During this time, GWA will make improvements to their system
to meet the long-term water needs of off-base communities. The net
positive affect of this strategy is that DOD shoulders the cost to supply
early buildup water demand, especially the demand associated with the
temporary construction workforce.
K-059-008
Thank you for your comment. Yes, the 1991/2 study is almost 20 years
old, but represents the best available information on the sustainability of
the NGLA. Because the study was 20 years old, DoD had the Water and
Environmental Research Institute (WERI) of the University of Guam, the
acknowledged experts on the NGLA, review that report and render an
opinion if the assumptions it used are still valid today. That review was
performed and the conclusion drawn was that yes those assumptions
are still valid. At the request of EPA Region 9, DoD will update the 1992
study will data that has been collected since 1992. Initial indications
from WERI are that this new data set is fairly limited in useful information
for the subaquifers in the northern areas of Guam where DoD proposes
to drill new wells, so new conclusions regarding the sustainability of the
aquifer are not anticipated. The DoD has committed to support the
USGS modeling of the aquifer, which is estimated to take at least 3
years. This model will assist in aquifer management. DoD would
appreciate any information you may have regarding the accuracy of
these reports.
K-059-009
Thank you for your comment. DoD is currently assisting GWA with water
supply in the south in the amount of up to 4 million gallons per day of
supply from Fena Reservoir. However, DoD is legally restricted from
spending their budget to repair or construct civilian infrastructure.
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K-059-010
Thank you for your comment. The Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA)
and DoD are cooperatively working together to plan for the expected
increase in population on Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the 22 new
DoD water supply wells early, and provide this water to GWA, along with
excess water from DoD's Fena Reservoir, to meet the near-term
increase in water demand that is expected to occur off-base during the
construction phase of the buildup. During this time, GWA would begin to
drill new wells of their own and make improvements to their system to
meet the long-term water needs of off-base communities. Concrete plans
to resolve the projected shortfalls in the GWA water system must be in
place prior to commencement of the DoD buildup. DoD and GWA are
working on these solutions and they will be included in the final EIS.
DoD is legally restricted to spend their budget only for their direct
requirements. They cannot use budget to fix a civilian resource. DoD can
and is an advocate for Guam to find grants and low cost loans to assist
in more rapidly repairing their water systems.
K-059-011
Thank you for your comment. Subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD and
Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA) reached agreement in principle to
establish a special private entity (SPE). This SPE would obtain a loan
arranged by DoD to upgrade the North District Wastewater Treatment
Plant (NDWWTP). The SPE would also operate the plant and pay back
the loan with user fees. The DoD would pay user fees established by a
customer service agreement with GWA that would enable the SPE to
repay the loan. Future upgrades to add secondary treatment to the
NDWWTP, if required, would be funded by the users based on their
percentage of demand. The DoD would be one of the highest users
would bear their fair share of that upgrade. This will be stated in the final
EIS.
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Also, a detailed study of needed upgrades to the NDWWTP has been
recently completed, shared with GWA, and is in the final EIS.
K-059-012
Thank you for your comment. DoD will share with the receivership the
details of their recycling efforts. Information sharing would be provided
upon request.
The Navy is preparing a Recycling and Solid Waste Diversion Study for
DoD Bases, Guam that has established a diversion goal of 50 percent,
not including construction and demolition debris. The Study is
considering the following alternatives: 1) DoD would construct two refuse
transfer facilities, one in northern Guam and one in Southern Guam; 2)
DoD would implement a source separation recycling program at all
facilities; 3) DoD would construct recycling center(s); and 4) DoD would
construct a materials resource recovery facility.

K-059-013
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-059-012.
K-059-014
Thank you for your comment. The off-base roadway projects may be
funded through the Defense Access Road (DAR) Program and annual
allocations through the US Department of Transportation (USDOT)
Federal Highway Administration. The Defense Access Road Program
provides the means for the Department of Defense (DoD) to pay a fair
share for public highway improvements required as a result of a sudden
or unusual defense-generated traffic impact or unique defense-related
public highway requirement.
Volume 6, Chapter 1 has been updated to include a list of potential DAR
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projects. The DoD commits to seeking funding for these projects.
The DoD, Guam Department of Public Works and Federal Highway
Administration are continuing to work together to identify projects eligible
for funding under the DAR program. The DoD will lead an interagency
council which includes the USDOT to assist the Government of Guam in
seeking funds for projects that are not eligible for the DAR program.
K-059-015
Thank you for your comment. Subsequent to publishing the DEIS, DoD
and Guam Power Authority (GPA) have discussed two approaches to
implement the required power upgrades. One plan would establish a
private entity (PE) under contract with GPA that would obtain a DoD
arranged loan to recondition the required combustion turbines and
transmission and distribution system owned by GPA. The second plan
would have GPA utilize their own financial resources/arrangements to
make the required upgrades. In either case, the customer service
agreement between DoD and GPA would be revised to a utility service
contract and reflect fees that would pay for these improvements. These
options are discussed in the final EIS.
K-059-016
Thank you for your comment. Updated power analysis has reduced the
current load on the GPA system and also the projected demand from the
proposed buildup. In working with GPA, both DoD and GPA agree that a
new baseload generating facility would be needed by 2017. The revised
customer service agreement between GPA and DoD would ensure that
DoD pays their fair share for the impacts from the proposed buildup.
Alternative energy sources were considered but discarded for baseload
supply as this supply must be extremely reliable. Solar and wind are not
reliable enough and there is no currently available economical power
storage medium to augment them. Also alternative energy is very costly.
Per the December 2009 “Watts & Volts” newsletter published by the
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IREA of Colorado, a very sunny state, “A recent study by Tufts University
economics professor Gilbert Metcalf states, ‘Solar power currently costs
3.5 to 4 times the price of conventional power,’ but when stripped of
subsidies and preferential tax treatment, ‘solar power is between 570
percent and 887 percent more expensive to produce than coal power.”
We realize coal power is not available on Guam, but this demonstrates
that solar power is not cheap. Both solar and wind require duplicative
investments, one for the alternative energy and another for the
conventional backup.DoD, however, is mandated to provide a certain
percentage of power via alternative energy. So, for new installations,
solar water heating and photovoltaics would be considered for new
installations. In addition, new DoD development would strive to achieve
at least LEED Silver, requiring energy conservation be built into the new
facilities. Conservation is the best alternative energy source.
K-059-017
Thank you for your comment. DoD is legally limited to spending its
budget on what is needed for its operation and personnel. Spending DoD
funds to repair civilian utility systems is prohibited by the Anti-Deficiency
Act. DoD is an advocate for Guam to obtain grants and low-cost loans
from other U. S. Federal agencies, and for Guam to collect development
fees that would be paid by DoD when the development is being
conducted by a DoD contractor. Additional sources of income typically
enhances the borrowing capacity of business entities if they are properly
managed. DoD cannot fix GWA. Gov Guam must do that. However,
GWA and DoD are cooperatively working together to plan for the
expected increase in population on Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the
22 new DoD water supply wells early, and provide this water to GWA,
along with excess water from DoD's Fena Reservoir, to meet the nearterm increase in water demand that is expected to occur off-base during
the construction phase of the buildup. During this time, GWA would
begin to drill new wells of their own and make improvements to their
system to meet the long-term water needs of off-base communities.
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Concrete plans to resolve the projected shortfalls in the GWA water
system must be in place prior to commencement of the DoD buildup.
DoD and GWA are working on these solutions and they will be included
in the final EIS.
The bulk of the construction workforce would be housed in a work camp,
which would be a requirement in the procurement package to the
construction contractors. Yes, there would be other civilian increases
related to the construction, and that is included in the induced civilian
growth estimates and the DoD population growth estimates (DoD
personnel involved in the construction). We feel the estimated demand is
accurate. We do not understand how joint mitigations between DoD and
GWA would occur, since DoD cannot dictate the mitigation efforts of
GWA. In the FEIS, potential mitigations not in DoD control have been
recommended.
K-059-018
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS identified the need for GWA to
make repairs and upgrades to the NDWWTP, and committed to paying
its fair share of these upgrades. DoD's fair share was described as a
percentage of the upgrade cost based on how much flow DoD would
send to the plant from existing and new DoD facilities. However,
the DEIS identifies this as a mitigation measure that is not within DoD
control because the NDWWTP is owned and operated by GWA. Primary
repairs and upgrades that are needed at the plant today, primary
upgrades needed at the plant to meet the increased flow from DoD, and
secondary upgrades needed in the future are all addressed in the DEIS.
In Subsequent to the publication of the DEIS, DoD has committed to
fund 100% of the primary treatment repairs and upgrades. This would
significantly improve the quality of wastewater from the plant, and reduce
the risk to public health from waterborne diseases. DoD also funded,
and has completed, a detailed engineering study that identifies the
specific repairs and upgrades needed at the plant for both primary and
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secondary treatment. This study was fully coordinated with GWA and
EPA, and are discussed in the FEIS. After publication of the DEIS, GWA
challenged an EPA requirement to upgrade the plant to secondary
treatment. Whether secondary treatment will be required will be
determined in the future. Regardless, DoD will pay for its fair share
(based on flow) of these secondary upgrades if and when they are
required. The FEIS will include this commitment.
DoD agrees with the suggestion to add sewer services to northern Guam
as a mitigation measure to protect the aquifer. This mitigation has been
added to the FEIS.
K-059-019
Thank you for your comment. Combining and integrating both the DoD
and GWA water systems would be a major undertaking that is beyond
the scope of the EIS. DoD certainly plans on cooperating with GWA and
assisting them to the full legal extent of their capability, but would not
concur to combine the two water systems. Interconnects would be
planned to permit water sharing back and forth as agreed upon. In fact,
the Guam Water Authority (GWA) and DoD are cooperatively working
together to plan for the expected increase in population on Guam. DoD
has agreed to drill the 22 new DoD water supply wells early, and provide
this water to GWA, along with excess water from DoD's Fena Reservoir,
to meet the near-term increase in water demand that is expected to
occur off-base during the construction phase of the buildup. During this
time, GWA will make improvements to their system to meet the longterm water needs of off-base communities.
K-059-020
Thank you for your comment. Workforce housing would be provided by
the contractors as described in Volume 2, Chapter 16, “Socioeconomics
and General Services.” DoD would not provide workforce housing, but
design/construction contracts would require the contractor to
accommodate the workforce in accordance with specified health and
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safety standards. Various proposals are being developed by potential
contractors in anticipation of winning a contract. The timing and location
are unknown for construction and/or renovation of housing to
accommodate the construction workforce, but it is possible that some of
the workforce housing projects would begin independently of DoD’s
Record of Decision.
There are no plans to allow contractors to locate workforce housing on
DoD-controlled land. Therefore, it is anticipated that should workforce
housing needs require the construction of new housing, such workforce
housing would be located on either private or Government of Guam
lands. In either instance Guam officials would control the underlying
land use and permit decisions associated with the siting of such
housing. DoD would work with Government of Guam land use and
natural resource officials to identify any contractor plans or efforts to
construct workforce housing and DOD shall ensure that contractors are
informed of their responsibilities to comply with Government of Guam
land use restrictions. In particular, the Guam Land Use Commission
recently issued GLUC 2009-1 which specifically addresses the issue of
zoning for workforce housing.
K-059-021
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-059-020.
K-059-022
Thank you for your comment. The off-base roadway projects may be
funded through the Defense Access Road (DAR) Program and annual
allocations through the US Department of Transportation (USDOT)
Federal Highway Administration. The Defense Access Road Program
provides the means for the Department of Defense (DoD) to pay a fair
share for public highway improvements required as a result of a sudden
or unusual defense-generated traffic impact or unique defense-related
public highway requirement.
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Volume 6, Chapter 1 has been updated to include a list of potential DAR
projects. The DoD commits to seeking funding for these projects.
The DoD, Guam Department of Public Works and Federal Highway
Administration are continuing to work together to identify projects eligible
for funding under the DAR program. The DoD will lead an interagency
council which includes the USDOT to assist the Government of Guam in
seeking funds for projects that are not eligible for the DAR program.

K-059-023
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-059-020.
K-059-024
Thank you for your comment. Generally, LOS D is the minimum
desirable level of service during peak hours when planning new facilities
in undeveloped areas. The 2030 Guam Transportation Plan (Section
7.2.5, Page 7-2) identifies that LOS E should be provided to the extent
feasible with due consideration to physical and environmental
impacts. Off-base roadway improvements were identifed in the DEIS to
offset the Military Build-up traffic impacts to the extent that projects were
reasonable and implementable. In most cases, if constructed, the
improvements will offset the traffic impacts associated with the military
development.
Addition of a map depicting the locations of work force housing will be
provided in FEIS.
K-059-025
Thank you for your comment. The on-base traffic study does not address
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stormwater issues. The on-base study is not being conducted
specifically for the EIS. All available studies were included in the EIS.
K-059-026
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to K-059-024.
K-059-027
Thank you for your comment. Coordination and outreach with
emergency service providers is a normal function that is coordinated with
traffic control plans for construction projects. Coordination will occur per
normal processes and procedures.
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K-059-028
Thank you for your comment. The off-base roadway and intersection
improvements were developed to mitigate the traffic impacts of military
traffic in the 2030 planning horizon. These projects were incorporated
into the action alternatives as traffic mitigation for the specific
alternatives. Travel demand management recommendations where
identified to help relieve the short-term impacts in the 2014 time horizon
and could be used in 2030 if desired. These qualitative measures are
subjective in nature and the improvements would be difficult to measure
in a quantitative analysis.Increased congestion and travel time can
negatively affect quality of life. Quality of life is a qualitative measure
and difficult to measure in a quantitative analysis.
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K-059-029
Thank you for your comment. The FEIS action alternatives include offbase roadway and intersection improvements associated with each
alternative. The no-action alternative does not include any of the off
base roadway improvements that were identified to address military
traffic impacts. There are a number of intersections and roadway
segments and intersections that will operate more favorably with the
military traffic AND the identified projects than in the no-action condition.
The affects of indirect workers were included in the model as militaryrelated traffic.
K-059-030
Thank you for your comment. DoD is legally limited to spending budget
on items directly associated with its facilities and personnel. It is
suggested that the required funding for additional permitting support be
obtained through the cost of the permits and not through direct funding
from DoD, which is prohibited.
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K-059-031
Thank you for your comment.
K-059-032
Thank you for your comment. Due to the complexity of the project, there
are two parts of the cumulative impact analysis: the summary of impacts
for all components of the proposed action (Volume 7 Chapter 3) and an
assessment of the additive impacts of the proposed action in
combination with other past, present and reasonably foreseeable
projects (Volume 7, Chapter 4). A systematic methodology was applied
in both analyses.
Volume 7, Chapter 3 summarizes the combined potential impacts of all
of the preferred alternatives on Guam and Tinian. The impacts of
Volumes 2 through 6 are discussed by resource. At the end of Volume
7, Chapter 3.3 there is a table summarizing the combined impacts of all
long-term (operational) components of the preferred
alternatives. Significant impacts are identified. Trends in the resource
health on Guam and Tinian since World War II are described. This
section includes limited quantitative data for proposed action impacts.
For example, special-status species habitat loss due to the proposed
action and current amount of habitat available island wide is presented in
Volume 7, Section 3.3. There is no quantitative island-wide data readily
available for most of the resource areas assessed and the impact
analysis is often qualitative.
Volume 7, Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts, assesses the potential
additive impact of the EIS proposed actions when combined with
potential impacts of other past, present and reasonably foreseeable
future actions. The period of consideration for the cumulative impact
analysis is 2004 to 2019. The project list is based on best available
information from DoD and the Guam Land Use Commission database.
There is no National Environmental Policy Act (or similar) document
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disclosing project impacts for most of the cumulative projects listed;
therefore, there is insufficient data on most cumulative projects listed to
conduct a quantitative impact analysis. In Chapter 4 a table summarizes
the potential cumulative impacts on Guam and another table
summarizes the potential cumulative impacts on Tinian. Potential
additive cumulative impacts are identified for a number of resources.
Mitigation measures are proposed earlier in the EIS. The cumulative
impacts analysis has been expanded in the FEIS, including the addition
of climate change analysis and analysis of cumulative impacts to coral.
K-059-033
Thank you for your comment. The quote from Volume 6 Chapter 6
section 6.2.5.2 discusses the new Gov Guam landfill at Layon as having
the potential to produce leachate that could percolate into the
groundwater. However, the groundwater under that landfill is not used as
a drinking water supply and the impact of this landfill was examined
during its own NEPA process. Siting of the Layon Landfill is not within
the scope of this EIS.
K-059-034
Thank you for your comment. The Federal Highway Administration
interim guidance suggests a three tiered approach for addressing toxics
in NEPA documents since there are no criteria for determining the
significance of MSAT emissions in the NEPA context. However, as per
EPA's request, DoD conducted, despite the lack of guidance and impact
thresholds, an MSAT impact dispersion modeling analysis to evaluate
the potential human health risk from MSAT associated with the proposed
action. This analysis is supplemental and included as part of the FEIS
(summarized in Volume 6, Chapter 7 and presented in full in Volume 9,
Appendix I).
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K-059-035
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS quantifies the air emissions
associated with the operation and construction activities related to the
proposed action, as detailed in Volumes 2-9. Appendix I (Volume 9)
provides a comprehensive discussion of how air quality impacts were
assessed for each analysis, and provides individual tables for each set of
analyses. Information on health, ecosystem, and other risks associated
with criteria pollutants is provided in Table I.2-1 of Appendix I.
In regard to SO2 emissions, the preferred power alternative (Interim
Alternative 1 in DEIS and Basic Alternative 1 in FEIS) would be in
compliance with the NAAQS. With updates to the current power demand
from GPA and estimated demand from the proposed DoD buildup, which
has gone down, preferred Alternative 1 was retained in the FEIS and
Alternatives 2 and 3 were deemed unnecessary and deleted.
Siting of any project facilities would consider the General Conformity
Rule (GCR) and other relevant regulations. As the proposed action is a
non-transportation project and would potentially involve activities in the
Piti and Tanguisson SO2 nonattainment areas, the GCR applies to the
proposed activities within the nonattainment areas. A general conformity
applicability analysis was provided in Section 3.6 of Appendix I.
Greenhouse gas emissions were estimated based on current planning
tools, and the analysis follows existing regulatory guidance given for
estimating greenhouse gas emissions for a NEPA document. Regulating
greenhouse gas emissions is an evolving issue, and further refined
analysis methodology and/or guidance are anticipated from regulatory
agencies in the near future. The change in climate conditions caused by
the burning of fossil fuels is a global effect, and requires that an air
quality impact analysis be assessed on a global or regional scale, not at
the local scale of a city or an island. The proposed alternatives mostly
involve the relocation of the military operations already occurring in the
West Pacific region, therefore fossil fuel burning activities in the region
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are unlikely to change significantly. Overall global greenhouse gas
emissions are likely to remain near the current levels on a regional or
global scale, resulting in an insignificant impact to current global climate
change trends. This analysis is contained in Volume 7.
Although the analysis indicates less than significant air quality impacts,
the DoD intends to consider various options designed to minimize the
proposed action’s adverse short-term or long-term air quality impacts, as
described in Volume 7. DoD is working with relevant stakeholders to
determine an appropriate strategy to for implementing an island wide
switch to low sulfur fuel. Therefore, the predicted air quality impacts are
considered conservative as potential impacts do not consider the use of
cleaner fuel options in the future.
Although DoD is supportive of the need for ambient air quality
monitoring, it must follow complicated regulatory siting and data
reduction procedures in addition to equipment set-up requirements. For
these reasons, EPA and/or state agencies are normally responsible for
collecting ambient air quality data and DoD is not responsible for
conducting such a study. However, DoD proposes to install one longterm ambient monitoring station for EPA and GEPA to monitor air quality
condition on Guam.
K-059-036
Thank you for your comment.
The historically monitored ambient air quality program at Guam
(collected approximately 20-40 years ago) was included in the
discussion of existing monitoring data. Detailed data from this program
were not included in the DEIS, as a detailed discussion of air quality
conditions 20 years ago including location, levels collected, etc. would be
of limited or no use for describing existing ambient air quality conditions
occurring now at Guam. Therefore, the paragraph in Chapter 7 of
Volume 6 only provides information on the fact that such studies were
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historically conducted, but have not been performed in recent years. A
comparison of predicted air quality conditions to historical conditions
would not assist in determining the incremental increases from the
proposed action. As noted in the comment, the most appropriate action
would be to monitor current air quality conditions, which requires
coordination with federal and Guam government environmental
agencies.
Additional air quality monitoring was performed by GPA from 19992000 to measure SO2 at locations that are not downwind or close
to major electrical generating units (EGUs). However, GPA also
performed air quality dispersion modeling analyses for majority of GPA
EGUs in the 1990s to demonstrate the compliance of the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for running these EGUs under
the permitted capacity. The modeling considered the change of wind on
an hourly basis and determined the worst-case concentration levels
around individual facilities. Therefore, if the military build-up would not
affect existing major GPA EGUs' permitted capacities, it can be
concluded that the adverse power operational impacts under the
proposed action, particularly the Preferred Alternative, would not cause
any significant air quality concerns.
The redesignation request of the Piti nonattainment area is currently
under review, which is unlikely be completed prior to the issuance of the
FEIS.
K-059-037
Thank you for your comment. Potential noise impacts to listed species
are presented in Vol. 2, Section 10.2, including Tables 10.2-2 and 10.2-3
and Figures 10.2-6 and 10.2-7. Based on the presented analysis,
impacts to species due to noise from the proposed activities would not
be significant.
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K-059-038
Thank you for your comment. The increase in construction workers has
been projected and addressed in relevant planning documents such as
the 2030 Guam Transportation Plan (GTP) (December 2008) and the
Guam Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (2006). Increased
population associated with the relocation of Marines and their
dependents would create an adverse impact to recreational facilities at
existing bases, this would be offset by construction and operation of
new recreational facilities at the new Marine Corps base. Impacts to off
base recreational facilities would be significant due to the increase in
civilian workers over the course of military construction on Guam, and
because of the loss of recreational opportunities that would be displaced
for the development of new military facilities. Mitigation measures that
would be implemented are identified in Volume 2, Section 9.2.2.6.
These measures consist of: preparation of a recreational carrying
capacity analysis management plan to address recreational user use,
demand, preference, conflicts and conditions; making DoD
resources available to the Andersen AFB Volunteer Conservation Officer
(VCO); collaboration with GDAWR to establish outreach and docent
programs at marine preserves and other environmentally sensitive areas
on Guam; Marine Corps improvements and maintenance of Tanguisson
Beach and coastline north of Hilaan; establishment of outdoor recreation
areas on NCTS Finegayan.
K-059-039
Thank you for your comment. The traffic management plan or
maintenance of traffic will be included in the design for each project. The
cost will be included in the design cost and construction cost. The offbase roadway projects may be funded through requests under the
Defense Access Road (DAR) Program or annual allocations through
FHWA.
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K-059-040
Thank you for your comment. Some additional analysis of indirect
impacts for infrastructure will be included.
K-059-041
Thank you for your comment. It is not feasible to estimate indirect
impacts to terrestrial wildlife from increased use of fossil fuel as there are
so many other factors that may affect these resources. Impacts from new
outfalls have been evaluated in the draft EIS. Additional detailed
evaluation of discharge changes would be included for any new or
revised discharge permits.
Regarding indirect impacts from road improvements, your reference to
an ROI of 0.25 miles is confusing and would need further explanation for
a direct response. An analysis of indirect impacts from roadway changes
will be included in the final EIS.
K-059-042
Thank you for your comment. Regarding the discussion of wastewater
discharge concerns by the USEPA. The USEPA information was based
on “primary” treatment only. The DEIS presents an analysis of
potential water quality impacts from wastewater discharges on Guam,
and discusses potential impacts to water quality and marine biology that
could occur if mitigation measures are not implemented. This is a worstcase scenario that had to be analyzed in the DEIS, but it is not expected
to actually occur due to on-going efforts by DoD, Guam Water Authority
(GWA) and EPA to bring the Northern District Wastewater Treatment
Plant (NDWWTP) into compliance.
The identified mitigation measures that would prevent water quality and
marine resource impacts due to inadequate treatment of wastewater are
for GWA to make repairs and upgrades to the NDWWTP. The NWWTP
has long-standing non-compliance with its permit, which results in
impacts to water quality and marine life today, even absent the buildup.
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The DEIS identifies this as a mitigation measure that is not within DoD
control because the NDWWTP is owned and operated by GWA. The
DEIS does describe the upgrades that would be needed to the plant to
bring it into compliance, and commits to paying for DoD's fair share of
the cost for these upgrades (share would be based on percentage of
flow originating from DoD). Primary repairs and upgrades that are
needed at the plant today, primary upgrades needed at the plant to meet
the increased flow from DoD, and secondary upgrades needed in the
future are all addressed in the DEIS. These upgrades would ensure that
water quality standards would be met and marine biological resoureces
protected.
Subsequent to publication of the DEIS, DoD and GWA reached
agreement in principal to establish a private entity (PE). The PE would
obtain a loan arranged by DoD to upgrade the Northern District
Wastewater Treatment Plant (NDWWTP). The PE would operate the
plant and pay back the loan with user fees. This would significantly
improve the quality of wastewater from the plant, and improve water
quality in the ocean areas where the plant discharges. DoD also funded,
and has completed, a detailed engineering study that identifies the
specific repairs and upgrades needed at the plant for both primary and
secondary treatment. This study was fully coordinated with GWA and
EPA, and will be discussed in the FEIS. After publication of the DEIS,
GWA challenged an EPA requirement to upgrade the plant to secondary
treatment. Whether secondary treatment will be required will be
determined in the future. Regardless, DoD will pay for its fair share
(based on flow) of these secondary upgrades if and when they are
required. The FEIS will include this commitment.
K-059-043
Thank you for your comment. The DoD conducted archaeological
surveys of over 5,000 acres of areas that could be disturbed as part of
the Marine Relocation. During a three-year planning process, the Guam
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SHPO provided information, reviewed work plans, and contributed to the
avoidance of archaeological sites and culturally sensitive areas on
Guam. As a result of this consultation, most of the archaeological sites
were avoided by the proposed construction. Archaeological surveys
were conducted by individuals both on Guam and from other areas who
met federal professional standards. The studies on traditional cultural
properties were conducted by the Micronesian Area Research Center at
the University of Guam and included persons that understand and speak
Chamorro.
The DoD conducted archaeological surveys of areas that could be
disturbed as part of the Build-up, including non DoD lands where access
was permitted. If these lands are developed as part of the Marine
Relocation, then all unsurveyed areas would be surveyed prior to
construction and additional consultation would be conducted.
K-059-044
Thank you for your comment. Volume 6, Chapter 2, Figure 2.4-2 shows
the details of the existing landfill at Apra Harbor to be expanded.
Simulations from major viewing areas have been conducted to
demonstrate how the build-out of the proposed Main Cantonment may
appear. The resultant figures are shown in Volume 2, Chapter 13,
figures 13.2-4 through 13.2-15. Presently, there are no plans to conduct
viewing simulations from other viewing areas, such as Routes 2 and 2A,
Afilieje Beach Park, and Apra Heights. It is not anticipated the proposed
landfill expansion at Apra Harbor would adversely affect Guam’s tourism
industry. This is because Guam’s tourism activities are dispersed islandwide and not concentrated in the vicinity of the landfill. Visitors to Guam
are likely to encounter the landfill at a distance—from Afilieje Beach Park
or other recreational resources on Agat Bay, from a viewing point further
up inland—or momentarily while driving through the area while traveling
via Routes 2 or 2A. As such, impacts to tourism activities from the
proposed Apra Harbor landfill would be negligible.
Under the preferred action for the Apra Harbor landfill, the height of the
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existing landfill at Apra Harbor would be raised to 100 feet above mean
sea level (msl), which is 48 feet above its current elevation of 52 feet
above msl. We acknowledge that grading the landfill alone does not
remove view obstruction resulting from the new height of the proposed
landfill. What is being proposed is to grade the benches that reflect the
existing contours of the area to create a more natural appearance.
Furthermore, re-vegetating the landfill would facilitate blending in the
landfill with the existing vegetation in the area. Inasmuch as the existing
views toward and/or overlooking the landfill are situated at a
considerable distance from the landfill (from Route 2, Route 2A, Afilieje
Beach Park, and Apra Heights), areas re-vegetated would not be as
apparent as they may be if looking from an adjoining property.
Landscape plans for the Main Cantonment would be prepared and
subject to review during the design phase. Landscape plans prepared in
association with the proposed actions must be in conformance with the
Record of Decision (ROD) for the EIS.
Overall, if the proposed action or alternatives add or change to the
existing visual impacts, those impacts were identified and discussed in
the DEIS.
K-059-045
Thank you for your comment. The number of vessels visiting the Port of
Guam is presented in Volume 2, Chapter 14. Table 14.1-1 provides
the number of vessels that visited the Port of Guam. The number of
vessels has steadily and substantially decreased from 1995 (2,924
vessels) to 2008 (1,022 vessels). As presented in Section 14.2.2.4,
the addition of the vessels associated with the proposed action would
result in less than a significant impact on marine transportation in Apra
Harbor.
Volume 4, Chapter 14 of the EIS provides information about the transient
aircraft carrier. As presented in Section 14.2.2.1 (Operation), the
movement of the carrier from the harbor entrance to the wharf requires
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up to four assist tugboats. When the aircraft carrier is transiting through
Outer Apra Harbor, other vessels are restricted from using the channel
for security and safety reasons. Under the proposed action for the
transient aircraft carrier, there would be a cumulative total of up to 63
visit days per year with an anticipated length of 21 days or less per visit.
K-059-046
Thank you for your comment. Subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD and
Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA) reached agreement in principle to
establish a special private entity (SPE). This SPE would obtain a loan
arranged by DoD to upgrade the North District Wastewater Treatment
Plant (NDWWTP). The SPE would also operate the plant and pay back
the loan with user fees. The DoD would pay user fees established by a
customer service agreement with GWA that would enable the SPE to
repay the loan. Future upgrades to add secondary treatment to the
NDWWTP, if required, would be funded by the users based on their
percentage of demand. The DoD would be one of the highest users
would bear their fair share of that upgrade. Fair share means that DoD
would pay user fees which will pay back the cost of the upgrade based
on DoD's percentage of flow to the plant (currently estimated at 33%).
This has been stated in the final EIS.
K-059-047
Thank you for your comments and recommendations. Many comments
on mitigation measures were received during the DEIS comment period.
Subsequently discussion of mitigation measures has been expanded in
the Final EIS.
Please see Section 4.4.1 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS for information
on the expected impacts the proposed action would have on the
government of Guam’s (agencies) staffing requirements. The analysis in
the SIAS includes both direct and indirect impacts including those who
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move to Guam for work related to the proposed action.
Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) is
underway, this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment that identifies the needs
of the government of Guam and where the money to fund the needs
could come from.
Relating to funding - incoming populations (such as the induced
population during the operational period) would likely have dependents
that would attend the Guam public school system. Based on income of
military civilian workers and the goals set for the education of their
children, many will send their children to private and/or parochial
schools. The benefits to the community that the base is in, consists
primarily of money that the new population provides to the local
government from taxes, licenses, and fees. This money would go to the
government's revenues. The executive and legislative branches of the
government can then fund social, cultural, health, and other programs
they feel are needed to benefit Guam.
If the services provided by Guam in the areas of utilities, infrastructures,
social and health care, public schools, protective services, are
inadequate (this is noted in the SIAS), the income (from the new
population) will not be able to pay for all the required needs, especially
any capital improvements. The Joint Guam Program Office (JGPO) has
been working with and will continue to work with local and federal
agencies to determine where funding can be supported. This has been
and will continue to be an ongoing process and is exacerbated by the
current worldwide economic crises. It is noted that, DoD funds are
focused on the military and defense needs of the U.S., so JGPO may
find that other funding alternatives must also be put into place to avoid
and/or minimize impacts to the government of Guam. Where possible
and appropriate, JGPO and/or DoD will support grants, loans, and other
funds that focuses on improvements that are within the objectives of the
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sponsoring federal agency.

K-059-048
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the DEIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the FEIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the FEIS
and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the NEPA process.
In the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), found in
Appendix F of Volume 9 in the DEIS, the number of off-island H2B visa
foreign laborers was estimated. Two scenarios were reviewed: the
maximal number (unconstrained) and a constrained scenario. In Section
4.4 of the SIAS, there is detailed discussion and analysis of impacts to
public services; some of the public services would be impacted by
temporary workers and some would not. The Navy would require
contractors who work on DoD projects to provide healthcare for their
employees, including off-island/H2B workers. A small percentage may
seek health and/or social services provided by Guam. However, workers
would also contribute to the Government of Guam revenues in form of
personal income and gross receipts taxes; corporations would pay
corporate income taxes (See section 4.3.3, page 4-24 of the SIAS). The
additional money would flow into Guam's revenues and, depending on
executive and legislative branches decisions, could be used to provide
for additional public health and social services.
Relating to the population figure of about 80,000 people; it should be
noted the figure represents a maximal figure when most of the
construction workers are still on Guam and the military populations arrive
(2014); once construction is completed, the operational population would
be about 33,400 (2016) (see the SIAS, Table ES-1, on page iii).
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Mitigation measures (as appropriate) to address the significant impacts
are discussed in the Final EIS
K-059-049
Thank you for your comment. Your mitigation recommendation has been
taken under consideration. During the DEIS comment period a number
of mitigation measures were suggested; subsequently, expanded
discussions on mitigation measures are included in the FEIS.
K-059-050
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is committed to the protection
and responsible stewardship of the environment. In addition, the DoD is
committed to the safe handling and use of all hazardous substances,
including fuels, lubricants, solvents, munitions and explosives of concern
(MEC), nuclear materials, pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, nuclear
materials, and other hazardous substances. In fact, when feasible, the
DoD attempts to reduce or eliminate the use of various
hazardous substances to the greatest extent possible and substituting
them for less toxic substances. When using hazardous substances,
environmental laws and regulations (e.g., RCRA) must be followed by
DoD that are designed to be protective of human health, welfare, and the
environment. In order to implement these laws and regulations, DoD
has developed various procedures, protocol, and directives designed to
proactively eliminate or minimize the inadvertent leakage, spill or release
of pollutants to the environment. These actions involve comprehensive
administrative, engineering, and operations mandates, best
management practices (BMPs), standard operating procedures (SOPs),
and controls in place to prevent or minimize the inadvertent leakage,
spill, or release of hazardous/toxic substances.
These BMPs, SOPs, and other controls are fully described in the EIS
document (Volume 7). Note that BMPs and SOPs are not considered
“mitigation measures” because these actions are being done as part of
Guam and CNMI Military Relocation DEIS/OEIS

existing laws and regulations and not as part of new
“mitigation”. However, if a leak, release, or spill is suspected or
confirmed, aggressive mitigation measures are used to first clean up the
leak, spill, or release as quickly as possible, followed by an assessment
of risks to the public and/or the environment and a plan to remediate
these risk concerns to within regulatory acceptable levels. These actions
generally include environmental media (e.g., groundwater, surface water,
soil, air, and/or biota) sampling and monitoring to ensure that and
hazards are mitigated quickly and effectively. In many cases, part of
remediation plan includes the requirement to perform regularly
scheduled long-term sampling and monitoring of environmental media to
ensure that remedial actions have been effective. If long-term
monitoring indicates that risks to human health or the environment are
still unacceptable, more aggressive remediation approaches are
considered. In fact, many such clean-up efforts are underway. As part of
the clean-up process, the DoD provides various opportunities for the
general public, stakeholders, and other interested parties to get involved
in the process. One such opportunity is Restoration Advisory Boards
(RABs) where interested party questions and concerns may be
communicated. These comprehensive actions (e.g., BMPs, SOPs, etc.)
will protect public health, welfare, and the environment from adverse
impacts associated with the use of hazardous substances.
K-059-051
Thank you for your comment. Incoming populations (such as the
induced population during the operational period) would likely have
dependents that would attend the Guam public school system. Based
on income of military civilian workers and the goals set for the education
of their children, many will send their children to private and/or parochial
schools. The benefits to the community that the base is located within
consists primarily of money that the new population provides to the local
government from expenditures, taxes, licenses, and fees. This money
would go to the government's revenues. The executive and legislative
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branches of the government can then fund social, cultural, health, and
other programs they feel are needed to benefit Guam.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-059-052
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.4.1 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F,
Volume 9 of the DEIS for information on the expected impacts the
proposed action would have on the government of Guam’s (agencies)
staffing requirements. The analysis in the SIAS includes both direct and
indirect impacts including those who move to Guam for work related to
the proposed action. Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of
Economic Adjustment is underway, this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment
that identifies the needs of the government of Guam and where the
money to fund the needs could come from.
The anticipated military population that would come to Guam from the
proposed project would have their own schools, medical and dental
services (clinics and the Guam Naval Hospital), recreational facilities,
and stores. This new population like the existing military population on
Guam, would not seek out many services typically provided by or funded
by the government of Guam. Other incoming populations (such as the
induced population during the operational period) would likely have
dependents that would attend the Guam public school system. Based
on income (on the average higher than the average of the existing Guam
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residents) of military civilian workers, it is anticipated that many will send
their children to private and/or parochial schools. Except for the induced
population (that includes FAS people), the revenues generated by the
new population would not likely depend on many governmental
services. Additionally, the benefits to the community that the base is
located within, consists primarily of money that the new population
provides to the local government from taxes, licenses, and fees. This
money would go to the government's revenues. The executive and
legislative branches of the government can then fund social, cultural,
health, and other programs they feel are needed to benefit Guam.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
K-059-053
Thank you for your comment. The National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) are health-based standards to protect public health,
including sensitive receptors. According to Clean Air Act, each power
plant is required to obtain an air permit for construction and operation.
When a power plant is under construction or modification, the air
permitting process would require the plant owner to demonstrate that the
emissions released from the permitted operational capacity would not
cause any violation of NAAQS and therefore the public health conditions
would be protected. In the early 1990s, Guam Power Authority (GPA)
had performed air quality impact analyses for its own power facilities
including Yigo. In those analyses, GPA demonstrated that the power
plants like Yigo would not result in any exceedances of the NAAQS
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beyond the facility boundary, including the sensitive neighborhood
around the plant. Since the Preferred Interim Alternative 1 under the
proposed action would not result in any increase to the existing power
plant permitted capacity, it can be concluded that the preferred
alternative would not cause any exceedances of the NAAQS and/or
result in a significant air quality impact to sensitive receptors located
around GPA power plants.
K-059-054
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-059-055
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 4.4.1 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F,
Volume 9 of the DEIS for information on the expected impacts the
proposed action would have on the government of Guam’s (agencies)
staffing requirements. The analysis in the SIAS includes both direct and
indirect impacts including those who move to Guam for work related to
the proposed action.
Another study, funded by DoD’s Office of Economic Adjustment is
underway, this is the Fiscal Impact Assessment that identifies the needs
of the government of Guam and where the money to fund the needs
could come from. Incoming populations (such as the induced population
during the operational period) would likely have dependents that would
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attend the Guam public school system. Based on income of military
civilian workers it is likely that many will send their children to private
and/or parochial schools. The benefits to the community that the base is
located within, consists primarily of money that the new population
provides to the local government from taxes, licenses, and fees. This
money would go to the government's revenues. The executive and
legislative branches of the government can then fund social, cultural,
health, and other programs they feel are needed to benefit Guam.
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
K-059-056
Thank you for your comment. Text has been revised to define BIP
(balanced indigenous population) and ZID (zone of initial dilution). The
DEIS presents an analysis of potential public health and safety impacts
from wastewater discharges on Guam, and discusses potential
increases in the number of wastewater-related illnesses that could occur
if mitigation measures are not implemented. This is a worst-case
scenario that had to be analyzed in the DEIS, but it is not expected to
actually occur due to on-going efforts by DoD, Guam Water Authority
(GWA) and EPA to bring the Northern District Wastewater Treatment
Plant (NDWWTP) into compliance. The identified mitigation measures
that would prevent water quality impacts due to inadequate treatment of
wastewater are for GWA to make repairs and upgrades to the
NDWWTP. The NWWTP has long-standing non-compliance with its
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permit. The DEIS identifies this as a mitigation measure that is not
within DoD control because the NDWWTP is owned and operated by
GWA. The DEIS does describe the upgrades that would be needed to
the plant to bring it into compliance, and commits to paying for DoD's fair
share of the cost for these upgrades (share would be based on
percentage of flow originating from DoD). Primary repairs and upgrades
that are needed at the plant today, primary upgrades needed at the plant
to meet the increased flow from DoD, and secondary upgrades needed
in the future are all addressed in the DEIS.
Subsequent to publication of the DEIS, DoD and GWA reached
agreement in principal to establish a private entity (PE). The PE would
obtain a loan arranged by DoD to upgrade the Northern District
Wastewater Treatment Plant (NDWWTP). The PE would operate the
plant and pay back the loan with user fees. This would significantly
improve the quality of wastewater from the plant, which would result in
improved water quality. DoD also funded, and has completed, a detailed
engineering study that identifies the specific repairs and upgrades
needed at the plant for both primary and secondary treatment. This
study was fully coordinated with GWA and EPA, and will be discussed in
the FEIS.
After publication of the DEIS, GWA challenged an EPA requirement to
upgrade the plant to secondary treatment. Whether secondary treatment
will be required will be determined in the future by EPA Region 9, GWA
and GEPA. Regardless, DoD will pay for its fair share (based on flow) of
these secondary upgrades if and when they are required. The FEIS will
include DoD's commitment related to funding upgrades of at the plant.
K-059-057
Thank you for your comment. The Section 4(f) law applies only to
those lands that are publicly owned for which the officials having
jurisdiction over the property determine that its major purpose is to
function as a park, recreation area, or refuge. The Guam National
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Wildlife Refuge (GNWR) Overlay (the portion within the boundaries of
NCTS Finegayan and Andersen Air Force Base) does not constitute its
“major purpose.” The officials having jurisdiction over administering the
property in question (the GNWR Overlay) is the Department of Defense,
who recognized and codified in the agreement with the US Fish and
Wildlife Service that the military needs of the agency take precedence
and shall receive priority consideration over the USFWS’ mission. The
final Section 4(f) Evaluation has been clarified to say that it is only the
refuge overlay portion of the GNWR that is affected.
K-059-058
Thank you for your comment. The off-base roadway projects may be
funded through requests under the Defense Access Road (DAR)
Program. The Defense Access Road Program provides the means for
the Department of Defense to pay a fair share for public highway
improvements required as a result of a sudden or unusual defensegenerated traffic impact or unique defense-related public highway
requirement. All off-base roads, including the retaining wall along
Chinese Park would be owned and maintained by Guam Department of
Public Works.
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K-060-001
Thank you for your comment. We received the eight documents
mentioned in your letter and have responded to them in Volume 10 of
the Final EIS.
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K-060-002
Thank you for your comment. DoD will continue to work closely with the
citizens and Government of Guam on these important issues associated
with the proposed military relocation program.
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K-061-001
Thank you for your comment. In addition to continuing to implement
existing standard operating procedures and DoD requirements covering
the inspection and transport of material and personnel from Guam to
other locations, the Navy is also funding and coordinating the
preparation of a Micronesian Biosecurity Plan. This plan will address all
aspects of the potential for the transport of the brown treesnake, and all
potential non-native invasive species, to other Pacific Islands and from
other locations to Guam due to the military activities originating on
Guam.
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K-062-001
Thank you for your comment. The Draft EIS anticipates that military
housing would be built within the main cantonment area. It is anticipated
that the majority of Marine families would rent units in the military
housing and generally would not compete with Guam residents for
available housing units. After the construction period, housing and rental
prices could decline because the construction labor force (not including
the H2B who will live in dormitory type quarters) would leave Guam.
Civilian military workers may vie for Guam housing; however, residential
housing needed for these long-term workers would likely be about 3,200
units (maximal) by 2020 (Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
[SIAS], Table ES-3, page v).
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K-063-001
Thank you for your comment. The Draft EIS anticipates that military
housing would be built within the main cantonment area. It is anticipated
that the majority of Marine families would rent units in the military
housing and generally would not compete with Guam residents for
available housing units. After the construction period, housing and rental
prices could decline because the construction labor force (not including
the H2B who will live in dormitory type quarters) would leave Guam.
Civilian military workers may vie for Guam housing; however, residential
housing needed for these long-term workers would likely be about 3,200
units (maximal) by 2020 (Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
[SIAS], Table ES-3, page v).
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K-064-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has kept the public informed as
required by NEPA, which includes holding public scoping meetings and
public hearings and allowing the public to comment on the DEIS. DoD
has had ongoing discussions with Cooperating Agencies (those federal
and local agencies with special expertise or regulatory oversight)
throughout the preparation of the DEIS and will continue these
discussions with agencies through the completion of the FEIS. As part of
the engagement with Cooperating Agencies, they were asked to conduct
an early technical review of the partially completed DEIS in late July
2009. The DoD has also met extensively with elected officials and other
community stakeholders on the progress of the EIS and
notional/preliminary relocation plans.
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K-065-001
Thank you for your comment. The Hawaii economic model was utilized
because there is no Guam economic model. Careful and diligent effort
was undertaken to ensure that the results of the economic impact
analysis reflected the unique circumstances of the Guam economy. Also,
please note that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study
(Appendix F in Volume 9 of the EIS) produces both an unconstrained
and a constrained analysis; while both analysis were customized to
represent Guam, the constrained analysis used multipliers that were
reduced greatly from standard Hawaii multipliers and lower than any
typical modern multiplier.
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K-066-001
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 2.3.2 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F of the EIS) for
information on permitting analysis methodology.
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K-067-001
Thank you for your comments. The difference in the discussion on
socioeconomic impacts are based on the organization of the DEIS.
Volume 2 identifies the impacts of the actions proposed by the Marines
being relocated to Guam. So the socioeconomic impact chapter in that
Volume (2) is focused on impacts anticipated by the Marine component
of the action. Volume 3 relates to the firing ranges proposed on Tinian;
Volume 4 relates to the Navy actions proposed for the Carrier Vessel
Nuclear (CVN) at Apra Harbor; Volume 5 relates to the Army's Ballistic
Missile Defense (BMD) actions, and so forth. The DEIS organization is
explained in the Reader's Guide section in Volume 1 of the DEIS. The
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS), Appendix F of Volume
9, looks at the overall actions on Guam, and then on Tinian.
As the SIAS explains, two scenarios, the unconstrained (maximal) and
constrained were reviewed, and the maximal scenario was used in the
DEIS analyses. It should also be noted that the staffing for various
Guam agencies was based on the existing staffing levels that presently
exists; that is, if there is one fire fighter for 5,000 people (example only),
then the same ratio was used for the estimated population increase.
However, it was noted that Guam agencies had staffing levels which
were strained and, in some cases, provided a minimum level of desired
services to the beneficiaries.
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K-068-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-069-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-070-001
Thank you for your comment. This information has been noted and
changes, as appropriate, were provided in the FEIS.
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K-071-001
Thank you for your comment. The impacts on the Guam public school
system are discussed in subsection 4.4.2, page 4-42 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS). Table 4.4-4 in the
SIAS provides the potential increase (maximal) of student population in
the Guam Public School System from 2010 to 2020. Providing a brief
summary, at the peak population year (2014), a total of 7,937
students could attend the public school system; by 2017, when the
operational (long-term) conditions occur, the students
generated could be 909. This is based on the direct and indirect
(induced) populations resulting from the military relocation. The military
dependents would be educated in the DoD school system and should
not affect the public school system. Money generated through
taxes from the increased population and federal payments to schools
(based on student populations) should provide revenue to
fund resources for the public schools.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of many social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these services. DoD’s ability to fund
actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts
associated with the proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading
a federal inter-agency effort to identify other Federal programs and
funding sources that could benefit the people of Guam. In addition,
mitigation discussions acknowledge the need for support of professional
staff recruitment.
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K-072-001
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the DEIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the FEIS, and is evaluated when DoD prepares the
FEIS and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the NEPA process.
Your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
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K-073-001
Thank you for your comment. The impacts on the Guam public school
system are discussed in subsection 4.4.2, page 4-42 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS). Table 4.4-4 in the
SIAS provides the potential increase (maximal) of student population in
the Guam Public School System from 2010 to 2020. Providing a brief
summary, at the peak population year (2014), a total of 7,937
students could attend the public school system; by 2017, when the
operational (long-term) conditions occur, the students
generated could be 909. This is based on the direct and indirect
(induced) populations resulting from the military relocation. The military
dependents would be educated in the DoD school system and should
not affect the public school system. Money generated through
taxes from the increased population and federal payments to schools
(based on student populations) should provide revenue to
fund resources for the public schools.
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K-074-001
Thank you for your comment. Micronesians can migrate to Guam without
restrictions and may choose to do so because jobs will be created on
Guam. This is a trend that would likely continue. Workers from the
Philippines, and other countries in the region, if they are qualified and
eligible H2B workers, may also come to Guam under the conditions of
their work agreement. H2B visas are granted only after exhausting the
local labor market. The SIAS has included the qualified construction
work force on Guam that would likely fill a few thousand jobs. However,
on-island residents can only fill a relatively small percentage of the
construction labor force needed for the military buildup.
Your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
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K-075-001
Thank you for your comment. The Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS) and the Draft EIS are documents that have identified the
probable impacts of the proposed action and alternatives based on the
best available information. Existing data and information was gathered
and supplemented with interviews with federal and Guam agencies. To
provide the public and various governmental agencies with an
opportunity to review and comment on the methodologies and
assumptions used, the SIAS was included as Appendix F, Volume 9 of
the Draft EIS. Comments provided on the Draft EIS will also be included
to provide the decision-makers with the public views in support and/or
opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
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K-076-001
Thank you for your comment. A Fiscal Impact Assessment Study is
currently underway; the study is funded by DoD's Office of Economic
Adjustment and will provide greater detail on financial issues than what
is available in the EIS.
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K-077-001
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. Comments received from
the public allow DoD to make changes to the EIS before the document is
finalized. This information becomes part of the Final EIS and is
evaluated when DoD issues a Record of Decision at the end of the
NEPA process.
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K-078-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-079-001
Thank you for your comment. The SIAS and the DEIS are documents
that have identified the probable impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives based on the best available information. Existing data and
information was gathered and supplemented with interviews with federal
and Guam agencies. To provide the public and various governmental
agencies with an opportunity to review and comment on the
methodologies and assumptions used, the SIAS was included as
Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS. Comments provided on the DEIS
will also be included to provide the decision-makers with the public views
in support and/or opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
The sections outlined in your comment have been reviewed and edits to
the FEIS made as appropriate.
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K-080-001
Thank you for your comment. On-island residents would be hired if they
are qualified for the positions during the construction and operations
periods. Because the number of qualified on-island residents would
likely be exhausted, especially in the anticipated years of construction
(2010 through 2016), thousands of H2B visa foreign workers are
anticipated. Specific hiring procedures, however, are not addressed in
the EIS.
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K-081-001
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the Final EIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the
Final EIS and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
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K-082-001
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the DEIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the FEIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the FEIS
and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the NEPA process.
Please see Section 4.3.7 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (Appendix F of the DEIS) for discussion of the expected impacts
on Guam's Tourism industry.
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K-083-001
Thank you for your comment. For impacts to soil and geology,
characteristics of soil, geography, topography and hazards were
analyzed. The availability of land for agricultural purposes is analyzed in
Chapter 8 Land and Submerged Land Use.
Your comments are correct in noting that the use of those lands for
military purposes would limit their value as agriculturally productive
lands. However, it should also be recognized that most of the lands
under consideration are not being used for agriculture. The FEIS has
been revised to include additional information of the lands being
considered for acquisition.
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K-084-001
Thank you for your comment.
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K-085-001
Thank you for your comment. It is the intent of DoD to maintain public
access to the cultural and historic sites at Pagat and Marbo consistent
with safety and operational requirements. Restricting access to certain
DoD areas at certain times is required to maintain public safety. Final
plans concerning access to sites potentially impacted by the proposed
action have not been developed. DoD looks forward to working with
stakeholders to develop plans for cultural stewardship and access that
balances operational needs, public safety concerns, and the continuing
public use and enjoyment of these sites.
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K-086-001
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 2.2.3 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS, Appendix F of the EIS)
for discussion of Low Capture Rates for the Guam Economy. Spending
on military bases is accounted for in the economic analysis in the SIAS.
Personal spending was adjusted downward (to include only 12% of
income), in part, to represent the assumption that military members
would spend a portion of their income on military bases.
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K-087-001
Thank you for your comment. It our understanding that the DoD's Office
of Economic Adjustment (OEA) provided funding for consultants to study
how the community would be impacted and where funding could be
provided to lessen the impact to the local community. In funding these
studies, OEA looked at issues of expansion and improvement of the Port
of Guam, land use planning, fiscal impacts, and assistance in the
understanding and reviewing the DEIS. OEA funds were provided to the
Governor’s office, who then issued the proposals and selected the
consultants for these studies. Subsequently, the reports, many of which
are still under preparation, are available from the office of the
Governor.
While OEA facilitated the socioeconomic consultant’s meetings with the
federal agencies in San Francisco, assisted in contacts with various
agencies, and information was periodically shared, there was no attempt
to engage in detailed discussions because the Socioeconomic Impact
Assessment Study (SIAS) and OEA’s studies had specific focus areas
and objectives. We are aware of the General Accounting Office’s (GAO)
reports; however, the funding mechanisms are policies that are
implemented by the Joint Guam Program Office (JGPO), rather than the
preparers of the EIS.
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K-088-001
Thank you for your comment. Table 3.3-1 shows more recent data for
government employment than could be presented in Table 3.3-2
(employment by industry). The Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (Appendix F of the EIS) attempts to use the most current data as
possible.
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K-089-001
Thank you for your comment. This proposed new road would primarily
serve the military but will reduce traffic on Route 3 and thus be beneficial
to everyone.
The Department of Defense (DoD) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) acknowledges that the issue of land acquisition
is a complex and sensitive one.
Should the Department of Defense (DOD) or the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) determine that additional land is necessary to
improve off-base roads to meet its requirements, the FHWA policy
requires compliance with 42 United States Code Chapter 61 - Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies for Federal
and Federally Assisted Programs. This regulation establishes a uniform
policy for the fair and equitable treatment of persons displaced as a
direct result of projects undertaken by a Federal agency or with Federal
financial assistance.
This policy requires that the FHWA make every reasonable effort to
acquire expeditiously real property by negotiation. The amount offered
by the FHWA will be no less than the FHWA approved appraisal of the
fair market value of such property. Where circumstances exist that
require resolution of issues such as ownership or value, procedures exist
under eminent domain authority to resolve those questions.
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K-090-001
Thank you for your comment. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options,
including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are
discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the
FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting
process, additional NEPA documentation may be required to address
specific permitting requirements and implementation of required
compensatory mitigations.
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K-091-001
Thank you for your comment. Relating to cost of living and the proposed
military buildup, it is noted that the history of inflation and recession of
Guam’s economy from the 1970s to present was provided on page 3-47
of the SIAS. In subsection 4.3.1.4 (beginning page 4-10) of the SIAS,
the subject of impact on the standard of living is addressed, stating:
"Standard of living is a measure of purchasing power. If the standard of
living increases for a person it means they can purchase more goods
and services. If the standard of living declines for that person, he or she
can purchase fewer goods and services. Changes in a person’s standard
of living are determined by their income and the prices of the goods and
services they tend to purchase. A person’s standard of living will
increase if their income rises faster than the prices of goods and services
they tend to purchase. A person’s standard of living will decline if the
prices of goods and services they tend to purchase rise faster than the
person’s income. In both the construction and operational components,
the average wage of workers would increase as a function of greater
demand for labor. However, the price of goods and services purchased
by individuals would rise as well. It cannot be definitively predicted
whether wages or the price of goods and services would increase at a
faster pace. If wages earned by a particular household rise more quickly
than the price of goods and services, then the standard of living would
increase. If the price of goods and services rises more quickly than
wages, the standard of living would decrease. For households on fixed
incomes, the result would be reduced purchasing power. Those with the
ability to quickly renegotiate their wages will have a better chance at
maintaining or increasing their standard of living." On page 4-11 of the
SIAS, the discussion continues and discusses the income of military
related construction and operational jobs that will, on the average, be
higher than the present average wages on Guam. It concludes: "In
terms of cost of living, from 2000 to 2008 Guam workers have seen their
standard of living decline by 30% and there is no reason to expect the
military buildup to reverse that trend – Guam workers will likely to
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continue to see the cost of goods and services rise faster than their
incomes. While the proposed action may not represent a reversal of this
trend, it will slow the rate of decline in the standard of living that has
been prevalent since 2000."
Your recommended mitigation measure has been taken under
consideration. Expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
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K-092-001
Thank you for your comment. The issue of Ordot Landfill is outside the
scope of this EIS.
The new Layon Landfill is designed to accommodate municipal solid
waste from all current and future DoD sources as well as civilian and
commercial sources. Based on conservative waste generation rates, the
new landfill will reach capacity in approximately 33 years. The DoD will
be implementing diversion and recycling programs that will significantly
reduce solid waste generation and will help to extend the life of the
landfill. Details of these programs have been added to Volume 6,
Chapter 2.
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K-093-001
Thank you for your comment. Topics such as the political status also
commonly referred to as “decolonization” and “self-determination” of
Guam are important issues but are not part of the proposed action. DoD
recognizes the importance of reducing adverse socio-economic and
cultural change effects on the people of Guam, the island’s natural
resources, and infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to
implement the proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts.
DoD will continue to work with the people and Government of Guam to
ensure that the short-term impacts of construction are managed
effectively and that the long-term effects of the military relocation reflect
DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
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K-094-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD's
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-095-001
Thank you for your comment. In July 2009, a letter of intent between the
Navy, GovGuam, and GBB was signed that establishes the Navy’s intent
to pursue a contractual arrangement for use of the GovGuam’s new
Layon Landfill. A copy of the agreement was presented in Appendix C of
the DEIS.
Tipping fees that the DoD would pay to dispose of solid waste in the new
landfill would be used to pay for the construction of the landfill and
repayment of bond that Guam borrowed to construct the new landfill.
DoD has signed a Letter of Intent to use the new Guam Landfill for the
disposal of municipal solid waste.
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K-096-001
Thank you for your comments. The proposed actions would represent a
change over the existing visual conditions and interior views on DoD
properties, it would be expected to be less than significant because most
of the property is already under DoD ownership and there are few, if any,
sensitive views or receptors enjoyed by the general public that currently
exist on these sites. Existing recreational resources accessible by the
general public and visitors to the island of Guam are not situated on or
near the DoD properties, it is not anticipated the implementation of the
proposed action would detract from scenic qualities of the island.
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K-097-001
Thank you for your comment. Public comments on the Draft EIS are an
important part of the decision-making process. This information
becomes part of the Final EIS and is evaluated when DoD prepares the
Final EIS and issues a Record of Decision at the end of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
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K-098-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD was required to determine whether
military relocation requirements could be met by excess, underutilized or
otherwise available property held by DoD on Guam. Early development
plans attempted to keep all activities on existing DoD lands. However, as
discussed in the FEIS (Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational
and environmental screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam
was identified that could support all the land use and operational
requirements of the action.
You are correct in that the same criteria would apply, but the east coast
was less impacted by these criteria than the west. Your preference for
the No Action Alternative, which would result in no new live-firing ranges,
is noted.
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K-099-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-100-001
Thank you for your comment. Volume 7 of the DEIS reflects the total
impacts of all the components of the proposed action. During the DEIS
comment period, several local agencies provided their estimation of staff
impacts. The FEIS will be revised to show their estimates (as well as
those in the DEIS). It should also be noted that the DEIS used the
maximal population anticipated and that the existing ratio of service
providers to clients or overall population was used.
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K-101-001
Thank you for your comment. Relating to the payment of hotel room
taxes by the military- please see Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS, Appendix F, Volume 9 of the EIS) for information regarding
your comment. Appendix D of the SIAS titled "February 2009 Guam
Interviews" contains an interview with the president of the Guam Hotel
and Restaurant Association (GHRA) and the general manager of the
Fiesta Hotel (located in Tumon). During the interview (which can be
found on page 100 of Appendix D of the SIAS), GHRA and the Fiesta
Hotel explained that hotels on Guam generally run at about 65%
occupancy, and that military guests "are always welcome" as they "make
up for the discount on rooms with extra food and beverage
spending." The occupancy rate then offsets some of the hotel room
taxes paid because visitors' expenditures would likely be higher.
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K-102-001
Thank you for your comment. The Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS) and the Draft EIS are documents that have identified the
probable impacts of the proposed action and alternatives based on the
best available information. Existing data and information was gathered
and supplemented with interviews with federal and Guam agencies. To
provide the public and various governmental agencies with an
opportunity to review and comment on the methodologies and
assumptions used, the SIAS was included as Appendix F, Volume 9 of
the Draft EIS. Comments provided on the Draft EIS will also be included
to provide the decision-makers with the public views in support and/or
opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
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K-103-001
Thank you for your comments. During the DEIS comment period, we
received a number of estimates from various local agencies on the staff
requirements. These numbers were not consistent with the numbers in
the DEIS and SIAS; the FEIS will indicate the estimates provided by the
local agencies.
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K-104-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has no statutory authority to
construct a new public hospital for Guam. However, money from taxes,
fees, and reimbursements would support these facilities and services. It
should also be noted that in Okinawa, the Government of Japan pays
much of the cost ($2 billion per year) for the Marine base. The DoD plans
to have several medical clinics in Guam and a new replacement Naval
hospital would provide health services to the military personnel, their
dependents, and military beneficiaries. Additionally, it is anticipated H2B
workers as well as on-island workers will have health plans and private
clinics will provide medical services.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-105-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
reducing adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources,
and infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short-term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long-term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
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K-106-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD endorses your position and has
recommended formation of an aquifer management authority to ensure
proper management of the aquifer for the benefit of all Guam. This
recommendation is endorsed by EPA Region 9, the Guam Water
Authority, WERI, and the Consolidated Commission on Utilities (CCU).
In Volume 6, Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3.1, Page 3-52, one of the
mitigations for potential impacts to the northern Guam lens aquifer is to
co-manage the aquifer. The final EIS will discuss this approach in more
detail by providing an update to the discussions to-date to form this
agreement.
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K-107-001
Thank you for your comment. U.S. security policy and visitor clearances
are not under the purview of the DoD.
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K-108-001
Thank you for your comment.
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K-109-001
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS describes the intensive
selection process that the DoD went through to select alternatives for the
location of the firing range on Guam in Section 2.3.1. Because of the
size of the firing ranges and the need to include all safety zones as part
of the acquired lands, or conflicts with existing land uses (housing, Won
Pat International Airport), the firing range could not be placed on DoD
lands. Discussion on the screening process associated with the firing
ranges has been clarified in the FEIS.
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K-110-001
Thank you for your comment. Early identification, consultation, and
predictive modeling resulted in a significant reduction of sites directly
impacted by designing the proposed project away from or around areas
that contained high densities of historic properties. Thus, the vast
majority of impacts to resources were avoided. DoD will continue to
work very closely with the Guam SHPO and other consulting parties to
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate adverse effects to cultural resources
and to provide information necessary to protect historically important
archaeological sites.
DoD understands the importance of the cultural and historic issues
related with land in Guam, and in particular those associated with the
Pagat and Marbo areas. No direct disturbance to the Pagat site would
occur from the construction or operation of the proposed firing range.
However, DoD acknowledges that maintaining access to these sites is
important. Although plans concerning access have not been developed,
it is not the intent of DoD to totally restrict access should these properties
be acquired. DoD looks forward to working with stakeholders in
developing plans for access that balance operational needs, public
safety concerns, and the continuing public use and enjoyment of these
sites.
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K-111-001
Thank you for your comment. Funding for airport improvements,
including any requirements necessary for upgrading the existing facilities
for designation as an alternate military landing airport, will be funded
from federal agencies. DoD will work with the airport to identify possible
increased sources of federal funds.
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K-112-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
reducing adverse socio-economic and cultural change effects on the
people of Guam, the island’s natural resources, and infrastructure. The
EIS process identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while
minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will continue to work with the people
and Government of Guam to ensure that the short-term impacts of
construction are managed effectively and that the long-term effects of
the military relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and
responsible citizens on Guam.
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K-113-001
Thank you for your comment. Mitigation measures identified during the
NEPA environmental review process to avoid or reduce impacts are
identified in the EIS and listed in Volume 7, Chapter 2. As documented in
this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key
public infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the
interest to have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services.
DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to
minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed military
relocation program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to
identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit
the people of Guam.
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K-114-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is committed to the protection
and responsible stewardship of the environment. In addition, the DoD is
committed to the safe handling and use of all hazardous substances,
including fuels, lubricants, solvents, munitions and explosives of concern
(MEC), nuclear materials, pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, nuclear
materials, medical and dental wastes, and other hazardous substances.
In fact, when feasible, the DoD attempts to reduce or eliminate the use of
various hazardous substances to the greatest extent possible and
substituting them for less toxic substances. When using hazardous
substances, environmental laws and regulations (e.g., RCRA) must be
followed by DoD that are designed to be protective of human health,
welfare, and the environment. In order to implement these laws and
regulations, DoD has developed various procedures, protocol, and
directives designed to proactively eliminate or minimize the inadvertent
leakage, spill or release of pollutants to the environment. These actions
involve comprehensive administrative, engineering, and operations
mandates, best management practices (BMPs), standard operating
procedures (SOPs), and controls in place to prevent or minimize the
inadvertent leakage, spill, or release of hazardous/toxic substances.
These BMPs, SOPs, and other controls are fully described in the EIS
document (Volume 7). Note that BMPs and SOPs are not considered
“mitigation measures” because these actions are being done as part of
existing laws and regulations and not as part of new
“mitigation”. However, if a leak, release, or spill is suspected or
confirmed, aggressive mitigation measures are used to first clean up the
leak, spill, or release as quickly as possible, followed by an assessment
of risks to the public and/or the environment and a plan to remediate
these risk concerns to within regulatory acceptable levels. These actions
generally include environmental media (e.g., groundwater, surface water,
soil, air, and/or biota) sampling and monitoring to ensure that and
hazards are mitigated quickly and effectively.
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In many cases, part of remediation plan includes the requirement to
perform regularly scheduled long-term sampling and monitoring of
environmental media to ensure that remedial actions have been
effective. If long-term monitoring indicates that risks to human health or
the environment are still unacceptable, more aggressive remediation
approaches are considered. In fact, many such clean-up efforts are
underway. As part of the clean-up process, the DoD provides various
opportunities for the general public, stakeholders, and other interested
parties to get involved in the process. One such opportunity is
Restoration Advisory Boards (RABs) where interested party questions
and concerns may be communicated. These comprehensive actions
(e.g., BMPs, SOPs, etc.) will protect public health, welfare, and the
environment from adverse impacts associated with the use of hazardous
substances.
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K-115-001
Thank you for your comment. Solid and hazardous waste will be
managed as discussed in Volume 4, Chapter 2, Sections 2.5.2.2 and
2.6.2.3. Solid waste will be disposed only at facilities that have GEPA
solid waste permits. Hazardous waste would be managed in accordance
with Navy standard operating procedures and the Navy RCRA permit
would be modified to consider the additional volume of waste.
Additionally the increase in hazardous materials would be handled and
disposed of per applicable best management practices as described in
Volume 7. Volume 4, Chapter 17 contains a description of the types and
quantities of hazardous waste that would be generated from the
proposed action.
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K-116-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD has prepared the Guam Solid Waste
Utility Study that looks at the existing and projected solid
waste volumes generated from the future Marine Corp buildup.
Estimates for this Utility Study were developed using Marine Corps Base
(MCB) Hawaii, Kaneohe Bay (KB) solid waste characterization analysis.
Solid waste generation activities for military installation on Guam and
MCB Hawaii-KB are similar. Both military installations have similar
facilities including maintenance shops, administrative officers,
commissary and exchange facilities, fast-food establishments, club
operations, family housing and unaccompanied personnel housing. The
results of the solid waste characterization study will be incorporated into
the FEIS.
The DoD has also prepared a Construction and Demolition (C&D) Debris
Reuse and Diversion Study which addresses the anticipated waste
streams during the demolition of old buildings and construction of new
facilities identified in the EIS. The study also addresses green waste that
will be generated from clearing many acres of vegetation. The goal of
the study is to divert 50% of the C&D debris by the end of fiscal year
2015.
The non-DoD project solid waste volumes will be handled in accordance
with the existing Guam Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan
(ISWMP). GBB is expediting the closure of Ordot and the opening of
Layon in the most expeditious manner possible.
DoD is in the process of updating the military Integrated Solid Waste
Management Plan (ISWMP) to reflect how waste will be managed now
and in the future. The updated DoD ISWMP will include any new
information from studies and reports that have been conducted as part of
the NEPA process.
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K-117-001
Thank you for your comment. There are many reasons why the Marines
(about half) are being moved from Okinawa. This discussion is provided
in section 3.5.2 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
that is in Appendix F, Volume 9 of the Draft EIS. Serious crimes by
military personnel in Okinawa are committed at a lower rate than the
overall civilian population in Okinawa, despite reports to the contrary.
Many serious crimes are based on singular incidents that are reported
multiple times so that it appears to be multiple incidents.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the FEIS.
As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime impacts
is between the total numbers of crimes ("volume of crime") and the
actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population increases
always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but the crime
rate would increase only if new populations are disproportionately likely
to commit crimes." The discussion in the EIS is based on the best
available information; during the DEIS review period, additional
information on crime was found and included in the Final EIS.
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by a
proportionate increase in crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
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personnel.
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K-118-001
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS has been updated (Volume
2) to better address impacts on social services.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
It is anticipated that most of the teaching positions for the proposed DoD
schools would be filled by existing civilian military workers transferring
from Okinawa or elsewhere. However, should openings be filled on
Guam, the position would be advertised and hiring per civil service
requirements be used. Applications for these teaching positions is an
individual decision.
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K-119-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-120-001
Thank you for your comment. Throughout Volume 2, chapter 17 the
potential impacts and environmental consequences regarding the
possible increase in popluation to Guam have been discussed.
The DoD is committed to the protection and responsible stewardship of
the environment. In addition, the DoD is committed to the safe handling
and use of all hazardous substances, including fuels, lubricants,
solvents, munitions and explosives of concern (MEC), nuclear materials,
pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, nuclear materials, and other hazardous
substances. In fact, when feasible, the DoD attempts to reduce or
eliminate the use of various hazardous substances to the greatest extent
possible and substituting them for less toxic substances. When using
hazardous substances, environmental laws and regulations (e.g., RCRA)
must be followed by DoD that are designed to be protective of human
health, welfare, and the environment. In order to implement these laws
and regulations, DoD has developed various procedures, protocol, and
directives designed to proactively eliminate or minimize the inadvertent
leakage, spill or release of pollutants to the environment. These actions
involve comprehensive administrative, engineering, and operations
mandates, best management practices (BMPs), standard operating
procedures (SOPs), and controls in place to prevent or minimize the
inadvertent leakage, spill, or release of hazardous/toxic substances.
These BMPs, SOPs, and other controls are fully described in the EIS
document (Volume 7). Note that BMPs and SOPs are not considered
“mitigation measures” because these actions are being done as part of
existing laws and regulations and not as part of new
“mitigation”. However, if a leak, release, or spill is suspected or
confirmed, aggressive mitigation measures are used to first clean up the
leak, spill, or release as quickly as possible, followed by an assessment
of risks to the public and/or the environment and a plan to remediate
these risk concerns to within regulatory acceptable levels.
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These actions generally include environmental media (e.g., groundwater,
surface water, soil, air, and/or biota) sampling and monitoring to ensure
that and hazards are mitigated quickly and effectively. In many cases,
part of remediation plan includes the requirement to perform regularly
scheduled long-term sampling and monitoring of environmental media to
ensure that remedial actions have been effective. If long-term
monitoring indicates that risks to human health or the environment are
still unacceptable, more aggressive remediation approaches are
considered. In fact, many such clean-up efforts are underway. As part of
the clean-up process, the DoD provides various opportunities for the
general public, stakeholders, and other interested parties to get involved
in the process. One such opportunity is Restoration Advisory Boards
(RABs) where interested party questions and concerns may be
communicated. These comprehensive actions (e.g., BMPs, SOPs, etc.)
will protect public health, welfare, and the environment from adverse
impacts associated with the use of hazardous substances.
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K-121-001
Thank you for your comment.
Adverse effects on the farming of oysters and other effects resulted in a
ban on TBT on ships <25 m in France in 1982. The USA and the UK
followed in 1988 and many other European countries around 1990.
Sediment samples within the proposed dredging areas were analyzed
according to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers testing criteria, which includes organotins. As
discussed in the EIS (Chapters 2 and 4 of Volumes 2 and 4), preliminary
sampling results indicate that all contaminant parameters that were
tested, with the exception of nickel, were below the Effects Range Low
(ER-L) level. Nickel is a substance that is naturally occurring in the
environment. The study results suggest that the materials to be dredged
would not require special handling and would be suitable for upland
placement for beneficial reuse or ocean disposal (although the ocean
disposal permitting process would require separate analysis and toxicity
testing). Additional testing will occur during the permitting process and a
dredged material management plan will be developed.
TBT leachate or resuspension during dredging is not considered an
issue for the proposed action due the explanaiton above.
The firing ranges associated with the proposed action are located on
cliffs above the marine waters, and therefore will have no effect on
nesting sea turtles or hatchlings. The impacts of range lights and other
potential impacts have been evaluated for other resources. The FEIS
text has been reviewed and revised accordingly based on this comment.
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K-122-001
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS contains an updated
analysis on potential impacts to coastal caves.
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K-123-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
reducing adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources,
and infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will continue
to ensure that the short-term impacts of construction are managed
effectively and that the long-term effects of the military relocation reflect
DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
DoD understands and recognizes the significance of access to cultural
sites located on DoD property in Guam. Restricting access to certain
DoD areas at certain times is required to maintain public safety. It is the
intent of DoD to maintain public access to DoD lands that contain cultural
sites consistent with safety and operational requirements. Access will be
granted at approved times such as when the lands are not being used
for military training. Final plans concerning access to sites potentially
impacted by the proposed action have not been developed. DoD looks
forward to working with stakeholders to develop plans for cultural
stewardship and access that balances operational needs, public safety
concerns, and the continuing public use and enjoyment of these sites.
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K-124-001
Thank you for your comment. Please see Section 3.4.4.3 of the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (Appendix F, Volume 9 of the
DEIS) for analysis of the potential impacts on Judiciary of Guam.
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K-125-001
Thank you for your comment. Up to 22 new water supply wells are
proposed to provide additional capacity for the DoD water system. These
wells would be installed in Northern Guam and extract potable water
from the northern Guam lens aquifer. Operations at Fena Reservoir
would not be modified at this time. The estimated sustainable yield from
the northern Guam lens aquifer is estimated at approximately 80 million
gallons per day. Aquifer sustainable yield is the amount of water that can
continuously be withdrawn from groundwater sources without degrading
water quality or viable production water . The estimated total average
daily water demand from this aquifer is 63 million gallons per day at the
peak of construction of the proposed DoD buildup. Thus, there will be an
adequate supply of potable water. DoD and Guam Waterworks
Authority plan to jointly manage the production of water. Also DoD is an
advocate for grants and low cost loans to Guam Waterworks Authority so
they can improve their distribution system and reduce water loss due to
leaks. The Guam Water Authority (GWA) and DoD are cooperatively
working together to plan for the expected increase in population on
Guam. DoD has agreed to drill the 22 new DoD water supply wells
early, and provide this water to GWA, along with excess water from
DoD's Fena Reservoir, to meet the near-term increase in water demand
that is expected to occur off-base during the construction phase of the
buildup. During this time, GWA will make improvements to their system
to meet the long-term water needs of off-base communities. The net
positive affect of this strategy is that DOD shoulders the cost to supply
early buildup water demand, especially the demand associated with the
temporary construction workforce.
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K-126-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
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K-127-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges the 1991/2 sustainable
yield study is almost 20 years old. For that reason, DoD had the Water
and Environmental Research Institute (WERI) of the University of Guam
review that report and render an opinion if the assumptions it used are
still valid today. That review was performed and the conclusion drawn
was that yes those assumptions are still valid. The DoD has committed
to support the USGS modeling of the aquifer, which is estimated to take
at least 3 years. This model will assist in aquifer management, however
would be completed too late to support the early phases of expansion of
the extraction well system. In the interim while the USGS model is being
developed, DoD will fund an update to the 1992 model to allow for data
that has been collected on subaquifers in the northern part of Guam to
be added to the data assessed for aquifer sustainability DoD has
proposed to GWA to jointly manage the aquifer with input from experts,
including USGS and WERI. This coordination with Northern Guam Lens
Auqifer experts will provide a way for the best science and scientist to
make decisions that will protect the aquifer. DoD shares your concern
over aquifer management.
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K-128-001
Thank you for your comment. However, GEPA regulations restrict new
potable wells from being sited in areas where contamination exists. DoD
will continue to comply with the Records of Decision governing remedial
activities at sites with groundwater solvents contamination where DoD
has been determined to be the source.
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K-129-001
Thank you for your comment. The training intensity on Tinian would be
fairly small, a maximum of 400 people for one week a month. Those 400
people would be on bivouac style training and would be absent from
Guam. It would be expected that bivouac style training would generate
less solid waste than a person remaining on Guam, thus the impact of
this training to the solid waste disposal on Guam would actually be a
reduction. DoD does not feel this would be a major impact to the overall
solid waste situation on Guam. Volume 6 chapter 3 section 3.2.5.1 page
3-61 third paragraph projects that with the proposed DoD buildup, the
Layon Landfill would still have an estimated 33 year life.
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K-130-001
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS identifies that there is a potential
for the incoming population to have the ability to vote (almost all the
military population would be U.S. citizens) like other Guam residents.
Additional discussion on this issue is on page 4-130 of the SIAS. Given
the opportunity to vote in local elections, there is a possibility that new
candidates may choose to run for office and persuade the new
population to vote for different leadership or causes. On the other hand,
off-island U.S. construction workers, military and their dependents may
choose not to vote in local elections, especially given their typically short
tenure on the island. There was no attempt to state this as a probability,
but only a possibility.
To be eligible to vote in Guam's elections, individuals must meet the
following requirements:
• Not confined to a mental institution, nor judicially declared insane;
• Not serving a sentence of imprisonment;
• Citizen of the United States;
• Legal resident of Guam; and
• Eighteen (18) years of age by Election Day.
In the Guam 2008 elections there were nearly 50,000 registered voters.
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K-131-001
Thank you for your comment. Table 13.2-7 describes potential impacts
to marine biological resources from roadway projects based on the type
of roadway projects Alternative-specific impacts are discussed further in
succeeding paragraphs of Chapter 13, Volume 6 of the EIS, along with
associated Best Management Practices (BMPs) and mitigation
measures. BMPs are required for FHWA-funded projects. BMPs and
mitigation measures are project-specific designed to the individual
project type and environmental context (e.g. adjacency to sensitive
ecological areas, slope of surrounding terrain) and are being developed
in a cooperative effort between GEPA, FHWA/DPW and the FHWA/DPW
contractors.
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K-132-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD is considering several options for
disposal of dredged material, including upland placement, ocean
disposal, and beneficial uses such as shoreline stabilization, fill for
berms, and fill for the Port Authority of Guam, as discussed in the EIS
(Chapter 2, Volume 4). Using dredged material for beneficial reuse
projects would depend upon the suitability of the material for these
projects as well as whether the proposed action timeline coincides with
the need for material for a reuse project. Detailed analysis cannot be
done at this time because specific projects have not yet been identified
with certainty. While beneficial reuse is a priority for the DoD, the final
decision on dredged material management will be made during the final
design and permitting process. Detailed analysis of the potential impacts
from using dredged material for reuse projects will be conducted during
the permitting phase. As identified in Volume 4, Section 11.2.2.5 11.2.2-7, federal law recognizes the value of irreplaceable marine
resources and requires compensatory mitigation for unavoidable
significant impacts to coral reef ecosystems.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permits would likely contain
requirements for silt curtains, biological monitoring, restrictions on
dredging activities during potential coral spawning months,
and compensatory mitigation. A detailed compensatory mitigation plan
would be submitted as part of the Clean Water Act 404 permit
application for construction affecting the navigable waters of the United
States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to the ongoing review of
DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral reef ecosystems and
associated uncertainties regarding the scope of mitigation required, a
detailed mitigation plan has not been developed nor will one be available
for incorporation into the FEIS. However, a number of mitigation options,
including watershed restoration and the use of artificial reefs, are
discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4, Section 11.2 of the FEIS.
DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Sec. 404 permitting process,
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additional NEPA documentation may be required to address specific
permitting requirements and implementation of required compensatory
mitigations.
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K-133-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD would not house construction
workers on military property. However, DoD would work with
Government of Guam agencies and local stakeholders to minimize
adverse effect associated with the proposed military relocation program,
including the stipulations included in construction contracts that involve
workforce housing. Volume 1 of the FEIS includes expanded discussion
of workforce housing.
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K-134-001
Thank you for your comment. Noise associated with airlift, airdrop, and
landing zone operations are described in Volume 2, Section 6.2 and
referred to as Aviation Training. Flight paths from Andersen AFB to
Northwest Field (NWF) are included in the noise contours shown on
Figure 6.2-1. All other flight paths from Andersen AFB to the other
training areas would occur over water. Aviation noise as a result of the
USMC Relocation to Guam are such that mitigation is not required.
Please refer to Volume 7, Chapter 4 for more details about the
cumulative impact analysis.
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K-135-001
Thank you for your comment. The differences between the
environmental effects of mechanical and hydraulic dredging are
discussed in Chapter 2, Volume 4 and Appendix D of the EIS.
Mechanical dredging involves use of a clamshell or fixed bucket that
excavates the dredge sediment from the harbor floor and then carries
the sediment in the full bucket through the water column before lifting the
bucket out of the water and placing the dredged sediment in a nearby
barge or scrow. During this movement, a small fraction of the collected
sediment will escape from the bucket and create suspended sediment in
the lower and higher levels of the water column. On the other hand, a
hydraulic dredge works solely on the harbor floor and any suspended
sediment will emanate only in the lower portion of water column. As a
result, the plume of suspended sediment is generally greater with use of
conventional clam shell bucket as compared with a hydraulic dredge.
However, use of hydraulic dredging is generally limited to soft bottom
sediment on relatively flat surfaces. Mechanical dredging, which has
historically been used in Apra Harbor, was chosen as the dredging
method for evaluating environmental impacts as it presents the most
adverse impact scenario. A sediment plume is an inevitable effect of inwater construction activities. The Navy proposes to minimize
sedimentation by using best management practices such as silt curtains
and operational controls of dredging equipment. Final mitigation
measures for all dredging activities will be determined and agreed upon
during the permit phase of the projects.
The Kilo Wharf project and this proposed action occur in very different
areas of Apra Harbor. The setting of Kilo Wharf is much more exposed
to wind and wave action. The proposed action area is anticipated to be
less challenging with regard to our ability to minimize environmental
impacts.
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K-136-001
Thank you for your comment. Marine Corps live-fire training is designed
to meet defined Marine Corps’ training requirements in an environment
that safeguards participants, non-participants, and the civilian populace.
Range safety is driven by Marine Corps Order 3570.1B and the
supporting publication – Department of the Army Publication (DA PAM)
385-63. This publication is available to the public and can be
downloaded at the following link:
http://www.usmc.mil/news/publications/Documents/DA%20PAM%2038563.pdf
DA PAM 385-63 details the criteria for Surface Danger Zones (SDZs)
associated with each weapons system. Individual SDZs are developed
for each range taking into account the range orientation, munitions types,
target types, and impact media. The SDZs depicted in the DEIS account
for all of these factors and include the areas required to contain
ricochets, weapons effects, and any rounds traveling to the maximum
range of the weapons system being utilized on a given DEIS range.
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K-137-001
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS has
been updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.
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K-138-001
Thank you for your comment. Regarding whether there are enough
resources on Guam to handle significant increase in the disposal of
hazardous substances, there is a parallel ongoing Master Plan
Document that provides specific details several new facilities (e.g.,
operations and maintenance facilities, bilge and oily wastewater pump
station, fuel storage areas, POL storage areas, warehousing facilities,
munitions magazine storage facilities, hazardous waste storage facilities,
waste storage facilities, etc.).
These new facilities will be required to store, handle, and dispose of the
estimated increases in hazardous substances that would occur from the
potential DoD units transfer to Guam. This Master Plan is not currently at
the stage where it may be distributed to the public, but at a later date is
information will be available for review.
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K-139-001
Thank you for your comment. Habitat assessment methodologies which
evaluate the function of affected aquatic resources, such as coral reef
ecosystems, are an evolving science and the adequacies of existing and
new methodologies are heavily debated in the scientific community.
Ideally, a standard assessment technique that accurately characterizes
and quantifies losses and gains of coral reef ecosystem functions would
be used. However, rulemaking for the Compensatory Mitigation Rule
recognizes the wide variety of aquatic resources present in the United
States and the evolving nature of science regarding aquatic ecosystem
restoration make the establishment of standard assessment
methodologies impracticable. The assessment for this EIS used an
historically approved methodology (percent coral cover), supplemented
by other methods such as the use of Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) satellite photos, for quantifying impacts to affected coral reef
ecosystems impacted by the proposed transient CVN wharf and
associated dredging. DoD believes that use of the percent coral cover
methodology, supplemented by use of LIDAR satellite photos, is the
"best currently available science" to attempt to capture the thousands of
elements that comprise the function of a coral reef ecosystem. DoD's
assessment is currently under review by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, the agency charged with implementing dredge and fill permits
under CWA Section 404, and other Federal agencies. The FEIS has
been updated to reflect the latest developments in this review.

To addres the loss of coral reef resources from dredging, a detailed
compensatory mitigation plan would be submitted as part of the Clean
Water Act 404 permit application for construction affecting the navigable
waters of the United States (including the CVN transient wharf). Due to
the ongoing review of DoD's habitat assessment methodology for coral
reef ecosystems and associated uncertainties regarding the scope of
mitigation required, a detailed mitigation plan has not been developed
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nor will one be available for incorporation into the FEIS. However, a
number of mitigation options, including watershed restoration and the
use of artificial reefs, are discussed in programmatic nature in Volume 4,
Section 11.2 of the FEIS. DoD recognizes that, as part of the CWA Sec.
404 permitting process, additional NEPA documentation may be required
to address specific permitting requirements and implementation of
required compensatory mitigations.
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K-140-001
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS does analyze economic
impacts and land use impacts of reduction in agricultural land/soil (see
Chapter 8 Land and Submerged Land Use and Chapter 16
Socioeconomics).
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K-141-001
Thank you for your comment. The action proponent also desires to
reduce adverse environmental effects of the proposed actions.
The purpose and need for the proposed relocation is to meet alliance
and treaty requirements. As discussed in Volume 1, the alliance
agreement with Japan states that approximately half the U.S. Marines on
Okinawa would be relocated to Guam by 2014. Adaptive management
is proposed as a mitigation that would reduce impacts to a less than
significant threshold by elongating the construction period. This would
provide more flexibility than setting specific dates for completion in the
future. In either case, an elongated construction period would result in
an inability to relocate U.S. Marines to Guam by 2014 and would fail to
meet the current agreement with Japan. The end date for relocation in
the agreement with Japan would need to be re-negotiated for
implementation of adaptive management to meet the stated purpose and
need.
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K-142-001
Thank you for your comment. The Hawaii economic model was utilized
because there is no Guam economic model. In inputs into the model
were reviewed and modified to ensure that the results of the economic
impact analysis reflected the unique circumstances of the Guam
economy. Also, please note that the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (Appendix F in Volume 9 of the EIS) produces both an
unconstrained and a constrained analysis; while both analysis were
customized to represent Guam, the constrained analysis used multipliers
that were reduced greatly from standard Hawaii multipliers and lower
than any typical modern multiplier.
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K-143-001
Thank you for your comment. Section 4.3.3 of the SIAS provides
information and discussion on the projected impacts the proposed action
would have on government of Guam revenues. This section does not
provide a complete accounting of all revenues sources; the section
focuses on three major revenue sources: gross receipts tax (GRT),
corporate income tax and personal income taxes. It is anticipated that
more detailed information on tax revenues may be found in, the currently
underway, Fiscal Impact Assessment (FIA); the FIA is funded by DoD’s
Office of Economic Adjustment through the office of the Governor.
The DoD received a number of recommendations regarding mitigation
measures. An expanded mitigation discussion is available in the FEIS.
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K-144-001
Thank you for your comment. The action proponent also desires to
reduce adverse environmental effects of the proposed actions.
The purpose and need for the proposed relocation is to meet alliance
and treaty requirements. As discussed in Volume 1 of the Final EIS, the
alliance agreement with Japan states that approximately half the U.S.
Marines on Okinawa would be relocated to Guam by 2014. Adaptive
management is proposed as potential mitigation in the Final EIS that
could potentially extend the construction period. As currently envisioned
(and as discussed in Volume 7 of the Final EIS), adaptive management
would entail adjusting the construction tempo to reduce environmental
impacts if it is determined that, through monitoring, key infrastructure
systems on Guam are reaching “action” or “tipping” points. DoD would
chair a multi-agency council that would oversee the application of
adaptive management post-Record of Decision.
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K-145-001
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has no statutory authority to
construct a new public hospital for Guam. However, money from taxes,
fees, and reimbursements would support these facilities and services. It
should also be noted that in Okinawa, the Government of Japan pays
much of the cost ($2 billion per year) for the Marine base. The DoD plans
to have several medical clinics in Guam and a new replacement Naval
hospital would provide health services to the military personnel, their
dependents, and military beneficiaries. Additionally, it is anticipated H2B
workers as well as on-island workers will have health plans and private
clinics will provide medical services.
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K-146-001
Thank you for your comment. As mentioned, on-site stockpiling will
occur whenever possible. Other sites could be identified and used by
contractors. Regarding traffic impacts, refer to Volume 6 of the DEIS;
the discussion is based on the probable impacts of traffic on various
routes used by the public in Guam.
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K-147-001
Thank you for your comment. The Final EIS contains a general
discussion of the effectiveness and applicability of example BMPs. Sitespecific and action-specific BMPs and LID measures would be identified
through project design and agency coordination and permitting.
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K-148-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD is pursuing a sewer capacity study of
the existing GWA sewer along route 3 adjacent to the proposed
preferred cantonment alternative 2 at Finegayan. This GWA sewer would
be used during construction of the base at Finegayan until the new
"relief" sewer would be constructed from Finegayan to the north district
wastewater treatment plant. Current discussions between DoD and GWA
are being held to work out proposed details of maintenance and
operation of these sewer collection systems.
Subsequent to issuing the DEIS, DoD and Guam Waterworks Authority
(GWA) reached agreement in principle to establish a special private
entity (SPE). This SPE would obtain a loan arranged by DoD to upgrade
the North District Wastewater Treatment Plant (NDWWTP). The SPE
would also operate the plant and pay back the loan with user fees.
The DoD would pay user fees established by a customer service
agreement with GWA that would enable the SPE to repay the loan.
Future upgrades to add secondary treatment to the NDWWTP, if
required, would be funded by the users based on their percentage of
demand. The DoD would be one of the highest users would bear their
fair share of that upgrade. These additional plans will be stated in the
Final EIS.
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K-149-001
Thank you for your comment. Regarding whether there are enough
resources on Guam to handle significant increase in the disposal of
hazardous substances, there is a parallel ongoing Master Plan
Document that provides specific details several new facilities (e.g.,
operations and maintenance facilities, bilge and oily wastewater pump
station, fuel storage areas, POL storage areas, warehousing facilities,
munitions magazine storage facilities, hazardous waste storage facilities,
waste storage facilities, etc.). These new facilities will be required to
store, handle, and dispose of the estimated increases in hazardous
substances that would occur from the potential DoD units transfer to
Guam. This Master Plan is currently not available for public distribution
however, at a later point in time specific information regarding new
facilities for the handling of hazardous substances will be available for
review.
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K-150-001
Thank you for your comment. New text in the EIS has been added
describing the requirements of Public Law 29-26 regarding the
importation, handling, and use of pesticides on Guam.
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K-151-001
Thank you for your comment. The DEIS examines the potential impacts
to mental health concerns as a result of implementing the proposed
action. The Navy appreciates the importance of mental illness issues
and will work with the government of Guam to ensure health issues are
appropriately addressed during and after the buildup. Volume 2, Section
16.1.5.2 provides a brief discussion of the overarching factors that affect
health and human services on Guam. It also outlines the key public,
nonprofit, private, and military agencies that provide primary health and
human services to Guam‘s population. The population serviced by the
DoD dental and medical clinic and Guam Naval Hospital will include the
proposed relocated Marines and other military dependents and military
beneficiaries. The military sector provides mental health services to
active duty members and their dependents, while the Veterans Affairs
(VA) Administration services the mental health needs of veterans and
their families. The Guam Memorial Hospital and private medical
practices would service the civilian population. The DEIS does not
identify specific funding sources.
It is also noted that the EIS process provides information on
environmental impacts (this includes the human environment); however,
there is a limit to the specific details of the impacts because the
information used is based on the continuation of existing trends and
behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS process along with
the comments received provide information to the decision makers on
the anticipated impacts of the proposed action. It is also noted that the
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS) discussed an
unconstrained (maximal) scenario and a constrained scenario. The two
scenarios represent a range of impacts that could occur should the
proposed project be implemented under the current schedule. The SIAS
is provided as Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS.
DoD recognizes the importance of reducing adverse effects on the
people of Guam, its natural resources, and infrastructure. The EIS
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process identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while
minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will continue to work with the people
and Government of Guam to ensure that the short-term impacts of
construction are managed effectively and that the long-term effects of
the military relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and
responsible citizens on Guam.
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K-152-001
Thank you for your comment. During the DEIS review period, many
mitigation measures were recommended, subsequently, the FEIS has
included expanded discussions of mitigation measures. As pointed out
in your comments, several at risk populations would be part of the
increase in population that would be expected to come to Guam. The
H2B workers would be screened to confirm that they are in good health.
These workers would also be provided with healthcare so that they
would not burden the public system. Military personnel could seek out
public health services to try to remain anonymous; however, they would
also pay taxes, licenses and fees to the government of Guam.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-153-001
Thank you for your comment. Because DISID was determined to service
all civilian population, its service population number was calculated at
total population minus military population numbers.
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K-154-001
Thank you for your comment. As documented in this EIS, DoD
acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key public
infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the interest to
have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services. DoD’s
ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to minimize
adverse impacts associated with the proposed military relocation
program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to identify other
Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit the people of
Guam.
The SIAS and the DEIS are documents that have identified the probable
impacts of the proposed action and alternatives based on the best
available information. Existing data and information was gathered and
supplemented with interviews with federal and Guam agencies. To
provide the public and various governmental agencies with an
opportunity to review and comment on the methodologies and
assumptions used, the SIAS was included as Appendix F, Volume 9 of
the DEIS. Comments provided on the DEIS will also be included to
provide the decision-makers with the public views in support and/or
opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
The staffing numbers used in the analysis were derived from surveys
and interviews performed in conjunction with the DEIS, and serve as a
point-in-time indication of staffing levels. It is acknowledged that staffing
levels fluctuate, and it is not possible for this analysis to capture all these
fluctuations. It is expected that the Fiscal Impact Assessment, conducted
by GovGuam consultants and funded by the Department of Defense
Office of Economic Adjustment, will be able to more fully capture recent
public service fluctuations.
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K-155-001
Thank you for your comment. The SIAS and the DEIS are documents
that have identified the probable impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives based on the best available information. Existing data and
information was gathered and supplemented with interviews with federal
and Guam agencies. To provide the public and various governmental
agencies with an opportunity to review and comment on the
methodologies and assumptions used, the SIAS was included as
Appendix F, Volume 9 of the DEIS. Comments provided on the DEIS
will also be included to provide the decision-makers with the public views
in support and/or opposition of the proposed action and alternatives.
Follow up was done to confirm the information in your comment and
appropriate edits made to the FEIS.
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K-156-001
Thank you for your comment. The Navy currently implements standard
operation procedures, mitigation measures and BMPs that consider
federally protected species and their well-being. The Navy has coexisted with sea turtles in the Harbor for over 60-years. The Navy, in a
partnership with the Fish and Wildlife Service, monitors sea
turtle activities within Apra Harbor and around Guam. There are no
records of sea turtles nesting on beaches within Apra Harbor that would
be impacted by the proposed action and there have been no
reported observations of sea turtles grazing within the area to be
dredged. The Navy will also implement mitigation measures and BMPs
during in-water and land-based construction activities (i.e. dredging and
wharf construction) to lessen any potential impacts to sea turtles and sea
life in general. Additionally, the Army Corps permit may require
measures to protect biological resources. These measures may include
the following: biological monitors on vessels (making sure sea turtles and
dolphins [although rare in Apra Harbor] do not approach the
area); halting of dredging activities, if these animals enter the buffer
zone, until the sea turtle and/or dolphin voluntarily leave the area, low
lighting, and as described above, joint Navy/Guam Resource Agency
monitoring of nesting beaches though out Guam, to name a few.
The NEPA process provides the opportunity for public comment and
sufficient envronmental information so an informed and reasoned
decision can be made.. The sea turtle impact analysis was revised in
response to public and agency comments in efforts to improve
the FEIS document for final decision making purposes.
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K-157-001
Thank you for your comment. There are many reasons why the Marines
(about half) are being moved from Okinawa. This discussion is provided
in section 3.5.2 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
that is in Appendix F, Volume 9 of the Draft EIS. Serious crimes by
military personnel in Okinawa are committed at a lower rate than the
overall civilian population in Okinawa, despite reports to the contrary.
Many serious crimes are based on singular incidents that are reported
multiple times so that it appears to be multiple incidents.
The impacts of crimes on Guam are discussed in Volume 2 of the FEIS.
As noted in the SIAS: "A critical distinction when analyzing crime impacts
is between the total numbers of crimes ("volume of crime") and the
actual crime rate (numbers divided by population). Population increases
always bring with them increases in the volume of crime, but the crime
rate would increase only if new populations are disproportionately likely
to commit crimes."
The DoD acknowledges that any increase in population, such as the one
that these proposed actions would cause, may be accompanied by a
proportionate increase in crime and social disorder. The DoD also
acknowledges that widely publicized instances of military crime in
Okinawa cause Guam residents to be concerned about possible
repercussions on the island brought about by the increase in military
population on Guam. The increase in population during the construction
phase of the build up is recognized as a time for concern for increases in
incidents of crime. Moreover, it is also acknowledged that the age group
of many military personnel is often characterized as prone to conflicts
and misbehavior. DoD educates its service men and woman on good
behavior and will act promptly and rigorously to curtail any misconduct
and enforce laws to protect the citizens of Guam and our military
personnel.
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K-158-001
Thank you for your comment. Missiles would not be launched as part of
training; they would only be deployed in defense of Guam against actual
ballistic missile threats. Therefore, missile launches are not part of the
proposed action. The intent of the proposed Army Air and Missile
Defense Task Force component of the proposed action is to protect the
territory of Guam, its citizens, and U.S. forces on Guam from the threat
of harm from ballistic missile attacks from other countries and enemies of
the U.S. Defense of Guam will continue to be a focus of the DoD.
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K-159-001
Thank you for your comment. Relating to your comments on radiation;
Volume 4, Chapter 18 indicates that all Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program (NNPP) activities have plans in place that define responses to a
wide range of emergency situations. These plans are regularly exercised
to ensure that proficiency is maintained. These exercises consistently
demonstrate that Navy personnel are well prepared to respond to
emergencies regardless of the location. Actions are taken to continually
evaluate and improve emergency preparedness. If a radiological
emergency occurs, civil authorities would be promptly notified and kept
fully informed of the situation. Local civil authorities would determine
appropriate public actions, if any, and communicate this information via
their normal emergency communication methods. The DEIS does not
identify specific funding sources for training, and equipping public
emergency responders. The Navy conducts environmental monitoring in
harbors frequented by its nuclear powered ships to provide assurance
that procedures used by the Navy to control radioactivity are effective to
protect the environment. Samples from the harbor are also checked at
least annually by a DOE laboratory to provide a further check on the
quality of the environmental sample analyses as a check of Navy results.
Marine monitoring consists of analyzing harbor water, sediment, and
marine life for radioactivity. This monitoring is supplemented by shoreline
surveys.
Relating to aircraft accidents; Volume 2, Chapter 7 defines airspace and
potential impacts as a result of military operations on Guam. Airways are
established routes used by military aircraft, commercial aircraft, and
general aviation aircraft. They are the flight paths on which aircraft travel
through airspace similar to land highways. Air traffic refers to movements
of aircraft through airspace. Safety and security factors dictate that use
of airspace and control of air traffic be closely regulated. Accordingly,
regulations applicable to all aircraft are promulgated by the FAA to define
permissible uses of designated airspace. The FAA also controls the use
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of airspace. These regulations are intended to accommodate the various
categories of aviation, whether military, commercial, or private aviation
enthusiasts. The regulatory context for airspace and air traffic varies
from highly controlled to uncontrolled within Guam and the CMNI. Less
controlled situations include flights under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) or
flights outside of U.S. controlled airspace. Examples of highly controlled
air traffic situations are flights in the vicinity of airports where aircraft are
in critical phases of flight (either take-off or landing) and flights under
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), particularly flights on high or low altitude
airways. Special Use Airspace (SUA) is specially designated airspace
that is used for a specific purpose and is controlled by the military unit or
other organization whose activity established the requirement for the
SUA. SUA in and surrounding Guam includes Restricted Areas (RAs)
and Warning Areas (WAs). Under the proposed action, existing air traffic
control procedures would continue. Some flight activities would be
accomplished under VFR conditions and along random routes that would
not impact commercial or general aviation flying. Military pilots avoid
flying over populated areas as much as possible in order to minimize
overflight complaints.
Regarding your comments on the Army’s AMDTF; Volume 5, Section
2.3.3.3 indicates that collective training and certification would be
required for the Army AMDTF to ensure proficiency with the missile
systems. Routine crew training on all aspects leading up to and through
a launch would be required for THAAD, Patriot, and SLAMRAAM
weapons systems. No live-fire missile launch training exercises would
occur on Guam or in the CNMI. Therefore, because no missile launch
activity would occur as part of training exercises, there would be no
potential for missing a target or having an unexploded missile impact on
Guam or CNMI.
In areas of higher population densities, uses do need to be considered
so that they do not encroach on each other. DoD plans to maintain uses
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is a manner that is considerate of the people of Guam while meeting it
military and defense objectives.
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K-160-001
Thank you for your comment. The estimated additional truck traffic to
Layon landfill will not cause traffic congestion or any sudden degradation
to the pavement. The DPW has projects under development to address
the requirements of the solid waste transfer vehicles.
K-160-002
Thank you for your comment. The estimated additional truck traffic to
Layon landfill will not cause traffic congestion or any sudden degradation
to the pavement. When considering impacts to pavement conditions or
structural capacity, it is measured in equivalent single load axles
(ESALs). Route 4 improvements to accommodate the trucks going to
the new landfill is part of Guam DPW's transportation improvement
program. It should be noted that solid waste trucks are closed to prevent
trash from blowing off the truck and ruining the native beauty. Other
impacts from the development of the landfill at Layon should have been
addressed in the planning for that project, which is not part of this EIS.
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K-161-001
Thank you for your comment. The University of Guam provides analysis
of the aquifer responses to sea level change and recharge in a
November 2007 study. Climate change may impact the success of
production wells in the future (e.g., the placement of the well screen may
not be optimal if the sea level rises or falls). Given the uncertainty of
climate models including lack of information that is directly applicable to
northern Guam and lack of specificity regarding the time and degree of
impacts to conditions impact the aquifer, the DoD wells will be installed
based on current conditions. Monitoring will be conducted during well
operation. If production or water quality declines over time, DoD will take
actions to mitigate the impacted wells. An analysis of global climate
changes and their impacts as they relate to the proposed military
relocation, including affects to the aquifer, are included in Volume 7 of
the FEIS.
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K-162-001
Thank you for your comment. Volume 8 of the DEIS does discuss the
short-term use of the environment and long-term productivity for solid
waste impacts. The reliance on the Government of Guam landfill is
noted for the long-term use. The impact and long-term productivity of
the Government of Guam landfill would be discussed specifically in the
EIS for the landfill. This EIS was prepared by the Guam Department of
Public Works and the Guam Environmental Protection Agency. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) accepted the preferred site
(Dandan) in a February 14, 2005 letter; this letter indicated the
completion of the EIS process in November 2004.
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K-163-001
Thank you for your comment. As described in the Final EIS in Volume 4,
Section 4.2.2.1, a leachate pathway analysis was conducted for dredged
material placement at the Field 5 upland placement site as part of the
Environmental Assessment (EA) for Alpha and Bravo Wharves. No
contaminants of concern were discovered in the leachate that would
exceed the Guam Environmental Protection Agency Water Quality
Standards for groundwater, and no engineering controls at the upland
placement site were required. Because the dredged material to be
generated in this action would be similar to that evaluated for the Alpha
and Bravo Wharf EA, the impacts to groundwater are expected to be
similar. Furthermore, the potential sampling and analysis of dredge
materials would be developed through agency coordination and
permitting. BMPs and mitigation measures identified in the EIS are listed
in Volume 7, Chapter 2.
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K-164-001
Thank you for your comment. The 2030 Guam Transportation Plan
outlines recommendations for an improved mass transit system on
Guam. These recommendations included forming the Guam Mass
Transit Authority and implementing high-capacity bus service on the
island. In late 2009/early 2010, the Guam Regional Transit Authority
(GRTA) was formed and will now be responsible for all public transit
functions. The GRTA approved the Guam Transit Business Plan in
January 2010, which includes purchasing new buses, constructing a bus
maintenance facility, and modifying the bus schedule.
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K-165-001
Thank you for your comment. A range management plan will be
developed for firing ranges that will address access, security and range
maintenance.
DoD was required to determine whether military relocation requirements
could be met by excess, underutilized or otherwise available property
held by DoD on Guam. Early development plans attempted to keep all
activities on existing DoD lands. However, as discussed in the FEIS
(Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational and environmental
screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam was identified that
could support all the land use and operational requirements of the
action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
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K-165-002
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater (particularly drinking water aquifers). The EIS describes
numerous programs and actions that will be taken to protect surface
waters and groundwater from potential contaminants. Refer to Volume
9, Appendix D, Project Description Technical Appendix, Munitions, for a
discussion of the munitions and constituents of concern associated with
the proposed ranges.
The proposed ranges will be designed and maintained in accordance
with all applicable federal and Government of Guam regulations.
Specifically, Military Handbook 1027/3B contains procedures for
reducing potential impacts from ranges through the implementation of
BMPs. These include periodic clean-up of unexploded ordnance (UXO),
introducing soil amendments, vegetation management, engineering
controls, instituting contaminant monitoring, reclaiming, and recycling.
With ranges, lead is the primary leaching contaminant of concern and
best management practices can minimize or prevent leaching of this
constituent. Impact rounds from pistol rounds generally stay intact and
impact rounds from rifle rounds often fragment. Intact rounds and
rounds fragmented into relatively large pieces are not easily transported
by natural transport mechanisms. Through the proper design of ranges,
application of BMPs, and monitoring, the potential for groundwater
contamination would be minimized. BMPs can reduce or eliminate the
leaching of lead to the environment. These procedures include
controlling soil pH to between 6 to 8 to prevent dissolution of lead,
mining of lead from back stop berms, implementing a soil leaching
monitoring program, and adding phosphate containing soil amendments
to bind dissolved lead to the soil. Prior to building the ranges, an
engineering study would determine the minimum depth of soil cover to
ensure sufficient soil cover of the limestone, and to assess the suitability
and optimum technique to add soil amendments such as phosphate to
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prevent lead leaching. In addition, when percolating water reaches the
porous limestone the pH will increase, encouraging the precipitation of
lead out of solution. The DoD will monitor for selected contaminants of
concern. If monitoring identifies significant impacts, such as indications
that chemicals of concern may exceed regulatory standards, reduce
beneficial uses, result in adverse human or environmental health effects,
or conflict with federal or Government of Guam regulations, then
additional action would be taken to address these impacts.
K-165-003
Thank you for your comment. DoD and regulatory agencies are equally
concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater (particularly drinking water aquifers). The EIS describes
numerous programs and actions that will be taken to protect surface
waters and groundwater from stormwater runoff. Construction of new
facilities will use Low Impact Development (LID) principles to the extent
practical. LID is a design philosophy that seeks to reduce the impact to
the environment from new construction projects through the reduction of
impervious surfaces. LIDs principles incorporate the design of facilities
with the use of native vegetation, pervious (porous) surfaces to reduce
storm water runoff and encourage recharge of groundwater, and water
conservation. DoD is currently conducting a LID study that will identify
specific types of alternative designs that can be incorporated into the
construction of facilities associated with the buildup.DoD is also
preparing a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) and will apply
for permits that regulate stormwater discharges during construction. The
permit and plan is focused on reducing the amount of earth and soil that
is exposed to stormwater during earth-disturbing activities (such as land
clearing and grading), providing stabilization of soils during construction
through the use of ground covers, and sediment ponds and
traps/screens to reduce pollutants getting into storm runoff and from
percolating into the ground. These plans also have specific
requirements for containment of potential pollutants at construction sites
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(such as storage areas for equipment fuel). Lastly, DoD is developing
a construction and demolition (C&D) waste management plan in consort
with the stormwater construction plan that calls for the use of mulch on
exposed soils, mulch that will be generated during the clearing of trees
and low growth during land clearing activities.Once construction is
complete, a SWPPP will be developed to control stormwater runoff and
infiltration from base operations. This is being done on a regional DoD
Guam-wide scale, and has the involvement of Guam EPA.
K-165-004
Thank you for your comment. The DoD and regulatory agencies are
equally concerned about preventing contamination of surface waters and
groundwater (particularly drinking water aquifers). The EIS describes
numerous programs and actions that will be taken to protect surface
waters and groundwater from potential contaminants. Refer to Volume
9, Appendix D, Project Description Technical Appendix, Munitions, for a
discussion of the munitions and constituents of concern associated with
the proposed ranges. The proposed ranges will be designed and
maintained in accordance with all applicable federal and Government of
Guam regulations. Specifically, Military Handbook 1027/3B contains
procedures for reducing potential impacts from ranges through the
implementation of BMPs. These include periodic clean-up of unexploded
ordnance (UXO), introducing soil amendments, vegetation management,
engineering controls, instituting contaminant monitoring, reclaiming, and
recycling. With ranges, lead is the primary leaching contaminant of
concern and best management practices can minimize or prevent
leaching of this constituent. Impact rounds from pistol rounds generally
stay intact and impact rounds from rifle rounds often fragment. Intact
rounds and rounds fragmented into relatively large pieces are not easily
transported by natural transport mechanisms.
Through the proper design of ranges, application of BMPs, and
monitoring, the potential for groundwater contamination would be
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minimized. BMPs can reduce or eliminate the leaching of lead to the
environment. These procedures include controlling soil pH to between 6
to 8 to prevent dissolution of lead, mining of lead from back stop berms,
implementing a soil leaching monitoring program, and adding phosphate
containing soil amendments to bind dissolved lead to the soil. Prior to
building the ranges, an engineering study would determine the minimum
depth of soil cover to ensure sufficient soil cover of the limestone, and to
assess the suitability and optimum technique to add soil amendments
such as phosphate to prevent lead leaching. In addition, when
percolating water reaches the porous limestone the pH will increase,
encouraging the precipitation of lead out of solution. The DoD will
monitor for selected contaminants of concern. If monitoring identifies
significant impacts, such as indications that chemicals of concern may
exceed regulatory standards, reduce beneficial uses, result in adverse
human or environmental health effects, or conflict with federal or
Government of Guam regulations, then additional action would be taken
to address these impacts.
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K-166-001
Thank you for your comment. As you note, there would be an expected
decline in economic activity as the construction phase of the proposed
action winds down. However, all economic variables analyzed are
expected to be at higher levels of benefit for every year in the
foreseeable future than they otherwise would be without the proposed
action. For instance, please note Figure 4.3-1 of the Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Study (SIAS, which is Appendix F of the EIS), which
shows higher levels of demand for labor during every year, with the
proposed action, compared to the baseline trend which shows demand
for labor without the proposed action.
Security clearances needed for Russian and Chinese visitors are not
under the oversight of DoD.
Also the Final EIS includes expanded discussion on mitigation measures
in almost all resource areas. DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
Finally, DoD recognizes the importance of reducing adverse effects on
the people of Guam, its natural resources, and infrastructure. The EIS
process identifies ways to implement the proposed relocation while
minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will continue to ensure that the shortterm impacts of construction are managed effectively and that the longterm effects of the military relocation reflect DoD policies to be good
neighbors and responsible citizens on Guam.
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K-167-001
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
reducing adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources,
and infrastructure. The EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will continue
to work to ensure that the short-term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long-term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
Roadways. Volume 6, Chapter 4 indicates that potential impacts to the
public transportation system would result from construction delays
associated with the roadway improvements. This could affect the level of
service for transit riders by increasing travel times, longer headways, and
missed transfers. Potential impacts to the existing pedestrian and bicycle
facilities would occur during construction of roadway improvements. This
includes a loss of intermittent sidewalk during the road widening and
shoulder removal. Intersection improvements would also impact safe
pedestrian and bicycle crossing during periods of reconstruction. The
2030 Guam Transportation Plan (GTP) presents a comprehensive, longterm strategy to improve transportation infrastructure and operations
throughout Guam. GovGuam, through its DPW and Department of
Administration, Division of Public Transportation Services, and Federal
Highway Administration, as well as the Federal Transit Administration
have partnered to prepare this plan. The plan addresses Guam’s
anticipated multimodal transportation needs, including roadway, bicycle,
pedestrian, and transit facilities. The GTP includes forecasts for
population, employment, and traffic growth through the year 2030,
including impacts associated with the potential DoD multiple services
buildup. Sustainable financing and project implementation
recommendations are also included in the plan.
Health and human services. Volume 2, Chapter 16 provides a discussion
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of the overarching factors that affect health and human services on
Guam. It also outlines the key public, nonprofit, private, and military
agencies that provide primary health and human services to Guam‘s
population.
Please see Section 4.4.1 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment
Study (SIAS), which is Appendix F, Volume 9 of the EIS for information
on the expected impacts the proposed action would have on the
government of Guam’s (agencies) staffing requirements. The analysis in
the SIAS includes both direct and indirect impacts including those who
move to Guam for work related to the proposed action. Another study,
funded by DoD’s Office of Economic Adjustment is underway, this is the
Fiscal Impact Assessment that identifies the needs of the government of
Guam and where the money to fund the needs could come from. The
benefits to the community that the base is in, consists primarily of money
that the new population provides to the local government from taxes,
licenses, and fees. This money would go to the government's revenues.
The executive and legislative branches of the government can then fund
social, cultural, health, and other programs they feel are needed to
benefit Guam.
As documented in this EIS, DoD acknowledges the existing substandard conditions of key public infrastructure systems and social
services on Guam and the interest to have DoD fund improvements to
these systems and services. DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by
Federal law. However, to minimize adverse impacts associated with the
proposed military relocation program, DoD is leading a federal interagency effort to identify other Federal programs and funding sources that
could benefit the people of Guam.
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K-168-001
Thank you for your comment. The impacts on the Guam public school
system are discussed in subsection 4.4.2, page 4-42 of the SIAS. Table
4.4-4 in the SIAS provides the potential increase (maximal) of student
population in the Guam Public School System from 2010 to
2020. Providing a brief summary, at the peak population year (2014), a
total of 7,937 students could attend the public school system; by
2017, when the operational (long-term) conditions occur, the students
generated could be 909. This is based on the direct and indirect
(induced) populations resulting from the military relocation. The military
dependents would be educated in the DoD school system and should
not affect the public school system. Money generated through
taxes from the increased population and federal payments to schools
(based on student populations) should provide revenue to
fund resources for the public schools.
It is also noted that the EIS process provides information on
environmental impacts (this includes the human environment); however,
there is a limit to the specific details of the impacts because the
information used is based on the continuation of existing trends and
behaviors. While it is not an exact science, the EIS process along with
the comments received provide information and views of
stakeholders, supporting and opposing the project, to the decision
makers on the anticipated impacts of the proposed action.
Finally, DoD acknowledges the existing sub-standard conditions of key
public infrastructure systems and social services on Guam and the
interest to have DoD fund improvements to these systems and services.
DoD’s ability to fund actions is limited by Federal law. However, to
minimize adverse impacts associated with the proposed military
relocation program, DoD is leading a federal inter-agency effort to
identify other Federal programs and funding sources that could benefit
the people of Guam.
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K-168-002
Thank you for your comment. Sediment core samples were selected
from multiple locations (14 discrete sampling sites) within the dredging
footprints for the three dredge areas, as show in Figure 2.3-6 in Volume
4 of the EIS. The number of samples and the compositing of samples
were consistent with common practice for USACE dredging permit
applications for Hawaii and Guam dredging projects. Sediment samples
within the proposed dredging areas were analyzed according to USEPA
and USACE testing criteria. Sediment core samples were taken to the
proposed dredge depth needed to accommodate the visiting aircraft
carrier. Additional detail is found in both Volumes 2 and 4 (Chapters 2
and 4). Additional testing will occur during the permitting process and a
dredged material management plan will be developed.
Radioactivity associated with U.S. Navy nuclear-powered ships and the
environmental monitoring program for such radioactivity were discussed
in the Draft EIS in Volume 4, sections 18.1.1.1 and 18.2.2.6. These
sections discuss the long history of safe operations and lack of adverse
environmental impact. U.S. nuclear powered warships have safely
operated for more than 50 years without any release of radioactivity that
affected human health or had an adverse effect on the environment or
marine life. The Navy’s annual report covering environmental monitoring
at locations throughout the U.S. was discussed, including the fact that
radioactivity associated with nuclear-powered ships, chiefly cobalt-60, is
not detectable in the environment in most harbors. The latest issue of
this annual report is Report NTâ€‘09-1 dated March 2009. No cobalt-60
was detected in Apra Harbor, Guam in the samples documented in this
report, which covers calendar year 2008. In addition to this summary
report for all U.S. harbors, the Navy issues a detailed report for Apra
Harbor each year. The latest report includes the results for each
individual water, sediment, and marine life sample taken in Apra Harbor
during 2008. No cobaltâ€‘60 was detected in any of these samples. The
Navy has been conducting radiological environmental monitoring in Apra
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Harbor since the early 1960s, when nuclear-powered ship operations in
Guam started. A complete history of all of this environmental monitoring
data is provided in Volume I of the Historical Radiological Assessment
for Apra Harbor. This report documents that only trace amounts of
cobalt-60, far below any level of health or environmental significance,
have ever been detected in Apra Harbor.
The response to Senator Cruz's comments (K-007-002 and K-047-001)
includes a detailed discussion on the nearly 50 year history of
environmental monitoring for radioactivity by the U.S. Navy. No
radioactivity associated with nuclear-powered ships (cobalt-60) has been
detected in Apra Harbor since 1990. Core samples taken in the inner
harbor in 2004 and in 2009 in areas of the outer harbor considered for
dredging have not had detectable cobalt-60 at any depth. Trace
concentrations of radionuclides associated with fallout from past nuclear
weapons testing (cesium-137, americium-241, and plutonium 239/240)
have been detected. These fallout nuclides are detectable worldwide.
This trace amount of radioactivity in the sediment is far below the
concentration established by the International Atomic Energy Agency for
determining whether dredged sediments can be regarded as nonradioactive or de minimis under the Convention on Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London Convention,
1972).
Since there is no indication of elevated radioactivity in Apra Harbor
sediments, dredged sediment from Apra Harbor may be disposed of
without any need for special considerations regarding radioactivity.
The Final EIS has been revised in several sections to include the
information discussed in the response to the comments from Senator
Cruz and EPA. Revised sections include Volume 4, sections 2.3.5.1,
4.2.2.2, and 18.2.2.6, and Volume 2, section 4.1.4.1.
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3. U.S. Navy Report, “Historical Radiological Assessment, Apra Harbor
Naval Complex Territory of Guam, Volume I, Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program, 1961-2004”, February 2006
4. IAEA-TECDOC-1375, “Determining the Suitability of Materials for
Disposal at Sea under the London Convention 1972: A Radiological
Assessment Procedure,” IAEA, October 2003
K-168-003
Thank you for your comment. Neither the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) or the President's Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ)
that provide guidelines for NEPA documents, cite the requirement for a
medical impact statement.
Relating to the population figure of about 80,000 people; it should be
noted the figure represents a maximal figure when most of the
construction workers are still on Guam and the military populations arrive
(2014); once construction is completed, the operational population would
be about 33,400 (2016) (see the SIAS, Table ES-1, on page iii). Not all
of this population will be serviced by GMHA or mental health agencies
on Guam.

The maximal number of 80,000 occurs at the peak when the construction
is still underway and the military and their dependents are arriving on the
island. It is expected that the military population would have dental and
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medical services provided by the DoD medical system (that population is
estimated to be over 20,000). Also, contractors providing H2B workers
for DoD jobs (as well as other construction workers) would have medical
benefits, including clinics that would be available to the construction
workers (this population represents another 20,000 individuals). So the
maximal population that GMH could serve is less than 40,000 people.
Also, humanitarian and mutual aid would be provided (as in the past
during emergencies), and the military and civilian hospitals
would provide medical services until the emergency is over.
The SIAS and the DEIS are documents that have identified the probable
impacts of the proposed action and alternatives based on the best
available information. Existing data and information was gathered and
supplemented with interviews with federal and Guam agencies. To
provide the public and various governmental agencies with an
opportunity to review and comment on the methodologies and
assumptions used, the SIAS was included as Appendix F, Volume 9 of
the DEIS. Comments provided on the DEIS will also be included to
provide the decision-makers with the public views in support and/or
opposition of the proposed action and alternatives. Although existing
deficits in Guam healthcare were noted in the DEIS, the purpose of the
SIAS was to focus on the specific impacts that would be generated by
the proposed action.

K-168-004
Thank you for your comment. The DoD has kept the public informed as
required by NEPA, which includes holding public scoping meetings and
public hearings and allowing the public to comment on the DEIS. DoD
has had ongoing discussions with Cooperating Agencies (those federal
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and local agencies with special expertise or regulatory oversight)
throughout the preparation of the DEIS and will continue these
discussions with agencies through the completion of the FEIS. As part of
the engagement with Cooperating Agencies, they were asked to conduct
an early technical review of the partially completed DEIS in late July
2009. The DoD has also met extensively with elected officials and other
community stakeholders on the progress of the EIS and
notional/preliminary relocation plans.
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K-169-001
Thank you for your comment, which focused on how Guam was chosen
for the military relocation rather than other places within the Pacific
region. Volume 1 at Section 1.4 in the Draft EIS provides a Global
Perspective Background, which explains the various international and
military capability requirements that were considered for the realignment
of military forces. Because this section of the Draft EIS explains the
background analysis of strategic military capability locations within the
Pacific, it will remain the same for the Final EIS. For instance, this
section describes how several locations were considered throughout the
Pacific region for the military relocation based upon 1) response times,
2) freedom of action (the ability of the U.S. to use bases and training
facilities freely and without restriction at a particular locale), and 3)
international treaties and agreements with Japan and other Western
Pacific allies. The U.S. locations in the Pacific region considered for the
military relocation were Hawaii, Alaska, California, and Guam. Non-U.S.
locations considered included Korea, the Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, and Australia, because they are allies to the U.S. and are well
situated for strategic force deployment. After analyzing the international
and military capability requirements for each locale mentioned above,
Guam was the only location for the relocation that met all the criteria.
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K-169-002
Thank you for your comment. DoD recognizes the importance of
managing efforts in implementing the proposed military relocation to
reduce adverse effects on the people of Guam, its natural resources and
infrastructure. The Final EIS process identifies ways to implement the
proposed relocation while minimizing adverse impacts. DoD will
continue to ensure that the short term impacts of construction are
managed effectively and that the long term effects of the military
relocation reflect DoD policies to be good neighbors and responsible
citizens on Guam.
Through the process of public involvement that has accompanied this
proposed action, the Chamorro people of Guam have voiced clearly and
concisely their concern that the traditional Chamorro culture, including
dance, language and traditions, will be forgotten. While population
increases can highlight cultural differences, they also present unique
opportunities for cultural learning and sharing. As noted in the Final EIS,
the DoD plans for cultural sensitivity orientation and awareness
programs will focus on mutual respect and tolerance and strive to
educate all incoming and currently present military personnel on the rich
and varied cultural history that has created the culture that is Guam
today. Finally, the DoD plans to increase military civilian joint activities in
order to foster strong and mutually beneficial military civilian
relationships that include the sharing and understanding of culture.
K-169-003
Thank you for your comment.
K-169-004
Thank you for your comment. The EIS describes the intensive selection
process that the DoD went through to select alternatives for the location
of the firing range on Guam in Section 2.3.2.5. Placing the firing range
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at the golf course on Andersen AFB would be in direct conflict with the
special use airspace associated with the airfield at Andersen AFB.
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K-170-001
Thank you for your comment. Should DoD determine that additional
land is necessary to meet its requirements, DoD policy requires that it
negotiate with affected public and private land owners in good faith, seek
agreements to acquire desired lands interests and pay fair market value.
Where circumstances exist that require resolution of issues such as
ownership or value, procedures exist under eminent domain authority to
resolve those questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair
market value.
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K-170-002
Thank you for your comment.
K-170-003
Thank you for your comment. DoD acknowledges that the issue of land
acquisition is a complex and sensitive issue, particularly related to prior
acquisition of land in Guam by the federal government. Prior land
acquisition policies and procedures are not reflective of current land
acquisition laws and DoD policy.
DoD was required to determine whether military relocation requirements
could be met by excess, underutilized or otherwise available property
held by DoD on Guam. Early development plans attempted to keep all
activities on existing DoD lands. However, as discussed in the FEIS
(Volume 2, Chapter 2), after applying operational and environmental
screening criteria, no contiguous DoD area on Guam was identified that
could support all the land use and operational requirements of the
action.
Should DoD determine that additional land is necessary to meet its
requirements, DoD policy requires that it negotiate with affected public
and private land owners in good faith, seek agreements to acquire
desired lands interests and pay fair market value. Where circumstances
exist that require resolution of issues such as ownership or value,
procedures exist under eminent domain authority to resolve those
questions. Eminent domain requires reimbursement at fair market value.
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K-171-001
Thank you for your comment. The Tax Revenue analysis presented in
Section 4.3.3 of the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Study (SIAS)
was conducted under the assumption that GovGuam would collect all of
the taxes it would be due based on construction work and other
economic activity generated by the proposed action.
Mitigation measures have been proposed, and are under consideration,
that would create a system of information sharing between DoD and
GovGuam as that information refers to DoD contract revenues
that would be subject to Guam taxes.
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